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ABSTRACT
Part A
Thermoconsolidation in Poroelastic Media
The theory of homogenization, which is a rigorous method of averaging with
multiple-scale perturbation expansions, is applied to thermoconsolidation in porous
media. The assumptions are the existence of disparate length scales and the peri-
odicity of medium structure and material properties on the lower scales.
In Chapter I, we consider two-scale periodic porous media. The governing
equations and constitutive coefficients on the macroscale are deduced without any
empirical or closure assumptions starting from the basic conservation laws on the
microscale. When the medium deformation is comparable to typical grain size,
the governing equations are in general nonlinearly coupled due to nonlinear bound-
ary conditions on the fluid-solid interfaces. Therefore the phenomenologically based
Biot's linear theory of consolidation must be limited to the cases with solid displace-
ment much smaller than the grain size. However, those nonlinear terms originating
from the nonlinear interface boundary conditions vanish for special class of mi-
crocell geometries with three orthogonal planes of symmetry and Biot's theory is
still valid. By extending Auriault and Sanchez-Palencia (1977), certain properties
and constraints on the macroscale coefficients are established. For a cubic array of
Wigner-Seitz grains the microcell boundary value problems are solved numerically
to calculate the macroscale coefficients. The elastic coefficient tensor possesses cu-
bic symmetry and other coefficients are isotropic. The macroscale equations are
applied to the pumping of hot fluid from geothermal reservoirs. In the case of
two-dimensional pumping through a small sink at the bottom, when the Rayleigh
number is sufficiently large, the seepage flow develops cellular convective motion
and the upper surface deforms in wavy pattern.
In Chapter II, the two-scale analysis is extended to three-scale media to deduce
the macroscale governing equations and constitutive coefficients starting from the
mesoscale equations. The theory is applied to layered medium on the mesoscale
and the effects of the contrast of the mesoscale coefficients on the anisotropy of the
macroscale coefficients are examined.
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Part B
Thermal Dispersion in Poroelastic Media
The theory of homogenization is applied to thermal dispersion in relatively
highly permeable and hard poroelastic media.
In Chapter I, thermal dispersion in two-scale media is investigated assuming
that the microscale Pecl1t number and the Rayleigh number are finite. The microcell
boundary value problem which is a convection-diffusion equation is defined and is
identical to that for rigid media by Mei(1991). The dispersion tensor is in general
non-symmetric. For a cubic array of Wiger-Seitz grains, by solving the microcell
boundary value problem numerically for a mean flow direction along the symmetry
axis the dispersion tensor is calculated. For such case there are two non-vanishing
coefficients, the longtudinal DL and the transvers DT. For large Peclet number,
both grow as the square of Peclet number. This is in contrast with the numerous
experiments with natural granular media which shows as the first power of Peclet
number.
In Chapter II, thermal dispersion in three-scale media is analyzed. It is as-
sumed that the mesoscale Peclet number is finite but the Rayleigh number is large.
Due to buoyancy the flow and heat transport on the macroscale are nonlinearly
coupled. Also the mesoscale cell boundary value problem is nonlinearly coupled
to the governing equations for flow and heat transport on the macroscale. For
layered medium, the symmetric and anti-symmetric dispersion tensors are derived
analytically. The longitudinal dispersion coefficient along the horizontal direction
grows as the square of mesoscale Peclet number when the mean flow is parallel to
the layers but reaches finite limit value when the mean flow is not parallel to the
layers. The transverse dispersion coefficient in the vertical direction always reaches
finite limit as the Peclet number increases. The off-diagonal and anti-symmetric
dispersion coefficients are in general nonzero. The macroscale equations are applied
to the dispersion of a thermal cloud released in a uniform seepage flow through a
layered medium. For sufficiently large Rayleigh number the cloud rises across the
depth due to strong buoyancy while it is being convected by the uniform flow. The
variation of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient can be large. The Peclet number
tends to decrease the effects of Rayleigh number.
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PART A. THERMOCONSOLIDATION IN POROELASTIC MEDIA
NOTATIONS
a elastic coefficient tensor of rank four aijkl in solid
as elastic coefficient a... in a medium with cubic symmetry
al elastic coefficient a, in a medium with cubic symmetry
alGn elastic coefficient a... in a medium with cubic symmetry
a' elastic coefficient tensor of rank four ai of porous medium on the ' scale
all elastic coefficient tensor of rank four a'j ll of porous medium on the t" scale
a average heat capacity of porous medium on the e' scale
AfLo vector function for (l)
A' vector function for 8(') (cf. (3.3.2) in Chapter II)
Aij coordinate transformation matrix (cf. (C.5) in Appendix C)
Af, A, coefficient matrices in finite element equation for heat diffusion
b ratio of thermal stress to pore pressure
barr compliance tensor of rank four
B scale of thermal modulus
Bij coordinate transformation matrix (cf. (C.22) in Appendix C)
Cl vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.26) in Chapter I)
Cp specific heat
D stiffness matrix for solid in finite element equation
e extrapolation error in numerical results
ei unit vector in i-th direction
E Young's modulus
E vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.26) in Chapter I)
E elastic coefficient matrix in finite element equation
ff, f. forcing vector terms in finite element equation for heat diffusion
Fjmn, fifth order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.3.13) in Chapter I)
F forcing vector in finite element equation for Stokes problem
g gravitational acceleration
G,mn third order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.3.13) in Chapter I)
Himn third order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.3.13) in Chapter I)
I identity tensor
I, vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.13) in Chapter I)
Jh functional for heat diffusion problem in microcell
Jf functional for Stokes problem in microcell
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J, functional for elastostatic problem in microcell
Jmn,, third order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.3.26) in Chapter I)
[J] Jacobian matrix in finite element equation
k second order tensor kij (cf. (3.3.19) in Chapter I)
k' permeability tensor k'i on the I' scale
k" permeability tensor k on the ie scale
K hydraulic conductivity of porous medium or bulk modulus of solid
K} vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.13) in Chapter I)
Kk,K coefficient matrices in finite element equation for Stokes problem
Kg coefficient matrix in finite element equation for elasticity in microcell
l microscale length
i' macroscale length in two-scale medium or mesoscale length
in three-scale medium
Ie" macroscale length in three-scale medium
L vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.26) in Chapter I)
mf,, thermal conductivity of fluid(f) or soild(s)
m' thermal conductivity of porous medium on the ' scale
m" thermal conductivity of porous medium on the " scale
MfL, scale of thermal conductivity of fluid(f) or soild(s)
M, M. Mf
Mi,,n third order tensor (cf. (3.3.26) in Chapter I)
n' porosity on the mesoscale I'
n" porosity on the macroscale I"
N unit normal vector
Nf ,' outward unit normal vector from fluid(f) or soild(s)
No unit normal vector on the initial fluid-solid interface
Nf unit normal vector on the fluid-solid interface in the moving frame
NJ vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.26) in Chapter I)
N shape function matrix in finite elements
O order symbol
p dynamic pressure variation
ps initial static pressure
P total pressure (= p, + p)
Pt scale of pressure drop over the length '
P" scale of pressure drop over the length "
Pe microscale Peclet number
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Pe Pe/e
Pe* Peclet number for porous medium layer (cf. (7.2.5) in Chapter I)
Pe' mesoscale Peclet number
FPe' Pe'/e
Pr Prandtl number
q(k) nodal unknown vector fro k in finite element equation for Stokes problem
q(S) nodal unknown vector for S in finite element equation for Stokes problem
q() nodal unknown vector in finite element equation for elasticity in microcell
Q force vector in finite element equation for elasticity in microcell
R, critical Rayleigh number for a porous medium layer
R vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.13) in Chapter I)
Ra mesoscale Rayleigh number
Ra' macroscale Rayleigh number
Re Reynolds number (=Ue/v)
lRe Rele
s, (1 - a) thickness of layers
S vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.19) in Chapter I)
S' vector coefficient (cf. (3.2.10) in Chapter II)
St no~ third order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.4.13) in Chapter I)
S* symmetry plane in a microcell at xi = 0(-) or zi = l/2(+)
t time
T. consoildation time scale over I' scale
T~ consoildation time scale over e" scale
Td heat diffusion time scale over e' scale
Td heat diffusion time scale over I" scale
Tv heat convection time scale over e' scale
T. heat convection time scale over I" scale
Tf,, total temperature for fluid fluid(f) or soild(s) (= T,, + f,,.)
Tf,, initial temperature for fluid fluid(f) or soild(s)
Tj traction force in j-th direction on the fluid-solid interface
To vector coefficient (cf. (3.4.13) in Chapter I)
u fluid velocity vector
ud fluid velocity vector relative to the solid velocity
U scale of fluid velocity on the microscale 
U' scale of seepage velocity on the ' scale
U., U, heat convection velocity in a porous layer
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vUs vector coefficient (cf. (3.4.13) in Chapter I)
_U heat convection velocity on the 1' scale
v solid displacement
V' scale of solid displacement over I' scale
V" scale of solid displacement over I" scale
W' vector coefficient (cf. (3.2.10) in Chapter II)
z microscale vector coordinates
X microscale vector coordinates (=z - 1/2)
z' mesoscale vector coordinates
z" macroscale vector coordinates
zN horizontal extent of computational domain in z
Z' mesoscale vector coordinates
z" macroscale vector coordinates
z, y, z Cartesian coordinates
a linear expansion coefficient of solid
a' pressure coefficient tensor of porous medium in Hookes's law
(cf. (3.3.15) in Chapter I)
a" pressure coefficient tensor of porous medium in Hookes's law
(cf. (3.2.8) in Chapter II)
af, thermal diffusivity of fluid(f) or soild(s)
fi thermal modulus of solid
tip compressibility of fluid
PT thermal expansion coefficient of fluid
Pfi scalar coefficient (cf.(3.3.28) in Chapter I)
Pt, thermal modulus tensor of porous medium in Hookes's law
(cf. (3.3.15) in Chapter I)
P.' scalar coefficient (cf.(3.2.14) in Chapter II)
Pt thermal modulus tensor of porous medium in Hookes's law
(cf. (3.2.8) in Chapter II)
7' second order tensor coefficient (cf.(3.3.28) in Chapter I)
7y" second order tensor coefficient (cf.(3.2.14) in Chapter II)
r fluid-solid interface
rf,, fluid(f) or soild(a) part on the periodic boundary
re fluid-solid interface in the moving frame
6 scale of solid strain over e' scale
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6' scale of solid strain over I" scale
a6' second order tensor coefficient (cf.(3.2.14) in Chapter II)
i6, Kronecker delta
A. dilation of porous medium matrix(=V' v( °) )
e scale ratio (/t' or 1'/I " )
C vector coefficient (cf.(3.3.3) in Chapter I)
C' vector coefficient (cf.(3.2.3) in Chapter II)
a~ scalar coefficient (cf.(3.3.28) in Chapter I)
scalar coefficient (cf.(3.2.14) in Chapter II)
' svector coefficient (cf.(3.3.3) in Chapter I)
r' vector coefficient (cf.(3.2.3) in Chapter II)
0 medium temperature
o' (=0'/Ra)
/f,, temperature variation in the fluid(f) or soild(s)
E' scale of temperature variation over e'
O" scale of temperature variation over 
A Lame constant
p Lame constant for solid or absolute viscosity of fluid
Po, l1 shear moduli of porous medium with cubic symmetry
v kinematic viscosity of fluid or Poisson's ratio for solid
microscale vector coordinates in the moving frame(=z - v(° ) )
or logarithmic horizontal coordinate (cf.(7.3.1) in Chapter I)
(N horizontal extent of computational domain in (
VI mesoscale vector coordinates in the moving frame(=' - v(0 ))
pf,, density of fluid(f) or soild(s)
Po reference density of fluid at the initial state
(pCp), (pcp)./pCp)f
f,, stress in fluid(f) or soild(s)
aT total stress(=of in lf) or (=a, in fl.)
T time in the moving frame(=t)
third order tensor (cf.(3.3.3) in Chapter I)
' third order tensor (cf.(3.2.3) in Chapter II)
4, viscous dissipation in fluid
Ob 0 in a rotated frame (cf. (C.6) in Appendix C)
w rotation tensor wij in solid
0 periodic cell on the microscale
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f' periodic cell on the mesoscale
wf, fluid(f) or soild(s) region in a microcell
D scale of the elastic modulus of solid
Cof cofactor of a matrix
det determinant of a matrix
e(.) microscale strain operator
e(.) microscale strain operator in the moving frame
e'() macroscale strain operator(2-scale) or mesoscale strain operator(3-scale)
eE(.) macroscale strain operator(2-scale) or mesoscale gradient operator(3-scale)
e"() macroscale strain operator(3-scale)
et'(.) macroscale strain operator(3-scale) in the moving frame
(-)(n) n-th order term in perturbation series
(.)T transpose
: second order contraction
()* normalized quantity
() variables in the upper(+) or lower(-) layer
() coefficients in physical units
(.) unit cell volume average
[.1 difference of between layers (=(.)+ - (-)
V microscale gradient operator
V t microscale gradient operator in the moving frame
V7' macroscale gradient operator(2-scale) or mesoscale gradient operator(3-scale)
VI macroscale gradient operator(2-scale) or mesoscale gradient operator(3-scale)
in the moving frame
V" macroscale gradient operator(3-scale)
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Land subsidence as a consequence of water, gas and oil withdrawal from un-
derground is a widespread phenomenon in the areas of heavy urban growth and
industrialization. Many of the world's major cities have suffered subsidence and
there are extensive reviews of case histories (Poland and Davis, 1969; Poland, 1984;
Waltham, 1989). The damages caused by subsidence are sometimes so serious that
the estimated remedial cost for protection can be tremendous (Waltham, 1989).
Some well known cases are the San Joaquin Valley and the Wilmington oil field in
California, the Ekofisk oil field in the North Sea, and the Mexico City.
On the other hand, the geothermal energy is being actively exploited for power
generation and other industrial purposes in many parts of the world (Lunis and
Lienan, 1988; Keller, 1984). One of the major concerns is the soil subsidence caused
by the extraction of hot fluid. Of particular interest is the Wairakei geothermal
field in New Zealand (Stilwell, 1975; Bixley, 1984) where the extraction of the hot
geothermal fluid has resulted in subsidence of 4.5m. Narasimhan and Goyal (1984)
list some case histories related to geothermal systems from around the world.
Geothermal reservoirs are usually categorized as either liquid-dominated or
vapor-dominated but in practice most reservoirs are liquid-dominated (Donaldson
and Grant, 1981). In addition to the Wairakei field, the liquid-dominated system
at Cerro Prieto geothermal field in Mexico where electric power generation began
in 1973 showed negligibly small subsidence until 1978. But after the earthquake
of June 8, 1980, approximately 45 cm of vertical subsidence was recorded (Zelwer
and Grannel, 1982). A typical example of vapor-dominated reservoir is the Geysers
field, California, where the maximum subsidence of only 14 cm as of 1977 after
four years of heavy production was measured (Lofgren, 1978). The above contrast
shows that it is crucial to use appropriate data locally available in the prediction of
subsidence (Narasimhan and Goyal, 1984).
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In the present study, we shall particularly be interested in the thermocon-
solidation of porous media. In fact, the isothermal consolidation is a subset of
thermoconsolidation when the effects due to thermal changes are ignored.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Isothermal Consolidation
Starting from the linear theory of consolidation by Biot(1941) who deduced the
three-dimensional theory of small strain deformation in porous media, there have
been many works to model the ground subsidence. Extensive reviews can be found
in Fallou et al(1992) and Lee et al(1992). We give only a brief review.
The most common approach is to model the soil body as multilayer system
composed of highly permeable aquifers and less permeable aquitards. In some
models (Verruijt, 1969; Corapcioglu and Brutsaert, 1977; Bear and Corapcioglu,
1981a,b; Corapcioglu and Bear, 1983), aquifers are assumed to be primarily re-
sponsible for the soil deformation so that aquitards are treated only as thin film
across which pressure drop occurs. However, the deformation in aquitards is also
known to cause subsidence because of the relatively large compressibility (Poland
and Davis, 1969) and have been included in later models (Gambolati and Freeze,
1973; Gambolati et al, 1974; Helm, 1975, 1976). On the other hand, by invok-
ing the quasi-three dimensional approximation introduced by Hantush(1960) and
Hantush and Jacob(1955a,b) i.e. the flow is mainly horizontal and vertical respec-
tively in aquifers and aquitards, other models have been developed (Herrera and
Figueroa, 1969; Frind, 1983; Gambolati et al, 1986; Neumann and Witherspoon,
1969; Neumann et al, 1982).
When the aquitards are sufficiently soft and thick, the self-weight effect of the
soil is also important (Gibson et al, 1967, 1981; and Mei, 1985). For pumping from
a layered soil, Fallou et al(1992) have examined the self-weight effects on the decline
of pore pressure and the subsidence. It has been extended by Lee et al(1992) to the
case of finite strain including soil hysteresis by employing the Lagrangian approach
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introduced by Cooper(1966) and used by Gambolati(1973a,b), Gibson et al(1967,
1981).
Thermoconsolidation
By allowing thermal effects in both fluid and solid, Schiffman(1971) first for-
mulated the linearized thermoelastic theory of consolidation for porous medium
in which the classical laws of Hooke, Fourier and Darcy were incorporated, but
the convective heat transport due to fluid motion was not included. Later Der-
ski and Kowalski(1979) derived the governing equations for thermoconsolidation
which include the heat convection. They assumed that the medium is identically
homogeneous and isotropic.
Brownell et al(1977) also obtained the thermoelastic governing equations which
take into account the coupling between fluid and solid matrix. By using some
typical data from geothermal reservoirs they examined the inertia terms in the
momentum equations, the pressure work and the viscous dissipation in the energy
equation and showed that they are negligibly small. However, the heat convection
due to solid movement, which is important when the consolidation and heat diffusion
time scales are comparable, was not included. Later their equations were used to
simulate the radial flow due to line source which penetrates across the depth of a
confined hot water geothermal reservoir and two-phase flow in geothermal wells by
Garg and Pritchett(1984a,b). Since the attention was focused on rocks with small
compressibility, the subsidence has been discarded.
Bear and Corapcioglu(1981c) also proposed a model for thermoconsolidation
in an aquifer by taking the coupling of poroelastic medium and fluid into account
but their discussion was mainly on the variation of depth-averaged quantities in
the horizontal direction. Many ad hoc assumptions are introduced which are hard
to assess. Kurashige(1989) considered the linear thermoelastic behavior around a
spherical cavity which is subject to hot (or cold) water injection. His results show
that either the convective or the conductive transport of heat and pore pressure
could be dominant depending on the permeability of the medium.
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Consolidation due to Local Heat Source
Radioactive resources have long been used to generate nuclear power in many
countries. The problem of how to treat the nuclear wastes became important and
therefore many possible disposal concepts were considered (Frosch, 1977). One
porposal is to store the nuclear wastes in canisters which are shot down deep into
a mud sea bottom. The anticipated problems are thermostress around the canister
which may fail and toxic material transport caused by fracture due to released heat
(Hollister, 1977; Silva, 1977).
The thermoconsolidation around a point source in an infinite medium was
studied by Booker and Savvidou(1985) with material properties homogeneous and
isotropic both thermomechanically and hydraulically. Only conduction was allowed.
After obtaining the fundamental solution due to point source, they simulated a
cylindrical source such as heat generating canister and found that only a small
fraction of the pore pressure which would be achieved in impermeable medium
is reached. The same kind of approach was applied to layered medium of semi-
infinite extent with a decaying heat source buried at finite depth from the top
surface where traction forces and temperature variations are zero (Small and Booker,
1986). Again no flow was taken into account and only conduction was allowed. A
homogeneous medium which is elastically isotropic but hydraulically anisotropic
(greater permeability in horizontal direction than in vertical dirction) was analyzed
similarly (Savvidou and Booker, 1989) and the results show that the increase in
both pore pressure and compressional stress is significantly smaller than the case
for isotropic soil with equal vertical permeability.
For one-dimensional thermoelastic responses in a porous half space, McTigue
(1986) has examined the pressure and temperature distributions due to several
conditions on the top surface such as drainage and impermeable and also constant
temperature and heat flux. It is shown that, in all cases, both the pressure and tem-
perature develop to higher level as the ratio of permeability to thermal diffusivity
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decreases. On the other hand, a thick and soft soil layer was studied thermoe-
lastically for temperature changes on the surface by taking the self-weight effects
into account in one-dimensional problem by Mei and Tyvand(1988). It was shown
that depending on a parameter which characterizes the relative importance of the
gravity effect to the diffusional term in the solid momentum equation, the gound
surface may swell up or settle down.
Convective Heat Transfer in Porous Media
On the basic side, there has been a vast literature on the natural convection in
porous media starting from Lapwood(1948). Mainly the flow instability is consid-
ered in a porous layer heated from below, horizontal or inclined. Extensive reviews
can be found in Cheng(1978), Combarnous and Bories(1975) and Nield and Be-
jan(1992).
Aquifers have also been recognized as a mnean for storing thermal energy. The
associated problems such as gorund water flow and heat transport were surveyed by
Mercer et al(1982). Mercer et al (1975) used the finite element method for depth-
averaged governing equations to simulate the areal distribution of heat and temper-
ature at the Wairakei geothermal field within a numerical domain large enough to
cover the actual field. The steady distributions of hydraulic head and temperature
prior to exploitation were used as initial conditions for the transient problem after
1955. The calculated head distributions were not in good agreement with measured
data.
The natural convection about a vertical impermeable wall or cylinder has been
studied to model hot dikes, formed by magma intrusion into shallow depths of
earth's crust, which can serve as energy source. Cheng and Minkowycz(1977) ap-
plied the boundary layer approximations for flow in porous media invoked by Wood-
ing(1963) and McNabb(1965) to the vertical buoyant flow at a heated vertical wall.
Minkowycz and Cheng(1976) used same approach for a cylindrical intrusion. Wood-
ing (1963) idealized the Wairakei field as a geothermal plume with implicit assump-
tion that the Prandtl number is finite i.e. restricting the region of thermal diffusion
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to that of mixing between fluids at different temperatures. Yih(1965) considered
the same problem in an infinite region and pointed out that Wooding's solutions
are valid for all Prandtl numbers. On the other hand, Cheng(1978) demonstrates
that the plume problem is a special case of free convection around a vertical wall if
the wall temperature has special vertical distribution given by Tw = Too + Ax - l/3
where Too is the uniform medium temperature in the outer field, A is a constant
and x is the vertical coordinate positive upwards.
Rana et al(1979) computed the flow pattern and isotherms in a three-layer
medium with one layer of low permeability sandwiched between two others in order
to simulate the rock formations in Hawaii. The results show that a multi-cellular
convection pattern may occur due to the presence of the lower permeability layer.
Theory of Homogenization for the Mechanics of Porous Mhedia
The amount of work required to analyze problems such as flow through porous
media or gorund subsidence either analytical or numnerical becomes extremely large
when the number of inclusions such as lenses,beds or in highly idealized terms
thin layers increases. While these remain practically impossible tasks, the the-
ory of homogenization introduced by Sanchez-Palencia (1974) and summarized in
the books by Bensoussan et al (1978), Sanchez-Palencia (1980), Bakhvalov and
Panasenko(1989) and Ene and Polisevski(1987), has been successful in providing a
general scheme for deducing both macroscale governing equations and the effective
constitutive coefficients for the mechanics and dynamics of rigid and deformable
porous media from microscopic mechanics. The strength of this theory is that
within the assumed framework even Darcy's law is computable and no empirical
assumptions are made. The limitations are associated with the assumptions as
discussed below.
In the original theory of homogenization, two key assumptions are made. One
is the existence of two well separated spatial scales, namely the microscale and
the macroscale e' where ele' = e < 1 and serves as ordering parameter which
is used in the subsequent asymptotic expansions of physical variables. Secondly,
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all unknowns and material properties are assumed to be periodic on the microscale
so that averages over the microscale cell are well defined. In order to obtain the
governing equations and constitutive coefficients at the macroscale, the standard
multiple scale perturbation is then used.
For the fluid flow through rigid porous medium with two spatial scales, the
phenomenological and empirically established Darcy's law can be rigorously derived
from the microscale problems in terms of structural characterics at the microscale
(Ene and Sanchez-Palencia, 1973, 1975). This has been extended to include the
deformation of poroelastic medium for two scale by Auriault and Sanchez-Palencia
(1977) and the dynamics of porous media by Levy(1979), Burridge and Keller(1981)
and Auriault et al(1985).
The theory has also been applied to thermal flows in saturated rigid porous
medium. Steady heat conduction was considered starting from the heat equations
for both solid and fluid phases at the microscale and the macroscale conduction
equation and thermal conductivity were obtained (Ene and Sanchez-Palencia, 1981).
They also studied the steady convective heat transfer in a rigid porous medium
(Ene and Sanchez-Palencia, 1982). It is noted that the pressure and temperature
distributions at leading order depend macroscale coordinates only and correspond
to the externally imposed pressure gradient and temperature difference. Interest-
ing examples of application to geothermal engineering can be found in Ene and
Polisevski(1987).
While these were all concerned with two spatial scales, the situations encoun-
tered in fields exhibit features of more than two spatial scales by the presence of
lenses and layers. The extension of the theory to three or more scales for the
mechanics of porous media was carried out recently by Mei and Auriault(1989)
with the addition of intermediate mesoscale. The scale relations are such that
I/i' = e'/£ = e < 1, where , ' and e" are the microscale, mesoscale and
macroscale respectively. By solving some canonical boundary value problems de-
fined on the lower scales, one gets the constitutive coefficients of the next larger
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scale. Finally, after solving the macroscale problem, the solution can be used back-
wards to calculate the solutions on the finer scales. For an example, they specialized
the three-scale theory of consolidation to a transversely isotropic medium on the
mesoscale to find the macroscale coefficients.
SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WORK
We are concerned with thermoconsolidation in porous media. First, in Chapter
I, the two scale medium is considered. While the micro length scale is comparable
to typical pore or grain size, our interests in the physical processes in porous me-
dia are over much larger macroscale. However, the description on the macroscale
should take account of the effects of microscale variations on the macroscale behav-
ior. This is achieved for spatially periodic medium without making any empirical
or closure assumptions by using the homogenization theory starting from the basic
conservation laws on the microscale. Specifically on the macroscale, the equations
of quasi-static equilibrium, Darcy's law, consolidation and heat transport are de-
rived. Several canonical microcell boundary value problems are defined. For the
elastic property, a set of elastostatic problems with prescribed traction forces on
the fluid-solid interface in a given cell geomtry is defined. For the seepage flow, the
Stokes problem is defined in the fluid phase. Similarly for heat transport, a cou-
pled heat diffusion problem for both fluid and solid phases is obtained. By solving
them numerically for a chosen microcell geometry, the macroscale coefficients are
calculated.
In Chapter II, a porous medium with three disparate length scales is consid-
ered. Starting from the governing equations on the mesoscale derived in Chapter I,
the homogenization procedure is applied to deduce the macroscale governing equa-
tions. They are in the same form as those on the mesoscale. However the effects of
inhomogeneities in terms of the medium properties on the mesoscale are incorpo-
rated and can be determined by solving some canonical boundary value problems
defined on the mesoscale. The elasticity, flow and heat diffuion problems are defined
whose solutions are nontrivial only when the medium properties on the mesoscale
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are nonuniform. Therefore in a medium uniform on the mesoscale the whole prob-
lem reduces to the two scale one identically. For periodically layered medium in
alternating fashion on the mesoscale, the macroscale coefficients are examined in
terms of the contrast in the mesoscale coefficients.
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Chapter I. THERMOCONSOLIDATION IN TWO-SCALE POROUS
MEDIA
1. Introduction
A two scale porous medium is characterized by the existence of two disparate
length scales, the microscale and the macroscale I'. The scale ratio e = /'
is assumed to be very small. The structure of the porous medium is assumed to
be periodic on the microscale with periodic length . It is also assumed that the
variables and material propertiers are periodic over the microscale.
It is shown that, in general, the macroscale equations which govern the defor-
mation, flow and heat transport are nonlinearly coupled when the solid displacement
is allowed to be comparable to a typical grain size. However, those nonlinear terms
vanish for special class of cell geometry on the microscale with three orthogonal
planes of symmetry. Even for such case, the governing equations are nonlinearly
coupled via heat convection.
The general theory is applied to one-and two-dimensional thermoconsolidation
in a porous layer due to pumping of pore fluid. The effects of buoyancy and nonlinear
coupling in the heat convection are examined.
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2. The Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
The fluid is assumed to be slightly compressible with finite thermal expansion
coefficient but with negligible compressibility under isothermal pressure. Viscous
dissipation and compressional work will also be neglected from the outset. Er-
rors due to omission will be examined a posteriori after deducing the macroscale
governing equations in §3.
2.1 The Governing Equations, Boundary Conditions and Order Esti-
mates
On the microscale the interstitial fluid is governed by the conservation laws of
mass
V.u=O in f (2.1.1)
momentum
P(t + u .Vu) =-VP +V 2u - pf ge in f (2.1.2)
and energy
(pCP) ( Tft + u VT!) = V.(mf VTf) in f (2.1.3)
where u,p and T are the velocity, total pressure and total temperature and the
subscript f denotes the fluid phase. Also, p, Cp and m denote the density, specific
heat and thermal conductivity, respectively. Note that the total pressure P is the
sum of initial static pressure p. and the dynamic pressure p. Also Tf is the sum of
the initial temperature Tf and the temperature variation f from the initial state
i.e.
Tf = Tf + f (2.1.4)
We adopt the following equation of state for the pore fluid
Pf = po(l - TOf ) (2.1.5)
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where po is the reference density at f = 0 and fT is the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient of fluid. Accordingly
Vp. = -Po(Z)g (2.1.6)
Substituting (2.1.5) and (2.1.6) into (2.1.2) and making use of Boussinesq approxi-
mation we obtain
P, (a + Vu) = -Vp + pV2u + pog9T,f e, in ,f (2.1.7)
The last term represents the bouyant force due to gravity.
The momentum balance in the solid phase, for sufficiently slow motion, is
governed by the equation of quasi-static equilibrium
V.a, =0 in Ql. (2.1.8)
The energy balance is governed by
(pp) a + d. VT. = V. (m. VT.) in Qfl (2.1.9)
where a, is the solid stress, dv/dt is the velocity of solid phase and T, = T. + 0,
is the total temperature of solid with ,0 being the variation from the initial state.
As will be shown later, the convective transfer due to solid movement is needed in
(2.1.9) in a consolidationg medium. Assuming linear elastic deformation, the solid
stress a, is related to v via Hooke's law
a, = a: e(v) - 39i .I (2.1.10)
where a is the elastic coefficient tensor of rank four and P3 is the thermal modulus
tensor of rank two. The symbol I denotes the identity tensor.
Let r(t) be the wetted surface of a grain. The kinematic boundary condition
demands that the velocity vector be continuous across r(t).
dv
= M on r(t) (2.1.11)Tt
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The dynamical condition requires that the normal stress be also continuous across
r(t), i.e.,
A, . N = orf N on r(t) (2.1.12)
where N is the unit normal vector on r pointing from the fluid into the solid. The
fluid stress af is defined as
of = -pI + 2pte(u) (2.1.13)
where e( ) is the linear strain operator
1 [VU+(VU) T]e(u) = [Vu + (V)T] (2.1.14)
In addition, the temperature and the normal heat flux must be continuous
across r:
T = T. on r(t) (2.1.15)
(mf VTf) N = (m,. VT,) . N on r(t) (2.1.16)
Consider the flow through pores of micro-length scale driven by a pressure
drop P' over the macroscale le. We impose the basic assumptions that the length
ratio e = /t' < 1 is very small and that the fluid velocity is very low so that
momentum balance is dominated by the driving pressure gradient of O(P'/e') and
the viscous stress of O(,U/e 2) in (2.1.2) i.e.,
U p2 (2.1.17)
Correspondingly, Reynolds number Re = Ue/v is very small.
Re < 0(e) (2.1.18)
There are, in principle, three times scales inherent in the present problem. One
is the consolidation time T given by
T = Pfg'2 (2.1.19)DK
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where V and K = O (g12/v) are the elastic modulus and the hydraulic conduc-
tivity of the medium respectively. The other two are the convection and diffusion
(conduction) time scales of heat transfer
el t ' 2T, and Td =- (2.1.20)U aj
where af = mf/(pCp)f is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid. Combining (2.1.19)
and (2.1.20) we have
T= Pjgcf and T, l = e (2.1.21)
Td V-K Td ut: Pe
where Pe = U£/af is the Pelet number. By definition Pe = Re Pr where Pr =
v/aC is the Prandtl number.
Reported values of V and K vary over a wide range depending on the medium,
as shown in Table 2.1(Domenico and Schwartz,1990). Accordingly the estimated
ratio of the consolidation time to the heat diffusion time Tc/Td ranges from very
small values for rock to finite values for clay. Typical values of pf = 0(10 3 kg/m 3 )
and af = O(10-7 m 2/s) were taken in Table 2.1.
D(N/m 2 ) K(m/s) Tc/Td
clay 106 - 10 10-11 - 10- 9 10-2 - 102
sand 107 - 108 10- 7 - 10- 4 10-7 - 10- 3
rock 1010 10- 9 - 10- 4 10 -9 - 10- 4
Table 2.1. Typical values of V and K for some common soils
and the ratio Tc/Td
While the ratio Tc/Td is strongly affected by the material properties, T,/Td
depends only on the Peclet number which is a measure of the relative importance
of heat convection to diffusion.
Turning to the stress continuity condition (2.1.12), we see after using (2.1.10)
and (2.1.13) in (2.1.12) that
Po ' P'f , = 0(1) (2.1.22)
0'. a:e(v) V6
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where D and 6 are the scales of the elastic modulus a and the solid strain e(v).
Since Hooke's law (2.1.10) is legitimate only for infinitesimal strain, we assume
P'6 ~-. Pt < 1 (2.1.23)
In this part, we shall consider only weak convection and specifically assume
that the Peclit number is very small:
Pr = 0(1); Pe = O(e); T,/Td = 0(1) (2.1.24)
The interesting case of Pe = 0(1) in which the dispersion on the macroscale
is important will be the topic of Part B. In the present case, the deformation of
the medium due to changes in pressure and temperature is of great concern while
heat is transported by convection and diffusion. We shall assume that 6 = O(e) in
(2.1.22) so that
pi
6 = 0(e) (2.1.25)
This allows the deformation to be comparable to the microscale length . Since
the total global solid strain is 6 = AV'/I' to the leading order, the total solid
displacement of any grain can be as large as . Also, in view of the wide variation
of the ratio Tc/Td from medium to medium, the macroscale governing equations
are deduced by allowing T¢/Td = 0(1). It will be shown later that the governing
equations for porous media such as sand or rock with TC/Td < 0(e2 ) are given as a
special case of Te/Td = 0(1).
2.2 Normalized Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
Based on the scale estimates in the previous section, the governing equations
and boundary conditions are normalized as follows:
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z= ez, t=Tt*
= Uu p = , P'p*, Tf, = O 'T, (2.2.1)f's (2.2.1)
a,= Da*, = P'; v= v
a = la, V Bfi, m, =Mfm', m. = Mm
in which variables with the superscript * are dimensionless. The time scale T is
such that
T = T, Td T (2.2.2)
The symbol O' is for the characteristic temperature variation over the macroscale
e'. Also, B and M! and M, are the orders of magnitude for the thermal modulus #
and the thermal conductivities of fluid and solid. From linear thermoelasticity for
isotropic material (Sokolnikoff 1956, p. 359) we have
aiq = 2pueij(v) + Aekk(v)6ij - a(3A + 2 p)8,6ij (2.2.3)
where A and are the Lame constants and a
expansion. It follows then
B aVd
is the coefficient of linear thermal
(2.2.4)
Substituting (2.2.2) into (2.1.1), (2.1.7) and (2.1.3) we obtain, in the fluid phase
V* ' Us= O in f (2.2.5)
au-+eReu*.V*u =-V*p +eV 2 u+ eRa1 8}e.at* Pe f
[ T] t + Peu* .V*T = V (mf. V*T;) in flt
Ra = g9iT12t1'
vCtaf
in f! (2.2.6)
(2.2.7)
(2.2.8)
is the Rayleigh number. The dynamic temperature variation ' may at most be
comparable to the temperature difference over the macroscale e' at the initial state.
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[ T ]
where
It is also assumed that there is no natural convection at the initial state which
means that the initial temperature T" is governed by the pure diffusion equation
0 = V' (m; Vo'Tf) in f (2.2.9)
Since the critical Rayleigh number for the onset of natural convection in a porous
layer is 4Wr2 - 40 (Lapwood, 1948), we take
Ra < 0(1) (2.2.10)
From (2.2.2) and (2.2.6), the fluid stress a in (2.1.13) is scaled as
=-p*I + e*(*) (2.2.11)
Similarly, in the solid phase, equations (2.1.10), (2.1.8) and (2.1.9) are normal-
ized to give
a = a*' e*(v') - [aO] P' in Q. (2.2.12)
V * _ 0 in fl. (2.2.13)
(pCp)r 1=] t .+ -AT do *T ) =· (m V*T:) in S.
(2.2.14)
For common rocks and quartz which constitute the solid phase, typical values of the
linear expansion coefficient a are O(10- 6 -10 - 5 ° C-1) (Jumikis(1983); Franklin and
Dusseault(1989)). Allowing O' < 0(1020) we get aO' < 10-3. Since the thermal
stress must be balanced by the medium strain via Hooke's law(e.g. aO'), we
shall specifically assume that
ae' 6 = 0(E) (2.2.15)
in view of (2.1.25). The solid stress a, is then scaled by
a = a': e(v*) - ef*i (2.2.16)
The initial temperature of solid phase T, is also governed by pure diffudion equation
like (2.2.9).
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The interface boundary conditions (2.1.11), (2.1.12), (2.1.15) and (2.1.16) are
also normalized to
'T dtT d' on r(t)
a' N = []-; N on r(t)
T; = T on r(t)
(m; V'T;) -N = M1 (m: -V'T ) . N on
In the above normalized equations, the factors which include the
be further estimated as follows.
(2.2.17)
r(t)
(2.2.18)
(2.2.19)
(2.2.20)
time scale T should
We first estimate V'/UT which is the order of magnitude of the convection
velocity in f. relative to the fluid velocity. Recall that the ratio Tc/Td varies over
the range of O(e- 2 ) to 0(1) due to wide variation of Tc from soil to soil(see Table
2.1). Therefore, in order to assure the condition of infinitesimal strain (2.1.25) and
to allow wide enough range of Tc/Td in later applications, we write
V'O (v'T) = O lKT )0= (1) (2.2.21)UT UTc d Pe le'9 Td P' Td
where v = O(e), which was expected in the sentence after (2.1.25), and K =
O(g12 /v) have been used. The ratio T c/T d has been taken to be of 0(1) in (2.2.21)
as assumed earlier.
The multiplying factor in the heat equation (2.2.14) then becomes,
(2.2.21),
after using
afyT (- )UT = 0 (Pe) = 0(e) (2.2.22)
By using T = Td, other factors in the local derivatives become
Pf T2 0 C(P 2apf (=0 (9C3)= ( = O( ) (2.2.23)
alT = 0 -) = O(E2) (2.2.24)
Under the assumption of T,/Td = 0(1), Tc T, T d (cf(2.1.24)) and there is only
one time scale. A special case of T c/ T d = O(e2 ) will be considered later in §3.
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3. The Macroscale Governing Equations
A Galilean transformation is introduced in §3.1 so that in the moving frame the
medium deformation becomes much smaller than the microcell size and the interface
boundary conditions can be expanded about the initial position. By using the
transformation the governing equations and boundary conditions are written in the
moving frame in §3.2 and the multiple scale perturbation is introduced to obtain
the approximate equations at various orders of e. In §3.3 and §3.4, the macroscale
governing equations are derived for the deformation, flow and heat transport. They
are in general nonlinearly coupled because of the nonlinear boundary conditions on
the fluid-solid interface. Several canonical microcell boundary value problems are
defined whose solutions are needed to determine the macroscale coefficients. The
macroscale governing equations in the Eulerian frame and in the physical variables
are then discussed.
3.1 Galilean Transformation.
In view of (2.2.10), (2.2.22), (2.2.23) and (2.2.24), equations (2.2.5)-(2.2.7), (2.2.13)
and (2.2.14) become
V .u* = 0 in f (3.1.1)
]e3 + [-]e2U*.V*U* = V*p*+ EV* 2 U* + e [ Ra] ;ez in Qf
(3.1.2)
at. + eu*. V T = V (m; V*T) in l (3.1.3)
V . = 0 in fl, (3.1.4)
(pC,).{, 2 8T Pei dv .(cpC)j a e - + [- = ]d VE=' VT -·(m V'T) in . (3.1.5)(Pcp)! d*, ["- ·
where the expressions in the brackets are of 0(1) and have been used to account
the order of magnitude relation Re = Pe = 0(e) and Pr = 0(1). The following
simpler notation will be used for the ratios:
e = = (1), Pe = = (1) (p)r = (pC) M = , (3.1.6)
,,e~~ e ~~(CP)f Mf
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The interface boundary conditions (2.2.17) to (2.2.20) become, after using (2.1.25)
and (2.2.22),
* d
u =dtdt*
a . N = ea; N
on r(t)
on r(t)
(3.1.7)
(3.1.8)
T;= T on r(t)
on r(t)
(3.1.9)
(3.1.10)
We now assume a periodic structure on the microscale and divide the medium
into periodic micro-cells (-cell). All the variables are assumed to be n-periodic.
Introduce the multiple-scale vectors
I' oft (3.1.11)
in space. Since T,- TV - Td in this case, only one time scale is used.
the differential operators are expanded as
V* =V+ eV'
e*(-) = e(.) + ee'(.)
We now introduce the perturbation expansions
v* = v(O) + fV() + 2V(2) + ...
r = 0(-1) +(0) +2a(1)
Accordingly
(3.1.12a, b)
(3.1.13a, b)
Hooke's law (2.2.16) is then expanded as
, = a*: e(v(O)) + e {a*: [e,(v(O)) + e(v())] - *(o)} + ...
so that~~~~Ia 
so that
or(- = : e(v(o))
,(o) = a* : [e,(v(O)) + e(v(,))] - p*(O)
If we substitute (3.1.13) and (3.1.14) into (3.1.4) it follows that
V*(-' 0 a' l) = 
(-) -N -= 0 on r(t)
(3.1.4)
(3.15a, b)
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(m* -V*T*) -N -_ M, (M* V*T*) -N
Recall that the leading solid displacement v(O) is of O(e) as estimated in §2. In
view of (3.1.14) equations (3.1.15a and b) suggest that v( °) is independent of the
microscale coordinates
v(°) = v(O)(z', t) (3.1.16)
i.e., to leading order all grains move as a whloe. This will be confirmed later.
Since the solid displacement is comparable to a typical microcell size, the
boundary conditions (3.1.7) to (3.1.10) can not be expanded about r(t = 0). If
observations are made in a frame from which the microscale independent mode v(O)
is absent, the deviation r(t)-r(t = 0) will be of O(ed) and Taylor expansion of
the interface boundary conditions is permitted. This suggests a Galilean transform
which is introduced below.
As a consequence of the bodily translation of f-cell the instantaneous fluid-
solid interface r(t) is carried from r(t = 0) by rectilinear motion dv(0)/dt. In order
to apply the boundary conditions (3.1.7) to (3.1.10) at the instantaneous interface
r(t), we introduce a new coordinate
(zt ) = z - v)(z, t*) (3.1.17)
In this new frame, r(t) deviates from its initial location by a small amount O(e)
because of elastic deformation which depends on the microscale coordinates, and
the boundary conditions can be expanded about the new initial position.
The time associated with f* will be denoted by r* to be distinguished from t.
We shall refer to (z*,t*) and (*,'*) as the Eulerian and the moving coordinate
systems respectively.
In the moving frame, we introduce the multiple-scale vectors
, (' = et (3.1.18)
and the spatial derivative is expanded accordingly as
V = Ve + eV, (3.1.19)
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We now determine the transform relations between two frames. After using
(3.1.17) the time derivative in the Eulerian frame is transformed to
9a a a. a
0 = *+ V. a. -ai ~* ai ' 
a (O)
(/i(0
a,(0)
V
&* 4 (3.1.20)
*v;)
The transform relation for spatial derivatives may be found as follows. We first
note from (3.1.17)
V = (I- V:(o)) v;
or
V = ( - V(o)) ' · Vz
(3.1.21)Cof (I- V:V(o)) T
det II- Vv(°)l
where Cof denotes the cofactor.
The determinant in (3.1.21) is
det II- V*v(°)l =
8u(0)
8v(°)B _
_s
8()
_8V(O)
1- OV(0)2
V
8v(O)
BA!0)
2
1- W._01 - OW___
A typical element in (3.1.22) can be expanded according to (3.1.19) as
0v(°) _v(O) 0av() v( °)
3 _ 3 3 = 3 
ai azi azi azi
where (3.1.16) has been used. After the expansion, (3.1.22) then becomes
det II - Vv(°)l = 1 - eA. + 2(a. - 8.) + O('3)
where
A = V. vu(O)
a = aa 2Oz~
/3 = am°' ai°)av( a(
av(O) av(0)
+02 03
aV0) a(0)
62l 623
+ av(O) ())3 1
+av 0) av(0)
24 a0z1
(3.1.25a - c)
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(3.1.22)
(3.1.23)
(3.1.24)
- ,+, (O)
at0
The cofactor matrix is similarly expanded with the result
Cof (I-_ Vv(O)) = I - CAI + e2 (a, I + S.) + O(e3) (3.1.26a)
where S. is the following matrix
OVIO) 8,(O) O*(0) Dv() Bt(o) (0) 
S. = -W % &-,% --~O -'0 ,--(3.1.26b)
8v(o) Bv(°)
sym.
Combining (3.1.24) and (3.1.26) we obtain
(I - Vv(o))-I
= { + [A. - 2(a, -_ ,.) + o()]) + [,A. -_ 2(a, -p,) + O(2)] +...
x [I - eA.I + e2 (aI + S.) + O(e3)]
= I + (S, + PI) + O(e3)
(3.1.27)
and therefore (3.1.21) becomes
V; = V: + e2(S. + 3.I) . VZ + O(f3) (3.1.28a)
which is further written
Ve + eV = V, + eV' + e2(S, + ,jI) V. + O(e3) (3.1.28b)
after employing the multiple scale expansions. The transform relations (3.1.20) and
(3.1.28) will be repeatedly used in the next subsection to transform the governing
equations and boundary conditions to the moving frame (*, r*).
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3.2 The Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions in the Moving Frame.
The normalized equations (3.1.1) to (3.1.5) in the Eulerian frame are now trans-
formed according to (3.1.20) and (3.1.28b). The multiple-scale expansion (3.1.19)
is then employed to obtain the approximate equations at successive orders of e. On
the other hand, the boundary conditions are first expanded in Taylor series about
the moving interface and then expanded according to the multiple scale relations
(3.1.18).
We further introduce the perturbation expansions
f = f(0) + f(l) + 2f(2) +... (3.2.1a)
for
u*,p*,a;,~ and e; (3.2.1b)
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3.2.1 Mass and Momentum Conservations.
The expansion of the governing equations (3.1.1), (3.1.2) and (3.1.4) is straightfor-
ward and the results are listed here.
The continuity equation (3.1.1) becomes
O(e) VI .u(O) + V, . (l) = 
The fluid momentum equation (3.1.2) similarly becomes
0(1) 0 = -VeP ( ° ) =def VE . (o)
0(e) O = -(Vep( 0) + Vfp(l)) + Vu(°) + Ra
= V .() + V . () Ra )
a!P e
in which the fluid stress is given by
(3.2.2a, b)
(0) = -p()i
a(l) = -p()I + e(u(°))
after expanding (2.2.11) accordidng to (3.1.28) and (3.2.1).
The solid equilibrium equation (3.1.4) becomes
0(1) VE * -1 )= o
o(e) V ,-) + V .aO°) = O
o(,2) V a °) + .a(l) = 
(3.2.3a, b)
(3.2.4a - c)
They are identical in form to those in the Eulerian frame except for the change from
x to .
Hooke's law (3.1.14) in the moving frame is written similarly as
a(- ') = a: e(v(O))
o0() = a*: [e(v( °)) + e(v()) ( ) (3.2.5a - c)
,(,) = l: [e~(v() + e(v( 2 ))] - *0(1)
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Note that at the leading order the stress continuity condition (3.1.15b) is imposed at
the initial position of the interface in the moving frame. It then follows immediately
from (3.2.3a) and (3.1.15b) that
l- ') = 0; e(v( ° )) = 0; v(°O) = v()( ', ) (3.2.6)
In the fluid phase, we also have from (3.2.2a) that
p(o) = p(0)(,, r*) (3.2.7)
Therefore, the solid displacement v(O) and the pore pressure p(O) at leading order
are independent of the microscale coordinate . The same is true in the Eulerian
frame since the translation is by an amount independent of the microscale. This
confirms (3.1.16). In view of (3.2.6), the fluid momentum equation (3.2.2) and the
equilibrium equation (3.2.3) may be combined to give
V ·(' ) = 0
V ()= fB)Ra (3.2.8a,b)
( )T+ =C- . ,,fo)Pe
where (n) is the total stress and is defined by
n) fin f, (3.2.9)
T- a(n) in fl1,
Note that the right-hand side of (3.2.8b) is due to the buoyancy in the fluid phase
and serves as body force.
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3.2.2 Energy Equations.
The energy equations (3.1.3) and (3.1.5) are similarly transformed to the moving
coordinates by using (3.1.20) and (3.1.28b) and then expanded according to the
multiple-scale relations (3.1.19).
In the fluid phase, equation (3.1.3) becomes
av(o)
at. ·vT;) + ePe *. VlT? = . [m; . (VlT;)] + o(e2) (3.2.10)
where the error terms of 0(e 2 ) is from those of the same order in (3.1.28b) and will
be shown to be actually of 0(e 3 ) later. Expanding (3.37), we obtain
= V (m; VT °0 ))
o(e) Peu() VeT(0) = V. (m; . VET()) + V4 [M; (VT( o) + VCT('))]
nT(O d( * VjT() + Peu(°) (V T(°) + VET(1)) +
= V' [m . (V'T: 0 )
ieu(l) V T(°)
+ ViT(a))] + Ve. [m, . (VTf(l) + V4T(2))l
(3.2.11a - c)
In the same manner, the heat equation for the solid phase becomes
&(O)
at.
v_* (o)V *) *VT+Pee 
= M, V*. (m . V*T:) + o(E2)
which yields
0(1) 0 = MVE. (m* VET(°))
O() (C) (a0v(o)) a(to)
at* Vev(°)) I VT
(0 )
MrVC (m* . Ve7T)) + MV, . .: (V'7(O) + VfTI'))I
0(e2) (pCp),. a 
+ aPe
Or'~a7
VT(°) + Pe (o)+ Pe
a(0) * (VIv(°) + Vjv(1))) VCTs(°)&* 4~~
= MV,-[m: . (VTs( °) + VET('))] + MrV . [m . (VT(') + VT( 2))]
(3.2.13a - c)
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0(1)
(pC )[e 2 T' (3.2.12)
(VITI0 ) + VfT.'))
f2 
· ·(aT * 
·V V.T'4
The total derivative dv*/dt* of the solid displacement in (3.1.5) has been replaced
by v*/t*. This will be explained in the discussion of the interface boundary
conditions below (cf. (3.2.4)).
3.2.3 Boundary Conditions on the Interface.
The boundary conditions (3.1.7) to (3.1.10) are now expanded about the initial
position of the interface in the moving frame. This new interface will be denoted
by r ) .
Kinematic Boundary Condition (3.1.7):
The total derivative in the kinematic boundary condition (3.1.7) is the sum of local
and convective terms
dv* Ov* dv*
= I - . V*vdt* t dt
which may be written after inversion
d = (I - Cof (I- V*v*)T * O(e (3.2.14)
dt* Vv) t detjI - V*'v'l a +=t* a () (3214)
The last equality follows from (3.1.27) and the fact that the leading term v(O) of v*
is independent of the microscale (cf.(3.2.6)).
Let us transform the kinematic boundary condition (3.1.7) to the moving frame
by using (3.1.20).
UT--* (o)
a- ato * ' v* + o(e )
Oatv[[( - ( V( vV + O(e3) (3.2.15)
av= - (- -o ' ' + o(f 2 )
where another use of (3.1.20) has been made for v(°)/Ot * and (3.2.6) was used.
We now Taylor expand (3.2.15) about the new initial interface rt(0).
U* + (v - v(O)) Vu(0) +
-av() ) vV' +( -v(o))+ ...
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This result may be expanded by using (3.1.13a), (3.1.19) and (3.2.1) as
(U(°)+ (')+ ...+ (v) + ) ...) (V + Ev)(°) + ...)
w ao) + Ev(')... V+eV)(O +E0 + ...) + (e,(' + v() + ...)
(yt +eV'l) (0 + V( + ...) - a .-- (V + V)(v(o) + EV(') +...) +...
Collecting terms of like order and invoking (3.2.6), we obtain
0(1) u( °) = v(°)O " (3.2.16a, b)
or( O ().(v'v(o) + vV(O)
O(e) u(1) + Vu( ° ) = -- ;- - ) ( + V (
Dynamic Boundary Condition:
The stress continuity (3.1.8) can be similarly expanded. We shall first show that
the normal vector N on the instantaneous fluid-solid interface is altered from the
initial normal vector N by a negligibly small amount.
Let Ne(O) be the normal vector on the new initial interface. Obviously, Ne(O) = No
since the leading order translation v(O) is independent of the microscale coordinate
(. Let the interface be described by F(e*,T*) = 0 in which * = ( + ev(') + O(e2)
with f* being the initial position of the interface. Thus
F(', T*) = F(o* + ev(l) + O(e), r')
Taking the gradient, we get
V4F = V' F + EV(v()) [ViF] t=4o + 0(f2)
where V F is the gradient of F at the initial position in the moving frame. It
follows then
VioF = (I + eViv('))-l .V F + O(e 2 ) = V;F + O(C 2 ) (3.2.17)
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where (3.1.27) has been used. Therefore,
N((r) = N4(O) + O(e2 ) = No + 0(e2) (3.2.18)
The stress continuity (3.1.8) is now expanded about re(0) as
[a* +(v -v(°)).V +...] N(0) = e[0; +(v-v(°)).VOj] *.Ne(O)+O(e2) (3.2.19)
By using the perturbation expansions (3.1.13a) and (3.2.1) and recalling (3.2.6) and
(3.2.7), we obtain at various orders of e
O(1) (0- 1) . N = 0
0(e) o() Ne = o() NE (3.2.20a - c)
0(e2) (a) + v(1) V ()) NE = _1) . Ne
The thermal boundary conditions (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) are similarly expanded. We
only give the results here.
Thermal Boundary Conditions:
The temperature continuity (3.1.9) becomes
0(1) T(°) = T(°)
O(e) T(') = T (1)
0(e2) T(2) + . (VT) + VT ) = T + (1) (V (O) + Ve'T(')
(3.2.21a - c)
Note that the 0(1) equations (3.2.11a), (3.2.12a) and (3.2.21a) implies immediately
that () and ( °O) are independent of f and are equal. This fact has been used in
writting down ((3.2.21b and c). Also the heat flux continuity (3.1.10) gives
0(1) ma VT (°O). N = Mrm . ViT(°O) Ne
O(,) m* (VT (°) + VjT(1)) N = M,m . (VT.(°) + VT.(')) N
O(e2)m; [V:T(') + VeT(2) + v() .VE(VTT(O) + VT( 1))] N
= Mm [VCT(l) + VeT(2) + V(1) V,(V T() + VT('))] N.
(3.2.22a - c)
In the next subsection, we shall use the perturbation equations and boundary condi-
tions governing microscale to deduce the effective macroscale constitutive equations
in the moving frame.
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3.3 Macrosale Equations for Solid and Fluid Motions.
The Solid Phase
In the solid phase, we have from (3.2.4b) and (3.2.5b)
V . {a*: [e(v(O))+ e(v(l))] } - V. (,B*(O) I) = o in A. (3.3.1)
and from (3.32b), (3.31a) and (3.47b)
{a: [e(v())+ e(v('))] -P'*O()I} N=-(p() I)N on r (3.3.2)
In addition, v(l) is fl-periodic. The conditions define a boundary value problem for
Note that (8!) does not depend on x. Because of linearity, the solution for v( l)
can be assumed to be of the form
) = t: e(v()) - 77p(o) - O) (3.3.3)
where (f, ', T) is a third order tensor and ((, f', r) and C(, ', r) are vectors all of
which yet to be determined. Substituting (3.3.3) into (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) we obtain
a set of canonical cell problems for , , and C
VI [a*': e()] + (Vt a*): II = 
vI [a*: e() = 0
vI [a': et(()] + V. ' P* = 0
in fl. (3.3.4a- c)
with the boundary conditons
[a*: e()] N + (a': II) N = 
['a*: et()1.] N = I N
[': et()] N + * .N = 
on r (3.3.5a - c)
b, i, ( are fl-periodic.
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and that
(3.3.6a)
For uniqueness we require that
(>) = () = (C) = O (3.3.6b)
where the brackets denote the fl-average of a quantity
(i=f or ) (3.3.7)
Equations (3.3.4) to (3.3.7) can be solved numerically for any prescribed geometry
in l-cell.
At the next order O(e2), we have from (3.2.8b) and (3.2.20c)
V'(°) + (1)= _Ra ( )f;··(o) fV~·aT ~e T P
(I) g ((1 ) + V (.VeO)) * Ne = o() ' NE
Integrate (3.3.8a) over fl-cell and use Q-periodicity to obtain
(.() .NdS +
(3.3.8a, b)
Ra
= - =7,nt'(O)e
Pe
(3.3.9)
where n' is the porosity and Nf is the outward unit normal vector from the fluid
phase. By using (3.3.8b) the integrals in (3.3.9) further become
1 (fr () N dS +
'a 
1 n
= --..
= - v(). V(o)
Ni 
V,. (u(i) Ve Q)) dfl = 1 J ( Oa1) d(o)
, a O~i o
(-Nf)dS
(3.3.10)
where (3.2.4b) has been used in the last step. Equation (3.3.10) is further manipu-
lated by using Gauss theorem and fl-periodicity to give
j(0)
- 0. i '6(3.3.10) = 1 k1 a o )nI [ a().. iQ n, 864 , , 8tiJ
- (0)° k N dS+ l
-a If 1/i n= - r .(O) .i
-n a '~ O~i 
&(')
2Fk
( a101) )]d( W(1) dfl
(3.3.11)
r ( O)ij ) dd
q) dS
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(f) = fd
ii ii ~5
v2 ·(f()) + V (°) + S010) -(-Nf)dS
o,,') (-N)dS
Substituting (3.3.3) into (3.3.11), we have
(3.3.10)
= dSajpq [(&pman + e)) (v()))- e(7)p()- epq(c)()]
aa eh(V()) - okp(O)
8 i96 04
+ J dSa?,JXr ijpq
x k gh
IOh 01. 
- aah(O) ] N00~-
[(6pmeqm + epq( 4mn)) m .(V(O)) - epq(77)p() - epq(C)8(0)
V(O)) O-a, (0) -_ Oa (O)] NiO0,
(F,,,;v)' +e , +Hjm 0 e (o) \= - (Fjmnghh(V()+ ) + G'm +°)) e M(v(O))
_ Ip(O)2 _ R'p(O)°(O) - K<(0)2
(3.3.12)
where
a N; dS
Y~kFmngh = | ,jpq (pm 6qn + epq(4"'"))
( 0k Nk
ad
- I- a'jpq (6pm6qn + q(")) 
- (a, jpqe q() mNk- - N.,) dSli fr ajp ew(r) OVbm Ocan )
:- -n A a:jpq (pma6 n + epq( mn)) i
- j ajp epq(t) (( a&N
I = 1 ajqepq(v)
R; = j ajpqePq( )
Kj = J apqe,,pq(C)
(N
(a, NZ
( a~ 
a n'90) mmnk ~-N 
a N:) dS
afk N" dS~ /l)
(3.3.13a - f)
Finally, upon substituting (3.3.12) and (3.3.13) into (3.3.9), and using (3.2.5b)
for o( O) with v(1) given by (3.3.3) and (°) = -p(O)I, the macroscale equilibrium
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Hjmn ack N)dS
)dS
I
equation becomes
Ve. [a': e((O))-a'p(°)-,6t0(o)]- e(v(O)) + G'pro) + Ho)) e(v(°)
_ Ip()2 - Rp(o)0() _ Ko(0)2 = _R an,()ePe
(3.3.14)
where
a' = (a': [II + e()])
a' = n'I + (a*: e(t)) (3.3.15a - c)
I = (P*) + (a*: e(¢C))
The symbol n' denotes the porosity. The expression in the brackets of (3.63) which
is ((?)) gives the macroscale Hooke's law
((o?)) = a' : et(v(°)) - ap(0) -/31(0) (3.3.16)
The right-hand side of (3.3.14) is from the buoyancy in the fluid, othe nonlinear
terms originate from the nonlinear boundary condition on stress (3.3.8b) which is
nonlinear because of the 0(L) movement of the interface. All of these coefficients can
be determined in terms of the solutions to the canonical boundary value problems
defined in (3.3.4) to (3.3.7).
The Fluid Phase
The fluid phase can be treated similarly. In the fluid phase, we first recall that v(°)
is independent of f. If we replace u(° ) in (3.2.2a) and (3.2.3b) by
() = ( °) (3.3.17)
a a·r*
it is seen that the equations remain valid. Thus
VE U() = O (3.3.18a)
0 = -(VIp(° ) + Vlp(l)) + vU(d ) + .R(o) e (3.3.18b)
Pe
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In view of (3.2.7) and 8(O) = (0")(',,*) (which will be shown shortly) and the
linearity of (3.3.18), we assume in the fluid phase
U (0) = (0) aMV (0) _ R@(e )U U l)= -k. -vp¢° R .(°)e
PM= S. 'V P
(3.3.19a, b)
where k(e, f') and S(f, f') are a second-order tensor and a vector to be determined.
Substituting (3.3.19a,b) into (3.3.17), (3.3.18) and (3.2.16a), we obtain the canonical
cell boundary value problem which k and S must satisfy.
VE .k = 
V2 k =-VS - I
= 
in f
in fl,
on r(0) (3.3.20a - d)
k and S are - periodic
(Ene and Sanchez-Palencia, 1974). This can also be solved numerically. Afterwards,
the fl-average of (3.3.19a) gives Darcy's law
(U(0)) = ( ) - n' n = *(0)Pe)d 40 PeZI (3.3.21)
where k' is the Af-cell average of k, e.g.
k' = (k) (3.3.22)
It is stressed that the flow is driven not only by pressure gradient, but also by
bouyancy (see (3.3.18b)).
We now consider the continuity equation at O(e) to derive the consolidation
equation. From (3.2.2b) and (3.2.16b)
(3.3.23a, b)
V .u(° ) + V () = 
u(O) + vlo) i=) ' =( (° (O) v'))0&" (Vvo v)
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Let us take the f-average of (3.72a) and use Gauss's theorem and N-periodicity to
obtain
v . ( (°)) + 1 J ul) . NfdS = 0
After using (3.3.23b) the integral in (3.3.24) may be written as
1 ru(') NfdS= -1
ir 0 ) O i(+)
+ o. a o--aj +r -kl- @
9 (7.R &(2 (-Nf)dS - (3.3.24)_| v l)Na(u) NdS
'a j O~j
a, ) (-N!)d
nr vM ')ONf dS + 1 JIia lauV ) avl)
a arT j J
where (3.2.6) has been used in the last step. If we use (3.3.13) for v( l ) and (3.3.19)
for u( °) , the same integral further becomes after some manipulation
-(e(OQ): I) , (a 0v(0 ) + (et () : I) O-r07"
± (Jmnenn(()) + Ljp(°) + c1e(o))
+(Mimne n(v(0)) + Nlp(°) + EjO(o))
J}Jmn
Lj{c}I
Mmn
}
(9p(0)
+ (et((): I) -
.Ra())
Pe (3.3.25)
(3.3.26a)
(3.3.26b)
Substituting (3.3.25) for the integral and (3.3.19) for u(° ) in (3.3.24) we finally
obtain
0#IC ° + (Oj+ Coa. + (J
Rie. (°)
r': e ((°))fI 
= (V n') o-
+ L'p(° ) + C'O(°))
+ (M' : e (v(°)) + N'p(°) + EIO())
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= ( )=(V,.o~ 
where '01
-{7
n1 Ir | , NidS
8(1
I Ov(°) +,Y : et & ) Op(O)+if or.
.(vp(°) - Pejs (°))
a(0)
07.
(3.3.27)
=1 O kii
ii O aj
where
ly =n'I- (e(k) :)
= (e(07) I) (3.3.28a - c)
cc = (et(): I)
Equation (3.76) is the thermoconsolidation equation. It has nonlinear coupling
terms which stem from the nonlinear boundary condition (3.3.23b).
We emphasize that, by allowing the solid displacement to be as large as the pore
size or granular size, the effective macroscale equations coupling the solid and fluid
are nonlinear in general. This means that Biot's linear theory must be limited to
cases where the solid displacement is much smaller than the granular size. We shall
however show in Appendix D that for a microcell with three planes of symmetry
the nonlinear coefficients vanish. Therefore Biot's equations are valid for porous
media isotropic on the microscale.
3.4 Macroscale Heat Transport
At O(e), another set of micro-cell boundary value problems are defined for temper-
ature fluctuations at the microscale level which are proportional to the macroscale
thermal gradient. The heat transport equation will be found at O(e2).
The total temperature Tf,, will be decomposed by the initial temperatures
Tf,, and the dynamic variations O,,. The initial temperature is governed by the
pure steady diffusion problem. The governing equations are simply (3.38) and
(3.40) without the local and convective terms. Application of the homogenization
theory to such elliptic problems has been treated elsewhere (Bensoussan et al (1978),
Sanchez-Palencia (1980)) and will not be repeated here.
Let the temperature T( ) be
Ti n)= (n) + 0 n) (n =0,1,2,...)T, = "l'+T,
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3.4.1 The Canonical Cell Problems for Heat Transfer
At 0(1), we have from (3.2.11a), (3.2.13a), (3.2.21a) and (3.2.22a)
O=V. (m;.VO (°) ) in Of
O = M,V. (m:. Ve(i°))in O.
(3.4.1a - d)
( °) = ( ) on r(o)
(m . V8O(°)) N = Mr(m* V(° 0)) N on r(0)
which is a pure conduction problem. The initial temperatures T () and (0) are
governed by the same equations.
Multiply (3.4.1a) and (3.4.1b) by 80( ) and 0 ) , integrate over f and fl,, and
use Gauss's theorem and fl-periodicity to get:
o = [{m.* (f)V(o) Nf + Mrm ( )Vj(°) N}dS
(3.4.2)
-m; *V0(°)V9(°)dS2_ M, L V4( O)V4()d(
where Nf and N' are the unit normal vectors on r(0) pointing outwards from
Of and Q., respectively. The surface integrals cancel out because of (3.4.1c) and
(3.4.1d). Since the volume integrals are positive-definite, (3.4.2) gives
V ( °) = V ) = ; 8( 0) = (O ) = e(o)(=l, ") (3.4.3)
The same holds for the initial temperature, e.g.
f = Ts a) (3.4.3)
So that the leading order temperature does not depend on the microscale. The
subscripts f and for leading component temperature can be omitted from here
on.
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At O(e) we take (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) into account and rewrite (3.2.11b), (3.2.13b),
(3.2.21b) and (3.2.22b) after subtracting the initial temperature as
0= Vf · [mi ; (VO(O) + Ve0( ' )] in nf
0 = MV [m* (V ( °0) + vi('1))] in i.
o ) = 0I) on r(0)
m* (V,(°) + V( 1 )) N = Mrm: (v(° 0) + ve1 )) N on r(O)
(3.4.5a - d)
This set of equations define a boundary value problem for 0(f) and O(l) and again
describes a pure conduction problem. Equations (3.4.5a) and (3.4.5b) immediately
suggest
() = A . V'e(o)f 4 in fl (3.4.6a. b)
() = As VO (°) in 1, 
The unknown vector functions Af(,( ') and A'((, ') must satisfy the following
inhomogeneous canonical boundary value problem
O=Vt .[m.(I+VEAf)] in If
=MrV f .[m :.(I+V fA ')] in Q.
A! = A' on r(0) (3.4.7a - e)
m;. (I + VAf ). N = Mrm.* (I + VA'). N on r(0)
A1 and A' are /l-periodic
For uniqueness we require
(Af) = (A') = O (3.4.7f)
The coupling between Af and A' comes in the boundary condition (3.4.7c and d).
By the same reasoning, the initial temperature at O(e) becomes
(3.4.8)
We now move to O(e2) to obtain the macroscale heat transport.
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-- (I) = T(0) 7dI) = As. V"'T(0
3.4.2 The Heat Transport Equation
At the next order O(e2 ), we subtract the initial temperature for the conduction part
from (3.2.11c) and (3.2.13c) and invoke (3.4.3) and (3.4.4), to get
00(o) [u(( 
,9r+ EPeu0 (T 0) + PeV I [ )]
=Ve[m * (V (0 )+ VO(i))] + V 4 [mf(VE (i) + V49(f2))] in f
[(V (O) VV 0 )) + (V4900) + V4~T))]}
=MrV; [;. (V;9(0 ) + V(o))]
+ MrV. [m (VIo0() + Vo(2))] ill Qs
(3.4.9a, b)
where the mass conservation (3.2.1b) has been used in (3.4.9a). Similarly the bound-
ary conditions (3.2.21c) and (3.2.22c) become
0(2) + ( 1 ) .f
= (2) + (1) .[V;((°O) + To)) +V,(0' + 1) )]
m* [V (1) + Ve(2) + v(1) V(VE1) ] * 
= Mrm8 * [V8(') + VS(2) + s(1) . V,(VS0(1) + O ;7 T(1))] Nf~~ f fI 
= M1. M* [VI 0(1) + V!2) + V(') Ve(VCO (1+ V; TT( 1) N on r(o)
(3.4.9c, d)
Integrating (3.4.9a) and (3.4.9b) over Qf and Q, and using Gauss's theorem,
f-periodicty and (3.4.9d), we obtain
0(0)
T*
+ Pe(u()) . (V() + Vi ( °)) + Pe(VE [u(O)(01) + Tf))]>
+ (pCp),fPe . (I + VA 3) (V0(0) + V4T' ))
= V. { [(m; ( + VAf )) + Mr(m . (I + V 4A'))] V0(°)}
-mf* |v(1) V(VO) + V' )T) ) Nf dS·
- mM .
Jr
(3.4.10)
v( 1) V{(VQ0(?) + V7Tl)) (-Nf)dS
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(pCp)r ,.{ - + Pe v( o)Pe O*
on r ()
[o;[0cO + T(O) + \7(01 + , )
in which (3.4.6) and (3.4.8) have been used and a is the average heat capacity of
the medium given by
a = n' + (1 - n')(pCp)r (3.4.10a)
After using Gauss's theorem, (3.2.16a), (3.4.5c), (3.4.6) and (3.4.8), the third
term on the left-hand side of (3.4.10) further becomes
Pe(Vs [u(o)(9(f) + T)) () +
= -e~- a (Vo.A).- VO(o® + T(O))07- *
After using (3.3.3), (3.4.6) and (3.4.8), the integrals on the right-hand side of (3.4.10)
become
-(S',e' (v(o)) + Tkp(o) +
where
Smrlk 
S'Tk }
TIU 
1 m
= jm.f it -77j
-r j
U?9(0)), (
}
M~fJr l( jmnn
00(o)
dk
-( 0)
-1- /r
0 ( 4f ) NfdSZi kt- 
}
(3.4.12)
(3.4.13)
a~d (. ), NdS
Oj~ e a/ t
Substituting (3.4.11) to (3.4.13) into (3.4.10) the macroscale heat transport
becomes
O0(0)
a- +Or* PeU . V(o(°) + T(° ))
+ [S': e'(v()) + T'p(° ) + U'0(°)] . (V9 (°) + VT (° ))
= V. (m'. VG0(°))
(3.4.14)
+ aO. [(pCp)(l - n')I - (1 - (pCp),) (VeA)] (3.4.15a, b)
m' = (m* (I + VEAf)) + M,.(m . (I + V4A'))
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(3.4.11)
where
U = (())
are the effective velocity of heat convection and the thermal conductivity of the
medium. There are also nonlinear coupling terms which result from the finite dis-
placement of the fluid solid interface. Note that convection velocity depends also
on A' which is the solution to the cell problem defined by (3.4.7). A' depends only
on the geometry and material properties in the microscale and can be computed a
priori.
3.5 Macroscale Equations in Eulerian Coordinates
The macroscale governing equations (3.3.14), (3.3.21), (3.3.27) and (3.4.14) are
now transformed back to the Eulerian frame by using (3.1.20) and (3.1.28). Note
that the time derivative is applied, in (3.3.27) and (3.4.14), only on the microscale-
independent variables v (O) , p() and ( °). Therefore, l/Or*, Vf and V can be
replaced by &/at*, V and V' with all error of O(e). In summary, we have
V'. [a': e'(v(o)) - a'p(O)_ -10(o)] (r': e'(t,(0 )) + GCp( O) + H'o(°)): e(v(o))
0) 2 Ra ,
- Itp(o)2 -Rp()0() K = (O)e,
Pe
(3.5.1)
' [ki (V'(°)v -9(o) = ) ' ')=(V'*) + e(&V(O)) ±(3.5.2)(U(0) - n' k VP- O(° )e 3
-a.(0) + PeU (.V'(°) = (°) ) (3.5.4)V ' ( ) +.L (- +° C 't*
O v(O)
+ (M': e'(v(°)) + N'p(° ) + EO(°))
(3.5.3)
a~ , + PeU .V'(O(0)+ o
+ [S': e'(v(°) ) + T'p(°) + U'0(°)] . (V'0(°) + V'T° ) ) = V' . (m'. V'0( °))
The macroscale coefficients are determined after solving the canonical boundary
value problems summarized earlier for a given microcell geometry. However, as will
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be shown later in §5, the tensor coefficients F', G', H', I', R', K', J', L', C', M',
N', E', S', T' and U' of the nonlinearly coupled terms vanish for cell geometries
which have three mutually orthogonal planes of symmetry.
3.6 A Special Case of Small T, ; T/Td = (e2 ).
In practice, the transport of solute or heat is of greater concern in sand or rock.
In such porous media, the ratio of the consolidation time to the heat diffusion time
Tc/Td is, as shown in Table 2.1, generally very small and the governing equations can
be obtained as a special case of Tc/Td = 0(1) treated in the previous subsections.
Also, the elastic modulus D of such medium is relatively large so that P'/D is
relatively small.
In order to be consistent with the scale estimates of Table 2.1 for sand or rock,
we shall assume
Tc/Td = 0(62 ), P'/D) = 0(c2) (3.6.1)
All other dimensionless parameters remain the same as before,e.g.
Pr = 0(1), Re = (e), Pe = 0(E) (3.6.2)
Accordingly the scale ratios in (2.2.21) and (2.2.22) become
V V2 e
= 0o(c2) =; T = 0(3) (3.6.3)UT = ef T
The energy equation in the solid phase (2.2.14), the kinematic boundary condition
(2.2.17) and the stress continuity equation (2.2.18) now become respectively,
(PC ) ( 2 + dv sV* ) = ArV* . (m,. V*90) in fQo (3.6.4)
d*3.6.5)
* = d on r(0) (3.6.5)dt*
a* N = 2a .N (3.6.6)
Therefore, the relative importance of solid velocity in the deformation of and the
convection of heat in the medium is reduced by a factor of 0(e 2 ). This does not
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imply that there is no consolidation as will be shown later. The scale relation
for the stress continuity (3.6.6) at the fluid-solid interface implies that the solid
displacement is independent of the microscale coordinates at not only the leading
order v(O) but also the first order v(1). For (3.6.1) to be consistent with the rela-
tion (2.1.24),e.g. 6 S P'), we set v(° ) = 0. Consequently the deviation of r(t)
from r(0) is O(Ee) and the Galilean transformation is not necessary. Moreover, the
reduced scale of solid displacement immediately shows that the boundary condi-
tions on the interface are linear and all nonlinear coupling terms in the macroscale
governing equations disappear.
As remarked earlier in §2, the scale relation (3.6.1) implies that Tc is not only
the consolidation time scale but also the time scale for temperature changes over the
macroscale. Since this shortest time scale is not relevant to the thermal changes over
the macroscale, it is ignored and there remains one time scale To = Td(cf.(2.2.2)).
According to (3.6.4) to (3.6.6) the convection terms on the left-hand side of
(3.2.11a-c) and the solid velocity on the left-hand side of (3.2.13a-c) are moved to
the equations at the orders of higher by two. The resulting governing equations
at the macroscale become as follows.
V' [a': '(v()) - c'p(°) -,390(o)] = - n'O(O)e (3.6.7)
Pe
( °)) = -k' (V'p ( °)- (O)ez) (3.6.8)
V' . [k' (V'p ( °) - R (°)e)] = 0 (3.6.9)
Pe
a at + Pe(u()) V'( (° ) + T(0))= V' (n' . V'0(° )) (3.6.10)
in which the elastic coefficcients a', a' and /t3 were given in (3.3.15a-c) and the
permeability k' and the thermal condictivity m' were given in (3.3.22) and (3.4.15b).
In contrast with (3.3.27) and (3.4.14), (3.6.9) and (3.6.10) no longer contain
the nonlinear coupling terms and the terms involving the solid velocity av(')/Ot *
also disappear. Note that the linear terms on the right-hand side of (3.5.3) originate
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from Ov(2 )/at*(cf.(3.3.24)) and v(2) is given by (3.3.3). This implies that, although
v(l), p(O) and (°) are coupled, the elastic response of the medium to pressure and
thermal changes is instantaneous while the medium temperature varies in a transient
manner as in (3.6.10). Thus the fluid flow and temperature variations can be solved
first as if the solid were rigid. Afterwards the solid stress is found by accounting for
the pre-existing fluid pressure and temperature distributions.
3.7 The Macroscale Governing Equations in Physical Variables.
It will be shown that the coefficients F', G', H', I', R', K', J', L', C', M', N',
E', S', T' and U' of the nonlinearly coupled terms vanish for microcell geometry
with three planes of symmetry which will be used for real computation of macroscale
coefficients. Excluding those terms, we write the macroscale governing equations in
physical variables.
With the normalization scalea of (2.2.1) the macroscale governing equations
in physical variables are readily obtained. An overhead symbol ( is used to de-
note physical constitutive coefficients. Again the nonlinear coupling terms are not
retained.
If we recall the definitions for Ra ad Pe from (2.2.8) and (3.1.6), the equilib-
rium equation (3.5.1) becomes
V . [a: e(v) - p-t0] = -pfgTn'Oe (3.7.1)
where the primes are now dropped and
a = (a: [II + e(+)])
& = n'I + (a: e(7)) (3.7.2a - c)
t = ( + (a: e())
Darcy's law may be written from (3.5.2) as
(tld) = () - - = -k (Vp - pfgTOeZ) (3.7.3)a3
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The thermoconsolidation equation (3.5.3) is similarly written as
av (Ov Op -890 I
V [k *(Vp - pfg/TOez)] = (Vn') + e +-) +/ c +c (3.7.4)
where
=n'I-(e( I)):I
Pc = (e()): I (3.7.5a - c)
(c = (e(C)): 
After using (3.4.15a and b), the heat transport equation (3.5.4) is written
PCp + (pcp)f [() - ajt . ( 4AS) + (PC) t ((1 - n')I + (VA))}
(v + VT) = V (m' 0V')
(3.7.6)
where
pCp = n'(pCp)f + (1 - n')(pCp) , (3.7.7)
' = (mf (I + VAf)) + (m. (I + VA')) (3.7.8)
are the macroscale heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the composite medium
respectively.
Note that the heat transport equation is still nonlinear due to the finite displace-
ment of the solid matrix compared to the pore size. The constitutive coefficients to
be computed from the cell boundary value problems are a, a, 13t in Hooke's law, ,
ic, c in the consolidation equation and fin' in the heat transport equation. All the
coefficients are associated with the linear terms.
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4. Properties of Macroscale Coefficients.
By making use of the microcell boundary value problems defined previously,
certain properties of the macroscale coefficients can be deduced.
For the isothermal case these properties have been thoroughly studied by Au-
riault and Sanchez-Palencia(1977). Their work is extended here to show that, the
inter-relationship among , 7 and C implies certain constraints among the elastic
coefficients a', a' and v of (3.3.15). Also the coefficients 7', 3'5 and C of the consol-
idation equation (3.3.28) are shown to have certain properties and be related to a'.
For the coefficients associated with flow and heat transport, symmetry and positive
definite properties will be shown.
The coefficients F', G', H', I', R', K', J', L', C', M', N', E', S', T' and U'
for the nonlinear terms are shown to vanish for a microcell geometry with three
planes of symmetry in Appendix D. The discussions in this section are restricted to
the coefficients of linear terms in the macroscale governing equations. The actual
computations of the macroscale coefficients will be carried out in §5 for a special
microcell geometry with three planes of symmetry for which only the constitutive
coefficients associated with the linear terms need to be computed.
4.1 Elastic Coefficients.
With the normalization of (2.2.1), the dimensionless macroscale equilibrium
equation is (cf. (3.7.1))
V' (a )) Ra n'O(°)e, (4.1.1)Pe
where
(O(°)) = a': e'(v()) - a'p(O) - e(o) (4.1.2)
is the total stress and the coefficients are given by(cf.(3.7.2(a-c))
a' = aj& = (ajpq(6p 6qt + epq(4t)))
f = axj = n'6ij + (a,.pepq(q)) (4.1.3a - c)
at = (i:)i = (ij) + (a!.pqe(C))
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For convenience the second and third indices of i.kl, which are identical to those of
the macroscale strain e'(v()), are placed in the upper right corner as superscripts
in (4.1.3a).
We shall first show that the elastic coefficient tensor of rank four a' possesses
the symmetry properties of the elastic coefficients a* (cf.(2.2.12)) known in linear
elasticity. Relationships among a', a' and fi are then derived from the boundary
value problems (3.3.4) to (3.3.6) after assuming isotropic material for the solid
phase.
Suppose that the porous medium contains no pore fluid and is in isothermal
condition. Equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) then reduce to
V'. (a()) = V' [a': e'(v())] = 0 (4.1.4)
It is obvious, from the symmetry properties (?())ij (c())ji and ej(v(O)) =
eji(v(°)), that
aijk = a'je = a'idl (4.1.5a)
It is also known that(Fung, 1965)
aijh, = aktij (4.1.5b)
from the stress-strain relation derived from the strain energy density. Similarly it
follows from (4.1.2) that
aj = ai' ; (:)ij = (P)ji (4.1.6)
In indicial form, the boundary value problems for , rI and ( are defined by
(3.3.4) to (3.3.6)
a
a [ajq(pmsqn + epq(qmn))] = 0 in Q.
[a . Cp,* (7j)l = 0 in fl. (4.1.7a - c)$a P-1( + 4j=i.6~~~~~ 
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ajpq(,pmaqn + epq( mn"))No = 0 on r(0)
aS,.pqe(77)N = iiN,' on r(0) (4.1.8a - c)
(a.jpqepq(C) + ij)N: = O on r(o)
and
b, and C are N-periodic (4.1.9a)
(0) = (') = (C) = O (4.1.9b)
It has been shown in Auriault and Sanchez-Palencia(1977). that
(a: e(i7)) =-(e(+)): I (4.1.10)
Similar relationship is now extended to between 4 and ( and r and C here.
Multiply (4.1.7a) by C(, integrate over f, and use Gauss theorem and ]-
periodicity to get
j[ajpq(pmiqn + epq(b m ))](jNijdS
-/ a fpqepq(4(')ej()d - I ,,ajpqepq(4n"" )p, qneijj()dfl = 0 (4.1.11)
The surface integral on r vanishes beacuse of (4.1.8a). Likewise, upon multiplying
(4.1.7c) by ? "n and integrating over fl. we obtain
|j aipqePq(()ej(+ nf)dfl + j ei )d = 0 (4.1.12)
Combining (4.1.11) and (4.1.12)
(a*: e(()) = (,3: e(+)) (4.1.13)
The same procedure applied to (4.7b and c) for r and C yields
(i': e(qv)) = -(e(C)): I (4.1.14)
On the other hand, if we multiply (4.1.7b) by r7j and integrate over i., it
follows that
(V * r) = (e(t)): I > 0 (4.1.15)
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as shown by Auriault and Sanchez-Palencia(1977). After multiplying (4.1.7c) by Cj
and integrating over l., similar relation can be found for (.
fla[ipqep-(C) + 3']C 1N -j [a'jepq(() + ,ij]e j(C)dfl = 0S Trqjepq C)  0?\]CjYg
which gives
Ij BPei(C)dfl = -j ap epq(C)eiji(C)df < 
after using (4.1.8c) or
(I : e(C)) < o
Let us assume that the solid grains are isotropic so that there are two indepen-
dent constants A and pj or equivalently Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v
which are related by
A v A 1
,A= E ( l+v)(1-2v)' = E 2(1 + v) (4.1.17)
(4.1.16)
Specifically
If we recall (2.2.4), the
az=z - ayy, = az =a ' + 2i'*
azzy = ayyz = azzz- = A (4.1.18)
az- = a = azzz = 
dimensionless thermal modulus ,?j for isotropic solid is then
A' = fiO6'j = -6ij = (3A' + 2p*)6i ; #* = (3X' + 2*')
'3 3 aEE (4.1.19a, b)
Also the bulk modulus is given by
K= K (3+2K =- (3* + 2)E 3 (4.1.19c)
It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless compliance tensor of rank four boah
(Auriault and Sanchez-Palencia, 1977) which is related to the elastic coefficients a'
by
1 (4.1.20)
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(see Appendix B). If the solid is isotropic, it can be shown that the tensor bskh
has the following property (cf.(B.11))
ba~o, = - = 3K* (4.1.21)
3M + 2,o* 3K*
We now express the coefficients aj and (t)ij in terms of ajktj for isotropic
grains. In view of (4.1.20), equation (4.1.3a) may be written as
(epq(qt)) = [ajkl-(1 - n')ajkt]bijpq (4.1.22)
after scalar multiplication by bijpq. Contracting by p = q in (4.1.22), it becomes
(hik) = ajbijrr - (1 - n')Sk (4.1.23)
Combining (4.1.3b), (4.1.10) and (4.1.23), we have
a, aia' pq
c = nlfji - = f- ~apijbpqrr = - pqij_ pq 6- ppjij 3 (4.1.24)
rf: It Of . LCt' 3A* + 2p* 3K '
where the last equality follows after using (4.1.21). Equation (4.1.24) has been
obtained by Auriault and Sanchez-Palencia(1977) who further specialized it to an
isotropic medium at the macroscale level to obtain
aij 2 = 1-3i
where A' and ' are the Lame's constants of the medium and must be determined
by solving the canonical cell problems (4.1.7) to (4.1.9).
In a later section, we shall choose a special micro-structure which has three
orthogonal planes of symmetry so that it satisfies the requirements for cubic sym-
metry in crystalline structure. It will be shown that a 1 reduces to three distinct
constants by using the symmetry of the solution .
After using (4.1.13), (4.1.19a,b) and (4.1.23), the effective macroscale thermal
modulus JJt of (4.1.3c) becomes
at' 
apiJbpqrr ap(pt)ii = i6,,(l - n') + P (e(5i")) = *Papqtbqr.2 ij+ i p = aPq
3* + 2* p(4.1.25)
(4.1.25)
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Alternatively, (4.1.14) and (4.1.24) can be used to obtain (4.1.25).
The significances of (4.1.24) and (4.1.25) are as follows. If the elastic coefficients
al./ps are determined for a given cell geometry, the coefficients a'j and ()ii are
readily calculated by (4.1.24) and (4.1.25); the cell boundary value problems for
i and C need not to be solved unless microscale variation of the stresses inside a
micro-cell is required.
The relations (4.1.10) to (4.1.16) can also be used to establish the properties
of the coefficients 7', /31 and C( in (3.3.28). Auriault and Sanchez-Palencia(1977)
have shown, after using (4.1.10),(4.1.20) and (4.1.21), that
7 = n'I - (e(o)): I = n'I + (a*: e(v)) = a' (4.1.26)
' = (etl()) = bij[(1 - n')Sij - aqijbpq,,]
+ 2 [3(1-n')-app 3 + 2 ] (4.1.27)
= 3K -app 3K
and also by using (4.1.15) that
f, > 0 (4.1.28)
We extend it to express ¢C in terms of aljkj. From (3.3.28c)
¢ = (e(()): I = (e(()) (4.1.29)
Also from (4.1.3c) we have by using the compliance tensor and (4.1.25)
(etm(C)) = -btmij*(1 - n')6i - ()ij] = -btmij[*(1 - n')6ij -P3aqijbql
Contraction by setting I = m and use of (4.1.21) give
(eLu(C)) = -buijpf[(1 - n')6i - aqijbpqw]
-3x + 2i/ [(1-n')ij 3 + 2'] q (4.1.30)
=3,* + 2j* [(1 -')6i - 3* + 2p* J
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Substituting (4.1.30) into (4.1.29) we have
C =3* + 23*2s" [3( - n') - appjJA + (4.1.31)%*0,*  2A
Since equation (4.1.16) implies for isotropic grains that
(P': e(C)) = 13(e(C)): I = 1'¢C < 
it follows that
¢, < 0 (4.1.32)
It is noted again that the coefficients 7', f and C' are automatically determined, if
ap,ij are once given after solving b problem, by (4.1.26),(4.1.27) and (4.1.31).
4.2 Permeability.
The symmetry and positive definiteness of the permability k' of (3.3.12) has
been shown in Ene and Sanchez-Palencia(1975). For small Peclet number(§3), buoy-
ancy also induces flow(cf.(3.3.21)) and we shall prove that the permability k' of
(3.3.21) is still positive definite. The proof of symmetry is the same as for Darcy's
law without buoyancy.
The fluid momentum equation (3.31b) is written in indicial form
0 = -(O(O) + a'+ 2 a ei(u( °) ) + RaS(°)6i (4.2.1)
where 1/(.?), _(_ ),
ei,( ( =d 2 i + ) (4.2.2)
is the symmetric strain tensor for fluid velocity. Multiply (4.2.1) by u(0) and inte-
grate over flf:
2 (O) a0 ei0(u) )dA
=-nl t (°)(tdP(@)+ aP~t))dQ+Rnal a (°)49(°)Eizdn (4.2.3)
l .f (o)[p(° p( ' Ra ) (
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The left-hand side becomes, after using Gauss theorem, the no-slip condition u(°) =
0 on r(O)(cf.(3.2.16a)) and symmetry of (4.2.2),
2n, (U))i a ei(u(o))df
2 (0) (ON (((0) 
- In (f..0(0).e i(u(?))] - ei(u?))(u(o))')df (4.2.4)
I A |ei,(u())eik(u())dfl
The right-hand side of (4.2.3) becomes, using (3.3.19a),
-1 [(U(O))i +a u))p( dfl + !jRa (u(O))je(0)6j dfl
Raf kij - RaO(0)j,8z)( 0)bizd
=k1 OP(Of ap',. - [k!i:s + k 6 P(i RaO(°) + kijzRa2e(0) 2
=k^j () - Ra(o°)a,) ( a, - RaO(0) ,i
(4.2.5)
in which the symmetry kj =kj has been used. Substituting (4.2.4) and (4.2.5)
into (4.2.3) and invoking esk(u()) = e(u()), we get
1| Jei(u())ei&(u())dn = -kij (OP - RaO(°)z) [- (OP RaG(O)6i]
(4.2.6)
The left-hand side is the viscous dissipation which is positive. The right-hand side
is the product of the force due to both pressure gradient and buoyancy and the
induced velocity . Therefore is positive definite.
4.3 Thermal Conductivity.
In the case of weak convection Pe = O(e)(§3), the effective diffusion coefficient
mj of (3.4.15b) is the consequence of pure diffusion at both macro- and microscale
and is symmetric and positive definite.
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Rewriting (3.4.7) in indicial form, we have
in f
[mi + )] in . (4.3.1a- d)
Ai = A; on r(O)
mf (6 + A)N =Mrmlf (6i
Multiply (4.3.1a) and (4.3.1b) by Af and A3 and integrate over Qfl and fl. respec-
tively. It then follows
O= I [m l(6ti0=N hi (61i
-1 Im (Ati
?i I m" ax h~
+ a8 )ANf + Mrm (i
0A[x
~'-tdfl-
1 M. Ak (6a 0 h
+ 'z )
The integrals on r vanish because of (4.3.1c and d) and after using the symmetry
ml = m and m 1 = ml, we get
r( OA)\ Ozk~-= -(m aaf o OM(m Ox )
The thermal conductivity tensor in (3.4.15b) then becomes
m= (mf (s6ji - OAfAf oaIz iz + M(m (81i6kj OAf OA"
- oz, oA I/
-XI S Xi
which shows the symmetry mnt = m,. The positive definiteness is proven in
Bensoussan et al(1978) in terms of ellipticity condition of the coefficient mj,e.g.
mjifj > tfii for any E R3 with 7 > 0.
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O = M-
Oz^,
+ OzA)NkOxi on r(0)
+ OA)AN.]dS
(m,! OA ) (4.3.2)
(4.3.3)
0 = O [m (i + Oaf z ]
Oxh i Oxf
5. A Cubic Array of Wigner-Seits Grains.
In this section, a simple microcell with three planes of symmetry is chosen for
subsequent evelopment of our theory. As a specific model of microcell, we consider
the Wigner-Seitz cell depicted in Fig 5.1. It is shown in Appendix C that, for such
cell geometry with three planes of symmetry, the elastic coefficients aj of (4.1.3a)
exhibit cubic symmetry so that there are three distinct constants whereas alj and
(fIt)ij of (4.1.3b and c) are isotropic. Similarly the permeability kij of (3.3.22) and
the thermal conductivity mij of (3.4.16b) are isotropic. Only the final results are
summarized in this section. Also, as mentioned before, the coefficients F', G', H',
I', R', K', J', L', C', M', N', E', S', T' and U' for the nonlinear terms in the
macroscale governing equations (3.5.1) to (3.5.4) vanish for a microcell geometry
with three planes of symmetry. This is shown in Appendix D by making use of the
symmetry properties of the solutions from Appendix C.
5.1 Symmetry of Elastic Coefficients
The elastic coefficient tensor of rank four a' of (4.1.3a), which has 21 coefficients
in the most general case, reduces to the following three distinct coefficients:
a = azz = a// = a'zzz
a = a' = aY = a(5.1.1)Izzyy yyz - zz
aII = ayzy = ayzyz = a zz
All other coefficients vanish due to symmetry of the cell geometry. Material which
has the elastic coefficients as (5.1.1) with three distinct constants is said to possess
cubic symmetry property(Love(1944), Lekhnitskii(1963)). If further the relation
(al - all) = 2ali holds, the material is called isotropic and there are only two
independent coefficients.
The pressure coefficient a'j and thermal moduli (,fi)ij in Hooke's law (4.1.2) reduce
to isotropic tensors so that
101 0 1 0 0
a,=a 0 1 0 and (0)ij = 1 01 (5.1.2)
0 0 1 0 0 1
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a' = 1 - (al + 2atI)/(3A* + 2,.*)
(5.1.3)
Pf: = i*(at + 2a1i)/(3A + 2L*)
in which A* and * are the normalized Lami constants and have been given in
(4.1.18).
The coefficients %yj, fl3 and C' in (4.1.26), (4.1.27) and (4.1.31) of the linear
terms in the consolidation equation (3.5.3) similarly become
1 0 O7j = a'Sii = ' 0
0 0 1
3, + 21 [1-n' a + 2alr] > 
33* a + 2a* 
= -1C3M + 2 3 + M *
(5.1.4)
(5.1.5)
(5.1.6)<0
The coefficients 1j!, P' and C' also have been expressed in terms of only as and ail.
5.2 Permeability k'i and Thermal Conductivity m'j
The permeability and thermal conductivity similarly reduce to isotropic ten-
sors.
1
k = k' 0
O
0
1 
0 1
1 0 01
and mi =m' 0 1 O001 
where
k' = (k,.) = (t,,) = (k..) = | kazd
(m; () | A!N!dS +Mm(o) |o A NdS)
(5.2.2)
For details of the reduction see Appendix C.
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where
(5.2.1)
m' =mraz =mv,, = s = + n
yx
Fig. 5.1 A Wigner-Seitz microcell. The interior of the soccer ball shape is solid.
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6. Numerical Computation of the Coefficients.
The microsale boundary value problems for the elastic deformation in the solid
phase, the flow through pores and the heat diffusion through fluid and solid are
now solved numerically for the periodic array of the Wigner-Seitz grains. We first
derive the variational principles for these problems which are valid for arbitrary
periodic cell geometry. It will be shown for Wigner-Seitz grains by using symmetry
arguments that the computational domain is reduced to only 1/8-th of the microcell.
Finite elements are then used to represent the functionals in terms of the nodal
unknowns.
6.1 The Variational Principles.
In the elasticity part, as has been shown in §4.1, the elastostatic problems for
?"4n only need to be solved.
If we multiply (4.1.7a) by mn and integrate over the solid phase, it follows
that
I [a'jp,'epq(mn)Ojmn] d - a, ,ep( 4 m )( d = 0 (6.1.1)
where no summation over the indices mn is assumed. The first integral becomes
after using Gauss theorem and (4.1.8a)
i [aiPjqepq(qOmn)SqSn] dfl = apqep(mn)$)&jnNdS (1
=-i 6Sjmn Njm"'dS = -6 (j a!mnqmnNdS)
where r, is the solid part on the periodic boundaries (see Fig. 5.1). The integral
on r, has vanished since, if }n" is periodic on r,, so are 80 n and epq(Omn). The
second integral in (6.1.1) can be written, inview of the symmetry relation
aijpq = aips = ap = aij (6.1.3)
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as
as Ja~ epq(q")df
-=J , [eij(&kmn) + wi1(60")] ep(O,")df
(6.1.4)
2 In (Gjpq + a;qij) epq(8 m0n)epq(4 )
- 6 {jn a ipepq(ePq( )epq(Om)} dl
where the fact that the product of apq (symmetric in i and j) and the anti-
symmetric rotation tensor wij(b6q n ) yields zero and (6.1.3) have been used.
Substituting (6.1.2) and (6.1.4) into (6.1.1), we obtain
6J, = 0 (6.1.5)
where the functional J. is given by(no summation over mn)
,= aj* qe pq(mn")eq(q" mn)d -j ajm, enN' dS (6.1.6)
Thus the solution of the boundary value problem (4.1.7a), (4.1.8a) and (4.1.9) is
obtained by minimizing J.. Equations (6.1.5) and (6.1.6) appear to be the same as
the principle of minimum potential energy in linear elasticity(Sokolnikoff, 1956) with
zero body force and prescribed traction on r. It is noteworthy that the elastostatic
problem (4.1.7a) with the l-periodicity condition, which is not essential boundary
condition, leads to the same principle.
In the fluid phase, we first write the Stokes problem (3.3.20) in indicial form
as
Okii S.? =0 in Of
Oazi
02 kij s f
kj =0 on r(0)
kij and Sj are l -periodic
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Multiplying (6.1.7b) by kij and then integrating over f and using comma to
denote partial differentiation, we get after use of Gauss theorem and (6.1.7a)
/ {[(6ki1)kii,I,-(bk+j)6ij + (kjS,i) - kij(Sj,i) + (Skj)ij } df
b= | ($ki)kij,,Nf dSIr+r, 
+ j [ (-kij,.kij + kijSji + kij6ij) - (kij6Sj),i + kjj,8iSi] dl
= [(6kj)k.jn.N-kij(SSj)Nf] dS
+ 6 -kijnkijn + kijSj,i + kijbij dZ
(6.1.8)
Because of the fI-periodicity condition (6.1.7d), quantities kij, kij,,, and 6Sj are
also I-periodic. Thus the surface integral on rf vanishes. Also, due to the no slip
condition (6.1.7c), kij and kij are zero on the interface. Accordingly the surface
integral on r vanishes and (6.1.8) yields
bJf = 0 (6.1.9)
where
Jf ( 1 kij Ai + kj aSi kijij d (6.1.10)
2 ox, Ox,
Minimization of Jf is equivalent to solving the Stokes problem (6.1.7).
The variational principle for heat diffusion in both fluid and solid phases is a
special case of the convection diffusion problem to be treated in Part B when the
Peclet number goes to zero. We only give the result here.
h = (6.1.11)
where
f ( f OAf 0A f *AA BO . N
J + t m dt: aO + !f a-t d + Mr|
(6.1.12)
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is the functional corresponding to the heat diffusion in two phases of (4.3.1).
6.2 Reduction of Computational Domain for Wigner-Seits Grains.
While the variational principles derived in §6.1 can be readily used to solve
the corresponding boundary value problems for any periodic cell geometry on the
microscale, the computation is greatly simplified for the Wigner-Seitz grains in the
sense that certain symmetry relations of the solution among the sectors enable the
computational domain to be reduced to a small fraction of the cell. We shall show
this by cutting out one sector and establishing the same variational principles for
that sector with implied boundary conditions.
In the solid phase, only Oil and 43r" need to be solved (cf.(5.1.1)). Suppose
that sector A(z > 0, y > 0, z > 0) of Fig. 5.1 has been cut out of the cell. Let
us denote the new boundaries at z = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 by S, S and S;
respectively. Also let the solid portion at = 1/2, y = 1/2 and z = 1/2 (previously
called r,.) be S+, S,+ and S+.
Inspection of the loading condition for qfS (Fig. C.2a) on the interface r readily
shows that Ol' z = 0, 0b',Z/8y = .9+'/8z = 0 and tP~=/8cx = 0 on S~. Similarly
we have 00;z/ay = 0, 4;' = 0, .ZOq/Oy = 0 on SI and a'z/z = 0o0lO/z = 0,
~z = 0 on Sp. Accordingly the boundary value problem ~b? must satisfy in sector
A becomes
la olj(t ) =O x > 0,y > 0, z > 0
Tj =-aj,,N on r
a2 = fzf(Z) = 2L( ) = on Sf (6.2.a - e)
a~(b2 ) = x = ,,( 'Z2 ) =0 on So
.Z.(~--) = 1(k. ) = Z =0 on s.
Equations (6.2.1c-e) are the implied boundary conditions obtained from the sym-
metry of cell geometry about z = 0, y = 0 and z = 0.
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Likewise, from Fig. C.2(d) in Appendix C, we have for the same sector that
Obzv&/Oz = 0 and 0bY = b = on S . Consideration of sectors A and D and A
and E in Fig.4 gives = = 0, 0 /y = on / and 1?/8z = O4'9v/8z =
0 on S~. Thus 4i" in sector A must satisfy
;j(0) = z > 0,y > 0, z > 
Tj =-a?,,N on r
o.z(+ ) = ¢1!|= 4,s1 =o on S' (6.2.2a - e)
~:zv = a.(b-)V = ~ = O on s~
Zz('ZY) = a,(-Y) = ~Y =0 on S,
Derivation of the variational principles follows precisely the same procedure as in
§6.1. It is obvious from (6.1.2) that we need to consider the integration on r which is
now composed of S, S and S$. On the surface S;, the integral for OF becomes
Is|p(")0 ;  9i(Nfd - azi(zz)6e)zddS
(6.2.3)
=- - I [a.3 (3 Z)6\:z2 + 0zy(Z2b)62z + O.(Z)62 dS
which vanishes because 5~"Z = 0Z = 0r, = 0 from (6.2.1c). On the surface S + , it
only changes sign. Similarly on S, we have after using (6.2.14 and e)
ajpepq( )6k 'NsdS =j (Y,6z + .6k; + uv6) dS =0
apqepq(02 )6 Nj23 dS = ± j (fz:64k' + O'zy648 + a."'6q") dS =0
(6.5.16)
in which i represents the sign of the unit outward normal vector. Therefore the
integrals on Sp, SI and S~ vanish and, in the same manner, we can readily show
for Orv that the integral on r in (6.1.2) vanishes.
In the fluid phase, we first note, in view of the linearity of (6.1.7a and b), that
the driving external pressure gradient 6ij of (6.1.7b) can always be decomposed into
z, y and z components. Accordingly it suffices to consider one of them,e.g. j = z.
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It readily follows from Fig. C.5(a) and (b) that the implied boundary conditions
on S~, So and SI for sector A(X > 0, Y > 0, Z > 0) are summarized as
Oaz = ky, = k =0
Ok,, Ok,,
A zz = k-- = kZZ =0
The surface integrals on in (6.1.8) forj =
The surface integrals on rf in (6.1.8) for j = x
on S~
on SY
on S
now become
|, [(ki,) a-- Nj - ki(6S.)N!] dS
= [(6kazz) -z + (k) - + (k,,i 1(Ska) a + (kY.) + (kX3
, r L A
) okz ] dS 
)ay- dS -
AN 1 '
k 23(SSZ)Nf dS
ky,(aS)Nf dS
J (+ (6k.) U' + ( ) dS-j kz.(6S)NfdS
(6.2.6)
The first integrals on S~, S and Sp vanish due to the implied boundary conditions
(6.2.5) whereas those involving 6S vanish because of the f-periodicity condition
(6.1.7d). So the surface integrals on rf make no contribution to Jf and the func-
tional (6.1.10) is valid for the flow field in the fluid region of sector A. In imple-
menting the minimization of Jf, only the essential boundary conditions of (6.2.5)
need to be incorporated.
The heat transfer in sector A can be similarly solved by minimizing the func-
tional J% of (6.1.12) with the implied boundary conditions Af' = 0 on S$, Af' = 0
on S~ and A' = 0 on Sp. The actual computation has been carried out with the
variational principle for the convection diffusion problem of Part B and the reduc-
tion of computational domain for heat transfer will be examined later.
6.3 Finite Element Approximations.
Finite elements with linear shape functions are used to represent the functionals
J., Jf and Jh in terms of the unknowns at discrete nodal points. The unknown
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(6.2.5)
quantities Sn?", kij and Af' are expressed by the product of shape function matrix
and their values at discrete nodes so that spatial variation is accounted for by the
shape function. By using this representation of the unknowns in the functionals
and taking the first variation (Appendix E), the following algebraic equations are
obtained.
In the solid phase, we have for both Of? and 0iY
Koq(o) = Q0 (6.3.1)
where
MM f. (DN)TE(DN)dO
n=l n.
q(0) is the nodal unknown vector
in which M is the total number of elements and N is the shape function matrix.
Also D and E are the matrix forms for strain operator and elastic coefficients and T
is the traction force vector on r (Appendix E). The differences between 4 and q'Z
are in the traction force vector Qo and the implied essential boundary conditions
as stated in (6.2.1) and (6.2.2).
In the fluid phase, following the similar procedure, it can be shown that (6.1.9)
and (6.1.10) yield
Kkq(k) + Ksq(S) = F
Ksq(k) = 0 (6.3.3a, b)
where K 1 [aNT]raN]
fn=1 / , [a]o
Ks=-M NT T N] dA (6.3.4a- c)
Ks Z=1 [~
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M
F= jINL
and q(k) and q(S) are nodal unknown vectors for k and S in (6.1.7). In real
computations, the essential boundary conditions in (6.2.5) should be imposed.
For the heat diffusion, (6.1.11) and (6.1.12) also give
Afqf + A,q, = ff + f, (6.3.5)
where
MI -A"=2jE ON JL d
A.= ,  dj - dj (6.3.6 - d)
n=- s
M,
f =- V-.Ndfl
M,
n=l n
in which M! and M, are the total numbers of elements in Of and Q. of sector A.
By solving the algebraic equations (6.3.1),(6.3.3) and (6.3.5), we obtain the
values of qb, kij and Af[' at each node. These solutions are then used to calculate
the macroscale coefficients.
6.4 Numerical Results and Discussions.
By using the variational principles obtained in §6.1 the macroscale coefficients
were calculated for the Wigner-Seitz grains. The numerical results are presented
and discussed in the order of elastic coefficients and the permeability. The calcu-
lation of permeability for the Wigner-Seitz grains has been carried out by Sun and
Mei(1993) and their results are cited here. The macroscale thermal conductivity
will be discussed in Part B.
6.4.1 The Computational Domain for Wigner-Seits Grains.
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b
y
b u b/h n'
1 4 1/5 0.716
1 2 1/3 0.623
1 1 1/2 0.500
2 1 2/3 0.377
3 1 3/4 0.284
Fig. 6.1 The computational domain for Wigner-Seitz grain and the porosity values
for several ratios of b/h.
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As shown in §6.2, only 1/8-th of the Wigner-Seitz cell is needed to solve the
microscale boundary value problems. The solid phase of sector A(z > 0, y > 0, z >
0) is depicted in Fig. 6.1.
Let the volume of the extended tetrahedron OA B1 C be Vo and that of
AAIA 2A (also BB1 B 2B 3 and CC1C2C3 ) be v which are given by
V= (h + b)s , v= lb3 (6.4.1)
The volume of the solid phase V, of Fig. 6.1 is then V, = V- 3v and thus the
porosity n' is given by
~n= j 1h= 1 [(+ - 3 ] (6.4.2)
The porosity varies continuously, covering fairly wide range of values, between the
two limiting cases n' ,a = 5/6 = 0.833 when b/h - 0 and nin = 1/6 = 0.167
when b/h - 1. Some typical values of porosity are listed in Fig. 6.1.
6.4.2 The Elastic Coefficients.
The elastic moduli of the medium are given by (C.36) of Appendix C as
= = (1 - n')a2 3 + (' a(ZZ))
ai = at = (1 - n')a2,, + (o,(tr")) (6.4.3)
ali = a:zz = (1 - n')a%,, + (oz,('Z,))
where a=, a,,YY and ca' are related to the Possion's ratio v by(cf.(4.1.17) and
(4.1.18)) 1-v v
a3 3 3=(1 + v)(1 - 2v)' a (1 + v)(1 - 2v) (6.4.4)I . 1
a:,, =(a... a*,,,) 2(1 + v)
A common value of v = 0.3 has been used in computations.
The porosity values used are those shown in Fig. 6.1,e.g. n'=0.284, 0.377,
0.5, 0.623 and 0.716. The computational domain of 1/8-th of Wigner-Seitz grain
has been discretized with uniform spacing along z,y and z-axes. A sample of the
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numbers of nodes and elements is shown in Table 6.1 for the case of n'=0.5. Com-
puted values of < ,,(4b = ) >, < or,,(022) > and < oaz(Ob") > for different meshes
and their converging trends are summarized in Table 6.2. Numbers on top of each
column denote the number of equal intervals along each axis,e.g. between O and
A along z-axis and so on. From the calculated values for four progressively smaller
mesh sizes, polynomial extrapolation has been used to obtain the values correspond-
ing to zero mesh size. As a measure of convergence with decreasing mesh size and
accuracy of extrapolation, an error (the last column in Table 6.2) is defined by
(O'ij(rm")) - (iJ(bmn))°e = (-i(r ))=;Airnn))O (6.4.5)
(ai (mn )) 
where (aij(mn))zx is for the finest mesh and (crj(4mn))o is the extrapolated one for
zero mesh. Specifically the cubic spline has been used for the extrapolation except
the case of porosity 0.284 for which quadratic extrapolation was used instead. The
extrapolation error is less than or around 1 % and the convergence is satisfactory.
The extrapolated values of average stress are plotted against porosity in Fig.
6.2. We also show the stress averages over the solid phase volume only in Fig. 6.3.
The porosity dependence is clearly seen in Fig. 6.3,e.g. the magnitude increases with
porosity. This is due to the variation of the interface area(r) and the volume of the
solid phase(fl) with porosity. As porosity increases from small to large values(Fig.
6.1), the area of the interface increases whereas the solid volume decreases so that
both the net traction force on r and volume density of stress increase. It is also
seen from Fig. 6.3 that the magnitude of compressional stress (a,=(bz))/(1 - n')
is greater than (y,(qb"))/(1 -n') due to larger z-component of traction than
y-component on the interface in Fig. C.2(a). Although the solid phase volume
averages show monotonic trend with porosity, the unit cell averages in Fig. 6.2 are
not so because the fluid phase volume is also included in averaging.
Computed elastic moduli ar, al and alI are plotted as a function of porosity
in Fig. 6.4. They decrease with porosity since the volumetric portion of solid
matrix which resists externally imposed loading also decreases. It is noted that
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except for small porosity values the shear modulus ail is slightly greater than ani.
Interestingly this feature is found in the elastic constants of cubic crystals such as
Na, diamond, Si and NaCl(Cottrell, 1964). For the convenience of reference, some
typical data are reproduced in Table 6.3. We caution that the crystal structure in
these material is on the much smaller atomic scale.
The elastic anisotropy factor po//pl is defined by the relation
JlA _ all!(6.4.6)
1A (al - all) /2
where pl = (ai - all) /2 is the shear modulus a' measured in the coordiante
system obtained after rotation of the initial one about one of the symmetry axes by
45 degrees. Recall that it = alii for isotropic medium and the anisotropy factor is
then unity. Thus the ratio po/pl is a measure of the degree of anisotropy of elastic
medium with cubic symmetry. The anisotropy factor for the Wigner-Seitz grains
is also shown in Fig. 6.4. It decreases with porosity and exhibits a tendency of
approaching unity as porosity decreases. It will go to unity, in the limit of n' = 0,
because there is no fluid and the entire space in the Wigner-Seitz cell is. occupied
by the isotropic solid. But as porosity increases, the degree of anisotropy becomes
larger and the ratio pso/pl deviates further from unity. We also note that the
anisotropy factor is less than unity which implies that the medium is more rigid
to shear loading in the rotated axes by 45 degrees than in the original coordinate
system of symmetry and this property is more pronounced for larger porosity values.
As a possible analogy on the atomic scale we note that the majority of cubic crystals
possess juo/pl greater than unity (see Table 6.3). However some sodium chlorides
such as NaC1 and KC1 whose crystal structures are simple cubic as the Wigner-Seitz
grain have the elastic anisotropy factor less than unity(Cottrell, 1964).
The pressure coefficient a' = y', the thermal modulus it, and other elastic
coefficients f and C' of the consolidation equation are calculated from the elastic
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moduli ax, amr and axxx by using
at =7 1 _ (al + 2ai) , (ar + 2alI)(3k + 2u*')' (3A' + 2') (6.4.7)
, 1 a + 2ai]71 72_  - n' , _ R* R3A+2+ [1 A + 2 J -
where the Lame constants are given by(cf.(4.1.17) and (4.1.18))
v 1
(1 + v)(1 - 2v)' 2(1 + v) (6.4.8)
They are plotted in Fig. 6.5 against porosity. The first term in a' is from the
microscale independent pore pressure whereas the second term is the result of the
interaction between the solid and fluid phases on the interface. In the limiting case
of n' - 0, the fluid phase diminishes and the medium becomes pure solid which
is isotropic. The coefficients a and a then reduce to a,, = A* + 2 and
a*,Y, = A' and a' becomes zero. On the other hand, if the porosity goes to unity,
aI and a becomes zero and a' approaches the hydrostatic value of unity. Over
the intermediate range of porosity, it increases monotonically with porosity. The
thermal modulus /3 obviously decreases as porosity increases. For the chosen value
of v = 0.3, we have ,' = 3A* + 2p* = 1/(1 - 2v) = 2.5 and /t3 will approach to 2.5
and 0 respectively as porosity goes to zero and unity.
For the pressure coefficient tic of the consolidation equation, by the same rea-
soning, it is readily seen from (6.4.7) that the coefficient becomes zero for both
n' - 0 and n' - 1. Similarly does the coefficient C'. It has been shown in §4.1
that ,'3 > 0 and c' < 0 and their variations with porosity are shown in Fig. 6.5. It
is finally noted that, in view of the relation C' = -,Pl and A' = 1/(1 - 2) > 1
that the effect of time variation of temperature is always greater than that of pres-
sure when the porous medium is composed of periodic Wigner-Seitz grains on the
microscale.
6.4.3 Permeability.
The permeability of the Wigner-Seitz grains is isotropic(cf.(5.2.1)). Sun and
Mei(1993) have computed the permeability in 1/8-th of the microcell by using the
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variational principle of §6.2. They used quadratic shape functions in the finite
elements so that there are total 10 nodes in a tetrahedral element because additional
nodes are introduced at the midpoints of each side. The porosity value ranges from
0.252 to 0.979 which also include suspended grains (n'=0.879 - 0.979) that are not
in contact. The results and comparison with others by Sun and Mei are breifly
discussed here.
In Fig. 6.6, their computed hydraulic conductivity is compared with the empir-
ical formula of Kozeny and Carman (Carman, 1937). Due to irregularity of size and
shape, the scattering of measured data used in fitting to Kozeny-Carman formila
lies between 10 to 20 percent. The cureves of data scatter are also shown in Fig. 6.6.
The numerical results show good agreement over the practical range of porosities
0.37 0.68. Their numerical results have also been compared with those calculated
for various packing of uniform spheres by Zick and Homsy(1980). The results by
Sun and Mei fall a little below due to the difference in grain shape.
The velocity field in the pore space of the Wigner-Seitz grains is later used in
the calculation of dispersion tensor in Part B.
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number of nodes
in 0< z <0.5
4
8
12
16
total number
of nodes
72
395
1162
2565
total number
of elements
160
1280
4320
10240
Table 6.1 Numbers of nodes and elements for four types of meshes(n'=0.5).
n' = .284 5 10
< a,,(0 1b) > -.296700 -. 326894
< ry(OX) > -.201172 -.215381
< y(Obv ) 8.5890d-02-9.5894d-02
15
-.335614
-. 219189
-9.8461d-02
extrapol.
-. 339564
-. 220895
-9.9627d-02
n = .377 3
< Oa,,(ZZ ) > -.296844
< ,v(k" 3) > -.204723
< O,,(") 8.7962d-02
n' = .5
< ,,(Y("") >
< bT(q") >
< 47(O) >
n' = .623
< ozz( ) >
< aY(Ozz~) >
< OVV(0") >
n = .716
< OV(Z2) >
< OIYY(Oa") >
4
-.336849
-.2181054
-. 106595
6
-.321622
-. 192119
-. 104855
5
-. 273767
-.154298
6
-.348941
-. 229299
-.105967
8
-. 363525
-.227164
-. 115353
12
-. 333752
-.195149
-. 107257
10
-. 286585
-. 156439
12
-. 369403
-. 237279
-. 112368
12
-.371183
-.229702
-. 117558
18
-.337286
-.196013
-.108276
15
-.290213
-.157000
18
-. 375504
-. 239707
-. 113992
16
-. 374744
-.230892
-. 118496
21
-. 338240
-. 196245
-.109151
20
-.291889
-. 157252
extrapol.
-. 379617
-. 241363
-. 114736
extrapol.
-. 377810
-.231918
-. 119290
extrapol.
-. 340141
-.196706
-. 109609
extrapol.
-.293331
-. 157468
error(%)
1.1
.68
.65
error(%)
.81
.44
.66
error(%)
.56
.23
.42
error(%)
.49
.14
< a0,v(ObT) >8.8944d-02-9.2259d-02 -9.3094d-02-9.3451d-02 -9.3753d-02 .32
Table 6.2 Computed values of stresses, their convergence and the extrapolation.
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mesh type
1
2
3
4
error(%)
1.1
.78
1.2
Elastic Constants of Cubic Crystals (1012 dyn cm- 2)
Substance Structure C1 /L1
Na b.c.c. 0055 0-042 0049 7-5
K b.c.c. 0046 0037 0.026 5-7
Fe b.c.c. 237 141 1-16 2-4
W b.c.c. 501 1-98 1-51 1.0
Al f.G.c. 1.08 0-62 0-28 1- 2
Cu f.c.c. 1-684 1-214 0.754 3-2
Ni f.c.c. 2-50 1-60 1.185 2-6
Pb f.c.c. 0-48 0-41 0-14 4-0
Diamond diamond 9-2 3-9 4-3 1-6
Si diamond 1 66 064 079 1-55
Ge diamond 1-29 0-48 0.67 1-7
NaCI NaCI 0486 0-127 0-128 0-7
NaBr NaCI 033 013 0-13 1.3
KCI NaCI 040 0062 0-062 0-36
KBr NaCI 0-35 0-058 0050 0-33
Ki NaCI 027 0043 0042 0-36
LiF NaCI 1.19 0-54 0-53 1-6
Table 6.3 Elastic constants of cubic crystals (after Cottrell (1964)).
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Fig. 6.2 The unit cell volume average of the solid stresses.
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Fig. 6.3 The average of solid stresses over the solid phase volume Q..
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open diamond.
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7. Thermoconsolidation due to Pumping in a Porous Layer.
The general theory of thermoconsolidation is now applied to a soil layer at the
bottom of which the pore fluid is extracted either uniformly or through a small sink.
It is first shown that ranges of the dimensionless parameters estimated from the
reported values at some geothermal fields agree fairly well with the range assumed
earlier. In addition, classical research on the instability of fluid motion in a rigid
porous layer with initial temperature gradient are recalled in terms of the critical
Rayleigh number. After a brief explanation of the numerical scheme based on finite
differences, the macroscale coefficients calculated in §6 are used to investigate the
effects of varying permeability and pumping rate. Numerical results are presented
for both one-dimensional and two-dimensional cases.
7.1 Background.
Before applying the thermoconsolidation theory to geothermal reservoirs from
which hot fluid is extracted, some field examples are discussed and the typical values
of the Peclet and Rayleigh numbers are estimated. Then studies on flow instability
in porous layers with vertical temperature gradient are reviewed which can be used
as guidelines in choosing the dimensionless parameters.
7.1.1 Examples of Liquid-Dominated Geothremal Reservoirs.
The geothremal fields at Wairakei, New Zealand and Cerro Prieto, Mexico are
typical examples of liquid-dominated geothremal reservoirs. In these areas, almost
all of the fluid withdrawn has been replenished by recharge (Narasimhan and Goyal,
1984) and the production rates were about 0(10'0 kg/yr)=O(10- 3 m3/s) (Stilwell
et al(1975), Bixley(1984) and Goyal et al(1981)).
At the Wairakei where the vertical subsidence was as high as 4.5m over the
period 1964 - 1975(Stilwell et al,1975), the thickness of the Waiora formation com-
posed mainly of pumice sandstone and breccia varies rapidly from 400m in the
western section to 750m in the eastern section and the area of main production was
about 2km2(Bixley,1984). Taking the thermal diffusivity af of 0(10- ?m2/s) and
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the thickness of the reservoir h = 0(102 m), it follows that the macroscale Peclet
number Pe* = Qh/af = 0(10-' -10) where Q is the fluid removal rate per unit area
estimated above. The temperature variation 0 across the reservoir depth is 60°C or
larger(Bolton,1970). If the thermal expansion coefficient PT = 0(10- 4 1/°C) typ-
ical of water and the hydraulic conductivity K = 0(10-7 - 10-9 m/s) are used,
the Rayleigh number Ra = KT)h/la may be estimated to be in the range
0(10-1 - 10). These estimates lie in the range consistent with the assumptions
made earlier as Pe = O(e),e.g. Pe* = Pe/e = 0(1), and Ra = 0(1). Several values
chosen from these ranges will be later used in the computations. Reported values
of pressure drop P' at the Wairakei vary in the range 300 350 psi from eastern
to western sections(Bolton,1970; Stilwell et al,1975). The relative magnitude of P',
when compared with the elastic modulus )=0(10 7 - 1010N/m 2 ) for sand and rock,
is thus estimated to be P'/D) = 0(10-4 -10-') which is very small and is consistent
with our assumption P'/Z) = O(e).
The shape, the formation and the composition of the cited geothermal reservoirs
are of course very complicated. In this chapter, an idealized situation of a single
layer of porous medium is considered and the general theory will be specialized
to one-dimensional and two-dimensional pumping of hot water from the bottom of
reservoir.
7.1.2 Instability of Fluid Motion in a Layer of Porous Medium with
Vertical Temperature Gradient.
When a horizontal layer of saturated rigid porous medium is subject to a ver-
tical temperature gradient, the stability of fluid motion breaks down and a steady
convective motion can develop if the Rayleigh number reaches critical values. In this
section, some previous works on the stability of fluid motion are briefly reviewed
for both the case of zero mean flow through the medium and the case of uniform
vertical through flow. Comprehensive reviews on convection in porous media can
be found in the book by Nield and Bejan(1992).
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Lapwood(1948) and Horton and Rogers(1945) have analyzed the linear stability
in the case of initially stagnant pore fluid and obtained the critical Rayleigh num-
bers beyond which small disturbances lose stability and cellular convective motions
develop in the medium. Let us consider a horizontal porous layer with thickness h
in which the lower and upper bounding surfaces are kept at constant temperatures.
The initial temperature varies linearly across the depth and decreases vertically
upwards by 0. It is assumed that the fluid velocity and the perturbations of tem-
perature, density and pressure are small. By solving coupled eigenvalue problems
for the dimensionless perturbations of the vertical component of fluid velocity and
the temperature, it can be shown (Appendix G) that the critical Rayleigh number
RC for marginal stability,e.g. zero time growth rate, is given as follows. If both
boundaries are impermeable, R is
RC = 4ir2 - 40 (7.1.1)
where RC is defined by
Rc= KTOh (7.1.2)am
with am = '/(pCp)f being the thermal diffusivity of the medium defined in terms
of the heat capacity of fluid. On the other hand, if the pressure on the upper
boundary at z = h is constant, it becomes(Lapwood, 1948)
R = 27.1 (7.1.3)
For various combinations of boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = h including insu-
lated(to temperature perturbation) boundaries, Nield(1968) has computed critical
values of RC and the most unstable horizontal wave number and has observed that
both decrease as the boundary conditions are changed to those of constant pressure
or constant heat flux.
When there is uniform through flow, the eigenvalue problem for temperature
perturbation (7.1.2) is modified to include the convection term which is signified by
the Peclit number
P = Uh/a,,, (7.1.4)
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where U is the velocity of the uniform through flow(see Appendix F). Note that for
non-zero through flow the steady state temperature gradient is not constant due to
convection as will be shown in the case of one-dimensional thermoconsolidation later
in §7.4. When the boundaries are impermeable to velocity perturbations, Homsy
and Sherwood(1976) have calculated the critical Rayleigh number RC as function
of the Peclit number P by using both linear theory for infinitesimal disturbances
and the energy theory for finite amplitude motions. Later by including the constant
pressure boundary condition and allowing combinations with impermeable bound-
ary, Jones and Persichetti(1986) have calculated Rc by using linear theory for four
types of boundary conditions. Their results are reproduced in Fig.7.1 in which
Homsy and Sherwood's results are shown in squares for impermeable boundaries by
linear theory and in dashed curves for the energy theory. So, in the case of imper-
meable boundaries, the flow is definitely unstable above the curve with squares and
definitely stable below the dashed curve. Lapwood criteria (7.1.1) and (7.1.3) are
also shown for P = 0. A positive Peclet number means that the vertical through
flow is upward. It is noted that, as P increases, the Rc curves merge into two which
are distinguished by the boundary condition toward which the flow is directed. At
the same time, R, increases with P. As pointed out by Homsy and Sherwood, this
is due to the thermal boundary layer near the upper boundary across which most
of the temperature variation occurs. This has the effect of decreasing the effective
Rayleigh number through the decrease of h in (7.1.2) and therefore tends to stabilize
the fluid motion.
These studies on the stability will serve as a guide in selecting the Rayleigh
number for calculating thermoconsolidation in a porous deformable layer.
7.2 Normalised Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions.
The thermoconsolidation problem is described for two-dimensional situation.
The one-dimensional version is given simply by extending the pumping uniformly
all over the bottom.
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Fig. 7.1 The critical Rayleigh numbers by linear stability theory for combinations
of upper/lower boundary conditions (after Jones and Persichetti, 1986). The dashed
curve is by the energy stability theory for impermeable/impermeable boundary
conditions (after Homsy and Sherwood, 1976).
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Consider a single layer of saturated porous medium with thickness h shown in
Fig.7.2 in which the initial temperature before pumping starts is linear in z with
T = T1 at z = 0 and T = T2 (> T1) at z = h. It is supported by a rigid impermeable
bedrock at constant temperature. At the upper boundary(z = h), it is assumed that
the pressure and the temperature are kept at the initial values so that the variations
are maintained to be zero. This is roughly the case in Wairakei and Cerro Prieto.
It is also assumed that the stress variations at z = h are zero.
Suppose that the pore fluid is withdrawn at the rate of U per unit length in
x through a narrow sink located at the bottom. Taking U as the normalization
scale for seepage velocity, the pore pressure is scaled by P = UH/k from Darcy's
law (3.7.10). The solid displacement is then estimated by balancing the strain
and pore pressure in the equilibrium equation (3.7.8) to be V = O(Ph/D) where
D is the scale of the elastic modulus of the medium. The medium temperature
variation from initial state will be at most O(E) = T2- T1). The heat diffusion time
Td = h2 /af is chosen for the time scale since the consolidation time Tc is usually
less than Td. Spatial coordinates are normalized by the layer thickness h. These
scales are summarized below.
Uh Ph h2(u) = U, P , V = O = T2-T, Td =-, ,z =h (7.2.1)k ' af
These order of magnitude estimates and those for the material coefficients summa-
rized in §3.7 are used in the following sections to normalize the governing equations
and the boundary conditions.
7.2.1 Normalized Governing Equations.
The governing equations in dimensionless variables have been deduced already
in §3. Two-dimensional forms which will be used in the numerical computation are
given here. In the two-dimensional porous medium of Fig.7.2, the solid displacement
along and the derivatives in y direction vanish.
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Fig. 7.2 A poroelastic layer subject to pumping rate U per unit length through a
small sink at the bottom.
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The equilibrium equation (3.7.8) is normalized according to (7.2.1).
+ =O
00.Z7T~~~ eaze~ , Ra(7.2.2)
aa+ a: -no Ra 0
6.7 Oz9 Pe*
where (3.7.3) has been used. The stresses are given by Hooke's law for plane strain
as
o,,,, =aj a  aw
ao, =aIw + aIi j- - a'p - bteO
aau awoaz =aIII a a+ ) (7.2.3)
Ow Ou I 
azz =a" + a" - atp - bt3o
in which u, w,p and are the displacement components in and z directions, the
excessive pore pressure and the temperature variation respectively. The parameter
b is the scale ratio of thermal stress to the pore pressure and is given by
BO :B 03
b = BE) h U (7.2.4)P hU
where B is the scale of the thermal modulus. The dimensionless parameters Ra
and Pe* are the Rayleigh and Peclet numbers respectively given by
Ra = kpfgPThO Pe- Uh (7.2.5)
a af
where the permeability k is related to the hydraulic conductivity K by k = K/pfg.
Note that the Peclet number Pe' is based on the macroscale length h.
Darcy's law (3.7.10) and the consolidation equation (3.7.11) are normalized as
(u) - n (T, Ou Op
Td ~~~ Otw ex_ (p-R(7.2.6)
(u) - n( & = a Rw 7(u)- d) aOz Pe)
and
a2p 8 /Op Ra 
0z 2 +Oaz O- Pet )
['a au+ aw) + Be OP + b a& ](
+ 103 t Oij \Td
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where T¢/Td = pf9fl/DK is the ratio of the consolidation time to heat diffusion
time.
Similarly the dimensionless nonlinear heat
00pC [Ur a0 + -PCr 5 + Pe'l ,T + U (~ 1]
equation (3.7.13) becomes
, fa2 a2e\
= 
where
U =(u)- + (pCp)(-n +- ') ( )  [( )11 at 
Ur =(u) + (pCyp),(1 - n') \Td' + [(PC v() - 11 t dAz
are the convection velocity components of heat transport in : and z directions.
7.2.2 The Boundary Conditions.
Owing to the symmetry about z = 0, the computational domain is reduced to
the half-infinite strip z > 0 and 0 < z < 1.
On the lower boundary z = 0, the solid displacements and the temperature
variation are zero:
u = = =O at z=0 (7.2.10)
Since the sink through which the pore fluid is extracted is confined to 0 < z < a
(Fig.7.2), it follows from (7.2.6) and (7.2.10) that
ap_ 1
Oz 0
0 < <a,z = 0O
x>a, z=0 | (7.2.11)
The boundary conditions on the upper surface are imposed on the instantsa-
neous location where the excessive pore pressure, the temperature variation and
the traction forces are zero. After expansion about the initial location z = 1 and
linearization, we have
p = ==0
aw au
azz =al + all- = 0
o :Z ax Uzz =arIII Z+ , .
at z = 1 (7.2.12a - c)
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(7.2.8)
in which (7.2.12a) has been used in the traction boundary conditions(cf.(7.2.3)).
At the vertical boundary x = 0, we have due to symmetry,
, op ose
u z = 0z = a = 0 (7.2.13)
At infinity the disturbances vanish so that
u=w=p=e=0 as xZ oo (7.2.14)
As initial condition, we also impose
u = w =p = = 0 t = 0 (7.2.15)
The initial boundary value problem (7.2.2),(7.2.7),(7.2.8),(7.2.10)-(7.2.15) is now
solved numerically in the following sections. As has been mentioned in §3, the
governing equations (7.2.2),(7.2.7) and (7.2.8) are all coupled and should be solved
together. Especially the convection part in (7.2.8) involves nonlinear couplings
among u,w, p and 0.
7.3 Numerical Scheme.
Finite differences are used to solve the initial boundary value problem defined
in §7.2. The horizontal extent of the computational domain is truncated at large
but finite value of XN large enough to ensure that the numerical results are not
affected by further increase in XN. Horizontal variations are expected to be large
near the sink and small at large z. To achieve numerical efficiency the horizontal
coordinate is transformed by introducing a logarithmic coordinate
= ln(z + 1) (7.3.1)
so that the region 0 < z < N is mapped onto 0 < < ln(zN + 1) and uniform
mesh in corresponds to nonuniform mesh in which grows logarithmically as 
increases. The spatial derivatives in direction then become
a a -e - (7.3.2)
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Along the z direction uniform meshes are used.
The computation at each time step requires iterations for two reasons. First
the convection in (7.2.8) is composed of nonlinearly coupled terms among the
unknowns(cf.(7.2.6) and (7.2.9)). Second the traction-free boundary conditions
(7.2.12b and c) involve both u and w neither of which is not known a priori at
z = 1. On the other hand, the buoyancy in the z component of Darcy velocity
(7.2.6) makes the convection part strongly nonlinear for finite values of Ra due
to the presence of RaO,9/Oz in (7.2.8). In order to avoid too large number of
iterations, the medidum temperature is rescaled as
O' = RaO (7.3.3)
The governing equations are now written for u, w,p and 9' in and z coordi-
nates. The equilibrium equation (7.2.2) becomes, after using (7.2.3), as
/2U u \ e 2u 92 w ,Oa b ,O01
ale - 2 - + aIIea + (aI I + aII I) a - a Ad - R t A = 
a + (a2U -2 a2W aOWn Re2W(anI +aIII)e~ aa + aije 2 - a- a 2
lp b ,p8' n'
R a - --'Oz Ra z aZ Pe-
(7.3.4)
The consolidation equation (7.2.7) also becomes
e_2I {82p p+ 0 l9p _ 8
242 J 8z KOz PelJ ,(7.3.5)
i + Ozam+ P+b R + (9iT-^1 alj t+ f zat a ad Tdj
The heat transport equation (7.2.8) is written as
-, ap T. au 00'
+ [-Pee- + Pe( ) fu at ] e 
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where
f =(pC,). + ((pC)r - 1) (( A n
(7.3.7)
f1 =(pC),. + ((pCp) -1) (( A) n
in which (7.2.6) and (7.2.9) have been used in the convection. The boundary con-
ditions are not repeated here. It only requires the use of (7.3.2).
Centered difference for spatial derivatives and implicit scheme for time march-
ing have been used in the finite difference form of the governing equations and
boundary conditions. Detailed derivations are documented in Appendix G and
only computational procedures are described here.
Suppose that computations have been completed upto n-th time step. Advanc-
ing to (n + 1)-th time step is performed as follows.
(i) Take n-th time step results for fn(f = u, w,p, 0') as the trial values for the
first iteration and solve (7.3.4)-(7.3.6) for lfn+l(f = u, w,p, ') where the super-
script on the left shoulder denotes the iteration count.
(ii) Use fn+l in the convection velocity of (7.3.6) and the traction boundary
conditions (7.2.12) to calculate 2 fn+l.
(iii) Repeat steps (i) and (ii) until the difference in the solution values of two
consecutive iterations becomes negligibly small,e.g.
k+lfn+l - kfn+1l/lkfn+ll < 6 (7.3.8)
The computation for (n + 1)-th time step is now complete and ready to move to
the next time step. In real computations, 6 = 10- 6 has been used.
It is noted that, in the transport processes, use of centered difference in the
convection term can cause the appearance of oscillatory behavior as wiggles in nu-
merical results(aliasing) which can be avoided by restricting the grid Peclet number
Pe. = VA/a to be less than 2 (Roache(1977) and Pinder and Gray(1977)) where
V and a are the convection velocity and thermal diffusivity of the medium and A
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is the grid spacing. The values of Pe* which signifies the convection term were less
than 10 and a 1 and A < 0.1 for which the grid Peclet number is always less
than one.
7.4 The Macroscale Coefficients and Dimensionless Parameters.
The coefficients computed for the Wigner-Seitz grains in §6 will be used as the
macroscale coefficients. The porosity is chosen to be n' = 0.377 which is in the
range of common values.
The elastic coefficients are from Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 and are given as
aI =0.4597 all = 0.1183 aIII = 0.1251
a' =7' = 0.7251 /t = 0.6962 (7.4.1)
f31 =0.4140 C = -1.035
The mass heat capacity of minerals which constitute porous medium lies usually in
the range of 0.19 to 0.22 Cal/kg°C (Jumikis, 1977) from which the value Cp=0.2
Cal/kg°C has been chosen. The dry density of rock materials is typically p =
2.2 x 103 kg/m 3 . Those values for water around 100 °C are p = 9.6 x 102 kg/m 3 and
Cp = 4.2 x 103 J/kg°C (de Marsily, 1986). Combining these values we obtain
(PCp)r = (PC') = 0.561, pC, = n' + (pCp),(1 - n') = 0.726 (7.4.2)(pC,)1
The thermal conductivity of geological materials varies from 0.21 Cal/m h °C
for clays to 1.4 Cal/m h °C for sandstones (Jumikis, 1977). An intermediate value
of M, = 0.80 Cal/m h °C =0.92 W/m °C is chosen. The thermal conductivity ratio
M, = M,/Mf then becomes, by using Mf = 0.67 W/m °C for water, M, = 1.37.
The macroscale thermal conductivity m' normalized by Mf (cf.(3.4.15b)) requires
the solution Aft' of the microscale heat conduction problem (3.4.7). It is given by
m = n I +KMr(-n) + \ z - t-M\ Az ) (7.4.3)
By making use of the variational principle of §6, Af and A' have been obtained for
the Wigner-Seitz cell with n' = 0.377 (i.e. b/h = 2/3 in Fig. 6.1). The calculated
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values of the bracketed terms in (7.4.3) were obtained as, for three progressively
smaller meshes, as
aAz ) =2.4048 x 10-2(6), 2.4718 x 10-2(9), 2.51219 x 10-2(18)
Mr (A = - 3.0534 x 10-2(6), -3.13819 x 10-2(9), -3.18816 x 10-2(18)
(7.4.4)
where the numbers in parentheses denote the intervals between 0 < z < 0.5 of
Fig. 6.1. The extrapolated values corresponding to zero mesh size are (OAf /az) =
2.52 x 10-2 and M,(OA'/Ox) = -3.22 x 10-2. It then follows that
m' = 1.22 and (OA//ax) = -2.33 x 10- 2 (7.4.5)
The latter is needed in the convection velocity of heat transport(cf.(7.2.9)).
There are four dimensionless parameters, Ra, Pe*, the ratio of thermal stress
to pore pressure b and the time scale ratio T¢/Td. While the temperature difference
EO across the depth h and other coefficients such as PT and a! are not expected to
vary significantly, the pumping rate U and the hydraulic conductivity K = kpjg
may do. The dependence of the parameters on U and K is seen from (7.2.4) and
(7.2.5) as
K T¢ 1
Pe' oc U, Ra oc K, boc K Tcc 1 (7.4.6)
We shall choose Pe* = Ra = b = Tc/Td = 1 as the reference state and vary the
parameters according to (7.4.6) to examine mainly the effect of medium permeability
and the pumping rate on the thermoconsolidation in a porous layer.
At the initial state, it is assumed that there is no natural convection due to the
temperature gradient. As has been mentioned in §7.1, the pore fluid is unstable to
disturbances if the Rayleigh number R defined in (7.1.2) is larger than R,. In the
present case, the bottom at z = 0 is impermeable to velocity fluctuations and the
pressure at z = 1 is constant. The critical Rayleigh number is Rc = 27.1 for zero
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Peclet number and increases with Peclet number. From the relation between Ra
and Rc of (7.1.2)
= K/TOh KfiTOh m'Ra K#T ~h- K- = m'R (7.4.7)
aI am M1
the critical Rayleigh number Ra, for the onset of convection in the layer then
becomes
Ra¢ = 33 (7.4.8)
in view of (7.4.5). Therefore we restrict Ra to be less than this value to ensure no
free convection for either stagnant fluid or through flow.
The following two case of parameter variations from the reference state will be
considered.
Case(i) Pe* Ra b Tc/Td
1 1 1 1
1 10 10 0.1 (7.4.9)
1 20 20 0.05
1 30 30 0.0333
Case(ii) Pe' Ra b Tc/Td
0.1 10 100 0.1 (7.4.10)
10 10 1 0.1
10 10 1 0.1
In Case (i), the pumping rate U is fixed and the hydraulic conductivity K is in-
creased. This corresponds, as readily seen in the Darcy's law, to the decrease in
the pore pressure P(cf.(7.2.1)). According to (7.4.6), b increases whereas TC/T
decreases. In Case (ii), the Rayleigh number is fixed at 10,e.g. the medium is rel-
atively porous and permeable as compared to the reference state. With K fixed,
the pumping rate U is allowed to vary so that Pe* ranges from 0.1 to 10 to see the
effect of pumping rate variation. The time scale ratio Tc/Td is fixed but b decreases.
7.5 One-dimensional Thermoconsolidation due to Uniform Pumping at
the Bottom.
As the first application of the thermoconsolidation theory, we consider one-
dimensional thermoconsolidation in a single layer of porous medium at the bottom
of which the fluid is extracted at uniform rate. The main objectives of the study of
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one-dimensional problem are two-fold. It provides a reliable check of the numerical
scheme with analytic solution in the case of rigid medium and more importantly the
implications from the one-dimensional results help understand the two-dimensional
thermoconsolidation to be discussed later in §7.6. The actual computation has been
carried out by using the numerical scheme for two-dimensional problem of §7.3. The
dimensionless governing equations and boundary conditions are those listed in §7.2
after setting w = 0 and omitting the x derivatives except the boundary conditions
(7.2.14) at z = oo which are changed to the same form as (7.2.13) to ensure one-
dimensionality. The governing equations are
a ai _ ap - b3O = -n Ra (7.5.1)
-z aI- - -Pe*
(u) n' (T a9= - (_ Ra 0 (7.5.2)
Td dt d Pe*8 (7.5.2)
,0 49p Ra O 8' OW p (p T
where
U = -Pet9P + RaO + Pe ) _ 1) ( az n
(7.5.5)
The initial and boundary conditions are
w = = O, at t = (7.5.6)
=0=0 a = 1 at z=0 (7.5.7)
p= = 0, - =0 at z=1 (7.5.8)
9z
7.5.1 The Limiting Case of Rigid Porous Medium.
In order to provide a check on the numerical scheme, we consider the case of
rigid medium for which analytical solutions exist.
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A rigid medium is a limiting case when the elastic modulus D is infinite. The
time scale ratio then becomes
T,/Td = pfgaf/VK -O 0 (7.5.9)
After using the boundary conditions (7.5.7) and (7.5.8), the consolidation equation
(7.5.3) then simply yields
) = = -1 0 < < 1 (7.5.10)
If we invoke (7.5.9) and (7.5.10) in (7.5.5), the convection velocity reduces to U. =
(u). = -1. Accordingly the heat equation (7.5.4) becomes
p - Pe' ( - 1 = m' (7.5.11)
The constant term Pe* is the result of the static geothermal gradient. The initial
boundary value problem has the followiwng analytic solution (Appendix H)
e=Z- 1-exp(-P )
--
-
2Pe (- Pe (-1)nnrexp [- (-4 ' + m'n2r2) t/p"2]
- CP k2 Z) E= [n2r2 + ()2] 2
x exp 2m) sin nrz - sin n7r(z- 1)]
(7.5.12)
The first time independent part is the steady state response when uniform heat
source of intensity -Pe' is distrubuted in the medium while the boundaries are
held at zero temperature. It is noted that the effect of the convection term is in the
increase of the time factor as compared with pure diffusion case so that the steady
state will be reached much faster. Recall that is the departure of the medium
temperature from the initial state. Since the dimensionless initial temperature
gradient is -1, the total temperature gradient at the steady state becomes
+ ) = 1 exp (- ) (7.5.13)8Z~~~m 1 - exp P.-)e
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This is the initial temperature gradient used in the stability of fluid motion when
there is a vertical through flow in the medium(cf.(G.20) of Appendix G) and is not
uniform in z as mentioned earlier.
As a sample calculation, we have chosen the values of Ra = b = 1, Pe* = 5
and Tc/Td = 0. The numerical results for and the analytic solution (7.5.12) are
plotted together at three different depths in Fig.7.3. The discrepancy is less than
1% and the agreement is satisfactory. It is seen that the temperature reaches its
steady state very quickly due to convection as explained above.
We note again that the computation has been performed by using the finite dif-
ference scheme for two-dimensional problem summarized in §7.3 and Fig.7.3 demon-
strates the validity of the numerical scheme.
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Fig. 7.3 Comparison of the numerical and analytical solutions of temperature for
rigid medium with Ra = 1 and Pe' = 5.
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7.5.2 Numerical Results and Discussions.
The numerical results for one-dimensional thermoconsolidation are presented
and discussed. After discussing the steady state, attention will be focused on the
following
(a) Thermal effects on the pore pressure and medium deformatiopn.
(b) Nonlinear coupling among the solid displacement, pore pressure and tempera-
ture.
The former will be discussed by comparing the responses in the medium with
those of isothermal consolidation. The nonlinear coupling effects are dominant
during the transient period via heat convection and will be compared with the rigid
medium for Ra = 30.
The steady state is first examined and then the numerical results for Cases (i)
and (ii) of §7.4 are discussed. Comparisons with isothermal consolidation and the
case of rigid medium are also made.
Steady State. At the steady state the time derivatives vanish and the solutions
are obtained by integrating (7.5.1), (7.5.3) and (7.5.5) subject to the boundary
conditions (7.5.7) and (7.5.8). The temperature 0 approaches to the steady state
form of (7.5.12) which is
1- exp
(Z) = z- (7.5.14)
The consolidation equation similarly gives
Ra fdz
p() =z- 1 + P dz
Ra ri 2 z-1 m' e-Pez'/m' e-Pc'/m'
=z- + -- I-(z - 1) + 1e./, _1
=-Pe* )e-Pc /m'-1 Pe* e-P -/m1
(7.5.15)
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The steady vertical displacement then becomes
W(z) =a L pdz + bl JO dz + n' Ra dz 
at Z)Ra xf dt fdz~ (7.5.16)
_- a 1 dRa / d'd + b | dz
In the case of isothermal consolidation, = 0 and Ra = b = 0 and they reduce to
9 = 0, piso(z) = z - 1, w,.o(z) = - z (7.5.17)
so that the excessive pore pressure and the medium deformation are linear and
quadratic in z respectively.
The steady state temperature depends only on the Peclet number Pee and not
Ra. It follows from (7.5.14) that
00 + Pe* e-P Ce" /m' 020 (Pe' 2 e-Pe'/m'
Oz + m' e- P '/ m' -1' Z2 e-Pc/m' _1 (7.5.18)
Since (0) = 0(1) = 0 and 08/Oz(z = 0) < O, 2 0/Oz 2 > 0, the temperature
variation from the initial state is always negative in the medium. This is intuitively
true because the initial temperature decreases with z and the downward flow has
the effect of moving relatively cold fluid to warmer region. It is clearly seen that 
is strongly affected by Pe' in (7.5.14). In accordance with temperature variation,
the difference in the pressure between the thermoconsolidation and the isothermal
consolidation, which is the last part in brackets in (7.5.15), is always positive. If the
Rayleigh number is large, it may overwhelm pi,,o() and the pressure even becomes
positive as will be shown later. Physically this thermal effect on the pressure is due
to the buoyancy that fluid experiences which is produced by the relative cooling as
compared to the initial state thereby produces sinking of fluid when the pumping
rate at the bottom remains the same.
The solid displacement is affected by thermal changes through not only the
buoyancy but also thermal stress. The second term in (7.5.16) represents the buoy-
ancy effects on the displacement. This contribution is from the buoyancy effects in
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both the fluid through the pressure and the solid skeleton through the body force.
It depends on the sign of the coefficient (a t - n'). Since the integral expression
fo dz fL d~ is positive, it is positive if at > n' and negative if a' < n'. Specifically
in the present case, we have a' > n' and the net effect is the decrease of the vertical
compaction as compared to the isothermal case. Recall that buoyancy is the con-
sequence of small density variation due to temperature change in the fluid. In the
present case, is negative and the fluid contracts. This creates positive fluid pres-
sure in the medium relative to the isothermal case i.e., less pressure drop, thereby
causing relative expansion of the porous medium. This effect is accounted for by
the coefficient a'. On the other hand, the slight increase in fluid density, the second
part denoted with -n', induces downward buoyant force in the porous medium and
thus increase in the body force which implies more compaction. All together in the
present case, the buoyancy effects due to negative tend to decrease the vertival
compaction in the medium. The thermal stress effect, the last term in (7.5.16),
is obvious. Negative causes thermal contraction of the solid skeleton and thus
contributes more compaction to the soil layer. We also note that fJz 8d is positive
maximum near the bottom z = 0 whereas the magnitude of oz Bdz is minimum
there. Therefore, when the buoyancy effect which is signified by the ratio Ra/Pe*
is strong, the vertical displacement in thermoconsolidation can be less in the lower
part and more in the upper part than the isothermal case.
Transient Evolution of Reference State. Results for the reference state of Pe* =
Ra =b =Tc/Td = 1 are plotted against time at different depths in Fig.7.4. Vertical
variations at discrete times are shown in Fig.7.5. Also shown are those for the
isothermal consolidation with the same pumping rate in dotted curves. At t = 0 the
pumping starts at the uniform rate of Pe' = 1. This causes the pressure to decreases
at the bottom. For small time the pressure is confined to near the lower surface.
Since the consolidation equation (7.5.3) is a diffusion equation for p, the negative
pore pressure then gradually diffuses upwards and finally becomes nearly linear in z
as shown in Fig.7.5. Time variation of p in Fig.7.4 is mild and follows quite similar
pattern for the isothermal case. The pressure drop is less in thermoconsolidation
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Fig. 2.4 Time variations of the temperature 9, pressure p and vertical displacement
w at different depths for the reference state with Ra = 1, Pe = 1, b = 1 and
T,/T = 1.
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Fig. 7.5 Depth variations of p, 0 and w at discrete times for the reference state.
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for the reason explained above in the analysis of steady state. The temperature
variation with time is entirely different. It drops very quickly in the early time and
then slowly approaches the steady state. The impulsive change over 0 < t < 0.1
is due to the time varying source term U in (7.5.4). This is essentially the effect
of convection (by both fluid and solid) due to pumping. The value of U is large
negative for small time due to the enhanced convection by downward solid velocity
and approaches to -1 as t increases. The slow variation which comes after the early
stage is by the mild variation of Op/Oz and Ow/t. As t becomes large, goes to
-0.07, -0.1, -0.08 respectively at z = 0.2,0.5,0.7, i.e. the steady state values from
(7.5.14) with m' = 1.22 of (7.4.5). Because of the fixed temperature at z = 0 and 1,
the maximum departure 0 occurs at an intermediate depth. For the reference state
(Pe* = 1), we find from (7.5.18) after setting 08/Oz = 0, the location of peak is at
z = 0.466 which is shown in the vertical variation of 0 in Fig.7.5. We note that, for
the present case of mild pumping rate, the temperature deviation is only 10% of
the initial temperature difference across the depth. The vertical displacement also
varies mildly but because of the accumulated effect of thermal stress the magnitude
of ut becomes greater as z increases.
We now examine the effects of varying the parameters Ra(K) and Pe*(U)
according to Cases (i) and (ii) of §7.4.
Case (i). Keeping the pumping rate at the same value Pe* = 1, the Rayleigh
number is increased to 10, 20 and 30 from the reference state as summarized in
(7.4.9). In addition to the comparison of the thermoconsolidation with the isother-
mal consolidation, the effects of the nonlinear coupling among p, w and are dis-
cussed by comparing with rigid medium for the case of Ra = 30. Since the medium
becomes more and more permeable, the pressure diffuses more easily through the
medidum. Accordingly Ra and the thermal stress to pore pressure ratio b increase
by the same amount but the time scale ratio decreases(cf.(7.4.6)). Significantly
increased buoyancy effects are expected to prevail.
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The results for Ra = b = 10 and T,/Td = 0.1 are shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.7
for temporal and vertical variations respectively. We first note that time variations
in Fig.7.6 are much faster for both thermoconsolidation and isothermal case due to
the decrease in T¢. As a result, the steady state is reached quickly after t = 0.1i.e.
the convection velocity U of (7.5.5) becomes -1, the same value as for the rigid
medium.
The governing equations are nonlinearly coupled via the convection velocity
U and such coupling effect will be most pronounced before U reaches its steady
state value, that is over the interval 0 < t < 0.1. For the heat equation, that
effect is in the increased convection as compared to the reference state and (t)
remains constant after t = 0.1. The steady state is the same as in the reference
state because it only depends on one parameter Pe*. The pressure variation is
very different. At the early time it decreases in response to the pumping. But,
as the buoyancy effect promptly dominates, the decreasing trend is weakened and
the pressure reaches its steady state value quickly. Note that, although is only
-0.1, the Rayleigh number is large and the product is nearly -1. The difference
between thermoconsolidation and isothermal case is quite substantial. Because of
this increased buoyancy, the pressure gradient in the mid-depth region (Fig.7.7)
is small implying that the downward seepage flow is dominantly from the sinking
of cool fluid. The vertical displacement also reflects increased effects of buoyancy
and thermal stress explained earlier. At z = 0.2, it is less than the isothermal
consolidation. But the subsidence at z = 1 is almost as twice large due mostly to
thermal contraction of the matrix.
In Figs. 7.8 and 7.9, plots are made for Ra = b = 20 and T¢/Td = 0.05.
The nonlinear effects are now more pronounced for small time so that both 9 and w
bounce back after t = 0.1. Note that the pressure even becomes positive in the lower
half region of the layer due to strong buoyancy effect. Its vertical variation in Fig.7.9
is in reverse trend to the reference state except at z = 0 and z = 1 where ap/Oz
is maintained at unity to be consistent with the uniform pumping. The vertical
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displacement is clearly less than the isothermal case in the lower region (z < 0.2) due
to the increased buoyancy (Ra/Pe' = 20) and increases sharply with z, as shown
in Fig.7.9, because of the increased thermal stress effect(b = 20). The subsidence
at the top is more than twice as large as the isothermal case. We particularly note
the swelling of the medium, which is the consequence of nonlinear coupling which is
overwhelmed soon by buoyancy. This will be explained for Ra = 30 in connection
with 0 and p.
Finally, Ra and b are further increased to 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333. More
prevailing effects of buoyancy and thermal stress are observed in Fig.7.10 and 7.11.
In order to show the nonlinear coupling effects, computation has also been performed
for rigid medium for which the consolidation equation and the heat transport are
decoupled as shown in §7.5.1. The results and p for rigid medium are shown in
Fig. 7.10. Notice that, due to increased heat convection, and p develop more
quickly. They overshoot beyond and bounce back to the steady state. The vertical
displacement reaches its maximum values and then swelling follows as the nonlinear
coupling effect dies out. In the rigid medium, the convection velocity is constant U =
-1 as mentioned in §7.5.1 and there is no coupled effect in the heat equation (7.5.11)
but the pressure is coupled in linear fashion to the temperature via buoyancy in the
consolidation equation. They approach smoothly to steady state. The difference in
the pressure and vertical displacement between thermoconsolidation and isothermal
case are similar to those with Ra = 20. The settlement at the top is more than
three times larger than the isothermal case.
It has been shown in Case (i) that, as the Rayleigh number increases for fixed
pumping rate, the pore pressure and medium deformation are strongly affected by
the buoyancy and the thermal stress. The pressure can develop to positive levels due
to buoyancy and the deformation increases considerably due to thermal stress effect.
Moreover, as the consequence of nonlinear coupling among the pressure, vertical
displacement and temperature, the medium swells up after rapid compaction in the
early time.
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Case (ii). The hydraulic conductivity is now held fixed and the pumping rate
(U) is changed according to (7.4.10). In order to have appreciable buoyancy effect,
the Rayleigh number is fixed at the value Ra = 10 increased from the reference
state.
The case of Pe' = 0.1 and b = 100 is plotted in Fig.7.12 for time variations.
Since the Pecl6t number is small, the temperature variation is small too(cf.(7.5.14)).
But the ratio Ra/Pe*100 which signifies the buoyancy in the consolidation eqau-
tiopn (7.5.2) is large and it is shown that the pressure distribution strongly reflects
the buoyancy. As in Case (i), the vertical displacement shows the buoyancy and
thermal stress effects in the lower and upper regions respectively.
When Pe' is increased to 5, Fig.7.13, the temperature variation also increases
to the level of about 40% of the initial temperature difference. In response to the
increase in Pe*, the peak of 0 moves downward from the central region. Due to the
decrease in Ra/Pe*, the reduced buoyancy effects are observed and a tendency of
approaching to isothermal case is shown. Since b is decreased while Pe' is increased,
terms bf3t8 and n'Ra/Pe*O do not change much as 101 increases. Thus w(t) variation
is not very different from that for Pe' = 0.1 except that the buoyancy effect on
w is reduced so that the vertical compaction is greater than the isothermal case
throughout the depth.
In Fig.7.14, the Peclet number is increased to 10. In addition to larger tem-
perature variation (60% of the initial difference), the peak has moved down further.
From (7.5.18), the location is calulated to be at z = 0.26 so that ae/8z is very steep
in the region close to the bottom. Although the two cases Pe' = 5 and Pe' = 10
show similar responses, the actual physical variations are larger for larger Peclet
number because of the normalization in (7.2.1).
In summary, the primary effect of increasing Pe* is therefore the increase in
temperature deviation. But the effects of buoyancy on the pressure and the ver-
tical displacement are relatively reduced as Pe* increases. The pressure variation
stays on the negative side and the compaction is affected mostly by thermal stress.
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Therefore, increased Pe* tend to decrease both the buoyancy effect and the nonlin-
ear coupling effect in the medium response.
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Fig. 7.12 Time variations of the temperature , pressure p and vertical displace-
ment w at different depths with Ra = 10, Pe* = 0.1, b = 100 and Tc/Td = 0.1.
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7.6 Two-dimensional Thermoconsolidation due to Pumping from a Nar-
row Sink at the Bottom.
The computed results for two-dimensional consolidation (Fig.7.2) are presented.
As in the one-dimensional case of §7.5, the reference state (Ra = Pe* = b = T¢/Td =
1) is first considered. Then the numerical results for Case (i) in which the hydraulic
conductivity K is varied with fixed pumping rate are discussed. In Case (ii), the
effects of varying the pumping rate with K fixed are examined for one Ra value
selected from Case (i). It is shown that, in the two-dimensional case, the critical
Rayleigh number is less than the one-dimensional case due to nonlinear coupling
through heat convection so that the cellular convection occurs at Rayleigh num-
bers lower than the value in (7.4.8). The governing equations and the boundary
conditions have been summarized in §7.2.
7.6.1 Effects of Spatial Discretization.
In order to check that the numerical scheme gives sufficiently convergent results
as the spatial discretization becomes smaller, several test runs have been made. The
dimensionless parameters were chosen to be Pe* = 1, Ra = 5, b = 5 and Tc/Td = 0.2
In Fig.7.15(a) the horizontal variation of 8(z, z = 0.5), p(z, z = 0) and w(z, z =
1) at discrete times are shown for two different vertical spacings Az = 0.1 and
Az = 0.05. The horizontal extent is N = 2 in the logarithmic coordinate of (7.3.1)
which is equivalent to N = 6.4. The difference is negligibly small. Similarly, the
effect of decreasing At has been tested for At = 0.05 and A = 0.04286 with
zN = 4.5 and the results are shown in Fig.7.15(b) for the same variables. Again the
difference is small. Also, to examine the effect of truncating the infinite horizontal
extent at finite value of zN, the two values of zN = 4.5 and N = 6.4 were used
with Az = 0.1 and At = 0.05(Fig.7.15(c)). It is seen that N = 4.5 is large enough
to replace the infinite horizontal domain and ensure satisfactory convergence.
Based on these test results, At = 0.05, Az = 0.1 and zN = 4.5 will be used in
the subsequent calculations.
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Fig. 7.15(a) Comparison of numerical solutions for Az = 0.1 (solid line) and
Az = 0.05 (dotted line) with A = 0.1 and N = 6.4. The parameters are Ra = 5,
Pe = 1, b = 5 and T/Td = 0.2.
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7.6.2 Numerical Results and Discussions.
The numerical results are discussed in the order of the reference state, Case (i)
and Case (ii).
7.6.2.1 The Reference State.
For Pe' = Ra = b = T/Td = 1, the numerical results for the pore pres-
sure p(z, z), the temperature O(z, z) and the vertical and horizontal displacements
w(z,z) and u(z,z) are shown in contour plots for t = 0.01,0.1,0.3,0.5 and 1 in
Fig.7.16(a)-(d). The horizontal distance for the figures is cut at z = 2. The half
width of the sink at the bottom(z = 0) is z = 0.3. In the early time, the nega-
tive pore pressure produced by the uniform extraction of fluid through the sink is
confined to the very vicinity of the sink. As time increases, the pressure diffuses in
both vertical and horizontal directions in the zz plane. The maximum pressure drop
is about half of the one-dimensional case (cf. Fig.7.4) and occurs at z = 0 due to
symmetry. Similarly the temperature variation is the largest at z = 0 and decreases
as z increases. The vertical location of the peak is about at the mid-depth. The
vertical displacement thus reaches its maximum at the plane z = 0 and decreases
with z, but the horizontal displacement is zero at 1: = 0 and becomes maximum at
some distance from the symmetry plane and at the top surface (Fig.7.16 (c) and
(d)). The magnitude of the horizontal displacement is at most one-third of vertical
displacement.
In Fig.7.17, the spatial distribution of the Darcy velocity (u) - n'ov/ is
shown for t = 0.01,0.1 and 1. As it should be, the Darcy velocity is noticeable
only just above the sink at t = 0.01 and the distribution spreads out as t increases.
Consequently the recharge at z = 1 is over much larger distance along z and the
recharge velocity is very small as compared with the pumping at the sink. From this
we infer that the heat convection is mainly vertical in the near field above the sink
as in the one-dimensional case and horizontal in the outer region. The vertical and
time variations are similar to the one-dimensional case with decreasing magnitude
as z increases. In Fig.7.18(a) and (b), the horizontal variation of w and u at z = 1
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discrete times for the reference state with Ra = 1, Pe* = 1, b = 1 and T/Td = 1.
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and discrete times are shown. The development of two-dimensional compaction
bowl is clearly demonstrated.
7.6.2.2 Case (i) : The Effects of Ra with Fixed Pe.
The Rayleigh number is increased, as before, to 10, 20 and 30 while the Peclet
number is fixed.
Ra=10, Pe' = 1 The results for Ra = 10 are shown in Fig.7.19(a) - (d) for p, 0,
wt and u. Due to the decrease in Tc/Td, time variations are faster than the reference
state. Recall from the analysis of one-dimensional thermoconsolidation that the
buoyancy effect resulted in the decrease of the magnitude of pressure drop. This is
also shown for two-dimensional case in Fig.7.19(a) and the magnitude is only one
half of the reference state. The temperature distribution is similar to the reference
state but the magnitude of fully-developed variation is larger, unlike in the one-
dimensional case. This is due to the increased heat convection with large Rayleigh
number in the buoyancy term in two-dimensional situation. In the one-dimensional
case, it was determined only by the Peclet number. In accordance with increased
effect of thermal stress, the vertical and horizontal displacements become larger.
The horizontal equilibrium equation in (7.2.2) is affected by only the pore pressure
and thermal stress not by buoyancy and therefore the increase in the horizontal
displacement is greater than that in the vertical one as compared to the reference
state everywhere in the soil layer. From Figs. 7.16 (c) and (d) and 7.19 (c) and (d),
it is seen that the maximum of u has increased by a factor of 3 whereas it is about
twice for w. The horizontal variations of w and u at z = 1 are plotted in Fig.7.20
(a) and (b). The increases in the depth of the compaction bowl and the magnitude
of u from the reference state are clearly seen due to increased thermal stress effect.
The patterns of seepage flow and thermoconsolidation become very different
from the previous cases if the Rayleigh number is further increased.
Ra=20. Pe' = 1 The pressure and temperature distributions for Ra = 20 are
shown in Fig.7.21 (a) and (b). At t = 0.01, the spatial variations of p and are
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similar to the case with smaller Ra except that, in the region around z = 1 and
z = 2 respectively near the bottom, positive pressure and temperature are being
produced. This indicates that the seepage flow is beginning to lose stability and
disturbances are being created. This process continues until steady state patterns
are established at = 0.5. At the centerline z = 0, it is dominantly one-dimensional
and very much like Fig.7.9. The pressure is positive maximum at z = 0.6 on the
bottom and decreases radially in the zz plane. The horizontal component of seepage
velocity is determined by the negative of pressure gradient(cf.(7.2.6)) and Fig.7.21
(a) shows that (u). directs to the right in the region outside = 0.6 below z = 0.5
unlike in the region < 0.6 where it points to the left. The temperature is negative
in the region < 1.4 and positive outside = 1.4 which shows that the vertical
component of Darcy velocity due to buoyancy is downward for z < 1.4 and upward
for > 1.4. Since p/Oz is negligibly small outside : = 1.4, the vertical flow
thus becomes upwards. The corresponding seepage velocity distribution is shown
in Fig.7.22 in which cellular convective motion is clearly demonstrated and swirls
around the center at = 1.1 and z = 0.7. It is also shown in the same figure that
the flow pattern in the central region near z = 0 is like the one through a converging
conduit from z = 1 to z = 0 due to the rotating motion in the cell. As a result,
the recharge rate at the top surface near z = 0 is greatly increased as compared to
the cases without convection cells. We note that, in the region beyond z = 1, the
pore fluid never flows toward the sink and is affected only by the instability thus
forming a rotational pattern.
We recall from (7.4.8) that, in the case of vertical through flow, the critical
Rayleigh number Ra¢ is 33 or larger. At the initial state before pumping starts, there
were no convective motions because Ra = 20 < Rac = 33. The results discussed
above show that, in the case of two-dimensional problem with finite amplitude
motions, the flow becomes unstable at a lower Rac(< 20) and thus convection cells
develop. This is due to the nonlinearly coupled heat convection term in (7.2.8) which
increases the interaction of the convection velocity with the initial temperature
gradient.
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Fig. 7.21(b) Contour plot of the temperature distribution (z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 20, Pe = 1, b = 20 and T/Td = 0.05.
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Fig. 7.21(d) Contour plot of the horizontal displacement u(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 20, Pe = 1, b = 20 and T/Td = 0.05.
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The vertical and horizontal displacements are shown in Fig.7.21(c) and (d).
The one-dimensional resemblance is observed in the center region above z = 0.
As shown in Fig.7.21(a), the pressure is noticeably large only in the inner region
z < 1.5 and diminishes quickly as z increases. This implies that outside x = 1.5
the thermal stress dominantes the medium deformation. Fig.7.21(c) shows that the
vertical displacement distribution is quite similar to the one-dimensional case when
z < 1.4 but, in the outside region where e is positive, the medium expands and thus
causes the top surface at z = 1 to swell up. The snap-shot distribution of w and u
in Fig.7.23 shows that trend.
Ra=30. Pe* = 1 When Rayleigh number is further increased to 30, which is
still less than Rac = 33 to ensure no free convection in the initial state, the buoyancy
effect and thus the nonlinear coupling effect becomes more pronounced.
The pore pressure and temperature distributions at discrete times are shown in
Fig. 7.24 (a) and (b). As observed in the one-dimensional case, the pressure becomes
more positive in the central region and the magnitude of pressure drop (negative in
1.2 < x < 2.5) also increases substantially as compared to the case of Ra = 20. The
temperature variation, unlike the one-dimensional case, is considerably affected by
Ra in two-dimensions. In the region z < 1, the magnitude of 8 is doubled from
Ra = 20 case and even further, in the region 1 < z < 2.4, it is 10 times larger. The
buoyancy effect has thus been greatly increased. We also note that the dividing
contours between positive and negative regions for p and e have moved toward the
symmetry plane. It has moved from z = 1.8 to z = 1.2 for the pressure and from
z = 1.4 to z = 1 for the temperature. This readily means that the region affected
by cellular convective motion is increased toward z = 0. This trend is shown in the
arrow plot of Darcy velocities in Fig.7.25 so that the conduit analogy near z = 0 is
now converging and then diverging flow path as z decreases from 1 to 0. Thus the
downward velocity reaches maximum at the mid-depth and decreases as approaching
to the sink. Due to increased nonlinear coupling, a pair of counter-rotating cells is
clearly shown and there is another pair in the region z < 0.
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Fig. 7.24(a) Contour plot of the pressure
Ra = 30, Pe = 1, b = 30 and T/Td = 0.O,
distribution p(z, z) at discrete times for
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Fig. 7.24(b) Contour plot of the temperature distribution O(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe' = 1, b = 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
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Fig. 7.24(c) Contour plot of the vertical displacement w(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe' = 1, b = 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
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Fig. 7.24(d) Contour plot of the horizontal displacement u(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe' = 1, b = 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
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7.25 Vector plot of Darcy velocity (u) - n'v/Ot at t=O.O1, 0.1 and 1 for
30, Pe* = 1, b = 30 and T/Td = 0.0333.
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Fig. 7.26 Horizontal variation of (a) w(z, z = 1) and (b) u(a, = 1) at discrete
times for Ra = 30, Pe' = , b = 30 and T/Td = 0.0333.
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The spatial variations of displacements w and u in the soil layer are shown in
Fig.7.24 (c) and (d). The sinking and swelling pattern with increasing z is more
pronounced than the case of Ra = 20. Because of larger temperature variations, the
horizontal displacement now varies from negative values(inward movement) in the
region z < 2 to positive values(outward movement) outside and thus the soil layer
experiences horizontal compression and tension alternatingly in those regions. The
horizontal variations of w and u are shown in Fig.7.26. As mentioned earlier, near
the top surface the thermal stress effect dominates and it is shown that the depth
of the compaction bowl and the height of swelling are twice and 10 times larger
respectively than those for Ra = 20. If we reflect Fig.7.26 over the plane z = 0, the
deformed shape on the top surface is in wavy pattern with decreasing amplitude as
the distance from z = 0 increases.
7.6.2.3 Case (ii) : The Effects of Pe* with Ra Fixed.
In order to examine the effects of varying pumping rate for fixed permeability,
the Peclet number may be changed for each Rayleigh number considered in Case
(i). Based on the observations in the one-dimensional case, we can easily infer that
the differences due to varying Pe* in terms of dimensionless variables are minor
with Rayleigh numbers less than 20 for which cellular convection does not occur.
Also the discussions for the case with Ra = 20 are similar to those for Ra = 30.
Therefore we shall restrict our attention to the following case in which convective
motions are more pronounced.
Case(ii) RaPe* Pe* b Tc/Td
30 0.1 300 0.0333
30 1 30 0.0333
30 10 3 0.0333
in which the middle case of Pe* = 1 has been discussed in Case (i).
The pore pressure development for Pe' = 0.1 and Pe = 10 are plotted in
contours in Fig.7.27 (a) and (b) respectively. For Pe' = 1 see Fig.7.20 (a). Similarly
the temperature variations are shown in Fig.7.28 (a) and (b) (see Fig.7.20 (b) for
Pe' = 1). We first note, as in the one-dimensional case, that the magnitude of
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temperature variation is roughly in the trend of being proportional to the Peclet
number which implies that the buoyancy term Ra/Pe*O does not change noticeably
as Pe' varies from 0.1 to 1 and then to 10 as can be estimated from Fig.7.28.
Although the peak moves downward as the pumping rate increases in the central
region, it stays at the mid-depth in the neighboring cells with no regard to Pe*.
Recall that the cellular convective motions are due to the instability of disturbances
relative to the steady state. Therefore the temperature distribution ( > 0) in the
outer region where uniform pumping induced variations are small should be almost
insensitive to Pe* and Fig.7.28 (a) and (b) show the same pattern of temperature
distribution. However the location of the positive temperature region depends on
the size of pumping dominated region. It is seen in Fig.7.28(b) that the region fro
0 > 0 appears beyond z = 2 because of increased Pecllt number. The pressure
distribution for Pe* = 0.1 is nearly the same as that for Pe = 1. As Pe is
further increased to 10 in Fig.7.27(b), the pressure in the central region near x = 0
becomes negative, since the buoyancy effect on the pressure decreases for intensive
pumping. As a result the region of p > 0 is now expanded outward to the right. The
expansion of pumping dominated region with increasinf Pe' is shown in Fig.7.29
where the seepage velocity distribution at steady state has been made in arrow plots
for Pe' = 0.1,1 and 10. Note that not only the convective cells are moved to the
right but also the velocity of rotational motion is greatly reduced for larger Peclet
number.
The distributions of dimensionless vertical displacement w are similar for dif-
ferent Pecl6t numbers and, as expected, the compaction bowl at the top surface
becomes larger for increased Peclit number. The dimensionless horizontal displace-
ment u is quite the same since the horizontal equilibrium equation does not depend
on the buoyancy. The plots of w and u for spatial variations are not shown here.
Instead the displacements at the top surface z = 1 for steady state are plotted
in Fig.7.30 for Pe' = 0.1 and 1 for which the pumping rate is mild, the wavy
shape is clearly shown but as Pe' is incrased to 10,i.e. the region affected by
buoyancy in terms of positive temperature variation is moved outward, the swelling
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becomes much less than compaction. Similarly the horizontal movement at the
top surface becomes inwards only for Pe* = 10. Since for fixed K increase of
Pe* = Uh/of means increase of the pressure scale P and thus the displacement
scale V (cf.(7.2.1)),the displacements in physical units corresponding to the curves
in Fig.7.30 increase with Pe*.
In summary for two-dimensional case, the increase of the Rayleigh number has
the effect of destabilizing the fluid motion in the medium due to nonlinear coupling
through heat convection and rotational convection occurs at Rayleigh numbers lower
than that for one-dimensional case. On the other hand, the Peclet number tends to
decrease the effects due to Rayleigh number.
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Fig. 7.27(a) Contour plot of the pressure distribution p(z, z) at discrete times for
Ra = 30, Pe* = 0.1, b = 300 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
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Fig. 7.27(b) Contour plot of the pressure distribution p(z, z) at discrete times for
Ra = 30, Pe' = 10, b = 3 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
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Fig. 7.28(a) Contour plot of the temperature distribution (z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe' = 0.1, b = 300 and T/Td = 0.0333.
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Fig. 7.28(b) Contour plot of the temperature distribution 9(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe' = 10, b = 3 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
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8. Conclusions
We have investigated the thermoconsolidation in two scale porous media. By
using the theory of homogenization which assumes disparity of length scales and
periodicity of medium structure and material coefficients on the microscale, the
macroscale governing equations have been deduced without making empirical as-
sumptions. By allowing the medium deformation to be comparable to typical grain
size, it has been shown that the governing equations are in general nonlinearly cou-
pled due to nonlinear boundary conditions on the fluid-solid interfaces. Therefore
Biot's linear theory of consolidation is theoretically justified only if the solid dis-
placement much smaller than the grain size. However, when the microcell geometry
has three planes of symmetry, those nonlinear terms steming from the nonlinear
interfaces boundary conditions vanish. These limitations have not been brought
out in previous works on the consolidation of porous media (Auriault and Sanchez-
Palencia, 1977; Burridge and Keller, 1983) where infinitesimal strain is simply as-
sumed to justify the use of Hooke's law.
For a cubic array of Wigner-Seitz grains, it has been shown by using the sym-
metry properties of the solutions of the canonical cell boundary value problems that
the elastic coefficients reduce to three independent coefficients, implying that the
porous medium possesses cubic symmetry. This kind of symmetry is well known in
crystal structures (Cottrell, 1964). Here, the cubic symmetry of the elastic prop-
erty of the porous medium composed of Wigner-Seitz grains has been established by
utilizing the symmetry relations of the elastostatic problems defined in a microcell.
We may find an analogy in crystal structures where such relation is obtained by
comparing the array of particles about the planes of symmetry in a lattice structure.
Similarly it has been shown that the pressure coefficient and thermal modulus in
Hooke's law, and the permeability and the thermal conductivity are isotropic in a
cubic array of Wigner-Seitz grains. The above symmetry properties can readily be
extended to be true for cubic arrays of other grains such as spheres.
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We have also calculated the macroscale coefficients by solving the microcell
boundary value problems numerically for the cubic array of Wigner-Seitz grains.
The minimization of the variational principles derived from the boundary value
problems has been done by employing finite element approximations. Several poros-
ity values were chosen by varying the length ratio in the cell geometry. The numer-
ical results have shown that the elastic coefficients and thermal modulus decrease
with increasing porosity whereas the pressure coefficient decreases with porosity.
Also it was shown that the coefficients of time derivatives of the pressure and
temperature in the consolidation equation reach maximum values at intermediate
porosity and decrease as the porosity goes to unity and to zero.
The macroscale equations have been applied to thermoconsolidation in a porous
layer due to pumping of the pore fluid. Both one-dimensional case of uniform pump-
ing at the lower boundary and two-dimensional case in which pore fluid is extracted
through a small sink located at the bottom of the layer have been considered.
In the one-dimensional case, the effects of buoyancy induced by thermal dis-
turbances are the decreases in the pore pressure and the vertical compaction. For
sufficiently large Rayleigh number, the pressure perturbation even becomes positive.
The thermal stress significantly increases the vertical compaction of the layer. The
steady state temperature distribution depends only on the Peclet number. It was
shown that the nonlinear coupling due to Rayleigh number tends to accelerate the
development of pressure, temperature and compaction. For large Rayleigh number,
they overshoot beyond and approach to the steady state values. On the other hand,
the Peclet number tends to decrease the nonlinear coupling by Rayleigh number and
the buoyancy effects.
In the two-dimensional case, it is first shown that, for large Rayleigh number,
cellular convection occurs. If the Rayleigh number increases, the intensity of con-
vective motion increases and the size of the cell in the central region near the source
decreases. The peak values of the pressure, temperature and displacement increase
with Rayleigh number. For large Rayleigh number, wavy pattern of deformation on
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the top surface is developed. The Pecl6t number has stabilizing effects so that as
the Peclet number increases, the convective motion becomes weak and the cellular
convection region moves away from the central region.
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Chapter II. Thermoconsolidation in Three-scale Porous Media
1. Introduction
A three-scale porous medium is characterized by the existence of three disparate
length scales, the microscale I, the mesoscale I' and the macroscale I". It is assumed
that ele' < 1 and e'/e" < 1. In Chapter 1, the homogenization theory has been
applied to a two scale (, I') medium to deduce the governing equations on the '
scale. The e' scale which has been previously called the macroscale is now named the
mesoscale in three-scale medium. Starting from the mesoscale governing equations,
the homogenization procedure is applied to deduce the governing equations on the
macroscale i". The porous medium is assumed to be periodic on the mesoscale so
that the medium is composed of periodic arrays of f'-cells with periodic length e'.
The material coefficients are also assumed to be £f'-periodic.
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2. The Governing Equations and Normalization.
The two relevant spatial scales are now the mesoscale e' and the macroscale
1" with '/L" = e < 1. We note that the scale ratio e is used only between
the mesoscale and the macroscale and is not necessarily equal to that between
the micro- and mesoscales. Before the basic governing equations on the mesoscale
are presented, some order estimates are first made. The governing equations are
normalized accordingly. Other dimensionless parameters are also examined.
2.1 Order Estimates.
We consider the flow driven by a pressure difference P" over the macroscale e"
The velocity scale U' is then given by the anticipated Darcy's law as
' = [ P " (2.1.1)II
where k is the permeability of the medium. From the scale relation E' = e" it
follows that the pressure drop P' over the mesoscale E' is eP". We then have from
(2.16) of Ch.1, after using k = O(12/p), that
pie2 12 pi, ptU
U = -- =-t" = k U1 (2.1.2)
which must be true in view of fluid mass conservation. It is stressed that Darcy's
law applies only when the Reynolds number Re = U12 /v is very small(< 0(e)).
Let us now consider stress balance in the medium. From Hooke's law (3.3.16)
of Chapter 1 which is legitimate only for infinitesimal strain we have
ap" &p" p"
a: e(v) a 6' = O(1) (2.1.3)ii : e(v) 6' :D '
where V and 6' are the orders of magnitude of the elastic modulus and the strain
in the medium. Use has been made of the fact that the pressure coefficient is
dimensionless and is 0(1). We shall assume that
pit
6'~ ' = 0(e) 1 (2.1.4)
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so that the global strain of the medium is very small,e.g. if AV" is the scale of the
medium deformation on the macroscale e", 6' = AV"/" = O(e) which means that
the displacement of the medium is very small as compared to the macroscale length
e" i.e.,
AV" = O (i eI") = (ell") = O(') (2.1.5)
If we let P' and AV be the scales of pressure drop and the medium deformation
across the mesoscale 1', it follows from (2.1.4) that
p- = O(eZ) ; AV= O (e1') (2.1.6)
This implies that the solid displacement over the mesoscale is much less than the
microcell size as long as e2 << 1/'. Recall that the two scale analysis was carried
out with the assumption that P'/I = 0(1/1'elel). The scale of the medium stiffness
D does not change much from scale to scale. Equation (2.1.6) then shows that the
medium deformation over the mesoscale in the lower two scale (,') medium are
much less than that of the previous two scale analysis.
The time scales are T' for consolidation, Td for diffusion and T' for convection
which are given by
To= fjt"112 1lTd -, T' U (2.1.7)K ' IT= a, T U'
Their ratios are
T' = Pga, and T = e' a -t ( Pe9) (2.1.8a,b)
where Pe' is the Peclit number which signifies the relative importance of heat
convection to heat diffusion based on the mesoscale length ', and is defined as
Pe' = (2.1.9)af
For thermoconsolidation, we shall assume that the Peclet number is very small.
Pe' = 0(e) < 1. In view of (2.1.2), the lower scale Peclet number Pe used in Ch.1
is related to Pe' of (2.1.9) by
Pe= = I = IPe't (2.1.10)
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In order to allow the wide range of variation of the time scale ratio T'/T, it is
assumed that T ~ Td. Thus
Pe' = 0(e) , T. T ~ T (2.1.11)
In our previous twp-scale analysis involving the microscale and the mesoscale
(2.1.6) shows that the departure of the solid-fluid interface is much smaller than
the microcell size and the balance between fluid and solid stresses becomes P'/V) 
0(e). Consequently the nonlinearly coupled terms except the convection of heat in
the mesoscale governing equations become negligibly small, and may be omitted at
the outset. Those governing equations without the nonlinear coupling terms will be
used in the following sections for order estimates and normalization.
2.2 Normalized Governing Equations.
On mesoscale, there is no such distinction as fluid and solid phases and the
medium is continuous and inhomogeneous on the mesoscale level.
We first recall the governing equations from §3 of Ch.1 after dropping nonlinear
coupling terms. The quasi-static equilibrium equation is
V.= V. [a: e(v) - - t] =-pfg 3Tn'ez (2.2.1)
in which 0 is the temperature variation form the initial state. The thermoconsoli-
dation equation reads
V [k (p - pfgTe)] = (Vn') + e + 0 aP + (2.2.2)
and the heat transport equation reads
T
pCvpt- + (pCp)f U. VT = V (i. VT) (2.2.3)
in which T denotes the total temperature including the initial temperature and
U=() _ . (VA') + (pC) ((1 - n)I + (VA')) (2.2.4)
sU(pGC)1 6
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is the effective velocity of heat convection. The flow of pore fluid through the porous
medium is given by Darcy's law
(u) - n' = -k (Vp - pfgSTe,)Dt (2.2.5)
The effective mesoscale coefficients in (2.2.1) to (2.2.5) have been given in §5. For
the purpose of normalization we only summarize the orders of magnitude of those
coefficients here.
a 2), & 1, I t B
~k ,, , 1, ,c 1/, c , B/ID (2.2.6)
(VAI') 1, iN M
where B is the scale of thermal modulus. By using the scale estimates of §2.1, the
unknown variables are normalized as follows:
x= z'*, t = Tt*
(2u) = U'(u)* =k e Mu*
v = V"v* = l'v* (2.2.7)
= 0"8', T = O"T*
o = o*Z)
in which variables with the superscript symbol '*' are dimensionless. The tempera-
ture difference 0" is over the macroscale " and is related to the variation 0' over
the mesoscale t' by the relation 0" - O'/e.
Substituting (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) into (2.2.1),(2.2.2),(2.2.3) and (2.2.5), we obtain
aO =a :e
(Vu) -
( v * -
c 2 1
[V" ]
v[PTJ
2 Ra
Pe'
- amTpcp O;
Ra'V* Ic7L =_ e 3F>,0*ez (2.2.8)
BO"
e(v) )-[ D a [ D ]P (2.2.9)
Or * _lavRa'
nO* -k . (V* - e-2 R e ) (2.2.10)
+ , [el op* + [BE)] 00*) (2.2.11)
Pe' (u)*+ -T r V*T'
= V. (m* . V*T*) (2.2.12)
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V*. k
where
v = -(VA. )+ (pC) [(1 - )I + (VA')<] (2.2.13)(pc,)f J
The dimensionless parameter Ra' is the Rayleigh number defined for the macroscale
length ":
Ra' = K/3T0"' (2.2.14)
af
It has been shown in §2 that the thermal modulus B is such that
B a (2.2.15)
in which a is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion. Since the thermal stress
must be balanced by the strain term in Hooke's law (2.2.9), the multiplying factor
in thermal stress of (2.2.9) is estimated as
BO"
a0l G" = 0(e) (2.2.16)
As has been mentioned earlier, three time scales are all comparable and it is antici-
pated that this will lead to thermoconsolidation with convection of heat contributed
by both flow and solid deformation. Only one time scale is used.
We examine first the ratio of solid velocity to seepage velocity. Using Td for T
and V" = 0(1') we get
rC P 'DK T = 0(U'T 7. Td kpg F 1 P Tdi
(2.2.17)
where k = K/pfg and (2.1.2) were used. Therefore heat convection due to flow
and solid deformation are equally important in (2.2.12). Suppose that the initial
temperature difference of 0(O") across I" is too small to induce natural convection.
Guided by the criterion for the onset of natural convection in porous media for
a simple case(Lapwood, 1948) that Ra' = 4r2 40, we impose the following
restriction on Ra'
Ra' < 0(1) (2.2.18)
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As a check for practical relevance, we choose the following values 3T = O(10- 4 0C- 1)
and a! = O(10- 7 m 2/s) which are typical of water and allowing 0" < 0(1020) and
I" < O(102m). Then for a less permeable medium with K = 0(10- 7 m/s) from
Table 2.1 of Chapter 1, we indeed have Ra' = 0(1).
The multiplying factor of the local derivative in (2.2.12) becomes, upon using
T = T: T~
if2 if2 TD ( f t2 Td - 2O)4' L'2 T - = o(e) (2.2.19)
of T. ' fTd Td'' T'
Note that the temporal changes of temperatures and T in the consolidation equa-
tion (2.2.11) and the heat equation (2.2.12) are equally scaled as o(e2 ) which con-
firms that p and evolve over a comparable time scale as implied by T T.
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3. The Macroscale Governing Equations.
Starting from the normalized governing equations on the mesoscale of §2, the
governing equations and constitutive relations on the macroscale are deduced. In
§3.1, the multiple scale perturbation expansions are introduced and the govern-
ing equations at successive orders of e are obtained. Then in §3.2 and §3.3, the
macroscale governing equations for the deformation, flow and heat transport are
derived. Certain canonical cell boundary value problems are obtained. Their solu-
tions take account of the mesoscale heterogeneity and are essential in the calculation
of the macroscale coefficients. Finally in §3.4, a limiting case of highly permeable
medium with Tc/Td < 1 is discussed and the governing equations are presented in
physical variables in §3.5.
3.1 Multiple-Scale Expansions and Perturbation Equations
If (2.2.16) to (2.2.31) are substituted into (2.2.8) to (2.2.12), we have
* o'* e2 IR a-
V =- 2n ae (3.1.1)
Pe'
0 = a*: e*(v) - Hap' - '6' (3.1.2)
(u)'- '. = --k* e(Vp -e Ra' e (3.1.3)
V* . (V*. p*- a' e) =e(V*n) av* + e(av*Pe' ~ at ' ;"'Pe ij Ote =' 0(1)(3.1.4)
+ E21r O + C2
2'"P'-at* e'e [(u ' + V'T' = V- (m' - V 'T*) (3.1.5)
where
Pe' = Pe'/e = 0(1) (3.1.6)
and r* was given in (2.2.13). The coefficients are supposed to have been calculated
for a given cell geometry at the microscale and are assumed to be l'-periodic.
Assuming a periodic structure on the mesoscale, we divide the medium into
periodic mesoscale cells of length e'. The variables are assumed to be l'-periodic.
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Introducing the multiple-scale vectors in space
:X:, 11 = ez' (3.1.7)
which represent the meso-and macroscales respectively, the differential operators
are accordingly expanded as
V* = V' + eV"
(3.1.8a, b)
e*() = e'(.) + ee"(.)
We also introduce the expansion in perturbation series
f = f(o) + f(l)+ e2f( 2) + ... (3.1.9)
for
f = (u)',v*,,p and 6* (3.1.10)
where all the perturbation quantities depend on xz, x" and t and are '-periodic,
but
a* = a(- e() + ee((° ) a(l) + .. (3.1.11)
for the stress in view of (2.1.4).
3.1.1 Equilibrium, Darcy's law and Consolidation Equations.
In the equilibrium equation (3.1.1), we expand Hooke's law after substituting
(3.1.9) for v' and (3.1.8b) for strain tensors to obtain
0 = a*: e'((O))+ea: [e"l(v(O)) + e'(v(1))]
+f2a*: [e"(v()) + e(v(2))] + (3.1.12)
From (3.1.11) it follows that
a(-l) = a* :e'(v (O))
a,() = a [e"(v(O)) + e'(v('))] - a'p(O) - (313a - c)
a(l) = a*: [e`l(v(1)) + el(v(2))l _- -p(I) _- P*(1)
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Substituting (3.1.13) into (3.1.1), it immediately follows that
v(o) = (°)(x", t ) (3.1.14)
Therefore the leading order solid displacement does not depend on the mesoscale
and is of 0(1'). The medium strain is then 6' = v/l" = O(e) which is consistent
with (2.1.4).
At subsequent orders of e, it follows from (3.1.1) that
0(e) I a(O) = (3.1.15a, b)
O( 2) V". (°) + V'. (1) = n' RaPC,
It is seen that the expansion of the equilibrium equation resembles completely that
for the micro-meso scale case.
The Darcy's law (3.1.3), which is the momentum equation, is similarly ex-
panded:
0(1)
0(e) (u)() - n o(-)0(c) a~~~t· =-K k. [(VIp() + V'p(') - b(o)e)] (3.1.16a, b)
It follows immediately from (3.1.16a) that
p(O) = p(O)(z, to )
which shows that the leading order pressure does not depend on z'.
The consolidation equation (3.1.4) becomes
0(1) V'. (k ' . Vp(°O)) = 
0(c) '. [k · (V"p(° + V'p('
= (V'n') .
- Ra O(O)e)]
Pet +V" * (K. V'p())
V". [Ki (V"P() + V p(l) - Ra' O(O)ez)Z- (),]
+ VI. [ko.(o)
= (V"n') a-
+7*I[e" (av(°
+ V'p() _ R' (Pet
+ (V'n') v(1)
+ e' ( D V M ( ) 1)ez)]+ Po Op(o)+ (* a0(o)
3at
(3.1.18a - c)
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(3.1.17)
o(e2)
in which (3.1.18a) is automatically satisfied by (3.1.17).
3.1.2 The Heat Transport Equation.
Expanding (3.1.5) according to (3.1.8) and (3.1.9), we obtain
0(1) 0= V'* ( . V'T(o))
O(e) Pe' ()(o) + 9 r -*) V'T(°)
= V.* [me* (VT() + VIT())] + V" (m * V'T(O))
T(O) eV ) ,)0(C2) (°) + PeI (,)() + . r (VT(°) + VT())
+Pe# ((u)(') + at*. r) VITO) - V" * [m (VIIT(o) +VTO)
+ VI. [m (V"T() + V'T(2))]
(3.1.19a - c)
Since the thermal conductivity m is positive define, it readily follows from (3.1.19a)
that
T(°) = T(o)(1 ,t*) (3.1.20)
after imposing the Q'-periodicity condition. Thus the leading order temperature
is independent of the mesoscale. If we decompose the total temperature into the
initial temperature T() and the variation 0(O), (3.1.20) shows that
(0) = (T)( ",tIt), () = (O)(z",t) (3.1.21)
since T(O) is also governed by the same diffusion equation (3.1.19a).
3.2 The Macroscale Equations for Deformation and Flow.
Deformation of the Medium
In the f'-cell, the deformation of the medium is governed by (3.1.15a) which
is written
V'. O(o) = V' . [a: [e"(v(°)) + e'(v('))] - 'p(O) - P; ( °0)] = o (3.2.1)
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after using (3.1.13b). We also impose that
(°O) is '-periodic. (3.2.2)
In view of (3.1.14), (3.1.17) and (3.1.21) and linearity, we assume that
v() = ': e"(v(O)) - 7'p(o) - C'(0) (3.2.3)
where 4' is a third order tensor and Ir' and C' are vectors. They are fuctions of z'
and x" and are assumed to be '-periodic. Variables v(°), p(O) and 8(0 ) are yet to
be determined.
Substitution of (3.2.3) into (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) gives the following mesoscale cell
boundary value problems.
V'. [a*: e' (')] + V'. (at ' II) = 0
V' [a*: e' (')] + (V' a*) = 0 in ' (3.2.4a- c)
v' [a*': e'(')] + (V' t ) = 
and
', /, ' are W'-periodic. (3.2.4d)
They are elastostatic problems in the '-cell with distributed body force produced
by the heterogeneities in the elastic properties on the mesoscale. By using positive
definiteness of strain energy, it is straightforward to show that O', 7', ' in (3.2.4a-
d) are unique upto a mesoscale independent constant. For uniqueness, we further
require that
(')n, = (7')n = (')n, = 0 (3.2.4e)
where the angle-brackets denote the l'-average
)n, = 1 j fdl' (3.2.5)
The canonical boundary value problems (3.2.4) can be solved for a specified distri-
bution of mesoscale heterogeneity in the f2'-cell.
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We now take the fl'-average of (3.1.15b) and use Gauss theorem and f'-
periodicity to obtain
Ra'V" * (a()) = -n" - (°)e, (3.2.6)Pet
which is the macroscale equilibrium equation. Note the existence of body force
which originates from the buoyancy effects in the pore fluid on the microscale. Upon
substituting (3.1.13c) and (3.2.3) into (3.2.6) the macroscale Hooke's law becomes
(a(°)) = a" : e" (v()) - c"p(O) - 010(°) (3.2.7)
where
a" = (a*: [II + e'(q')])ns
a" = (ca*)n, + (a*: e'(77'))n, (3.2.8a - c)
p' = (P)o' + (a* : e'(C'))ns
are the macroscale elastic coefficient, the pressure coefficient and the thermal mod-
ulus respectively. Note its complete resemblance to Hooke's law on the mesoscale.
The first terms in (3.2.8) are simply the volume averages of the coefficients over
the mesocale. The second terms are the effects of mesoscale heterogeneities on the
macroscale effective elastic coefficients.
Flow
After invoking (3.1.14) and (3.1.17), the consolidation equation (3.1.18b) be-
comes
V' . [i ( (o) +V#p(l)_ RVa - (0)e -n- - j =0 (3.2.9)
where -'* = n'I - (e(k) : I) (cf.(3.3.?) of Ch. 1) has been used to move the
solid velocity term n'av()/Ot * to the left-hand side of (3.1.18b). Equation (3.2.9)
suggests the following form for p(l).
~p(i) = St. (v p(°O) _ ROa @(°)e,) - W1 * at.(3.2.10)Pe t'*
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in which S'(', ") and W'(z',z") are '-periodic vectors. They must satisfy the
following boundary value problems which are obtained after substituting (3.2.10)
into (3.2.9).
V'. [Ik (I + V'S')] = 0 in '
(3.2.11a, b)V'. (k*. V'W' + n'I) = 0 in fl'
S' and W' are 0'-periodic. (3.2.11c)
(S') = (W') = 0 (3.2.11d)
where (3.2.11d) is imposed for uniqueness. These are steady seepage flow problems
for S' and W' with distributed sources due to heterogeneities in the permeability
k' and porosity n' on the mesoscale '.
At the next order O(e2), (3.1.18c) becomes, after using (3.2.3) and (3.2.10), as
L.* . VI VI' aV)R (O) vO) \1 
- ( ,,) + V *. (V (1'pl) + V2) Ra e'( , -Ov(1 ) r /(O)e\P 7p(0 ,o, 0)1
=v( ') +(7 nI): .e' [e" av o) I ap() Co a(O)
+ (V"n') - +7 :e" ( v(o)\ Op(O) + *a(0)O( 
____nr) ±t· '~' ;"\at~j fP· a~· +O* 
(3.2.12)
Integrating (3.2.12) over fl'-cell and using Gauss theorm and l'-periodicity, we
obtain
v". :[ki. (VI(°) - o , J()e,= [V. (n"I + :')] av(0
+7. t : eit &M +10 VI# aV(a°)) + Xi cap( ot + a.e) (3.2.13)\ att o/+~' o t"--r- + g ot*
where
l" = (ki ' (I + V'S'))
7" = (* + (* - W'I): e' (')) = n"I- ((e (): I)*: (II + e' (4k)))
1f" = (: -(7' -n'I) e' (r/')) = ((e(): I) + (e ('): I)': e'())
= (C - ( - n): e' (C')) = ((e(C): I)* + (e (4): I)': e'(('))
6C = (' V'W')
(3.2.14a - e)
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in which the mesoscale coefficients 7* = n'I - (e(+) : I)*, - = ((e(r) : I)'
and C = ((e(C): I)* from §3 of Ch.1 have been used. The coefficient k" is the
macroscale permeability and 7", lf',C'g and il are the coefficients related to the
elastic properties of the medium. The macroscale thermoconsolidation equation
(3.2.13) includes again two thermal effects: one is the effect of buoyancy on the
flow and the other is the deformation of the medium on the right-hand side denoted
by (C'.
After integration over N'-cell, the Darcy's law readily follows from (3.1.16b)
19Va(O) ktoV(I#(o) Ra'(o((u)(°)) - - - ek" . V "p( ° )-p e) (3.2.15)
in which k" has been given by (3.2.14a).
So far the macroscale governing equations for deformation of and flow through
porous medium have been obtained. Note that, if the medium is homogeneous at the
mesoscale level, the forcing terms in (3.2.4) and (3.2.11) diminish and the mesoscale
unknown variables introduced above all vanish. Therefore, any difference in the
meso-and macroscale coefficients is the outcome of the mesoscale heterogeneities.
This is different from the heterogeneities on the microscale level which were only
due to the existence of different phases such as fluid and solid.
3.3 The Macroscale Heat Transport Equation.
As in the deformation and flow, another mesoscale boundary value problem
is defined whose solution reflects the effects of mesoscale heterogeneity in thermal
conductivity on the thermal properties of the medium at the macroscale.
It has been shown in (3.1.20) that the leading order temperatures do not depend
on the mesoscale. At the next order O(e), (3.1.19b),(3.1.20) and '-periodicity give
V'. [m*. (VT() + V'T(O))] = 0 in '
(3.3.la,b)
T (1) is g-periodic on 0g¥
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which is again a steady conduction problem. Both the initial temperature T(l) and
the deviation from it 0(') are governed by the same equation. Equation (3.3.1a)
then suggests
(1) = A' . V"() ; ( = A'. V" ( ) (3.3.2)
where A'(z',z") is f'-periodic vector and must satisfy
V'.t [m (I + V'A')] = 0 in '
A' is W'-periodic on aI' (3.3.3a - c)
(A')n. = 0
the last of which is imposed for the uniqueness of A'. It is a steady conduction
problem with source distribution inside the cell which reflects the heterogeneity of
the medium in thermal conductivity m' on the mesoscale.
Finally at O(E2), we have from (3.1.19c) after using (3.1.20)
-* &L +P.(t/T(O) a-( ) Dv( +
pcp at + Pe' (U)(o) + * r" (VT() V'T(1))
= Vt. [m . (Vt"T(O) + V'T())] +V'. [m * (V'tT(') + V'T(2))] in i (3.3.4)
Substituting (3.3.2) into (3.3.4), integrating over '-cell and decomposing the total
temperature into the initial and deviation parts, we finally obtain
(p a)-- +Pe [((u)(°) (I + V'A')) + . (r ·(I + V'A'))](pC~-) dt* + at*(3.35)
(V"(O) + V "()) = V" . [m" .V",,(o)]
where
m" = (m (I + V'A')) (3.3.6)
is the macroscale thermal conductivity. Equation (3.3.5) governs the transport of
heat at the macroscale. Even though the convection of heat at the mesoscale is very
small, i.e. Pe' = O(e), it is equally important as diffusion at the macroscale due to
different proportionality of time scales T and Td to the length(cf.(2.1.7)). Again, if
the medium has homogeneous thermal conductivity on the mesoscale, A' = 0 and
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m" reduces to m' obtained previously from the two scale analysis for the micro-
and mesoscales. It should be stressed that the heat equation (3.3.5) is nonlinearly
coupled to the pressure and solid movement through the convection term.
The macroscale governing equations (3.2.6), (3.2.13), (3.2.15) and (3.3.5) are
fully coupled in that each of them involve v(O), (u)(0) and ( °0) and should be solved
together. This feature is the same as in the two scale case. Under some special
conditions, further reductions can be made (see §3.5 of two scale problem).
3.4 A Special Case of Small T ; T'/Td = 0(e2).
As explained in the two scale case, highly permeable medium such as sand is
very often characterized by small ratio of T'/Td typically of 0(e 2 ). In such case,
T ' is of negligible interest whereas T and Td are still comparable. The ratio of the
medium velocity to seepage flow velocity then becomes, upon using T' or Td for T
in (2.2.17),
V V T'
-= 0(e2) (3.4.1)
UT= UT, Td
As a result terms due to solid movement in (2.2.10) to (2.2.12) become very small.
Therefore we readily have
V". [a": e"(v( °)) - a"p (° ) - (° )] =-n" Ra' (°)ez (3.4.2)
Pei
((u)(°)) =-k". (V"p(°) - Ra' (o)ez) (3.4.3)
V". [ki* (V"P) - O(O)ez)] = 0 (3.4.4)
(PC (O + Pe'((u)(O) . (V"18( ) + V"T ' )) = V" . [ml . V" (o)] (3.4.5)
As in the case of two scale medium, only the flow and heat transport are nonlinearly
coupled through buoyancy. The medium deformation is determined afterwards from
the pore pressure and temperature.
3.5 The Macroscale Governing Equations in Physical Variables.
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If we reall the normalization scales (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), the governing equations
in physical variables become as follows.
V [a: e(v) - p- t] = -n"f9PgT~e, (3.5.1)
+(caat +: +v
((u)) - n' = -. (Vp - pfg/T~ez) (3.5.3)
pat +(pC [() (I+ V'') + a ( (I + V'A'))] (VT + V@)(3.5.4)
= V . (m" V)
where the overhead symbol 0 has been used to denote dimensional coefficients and
PCP = (CP) = ((pCp)f n' + (Cp).(1 - n'))
r = -(pCp), (VA') + (pCP). [(1 - n')I + (VA')]
Note that all coefficients reflect the influence of heterogeneities both on the mi-
croscale due to the presence of different phases(solid and fluid) and on the mesoscale
by composition of heterogeneous media.
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4. Properties of Macroscale Coefficients.
As in the case of two scale medium, there exist certain properties of the
macroscale coefficients. For the isothermal case, Mei and Auriault(1989) studied
the consolidation of three scale media and extended the two scale results by Au-
riault and Sanchez -Palencia (1977). They established certain constraints on a",
7" and Pi". Specifically they showed the symmetry and posotive definiteness of the
permeability k".
We now extend Mei and Auriault(1989) (from here on refered to as M&A) to
thermoconsoilidation. From (3.2.4a-e) the boundary value problems for ', 7' and
(' may be written in indicial form as
a2 [ajpq (6pm6qn + e q(qm))] = 0 in (
0a [ e 1(77R) + (cja,] = in O( (4.1a - c)
z% [aijpepq(( ) + (i)ij] = 0 in ('
', IV' and (' are fl'-periodic (4.1d)
and
(') (i77')= () = 0 (4.1e)
M&A have shown by using (4.1a and b) that
(a : e'(77')) = (a': e'(O')) (4.2)
(a': e'(7')) < 0 (4.3)
We now extend it to find similar relationships between ' and (' and ' and C'.
If we multiply (4.1a) by C' and integrate over f'-cell, it follows after using Gauss
theorem and fl'-periodicity that
J ajpq pm6qnej((C)df + ajlpepq(4mn)ej((C)dfI = 0 (4.4)
Sj~~g PM q, Siin $P 
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Also by multiplying (4.1c) by 'm"n and integrate over l'-cell, we get
j aj,qe, ( mn )ej(')dfl + (),jeij(~,'m)dfl = 0 (4.5)
Subtracting (4.5) from (4.4) and making use of the symmetry relation ajmn =
a' we obtain
(a': e'(')) = : e'(')) (4.6)
Following the same procedure for (4.1b) and (4.1c) it is readily seen that
(PI: e'(')) = (a': e'(C')) (4.7)
On the other hand, upon multiplying (4.1c) by C' and recalling that a3jkl is positive
definite,
(t :e'((')) < (4.8)
In view of (4.2) and (4.6), the coefficients a" and P/3 of (3.2.8) now become
a" = (a' + a' e'(7')) = (a' + a': e'(O')) = (a': [II + e'(O')]) (4.9)
Pl' = (fti + a': e'(C')) = (l + : e'(4')) = ( : [II + e'(O')]) (4.10)
so that the thermal modulus in Hooke's law (3.2.7) is also determined in terms of
4' only.
In the consolidation equation (3.2.13), M&A obtained
7" = a" - (n'e'(4'): I) = a" - (n'V'. ') (4.11)
which reduces to 7' of two scale medium if n' is uniform on the mesoscale. Also it
has been shown that
pC = ( - a' :e'(r') + n'e'(1'):I) (4.12)
from (3.2.14c) after using the relation 7' = a' on the mesoscale. After using (4.3)
and the property f8c > 0 (cf.(4.28) of Ch.1), it futher becomes
" -(n'e'(7') : I) > 0 (4.13)
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Similar relation is now found for the coefficient C"' of (3.2.14d) which may be written
as
c = (C - (a' -'): e'(')) (4.14)
Assuming that the solid phase of the microscale grains is isotropic, it follows from
(4.25) and (4.26) of Ch.1 that
a' = I- :/3K' (4.15)
where K' is the bulk modulus of the solid phase. Combining (4.14) and (4.15) we
get
(Ic = (C) + ( : e'(C')/3K*) - ((1 - n')e'(('): I) (4.16)
which shows after using (4.8) and ((') < 0 that
C + ((1-n')e'(('): I) < 0 (4.17)
We now examine the flow problem. Equation (3.2.11) is rewritten in indicial
form as
az l knt ( n' + nj(9X [c 1 9X f'&5
=0
= 0 (4.18a - d)
S' and W' are l' -periodic.
(S') = (W') = 0
Multiply (4.18a) by W[' and integrate over fl'-cell to get
ki a,.OW \S \z A
- - kln~ OXO2 (4.19)
Likewise after multiplying (4.18b) by Si and integrating over fl'-cell, we get
(4.20)
Taking the transpose of (4.19) and adding to (4.20) we get
kn-K 0
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or
(k' V'W') = (n'VI'S)T (4.21)
The coefficient 6c' of (3.2.14e) then becomes
il = (n'V'S')T (4.22)
Therefore, the boundary value problem for W' needs not be solved unless the
mesoscale variation of pressure p(l) due to solid movement is required.
The symmetry and positive definiteness of k" of (3.2.14a) have been shown by
M&A which can be readily extended to the case including buoyancy by following the
same procedure as §4 in Ch. 1 since the boundary value problem for S' (cf.(3.2.11a))
is unchanged.
In the heat transport, the positive definiteness of the macroscale thermal con-
ductivity m" follows by the same reasoning as in two-scale case. We only give an
alternate form for m" here.
Rewriting (3.3.3a) in indicial form we have
aa [mlI (6Sk+ # ) ] =0 (4.23)
Multiplying (4.23) by A, integrating over f'-cell and using Gauss theorem and i'-
periodicity, we get
(m n M /= - m k O a (4.24)
If (4.24) is used in (3.3.6) together with the symmetry relation m' = m,,, there
follows
n = (6M6nj + nak ))(mj • 08An)) (4.25)
which shows that
mrn = mi (4.26)
The macroscale coefficients a", a", plt' and 'y" are thus determined after solving
for O' in given mesoscale cell, but 3'" and Cc' of (4.12) and (4.14) require rq' and C'
unlike in two scale sace in which only was required when the microscale grains
are of homogeneous and isotropic solid.
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5. A Periodically Stratified Porous Medium.
The general theory developed in §3 is now applied to derive explicitly the
effective constitutive coefficients for the governing equations at the macroscale from
the mesoscale coefficients and the mesoscale cell boundary value problems. The
mesoscale coefficients are assumed to have been found for a given microcell geometry.
On the mesoscale ' the medium is assumed to be stratified along x-axis,
while it is homogeneous in zlz2-plane i.e., uniform material coefficients in '2-
plane. The medium is periodically stratified in z3 direction so that after a period of
I' in the x-axis the pattern of stratification is repeated (see Fig. 5.1). The lateral
dimension is assumed to be infinite so that the mesoscale cell is an infinite stratum
with thickness of ' along r-axis.
The cell boundary value problems defined on the scale e' will be solved analyti-
cally for a medium like Fig. 5.1 and then the macroscale coefficients are determined.
5.1 The Elastic Coefficients.
We start with those elastic coefficients treated in Ch.1 which possess the prop-
erty of cubic symmetry. Modifications to allow general anisotropy on the mesoscale
are minor and are not pursued here.
It has been shown for a cubic array of Wigner-Seitz grains that there are only
three distinct constants in a jt which has the following symmetry properties.
awjjk^ = aikl aij akij(5.1.1)
They are specifically
ai-aI = aI 
air = a,,ZZ = ayy = azzzz
aII=a =aZZ =a.. (5.1.2a - c)
ai = a = az = azzz
and all ay = are zero.
and all other a hi are zero.ijC r eo
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Fig. 5.1 A periodically stratified layers on the mesoscale. The periodic length is
Ie in xz-direction.
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We first solve for ,2jk. From (3.2.4a,d and e)We first solve for Ti 
ox , mn o (ca, [," ( mn) + a'j-"]=O in i'
flmsns is Q'-periodic (5.1.3a - c)
(4'mn) = 0
The boundary value problem (5.1.3a-c) is a elastostatic problem with body force. If
aGj,, is uniform in the mesoscale cell ', there is no body force and it can be read-
ily shown that 0' "mn is at most mesoscale-independent constant, by using positive
definiteness of atjkL, which must be zero because of (5.1.3c). Again the variations
of v(l) on the scale e' is the consequence of heterogeneities on the mesoscale. With-
out loss of generality we set p(o) = (0) = 0 in (3.2.3). It follows after using
ell,(v()) = e'(v(0)) that
V))(x"x It) = Xii kell(v()) = , jek3(v(O)) = eie(v( ))
Therefore, even if the number of '7jk components is 33=27, only the following 18
components remain
hin
.
for i = z,y,z and jk = z, y,zz,zy, yz, z (5.1.4)
These are now determined from (5.1.3) in terms of the mesoscale coefficients in
(5.1.2a-c).
Since the medium property varies in -direction only, (5.1.3a) becomes one -
dimensional:
x a' +Zs ajmn =0 in f' (5.1.5)
where
1 a nImn + 4nmn 
=, 2 V ' Ox 2 x ax
O V Im n
= aij^C ki9,
'k
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has been used because the product of ajI tand the anti-symmetric rotation tensor
tmnmn
.= jl -- (at mn/8c, - Cg~}mn/az) is zero. After integration (5.1.5) becomes
at t + ajmnC-l (5.1.6)cg' l-zjmn = C1
where Cl is a mesoscale independent constant which may vary with z". Note that
(5.1.6) satisfies the continuity of stress, beacuse at the interface between any two
layers the left-hand side is the stress component (°)(cf.(3.2.3)) due to deformation
only.
Consider the case j = z in (5.1.6). Since a',,. = a is the only nonvanishing
coefficint for a'jzt (5.1.6) becomes
O n Cl -a'mn (5.1.7)
OzI aii
If mn = zz, we have after integration with z'
x= IlX dZPa-- + qz(Z' =0 ) (5.1.8)
At z' = e', it becomes
dz'
k?"zz' = ') = Ci - + k(z(z' = 0)L ali
Imposing the periodicity condition (5.1.3b) i.e., '"(z' = 0) = O"lz(z' = T'), we get
C, = 0. Substitute this into (5.1.8) and use (5.1.3c):
(z) j =2 l-' 'dz' = "'zz(Z' = 0)= 0
Hence
tzz" =0 (5.1.9)
Recall that this is due to the vanishing of a' mn for mn = zz in (5.1.6). Similarly
we have
tzzx = ,Z/" = /, = 0 = (5.1.10)
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If mn = zz in (5.1.7), it becomes
A -- = c _ 1
Oz' aiiI
Integrating (5.1.11) from 0 to z', we have
Z1 dz' z' + ~
z = C, -- i +- 'a(z' =0)aiii
The constant C1 is determined from (5.1.3b) as
¢1 = 'r dz'
So (5.1.11) becomes
So (5.1.11) becomes
a)z
Oz'
=- , -1 =
aI :' dz'aii Oa 1z
1
1
(5.1.11)
(5.1.12)
Note that derivatives of $jk are required to derive the macroscale elastic coefficients,
not ikJ' itself(cf.(3.2.8)).
By precisely the same procedure, it can be shown for the case j = y' in (5.1.6)
that 122' = ,# = zz = 'y = YIV O = o
z a ii eatjrl
aZ, -III , ax
1= 1 -1
a " '1 -
(5.1.13a, b)
Also for j = z', we readily obtain
12y = = qIZz = 0
ox T g
O~kI
.z'
DOs zl
.rz s
Oz'
OOz'V
az'
1 (f _- dz'
1
-- '1=a xi ' d'z;al f a al ai - aII ( a )ar ( )aa! aIIaI (5.1.14a. .14a- c)1
Next we solve for ,' in (3.2.4b). After keeping z'-derivatives only, it is written
az' asjq O
;, &a.
+ aj = in '
q is ' - periodic (5.1.15a - c)
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az'
This is again one-dimensional elastostatic problem with body force the distribution
of which takes account of the mesoscale heterogeneities in a'j. For the Wigner-Seitz
grains aii is isotropic i.e.,
Ca' = , ;a' = at a =Ct (5.1.16)I.? = a = zz
If (5.1.2) and (5.1.16) are used in (5.1.15a-c), we get
nI= = = 0
Jtr ' a dz' a' (5.1.17)
Oz' - baifo' '-dz
The boundary value problem for C', (3.2.4c), is the same as (5.1.15) except that
a'j is replaced by (fI),j. Since ,t is also isotropic, it follows from (5.1.17) that
' C= =O
0z' -~ foe dz' (5.1.18)az
azt aI fo -"dz' a
The elastic coefficients can now be found in terms of the nonvanishing deriva-
tives (5.1.12), (5.1.13), (5.1.14), (5.1.17) and (5.1.18).
5.1.1 Coefficients a"ijkL, a" i and (t')ij.
By keeping only z'-derivatives of q' in (3.2.8), the elastic coefficients a"ijk are
written as
aij= (aij + ajzn (5.1.19)
which gives after using (5.1.2)
allzzv = (ai+ aii a 'l )Oz I
at a + a= ')
I + a ' (5.1.20a - f)
Vzz a'l3= ail + a )
a" XzV = (a"Ix)
aVV = a"zz = aliI + a.II 2
yryr d~~~~~~~z~~Oz
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There are six independent coefficients in a"ijki. A medium with six distinct co-
efficients as (5.1.20) is said to have tetragonal symmetry(Love, 1944;Lekhnitskii,
1963). It is not surprising that, under the assumption of homogeneous material
property in zzx2-plane, the effective coefficients do not reduce to that for trans-
verse isotropy. This is due to the microcell structure of cubic Wigner-Seitz grains
which have been shown to possess cubic symmetry. If the medium is isotropic on
I'-scale, the mesoscale coefficients aj, alI and aIll are related by
al - aIi = 2aiII (5.1.21)
After using (5.1.14b), the coefficients a" a"'zyy and a",yzy are combined to
yield
aIt z- aI , 2a"yzzz .. , zzy -- zyzy (5.1.22)
Then the total number of independent coefficients in (5.1.19) is five and the medium
is transversely isotropic. M& A have assumed transverse isotropy at the scale £'
and derived a"ijke which are also transversely isotropic.
The coefficients a"ij and (')ij in
(5.1.9) and (5.1.10),
(3.2.8) similarly become as follows, by using
"ij = (a': [II + e'(')]) =
(,l')ij = ( : [II + e'(+)]) =
ai + a, ') q
K(( ij + ()zq (5.1.23a, b)
from which we have
all = aV = (a' + a''
a" = (i j)
(ftll)-= (il')yy = , ( 1 + zaZ ) ,
()ij = 0 (i # j)
They are again diagonal as in two scale
stratification in r3-direction.
a",z = aI ( + a'z, )
(, (1 + a~AIZVL ) ) (5.1.24)
medium but anisotropic because of the
medium but anisotropic because of the
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5.1.2 Coefficients 7"ij, ', Icc.
These coefficients are determined in terms of O', 7' and C' from the elastostatic
problems. From (5.1.11) 7" becomes for a medium stratified in z-axis
7"t = a" -(n'V'. q')
from which we obtain
l7"·,=7vvy¥ -='" -zz OOXZ
tzz = allUZ - (ni ak', ) (5.1.25)Oz'
"j = (i j)
From (5.1.12) the coefficients /,'w similarly becomes
Ol = (PC - ca: e'(') + n'e'(7'): I)
z n' 7') (5.1.26)
= (I + (n'- a') a171 
Also from (5.1.14), the coefficients (" becomes
., = ( + (A' -n')- (5.1.27)
The remaining coefficients k" and E" of the consolidation equation (3.2.13) will be
determined in the next section after solving the flow equation (3.2.11).
So far the coefficients related to the elastic properties of the medium, a", a", a',
7", ji' and C", have been derived in terms of 4', r7' and C'. They involve derivatives
of these functions. If the stratification pattern in f'-cell is known, obtaining the
explicit expressions of those coefficients is only a matter of quadrature. Later a
special case of two different uniform layers will be considered.
5.2 Coefficients k" and 6".
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We first recall that the permeability k' at the mesoscale I' is isotropic,e.g.
Al' = k, = kl = '
%J = 0 (i j)
In horizontally stratified medium of Fig. 1, (3.2.11) takes the following form.
a, k + kIzas) = °
S} is '-periodic (5.2.2i
(S) = 
since only z'-derivatives remain. Integration of (5.2.2a) in z' yields
k a s } in I .
5.2.1)
- c)
(5.2.3)
where C1 is a constant which is independent of z'. Equation (5.2.3) satisfies the
condition of normal flux continuity at any interface between two neighboring layers
in the l'-cell. If j = z or j = y, it readily follows from (5.2.3) that
as _ as, Oz' = (5.2.4a)
after imposing the conditions (5.2.2b and c). For the case j = z, by using (5.2.1),
(5.2.3) becomes
as'= cl
= -C-1Oz' k'
The constant C1 is determined after integrating once more and using (5.2.2b and
c). It then follows that
Os, -- -1-- 1 -1
oz, k ' lo ki k ( ) (5.2.4b)
The permeability k" of (3.2.14a) now becomes, by using (5.2.1) and (5.2.4), as
ka = k = (k')
k = :k' 1 + Ioz ( )= )
AkS=0 (i0j)
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(5.2.5)
which is now anisotropic due to the stratification in vertical direction of Fig. 1.
The permeability in the horizontal plane is the arithmetic mean over the length '
whereas, in the direction normal to the stratification, it is the harmonic mean value
as is well known.
Similarly the coefficient E' of (3.2.14e) reduces, after using (5.1.19), to
uZI "s i ' / Z, (5.2.6)
S = 0 otherwise
so that only one coefficient remains.
Equation (5.2.4b) is sifficient for the calculation of the macroscale permeability
k". However, we further find S'(z') for later use in thermal dispersion in Part B.
Integrating (5.2.4b), we have
Si(') - S(0) = ki' z (5.2.7)
Another integration from 0 to I' gives after using (5.2.2c)
S() = - e' L dz' ()
' -, u ,IL - dz' z' ki
2 t JL k'(t)o V o J0= k'(z')J Z k'(z) 2
(5.2.8)
Equation (5.2.7) then becomes
(z) = k k' + k,, k(z' (5.2.9)
5.3 Thermal Conductivity Tensor m'.
The macroscale thermal conductivity tensor m}' is now derived in terms of
thermal conductivity m' on the mesoscale ' from the boundary valus problem
(3.3.3) and (4.25). We first rcall that m' is isotropic tensor,e.g.
' = = m'I = m'
(5.3.1)
m,=o (i#j)
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From (3.3.3), for vertically varying medium on the e' scale, the boundary value
problem for A' becomes
aZIa + ( m = 0 in '.
A, is f'-periodic (5.3.2a - c)
(A~) =0
It is precisely the same as the flow equation (5.2.2) and we readily obtain
aA; _ oA=OA' OAz'
a= -1= 1oai - 1 -1 (5.3.3a - c)aZ m' ' m()
It automatically satisfies the continuity of normal heat flux at any interface inside
the f'-cell. If m' is discontinuous at a certain point in 1', the diffusive heat flux
m'8A'/8z' has a jump of strength equal to the change in thermal conductivity m'
which is balanced by the heat source Om'z/8z' in (5.3.2a). From (3.3.6) we then
have
m = m'6ij + m'6iZ aAz (5.3.4)
Upon using (5.3.3), (5.3.4) yields
M'# = m = (m')m ,,  '
m' = (m' + A' (5.3.5)
m= 0 (i j)
Again the thermal conductivity is the arithmetic mean in the horizontal plane and
the harmonic mean along z'-direction.
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6. A Periodic Stratum with Piecewise Constant Properties
The derivations in §5 are applicable to any type of porous medium with periodic
variation along the vertival direction,i.e. sinusoidally varying medium or a medium
with arbitrary number of layers in the periodic length of t' on the mesoscale. They
are specialized to a periodic medium with two layers which are discontinuous in the
mesoscale material coefficients at the interface. It is assumed that in each layer the
medium is homogeneous so that all the coefficients in a layer are constant.
Consider a periodic medium composed of two different layers as shown in Fig.
6.1. The coefficients in the lower layer (0 < z' < (1 - s)e') are denoted with a
superscript symbol ()- and those in the upper layer ((1 - s)t' < z' < ') with
another symbol ()+. They are discontinuous at the interface z' = (1 - s)t', but
physical quantities such as displacement, stress, flow and heat flux are continuous
as has been shown in §5. Explicit forms of the macroscale coefficients are now
obtained for the simple strata of Fig. 6.1 in terms of the coefficients at the scale t'.
6.1 The Elastic Coefficients.
In order to calculate a"ijL, it is necessary to calculate (a ) - ' for i =I, II, III
and (all/al).
Ii - dz' dz'(a')' )1 e' 1 ai ) (1 a;) ' z 'L -dz) Vdz' J
=(1 + a (i = I,II,+a. at -)
where
Qi = (1 - s)at + sa- (i = I,II,III) (6.1.2)
Similarly
all- aI(1 s)= I 1 [a+aia( - s) + aa+zs] (6.1.3)(air J) j.( _s+- [,a a/1 
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I
X3
Th, set
(I-s)t
tI
I
I,
Fig. 6.1 A periodic medium with two layers on the mesoscale e'.
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x2
-
- - - - -
1 v
The coefficients are then calculated from (5.1.20a-f) by using (6.1.2) and (6.1.3).
From (5.1.14b) we have
-0 ____ = (a1) -1 all al
r z = 1r(_ ar- aa
19z Ox' ay 9 ' a / air
a l ( - a) + aIa4Is j( (_.
_-aII f |0 < Z' < (1-s)et'Q 1s- (1 -s)e'<z'<e'
where
allj = aII - a
is the increase in all when crossing the interface from
Then (5.1.20a) becomes
all.. = a. = (aI) + [ail] ( sa1
QaII]2 (s - 1)
= a(1-)- ) + as + 1)Qr
the lower to the upper layers.
< z' < (1- s) ' 
(1 -)t' < ' ( < 6..6
(6.1.6a)
In the same manner, we also obtain
az= 1 = (ai) + (( a ) - =4
" -l Q
a = yy (aln) + aii a ) =ali(-s) + a+ s+ QaiI2 1)
a" r =rz c /a II\ (ay-') -= 1 -I+IQrawryyZZ = atw~z~ =(al\) + /ll (a-')-' (all) ly [a+aI( -) + a a]
a"lty = (all) = (1 - s)aI + sa+
a" a , = <>=(am) + (<, 1)i - -(aI<,) = ,,.,ll
(6.1.6b - f)
As mentioned earlier, material with six different elastic coefficients as above is said
to have tetragonal symmetry (Cottrell,1964; Lekhnitskii,1963). For the same two
layer model but transversely isotropic medium at I' scale Mei and Auriault(1989)
have calculated elastic coefficients similar to (6.1.6). There are only five independent
coefficients in transversely isotropic medium.
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(6.1.4)
(6.1.5)
The coefficients a"ij are calculated by (5.1.24) as
a atz = (a')
_, =/(a ) + ai(
= (a') + laIillDa's(s - 1)/QI
ar2t = (a,) + a ,8z I =(C)+ jl ({
(6.1.7a, b)
a' -
a'+(l - s)
= (a') + I[aiD[a's(s - 1)/QI
where
Eal]J = a'+ -_ -
Likewise the coefficients (Pt')ij are
( ",).Z = (",))y = (t) + I113[llaIIjs( - 1)/QI
(6.1.8)
(Pft)z. = (P) + P:/JJais( - 1)IQ
All other coefficients of a" and Pft are zero.
The elastic coefficients 7"ji, (")ij and (')ij are similarly determined as fol-
lows. From (5.1.25)
/ = a zz(~Z7 X 
= a" + (Q[a'j - [n']) [aiils(s - 1)/Qi
aII]
Qi K { I -[$
t", = a",, + ([ea' - [n']) [aills(s - 1)/QI
Also, from (5.1.17) and (5.1.18) after some manipulation, we get
ats7 (a-l)-1
9z' al
[all f
= .-I
aC. _ ____-_
Oz' aI
a i
aI/
a'
a- Q I a a'-(1 -s) + a a'+s
s 0 << z' <(1 - s)'
- 1 (1 - s)t < z < 
ali at = [PtDai Q s3
9 < 0 z'<(1-s)e'
- 1 (1 - s)e < z' < 
It then follows from (5.1.26) and (5.1.27) that
" = (,c') + (n', - c),7Z ' 
= (c) + (n'] - [a']) jIa']Js(s - 1)/QI
( = (C') + ([n'] - a']) Ptis(s - 1)/QI
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'yzz = It = aZZ - (n'V O~ z /' S)
(6.1.9)
(6.1.10)
(6.1.11)
al S
The macroscale coefficients related to the elastic properties of the medium have
been expressed in terms of mesoscale coefficients and porosity for two layer periodic
medium.
6.2 The Coefficients V; and .
The permeability k" of (5.2.5) simply becomes for the two-layered medium of
Fig. 2
ki, = k = k'-(1 - ) + k'+s
k- 1)l '+'- (6.2.1)
where
R = (1 - s)k'+ + sk'- (6.2.2)
From (5.2.4b) and (5.2.5) we obtain
as', n
( a' az (
+ [rI'- (1-) n'+ '- n'-k'+(1 -s) +n'+ k's I
--R n"
k- ()+ -
(6.2.3)
The coefficients in consolidation equation are now all determined. We move to heat
transport.
6.3 Thermal Conductivity m id.
The macroscale thermal conductivity ma appears to be precisely the same
form as permeability k and we replace k ' + and k'- in (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) by m ' +
and m'-. We then have
mzz r m '-(1 - ) + m' + s
M'+M= (m - (6.3.1)
zz -'/-1-M
where
M = (1 - s)m'+ + sm'- (6.3.2)
6.4 Quantitative Effects of Mesoscale Heterogeneities on the Macroscale
Coefficients.
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For the porous medium with two alternating layers on the mesoscale, we ex-
amine the effects of heterogeneities on the macroscale coefficients. Our attention is
particularly focused on the contrast of the scales of mesoscale coefficients between
the layers.
We recall that the dimensionless mesoscale coefficients presented in Ch.1, which
were called the macroscale coefficients, have been normalized by the order of mag-
nitude on the mesoscale. Likewise, in the present meso-and macroscale analysis,
the scales of the physical coefficients on the macroscale are used in normalization.
Thus the relative order of magnitude in each layer on the mesoscale predominantly
detemines the dimensionless coefficients. If we let, for example, the elastic moduli
on the mesoscale be 2D, the elastic coefficients in physical units in the lower and
upper layers are ii = (a)- and a+ = (Va.)+ where a is of 0(1) and is dimen-
sionless. We assume that the difference in a between two layers is negligible. The
depth average is (aii) = (1 - s)(V)a)- + s(2Vai)+. Normalizing by (ii) we get
-a1 (Vaj)-
(a) (1 - s)(VDa)- + s(Dai)+
(Vaj)+
a ar+ w,)+
(a ) = (1 - s)(Vaj)- + (Dai)+
from which it follows that2)+ _1 +
D 1 ; as ~ 1-X a + < 1 ; _ <<1
2)- a,-1,;, a1 1+ aI (6.4.2)
2) > a >>1
Therefore, the ratio of the normalized coefficients a+/a? is a direct measure of
the contrast in elastic modulus between layers i.e., the heterogeneity in the elastic
property. Similarly the degree of heterogeneities in the permeability and thermal
conductivity will be measured by the ratios k+/k- and m+/m - . The difference in
the porosity is assumed to be small and ignored.
In view of these, the macroscale coefficients of the previous section are further
normalized by their depth averages as follows.
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The elastic coefficients:
a,,, =1 -
(a,) ay!
=1_ (ay (1\al
1
- )
AiB
Alj I
AilI x
Itazzzz
(aII)
yyzz(a,,)
AI
a + +
A Bx(1- )4+ !4
aIr
AIBll'(aII)
Ai = (1- s)+ sa
ai
B, = s + (1 - s) '
ai
The pressure coefficients and thermal modulus:
a"
(a') =1-
a) =17, =1
(Pt')
a (at
al 1 arz
-1) ( + -1) s(1- )
A,BI
(- 1) ( +
=1-II 
aI
1) (1 a)
AaBi
- 1) ( - 1)a(1 - )
Ap1 B
(),=1 -
(WD)
+ \+
(4 -1) (1A -B
A,O1 BI
where
at+
Aa =(1 -)+ s-, A, = (1 -
The coefficients in the consolidation equation are
oI
(')
(7')
I3.1'
=2 a ' -1,(at) I
a
=1 + a
=1 + 
')
('r')
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(al)
a#.. =
(a =1,jli)
where
(6.4.3)
(6.4.4)
(6.4.5)
1) (1 -s)
3-t+
,O;- (6.4.6)
= 2a'z -1
(at)
(a-_ - 1)1 ( 1 - )
[(-+ 1) (B+ -1)(1 )
[(1- ) + S c:] BI
(6.4.7)
aj r
_ I ) 8(
azz 
(i = I, II, III)
aI
where
Ap. = (1- a) + (6.4.8)
The permeability and thermal conductivity are
kit 1 (ki)
(k) (k) [(1 -,) + ] [ + (1 + (6.4.9)
(6.4.9)
From §3 of h.l, we recall that, in physical coefficients,
lIjIII = 0(D)), ' = 0(1), 3l = O(a'D)
OM' '31 = 0 1 (I= O a) (6.4.9a)
where a is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion for soild. Because of the
inverse proportionality of fi to D, the ratio of /f3 in (6.4.8) between layers has been
chosen as ,/,3i + to be in consistent trend as at/a- . Then the multiplying factor
a- 2/,6+a in fi' is a constant of 0(1) because c-(or a+)=0(1) is dimensionless
and is expected not to be affected noticeably by the scale of elastic modulus. For
convenience it is regarded as unity in the subsequent calculations. Similarly the
linear expansion coefficient is nearly constant regardless of the elastic property of
the medium (see e.g., Jumikis, 1977) and the factor i /'a' in C' is also taken
to be unity.
The behavior of the macroscale coefficients when the ratios D+/D)- , k+/k-
and m+/m - are varied is examined. The depth fraction of the upper layer is fixed
at = 0.5 so that the two layers are of equal thickness.
Elactic Coefficients a,j, and Thermal Modulus (I')j: As shown in (6.4.2), an-
other measure of the degree of heterogeneity D+ / ) - is a+t /a (i = I, II, III). The
ratio is allowed to change over a fairly wide range of values. The main objective is to
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examine the effects of the contrast in 2). We thus assume that the three coefficients
aI, aI and aIII vary only according to D. The ratio will be denoted by a,.
+ + +
a, I a1 I =a a11 (6.4.10)aI all aI,
It then follows from (6.4.3) that
aXXXX = av = vgX (6.4.11)
(ai) (ajir) (aI)I)
On the other hand, it has been shown for the same rigidity ) that the ratio ai/a
in a layer varies considerably from very small to finite value of about 0.3. Three
values of a /a have chosen as 0.01, 0.1 and 0.3.
The variations of the elastic coefficients and thermal modulus are plotted
against a, in Fig. 6.2(a) and (b). They are symmetric about a, = 1 because
the macroscale behavior of the medium is immaterial to the alternating pattern of
the layers. From (6.4.3) we have
a rr-2 a a- aa (ai) av_1 a zzzz a 0 for a,. < 1,a,. > 1(acIr) a (ajI) aj (a")
(6.4.12)
Thus as the degree of heterogeneity increases, az. is quickly reduced whereas
others vary mildly of which a"... is almost insensitive to a, as shown in Fig. 6.2(a).
Equation (6.4.12) also shows that
ra 22 2 ·( - a 2 a)(1 -a ) a, > 1
Iaj a~~a ar»1(6.4.13)
aT N (1 I a- r(1 - ) a, 1}
The coefficient a'." approaches to its depth average plus some correction which
is affected predominantly by the hard layer beacause external load is sustained
mostly by the more rigid part of the medium. Similarly a' tZ is determined by the
hard layer. But the medium, with soft layers periodically sandwiched between hard
layers, can not resist to the loading imposed in the direction normal to the layers
and therefore a" decreases greatly with increasing or decreasing a,. Coefficients
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allz and a" follow the same curve as a" z,(cf.(6.4.11)). The thermal moduli
(/')z and (ti)z, vary in the same manner as for a"l and a" respectively as
shown in Fig. 6.2(b) because of the same reason.
Other Elastic Coefficients: The rest of the elastic coefficients are shown in Fig.
6.3(a) and (b) also for three values of all/aI. Since the pressure coefficient a' in
Hooke's law is dimensionless, it does not vary much from layer to layer and two
values of the ratio a, = a+/a _ have been chosen as 0.5 and 2 respectively in Fig.
6.3(a) and (b). As shown in (6.4.5) and (6.4.7), the ratio a, determines the variation
of the coefficients with a,. The curves are not symmetric about a, = 1. We note
from (6.4.5) and (6.4.7) that their variations with a, are dependent upon the ratio
a+/a - . It readily follows that
Iat O _al- ((a- - Ca+)(1 - ) a, < 1
aA (a+ - a-)s a, 1 
' -(i?) +- -)2 (f (1 - s)/a a,. 1 (6.4.14)
.) _ (a - a+)( - ) a,. 1( _ (a--a+)(1 - s)it/aI a,. <1
c -((c) + (a+-t a 1(a+ - a-)sf+l/a+ a,. <1
The pressure coefficient thus approaches to the depth average (a') subtracted by
the difference in a' of hard layer from that of the soft layer. The coefficient a"
is the stress generated by the pore presssure change and thus the hard layer is
more responsible for the stress induced. Since a"' is independent of the ratio
a*/a (cf.(6.4.5)), its curves are all equal in Fig. 6.3(a) and (b). The pressure
coefficient /,'' in the consolidation equation means the rate of fluid influx to the
porous medium due to the pore pressure change. So if the medium is soft more fluid
can be absorbed into the medium by pressure increase and vice versa as is evidenced
by the scale proportionality of 6 in (6.4.9a). This is reflected in the depth average
(fir) = (1 - s)#c + sf3+. But the correction to the average is controlled by the
hard layer which behaves as a barrier and has the tendency of preventing the influx
as in (6.4.14). Similarly the temperature coefficient C bears the meaning of mass
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influx due to temperature change. If temperature variation is positive, the porous
matrix expands and the fluid in the pores is squeezed out. A behavior similar to
3' is observed in Fig. 6.3. The variations are mild as compared to Fig. 6.2.
The variations shown so far in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 are based on the normalization
by the depth average of each indivisual coefficient and it should be noted that the
average values themselves change with the ratio a,.
Permeability and Thermal Conductivity:
Since the permeability and thermal conductivity are of the same form in (6.4.9),
we only discuss the permeability.
While the permeability in the horizontal direction is always unity, the vertical
permeability ki /(k') strongly depends on the permeability contrast between layers.
It is readily seen from (6.4.9) that ki /(k') is symmetric in the ratio k+/k - about
k+/k - = 1. Let the ratio be denoted by kr:
kr- k (6.4.15)
k
It follows then from (6.4.9) and (') = (1 - )k- + sk + that
k'~ {_ k/(l- s)s k, > 1 (6.4.16){+/(1- ) k,.1
When the permeability contrast is large, the effective vertical permeability is thus
predominantly controlled by that of the less permeable layer. The dependence of
ik/(k') on , is the same as that of a" 5 on a, shown in Fig. 6.2 and the figure
is not produced separately here.
The above discussion is equally valid for the thermal conductivity.
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7. Concluding Remarks
For three scale porous medium characterized by the existence of the microscale
l, the mesoscale I' and the macroscale l", the governing equations for thermoconsol-
idation on the macroscale have been deduced starting from the mesoscale governing
equations. The macroscale governing equations are of the same form as those on
the mesoscale. Several mesoscale cell boundary value problems are defined whose
solutions depend on the mesoscale variation of the material coefficients. Therefore
if the mesoscale coefficients are uniform, the macroscale governing equations and
constitutive coefficients identically reduce to those on the mesoscale.
The macroscale coefficients have been calculated for a medium with two al-
ternating layers on the mesoscale. The effects of the contrast of the mesoscale
coefficients have been examined. For horizontally layered medium, the macroscale
coefficients are obviously anisotropic. In general, due to the layered structure, the
coefficients in the direction normal to the layering are more sensitive to the contrast
of the mesoscale coefficients.
While the macroscale elastic coefficients and the thermal modulus depend on
the ratio of elastic properties between layers, the pressure coefficient a',} and the
coefficients A", fi" and C' in the consolidation equation depend not only on the elas-
tic properties but also on the pore pressure coefficienta' on the mesoscale, because
they reflect the variations in the pore fluid due to the interaction between solid and
fluid phases.
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GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the thermoconsolidation in poroelastic media, in Chapter
I for two scale media and in Chapter II for three scale media by using the theory of
homogenization. Two key assumptions are made in the homogenization theory. One
is the existence of disparate length scales. The other is the periodicity of the medium
structure and material coefficients at all scales but the largest one. The multiple-
scale perturbation analysis is then readily used to deduce the governing equations
and the constitutive coefficients on the macroscale without empirical assumptions.
During the analysis, certain microscale and mesoscale cell boundary value problems
are defined whose solutions are necessary to calculate the macroscale coefficients.
In Chapter I, first the macroscale governing equations are deduced by starting
from the basic governing equations for the fluid and solid phases on the microscale.
The microscale Pecl6t number is assumed to be small as O(e), where e = i/t' < 1
with e and e' being the microscale and the macroscale. Accordingly heat convection
is negligibly small on the microscale, but is comparable to heat diffusion on the
macroscale. The Rayleigh number is assumed to be finite.
It is shown that, when the medium deformation is comparable to typical grain
size, the governing equations are in general nonlinearly coupled due to nonlinear
boundary conditions on the fluid-solid interfaces. For isothermal consolidation the
linear theory of consolidation due to Biot(1941) is the most widely used tool in
practice. It is obtained on the phenomenological basis. Our results show that the
applicability of Biot's theory should be limited to the cases of solid displacement
much smaller than the grain size. However, as shown in §5 of Ch. I and Appendix
D, those nonlinear terms which originate from the nonlinear interface boundary
conditions vanish identically for special class of microcell geometries with three or-
thogonal planes of symmetry. In such case, use of Biot's theory is justified. This
kind of distinction has not been made before in the previous works on the appli-
cation of the homogenization theory to consolidation in porous media (Auriault
and Sanchez-Palencia, 1977; Burridge and Keller, 1983; Mei and Auriault, 1989).
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Infinitesimal strain is merely assumed to allow the use of Hooke's law. Our theory
cautions that care should be taken in the applications.
In addition to its capability of deducing the macroscale governing equations
theoretically, there is another advantage in the use of homogenization theory al-
though the medium is restricted to periodic micro-structures. Once the macroscale
problem is solved, the variations on the lower scale are readily determined in terms
of the solutions of the microcell boundary value problems. This is particularly
advantageous when one is concerned about local processes which may lead to un-
wanted breakdown or failure. The earlier theories (Schiffman, 1971; Brownell et al
1977; Derski and Kowalski, 1979; Bear and Corapcioglu, 1981) are based on the
volume averaged variables and lack in this capability.
Properties of the macroscale coefficients are also examined. For isothermal
consolidation, Auriault and Sanchez-Palencia(1977) have established certain con-
straints on the elastic coefficients. By assuming elastic isotropy, they show that
the pressure coefficient 3,tc in the consolidation equation (cf. (4.1.28) in Ch. I) is
positive and that the coefficient y' for solid dilation rate is equal to the pressure
coefficient a' in Hooke's law. This implies that it is only necessary to solve some
elastostatic problems in the solid phase of a microcell to detemine the macroscale
coefficients. These constraints are extended to thermoconsolidation in this study.
We proved that the temperature coefficient (' in the consolidation equation is neg-
ative. Alternatively the heuristic reason is as follows. The coefficient (' is the rate
of pore fluid influx due to temperature change in the solid phase. If the tempera-
ture increases, the solid expands relative to the initial position of the interface and
thus tends to squeeze pore fluid out of the microcell. Thus ( must be negative.
It is also shown that the thermal modulus ()ij in Hooke's law is given in terms
of the elastic coefficient tensor aijkt. Therfore, in thermoconsolidation too, all the
coefficients in the equilibrium and consolidation equations are determined in terms
of the solutions of a few elastostatice problems in the microcell (cf. qb? in §4 in Ch.
I).
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Calculation of the macroscale coefficients is performed for a cubic array of
Wiger-Seitz grains (which have three planes of symmetry) by solving the micro-
cell boundary value problems numerically. As far as we are aware, no previous
calulations of the coefficients in the consolidation theory exist. By examining the
symmetry properties of the elastostatic problems defined in the microcell, we first
show that the elastic coefficient tensor ajkt reduces to only three distinct coeffi-
cients (cubic symmetry). This type of symmetry is well known in crystal structures
and anisotropic elasticity (Love, 1944; Lekhnitskii, 1963; Cottrell, 1964) where the
symmetry relations are derived by examining the material symmetry or particle
arrays in a lattice. However, we establish the cubic symmetry property for Wiger-
Seitz grains by making explicit use of the symmetry relations for the solutions inside
the microcell. We also show for the same geometry that the following coefficients
are isotropic: the pressure coefficient axj, thermal modulus (t)ii, the coefficient
j and the thermal conductivity m j.
As application of the macroscale equations, pumping of hot fluid from geother-
mal reservoirs with initial vertical temperature gradient is considered.
In the case of one-dimensional pumping from the lower boundary, the buoyancy
effects are the decreases in the pore pressure and vertical compaction whereas the
thermal stress (due to cooling) tends to increase vertical compaction. However, in
the early transient stage for sufficiently large Rayleigh number but still less than the
critical value of Lapwood, the pore pressure, temperature and vertical displacement
develop much faster due to nonlinear coupling. The upper surface undergoes com-
paction then followed by finite swelling. In the two-dimensional pumping through
a small sink at the bottom, it is shown that cellular cenvective motions occur for
Rayleigh numbers smaller than the critical value of Lapwood. This shows that
the critical Rayleigh number for two-domensional pumping is smaller than that for
one-dimensional case of uniform through flow. As a result, the deformation on the
upper surface of reservoir becomes wavy.
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In the previous studies on geothermal reservoirs, the primary emphasis has been
either on the areal distribution of the pressure and temperature in the liquid system
or on the two-phase (liquid and vapor) system (Mercer et al, 1975; Garg et al 1975;
Faust and Mercer, 1979a,b; Mercer and Faust, 1979). In areal models, the effect of
Rayleigh number which leads to the development of convection cells is discarded.
Lippman et al (1976) considered Rayleigh numbers greater than Lapwood's critical
value 40 so that there already exist convective motions at the initial state. They
only consider minor temperature changes due to injection and pumping schemes.
Little attention is focused on the medium deformation. In all these, the role of
Rayleigh number is not examined in two- or three-dimensions. We have specifically
shown, in two-dimensional case, that the critical Rayleigh number is at least as
low as 20. The direct consequence, as mentioned above, is the wavy pattern of
deformation on the upper surface.
As has been mentioned earlier, a geothermal field of particular interests is
Wairakei site in New Zealand. The recorded ground subsidence in the produc-
tion area was as high as 4.5m over the period 1964 - 1974 (Stilwell et al, 1975).
Also, the measurement of horizontal movement of ground surface has shown 0.8m
at a location. But it is not clear whether that is the maximum horizontal move-
ment which occurred at Wairakei because the observation has been made at some
construction sites. Our calculations for two-dimensional situation show that the
horizontal displacement ranges from one-third to one half of the vertical displace-
ment on the reservoir surface. This is roughly consistent with the field observations
at the Wairakei.
In Chapter II, thermoconsolidation in three-scale medium is considered. A
three-scale medium is characterized by the existence of three disparate length scales,
the microscale e, the mesoscale e' and the macroscale e" for which e/' < 1 and
el/e' < 1. By extending the homogenization procedure to e' and " scales, the
macroscale governing equations and effective coefficients are deduced. In principle,
the macroscale governing equations take the same form as those on the mesoscale.
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The theory is applied to derive the macroscale coefficients for a medium with two
alternating layers on the mesoscale. It is shown that the coefficients in the direction
normal to the layers is more sensitive to the contrast of the mesoscale coeficients
between layers.
Based on the present study, it is hoped that future research will be pursued in
the following directions.
The microcell studied in this work is a single grain model with three planes of
symmetry. Because of the crystalline structure of the medium, the elastic coefficient
tensor is always anisotropic. In our particular choice, it possesses cubic symmetry.
Future extensions can be viewed in two ways. First, in nature, particles are of-
ten arranged in fairly disordered manner in many instances, studies of multi-grain
microcells are needed. Although the numerical tasks are expected to be difficult,
it will be useful in assessing the effects of irregular size with homogenization the-
ory. Secondly and more importantly, even for single-grain microcells, calculation of
the macroscale coefficients for cell geometries without symmetry is needed. As we
have seen earlier, the governing equations are nonlinear in general and the validity
of Biot's theory is severely limited. Studies with nonsymmetric cell geometry will
definitely help understand the differences between the nonlinear theory and Biot's
linear theory.
For three-scale medium we have considered layered medium only. However, in
many natural porous media, inclusions in the form of lenses and beds are frequently
encountered (Poland, 1984). Very often those inclusions are ignored. In this regard,
application of the theory to medium with various inclusions should be very useful
in approaching toward realistic problems.
Finally, on the application to geothermal reservoirs, study of three-dimensional
pumping situation would be very promising. Examples are a single well pumping
and extraction of hot fluid from a small sink in which cases flow is radially con-
verging. Also pumping from multiple-sink is easily attacked. It is anticipated that
only numerical difficulties matter in view of large storage and efficient handling of
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solution procedure. All of the field examples are indeed three-dimensional. It is
well known in the study of three-dimensional flow instability in porous layer that
the convective motions develop in hexagonal cells (Combarnous and Bories, 1975).
Examination of the development of pore pressure and temperature should be chal-
lenging. More interestingly, the deformation on the reservoir surface is expected to
be fully three-dimensional in view of the hexagonal convection cells.
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Figure Captions and Tables
Chapter I
Fig. 5.1 A Wigner-seitz microcell. The interiot of the soccer ball shape is fluid
and the rest is solid. The mean flow is shown in the x-direction.
Fig. 6.1 The computational domain for Wigner-Seitz grain and the porosity values
for several ratios of b/h.
Fig. 6.2 The unit cell volume average of the solid stresses.
Fig. 6.3 The average of solid stresses over the solid phase volume f,.
Fig. 6.4 The macroscale elastic coefficients a, all, arli and the anisotropy factor
PLo/I -
Fig. 6.5 The macroscale coefficients a' = ?', ,i, '/3 and -(~.
Fig. 6.6 Computed permeability for Wigner-Seitz grains (Sun and Mei, 1993) in
black diamond and the comparison with the empirical Kozeny-Carman formula in
open diamond.
Fig. 7.1 The critical Rayleigh numbers by linear stability theory for combinations
of upper/lower boundary conditions (after Jones and Persichetti, 1986). The dashed
curve is by the energy stability theory for impermeable/impermeable boundary
conditions (after Homsy and Sherwood, 1976).
Fig. 7.2 A poroelastic layer subject to pumping rate U per unit length through a
small sink at the bottom.
Fig. 7.3 Comparison of the numerical and analytical solutions of temperature for
rigid medium with Ra = 1 and Pe* = 5.
Fig. 7.4 Time variations of the temperature 0, pressure p and vertical displacement
w at different depths for the reference state with Ra = 1, Pe* = 1, b = 1 and
T,/Td = 1.
Fig. 7.5 Depth variations of p, and wU at discrete times for the reference state.
Fig. 7.6 Time variations of the temperature 0, pressure p and vertical displacement
w at different depths with Ra = 10, Pe* = 1, b = 10 and Tc/Td = 0.1.
Fig. 7.7 Depth variations of p, 0 and tv at discrete times for with Ra = 10, Pe' = 1,
b = 10 and TC/Td = 0.1.
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Fig. 7.8 Time variations of the temperature 8, pressure p and vertical displacement
w at different depths with Ra = 20, Pe' = 1, b = 20 and Tc/Td = 0.05.
Fig. 7.9 Depth variations of p, e and w at discrete times for with Ra = 20, Pe' = 1,
b = 20 and Tc/Td = 0.05.
Fig. 7.10 Time variations of the temperature , pressure p and vertical displace-
ment w at different depths with Ra = 30, Pe' = 1, b = 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.11 Depth variations of p, and to at discrete times for with Ra = 30,
Pe' = 1, b = 30 and T/ITd = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.12 Time variations of the temperature 8, pressure p and vertical displace-
ment w at different depths with Ra = 10, Pe' = 0.1, b = 100 and Tc/Td = 0.1.
Fig. 7.13 Time variations of the temperature , pressure p and vertical displace-
ment to at different depths with Ra = 10, Pe* = 5, b = 2 and T¢/Td = 0.1.
Fig. 7.14 Time variations of the temperature , pressure p and vertical displace-
ment w at different depths with Ra = 10, Pe* = 10, b = 1 and Tc/Td = 0.1.
Fig. 7.15(a) Comparison of numerical solutions for Az = 0.1 (solid line) and
Az = 0.05 (dotted line) with At = 0.1 and N = 6.4. The parameters are Ra = 5,
Pe* = 1, b = 5 and T¢/Td = 0.2.
Fig. 7.15(b) Comparison of numerical solutions for At = 0.0429 (solid line) and
AX = 0.05 (dotted line) with Az = 0.1 and ZN = 4.5. For parameters see the
caption of Fig. 7.15(a).
Fig. 7.15(c) Comparison of numerical solutions for zN = 6.4 (solid line) and
ZN = 4.5 (dotted line) with At = 0.05 and Az = 0.1 For parameters see the
caption of Fig. 7.15(a).
Fig. 7.16 Contour plots of (a) p(z,z), (b) O(x,z), (c) w(z,z), and (d) u(,z) at
discrete times for the reference state with Ra = 1, Pe* = 1, b = 1 and Tc/Td = 1.
Fig. 7.17 Vector plot of Darcy velocity (u) - n'vu/Ot at t=0.01, 0.1 and 1 for the
reference state.
Fig. 7.18 Horizontal variation of (a) w(z,z = 1) and (b) u(z,z = 1) at discrete
times for the reference state.
Fig. 7.19 Contour plots of (a) p(z,z), (b) (z,z), (c) to(z,z), and (d) u(z,z) at
discrete times for Ra = 10, Pe* = 1, b = 10 and Tc/Td = 0.1.
Fig. 7.20 Horizontal variation of (a) w(z, z = 1) and (b) u(z,z = 1) at discrete
times for Ra = 10, Pe* = 1, b = 10 and Tc/Td = 0.1.
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Fig. 7.21(a) Contour plot of the pressure distribution p(z, z) at discrete times for
Ra = 20, Pe' = 1, b = 20 and Tc/Td = 0.05.
Fig. 7.21(b) Contour plot of the temperature distribution O(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 20, Pe' = 1, b = 20 and Tc/Td = 0.05.
Fig. 7.21(c) Contour plot of the vertical displacement w(z,z) at discrete times
for Ra = 20, Pe' = 1, b = 20 and T/Td = 0.05.
Fig. 7.21(d) Contour plot of the horizontal displacement u(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 20, Pe' = 1, b = 20 and T¢/Td = 0.05.
Fig. 7.22 Vector plot of Darcy velocity (u) - n'v/t at t=0.01, 0.1 and 1 for
Ra = 20, Pe* = 1, b = 20 and T/Td = 0.05.
Fig. 7.23 Horizontal variation of (a) w(z,z = 1) and (b) u(z,z = 1) at discrete
times for Ra = 20, Pe* = 1, b = 20 and Tc/Td = 0.05.
Fig. 7.24(a) Contour plot of the pressure distribution p(z, z) at discrete times for
Ra = 30, Pe' = 1, b = 30 and T¢/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.24(b) Contour plot of the temperature distribution O(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe* = 1, b = 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.24(c) Contour plot of the vertical displacement w(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe' = 1, b = 30 and T¢/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.24(d) Contour plot of the horizontal displacement u(x, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe* = 1, b = 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.25 Vector plot of Darcy velocity (u) - n'Ov/t at t=0.01, 0.1 and 1 for
Ra = 30, Pe* = 1, b = 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.26 Horizontal variation of (a) w(z,z = 1) and (b) u(z,z = 1) at discrete
times for Ra = 30, Pe' = 1, b = 30 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.27(a) Contour plot of the pressure distribution p(z, z) at discrete times for
Ra = 30, Pe' = 0.1, b = 300 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.27(b) Contour plot of the pressure distribution p(z, z) at discrete times for
Ra = 30, Pe' = 10, b = 3 and T/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.28(a) Contour plot of the temperature distribution O(x, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe' = 0.1, b = 300 and T¢/Td = 0.0333.
Fig. 7.28(b) Contour plot of the temperature distribution O(z, z) at discrete times
for Ra = 30, Pe' = 10, b = 3 and Tc/Td = 0.0333.
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Fig. 7.29 Vector plot of Darcy velocity (u) - n'Ov/Ot at steady state fro (a)
Ra = 30, Pe' = 0.1 ; (b) Ra = 30, Pe' = 1 and (c) Ra = 30, Pe' = 10.
Fig. 7.30 Horizontal variation of (a) w(z,z = 1) and (b) u(z,z = 1) at steady
state for Pe*=0.1, 1 and 10 with Ra = 30.
Chapter II
Fig. 5.1 A periodically stratified layers on the mesoscale. The periodic length is
I' in z:-direction.
Fig. 6.1 A periodic medium with two layers on the mesoscale '.
Fig. 6.2 The elastic coefficients a"..., a" and a"zz and thermal moduli (B"),z
and (/"),,.
Fig. 6.3 The coefficients a", ac, y, y, ' and 4".
Appendices
Fig. C.1 A Wigner-Seitz microcell with three planes of symmetry. THe region
inside the solid-lined shape is the solid phase.
Fig. C.2 The boundary value problems defined by (C.2a-d) and the schematic of
the traction forces on the interface.
Fig. C.3 A rotational coordinate transformation from (z,y, z) to (A,!yA,ZA).
Fig. C.4 Another coordinate transformation from (, y, z) to (B, YB, ZB).
Fig. C.5 (a) The fluid region in the microcell defined in XYZ-coordinates and
typical velocity components at points symmetric about X = 0, Y = 0 and Z = 0
planes, and (b) the symmetry relations for Ki, (i = z, y, z) in sectors A, D, E and
H.
Fig. C.6 Fluid velocity components in symmetric sectors (a) ki v due to op( °)/OY'
and (b) k, due to p()/OZ'.
Fig. C.7 The heat flux boundary condition on the interface with distributed heat
source of strength (Mrm - m)Nf .
Fig. C.8 The distribution of heat source on the interface for (a) Af and A', (b)
Af and A;, and (c) Af and A'.
Fig. D.1 The symmetry relations for 9b, its derivatives and the stresses at the
points located symmetrically about the planes y = 0 and z = 0. The superscripts
'zz' have been omitted.
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Fig. D.2 The symmetry relations for O!v its derivatives and the stresses at the
points located symmetrically about the planes y = 0 and z = 0. The superscripts
'zy' have been omitted.
Tables
Chapter I
Table 2.1 Typical values of Z) and K for some common soils.
Table 6.1 Numbers of nodes and elements for four types of meshes(n'=0.5).
Table 6.2 Computed values of stresses, their convergence and the extrapolation.
Table 6.3 Elastic constants of cubic crystals (after Cottrell (1964)).
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Appendix A. A Posteriori Check of the Omitted Terms.
In the beginning(§2), several unimportant terms were neglected from the outset
to simplify the equations. We now justify the omission by comparing those terms
to the most dominant terms in the governing equations. For later reference in Part
III where thermal dispersion is important, we also make some remarks on the case
with Pe = 0(1).
Conservation of mass in the fluid which accounts density variation reads
I lp! 1
-- + --1 Vp + V u = 0 (A.1)
p Oat p!
In order to incorporate density change due to pressure variation, we use the more
general equation of state for the pore fluid so that (2.4) is written
Pf - po( ) Pf - po(Z) -PT + p (A.2)
- A ( = -fiTf + $PP (A.2)
where PT and pp are the thermal expansion coefficient and the compressibility of
fluid. Typically PT = 0(10-4°C-1) and fp = 0(10-l°m 2/N). Substituting (A.2)
into (A.1) we obtain
(-T f + ppP + (-TVO + pVp) + V U = 0 (A.3)
by using the scales estimated in §2.1.
Comparing to the last term, the importance of the first term is
flPoo /V. U L PTO = EPT(Iat * UT p t
The density change due to temperature variation is small and was already assumed
to be PTO' < 0(e), therefore
PT--f /V*  = 0(e2) (A.4)
Similarly the importance of the second term is estimated by using P' = O(eD) and
D < O(10l°N/m2),
P IP3P'Iv Up,T == 62 3p < O(,2) (A.5)a, / .u~ T,
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while the third and fourth terms are simply
U (-PTVf + pPVp)/V U - PETO' + fpP' < O(e) (A.6)
Substituting (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6) into (A.3), the law of mass conservation may
be written in dimensionless variables as
eu * (-V'*; + V'p) + V. * = O(e2) (A.7)
Recall that p(O) and 0(°) are independent of the microscale, so (A.7) becomes
V. *u = 0(E2) (A.8)
Thus use of (2.1.1) is legitimate within the accuracy of O(e) only (cf.(3.22a and b)).
The full momentum equation for fluid is
pf a U Vu = -VP + V + Pf)- +  TOfez - pfIppge. + 3p V(V u) (A.9)
The last two terms are the buoyancy induced by density change due to pressure
variation and the fluid stress due to compression. Consider the following ratios.
pfpg PPg = PfPpg < 0(e3 ) (A.10)Vp P'/I
where pf = 103(kg/m 3 ), g = 10(m/s2) and = 0(10-3m) have been used. Also,
by using (2.1.17),
pV(V.u) =U/2 = = = (e) (A.11)
Vp P'/I P'I =(
where the last equality follows after using (A.8). Therefore terms omitted in (2.1.2)
are at most 0(e3 ) and do not appear.
The full energy equation for fluid is
(pCv), (u- f +u.VO,) = V. (mf .VOf)+ TTf ( + u Vp) +, (A.12)
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where Tf is the absolute temperature and
4 =2 au 2 2\2 a 21
+=2[(1z+ +() -az)] (A.13)
av au2 +aw av2 u aw 2+ ox + i -5 7y z + 8+ -& i(V .)
is the rate of energy dissipation. The second term on the right-hand side of (A.12) is
the compressional work. We examine these terms. For Pe = 0(e) we have T, = Td
(cf.(2.2.2)). So by using Td = t' 2 /af
PTTI L2PTTf P'_ 3TT P't2 2 TTf P'
V (mi· Ve) TdMf O' '2(pC)' (PC) (A.14)
= dPi PTfD = (C 4 )V (Cp)fO'=
where P'/D = 0(e), Cp = 0(103m2/s2°K), T = 0(103°K), V = 0(107 -
108N/m 2) and o' < 0(102 °C) were used. On the other hand, the ratio of the
convective term to the local term in pressure work is
u. Vp UT. U '
a__~ T= = t -= 0(-') (A.15)
at 
and it follows from (A.14) and (A.15) that
/TTU . Vp =0(4) (A.16)
V.(m. V01)
The ratio of viscous dissipation to heat diffusion is
Ad pU2 t2 P UI eut P'
v.(m, (V ) . MVo , Ms' r M -tf a (pCp)' (A17)
e2')
= ePec(C), = 0(e3)
for D = 0(10 8 m 2 /N). It is thus shown from (A.14), (A.15), (A.16) and (A.17) that
the omitted terms in the fluid equation are at most O(e3 ) or less.
In conclusion, all the omitted terms are negligibly small and do not affect the
results obtained in §3.
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Remarks for the case of Pe = 0(1) and Tc/Td = 0(,2)
As will be shown in Part B, if Pe is increased to 0(1) for highly porous
medium,e.g. T/T = (e2), the effect of weak inertia comes into effect in the
momentum conservation at O(e2). Equation (A.11) shows that the omitted terms
are still negligible. Also the ratios in (A.14) and (A.16) become as
3TTf D = 0(e ) (A.18)
V (n M· Ve)
,3TTfJ U VP - = 0(e) (A.19)
V (m . Vol)
Since the energy equation is considered only upto 0(62), the effects of pressure work
and the viscous dissipation are negligibly small.
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Appendix B Compliance Coefficient Tensor baBkh.
Hooke's law in dimensionless form reads
c,? = ajlm elm (B.1)
where em is the strain tensor and aijtm posesses the symmetry property
ajlm = a;ilm = aijm = ai (B.2)
Equation (B.1) may be written
elm = bmijoij (B.3)
where blmij is the compliance tensor.
Multiply (B.1) by ba;j to get
b/3jija* = b,pija jmejm (B.4)
For (B.4) to be of the form (B.3), we should have
bcjia?'jmelm = e (B.5)
which implies
bapija?,im = atlom (B.6)
Also, since e = epa, (B.5) can be written
bafiija-jtmetm = ea
which gives
bpija jm = 6am6t (B.7)
Adding (B.6) and (B.7), we obtain
ba[3ija jt m =+ .m6 f)
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or using aijtm = atmij
akjhbakr h = (b.bj + bajbi) (B.8)
which is (4.1.20). The relation holds for general anisotropic material which has the
symmetry property (B.2).
As a special case, if the material is isotropic, aijtr can be written as
a~,, = A'Ojtr + I '(bitbjr + ,irjt) (B.9)
Thus
ajtkbakh = A*6ijb3rr + L*(ba3ij + bai/ji) = A6ijba3rr, + 2p*bs'bij (B.10)
Combining (B.8) and (B.10)
Abijba3rr + 2gbcj 3 , = (fai6j + Q,6,i)
If a contraction is made by setting i = j, we obtain
barr = 3A + 2" (B.11),Or * + 2*
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Appendix C. Symmetry of Constitutive Coefficients for Cubic Array of
Wigner-Seits Grains.
In this Appendix, the reduction of the macroscale constitutive coefficients for
the Wigner-Seitz microcell of Fig. 5.1 is shown by making use of symmetry prop-
erties of the solutions of the microcell boundary value problems. For convenience,
Fig. 5.1 is reproduced in Fig. C.1.
C.1 A Model of Microcell Geometry.
As a specific model of microcell, we consider the Wigner-Seitz cell depicted in
Fig C.1. It satisfies the condition of a-periodicity so that the curve dividing fluid
and solid phases on the negative z-face is repeated after a period of length on the
positive z-face and similarly on y- and z-faces. The three planes of symmetry are
z = 0, y = 0 and z = 0.
The solid phase is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. The elastic
coefficients aj l of solid then contain only two independent constants as shown in
(4.1.17). Under isothermal condition, the dimensionless stress-strain relation via
Hooke's law is
|a0' a* a az 0 0 
{ = ayvY* * * 0 0 e0|iy MY /yyz z °ey
se en ) 2~zX~zyy zzz)* = al 0 0 0 ezti trf Xrz (C.1)0'* 2a. 0 0 ezp0'0 sym. 2a;,y, 0 eyz
o':l 2a ez
with the coefficients given by (4.1.18).
C.2 Elastic Coefficients.
Because of (4.1.24) nad (4.1.25) it is only necessary to consider the boundary
value problem for tqS.
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Yx
Fig. C.1 A Wigner-Seits microcell with three planes of symmetry. The region
inside the solid-lined shape is the solid phase.
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I_ _ _
For homogeneous and isotropic solid, equations (4.1.7a), (4.1.8a) and (4.1.9a
and b) become
j[ajpep(Om )l = 0 in n.
a?- ,(6,..b,. + ,,('"))N = on r()6a3jpq(pme n  epg(q^f))N; = 0 on (o) (C.2a - d)
nm" is a-periodic on r,
(mn) = o
The boundary r, is the solid phase part of the cell boundary OA of the microcell(l =
fUQfl.) so that across r, the solid phase fl, is extended to the neighboring cell(Fig
C.1).
It is readily seen that ""mn is a solution of elastistatic problem for a grain
acted on by prescribed surface traction on the interface r(0). The fl-periodicity
condition gives constraints on n as well as associated strains and stresses on
r,. The boundary value problem (C.2a-c) has unique solution up to a microscale
independent constant which can be ignored by absorbing it into v(°)(cf.(3.1.13))
because it corresponds to rigid body motion.
By definition, we have(cf.(3.3.3))
V( )(z,z',t) j((O)) - ,7r(0) - oi(°)
= ~4,jkj(,v(o)) -_ 7ip(O) o(eo = .j, ej.(v(O)) - .ip(O) - io(O)
due to symmetry ek = ebj, which depends only on the macroscale coordinates z',
it follows that bkL are symmetric with respect to the interchange of j and k. Hence
there are six different vectors in Obk ,e.g.
{#3Z} {#Y1} {4Z} {+2} {+ } and {, }
where i = z,y, z. The boundary value problem for these vector quantities are
summarized in Fig C.2 in which spheres are used instead of Wigner-Seitz grains
for graphical clarity. For computations the whole sphere is divided into 8 equal
sectors which are specified as A(z > O,y > 0), B(z < O,y > 0), C(z < O,y < 0)
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(a) j;-
i ij(+S')=~O in fl.
TJ =-a?2Ni on r
T = -a*,,,N, = -Ni. - .
T, =-a* N. =- (l+)(l-2.) NVY, =
r, = -,,,N, = -(1+V)(1-2.)N
(b) "
7, ;oij(t ) = O in Ql,
Tj =-aijyNi on r
=-a* NZ= - (1+V)(1-2V) N
T, = -ayN = --(l+v)(1 -2,)
z
x Y
A
(c) O4z
a j(r4p) = 0 in Q,
Tj =-a3.Ni on r
T, = -azzN, = -Vi)(1_-2) NZ
T, = -ar,, , N, = - I-Vz2,=S -aSZZNZ =-(1+V)(1-2y)N 2
x Y
Fig. C.2 The boundary value problems defined by (C.2a-d) and the schematic of
the traction forces on the interface.
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!
(d) qt
o9i ii(O) = 0
Tj = -atijxNs
T = -a vmvN ,
T =o
in .
on r
= - 21+. 1,
(e) 4L
a ii t ) = in Ql.
= -a N on r
T, =o
Tv - a4yZ N3 = N3
=-a/zzN, = - -N
-- 
--/¥2 lT~ Nv
(f) 'frt
ak ij(~Z) = 
Tj = -az.pNi
TX = -azzzN,
TV = 
T = -* N$Z- XZZZX
in .
on r
' 
N z
= - 2(1+N)
= 2(+1.'
Fig. C.2 (Continued.)
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z
x y
x y
z
I Y
and D(z > O,y < O) in the upper hemisphere (z < 0) and E(z < O,y > 0),
F(z < O,y > 0), G(z < O,y < 0) and H(z > 0, y < O0) in the lower hemisphere
(z < O0). The loading condition (C.2b) at some typical points on the interface r(0)
is sketched in Fig C.2.
C.2.1 Coefficients atjm
.
By using the symmetry properties of oJn , the elastic coefficients aij,, are
shown to have cubic symmetry and to be describable by only three distinct coeffi-
cients.
From (4.1.3a) we have for homogeneous and isotropic grains
amn = (1- n')a + (°I( (C.3)
where
(,ij(mn)) = al pq(epq (mn))
a oqmn(am amn (C.4)
= I a a +
is the stress due to deformation Xl'n inside fl. and epq( "mn) is the strain tensor.
In the study of crystalline structures(Love(1944), Lekhnitskii(1963)), the cubic
symmetry is the consequence of having three planes of symmetry and also 90-degree
rotational symmetry about the three axes. We shall first exploit the rotational
symmetry to reduce 21 coefficients of am to 7 constants and then the three
planes of symmetry to further reduce to 3 constants.
Let us consider a coordinate transformation from (z,y,z) to (zA,yA, zA), as
shown in Fig C.3. The transformation matrix from (z,y, z) to (zA, yA, zA) is then
given by
Aiji = ei e [ 1 0 0 (C.5)
The unit vectors ei and et are along zi-axis and z4-axis(i, j = 1, 2, 3) respectively.
The new axis system zAyAzA is obtained by rotating first the zyz frame 90 degrees
counterclockwise about the z-axis and then about the y-axis in the same manner.
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Notice that A, A and zA axes are the result of 90 degree rotation of z, y and
z axes about the three axes z, and y respectively. Therefore the properties
associated with three axes of rotational symmetry can be found by the use of the
transformation in Fig C.3.
The tensor quantity in (C.4) defined in xyz-frame, when expressed by variables
in zAyAzA frame, should obey the law of transformation
j(mn ) = 1 a + 
= AieAjfAkgAtha * fghA AtbAmcAnd (aA+ d ')
2 A a(C.6)
= AieAjfAmcAnd(AgkAka)(AlAlb)afh 12 ( acd + cdb (6)
1 alcd 81 pcd
A A A __l___ ______)
= AiAjfAmcAnda*fgh A + zh 
where the property of transformation matrix
AgTAA = A'Ako = (C.7)
has been used. In (C.6), 1 pcd is the displacement component along z A direction
corresponding to the macroscopic strain tensor e'd = (,OV()/OXA ' + V() / OZA d)/ 2,
when the deformation field Xmn defined in yz-frame is viewed from zAyAzA-frame.
The elastic coefficient a*Af has been replaced by ag h because of the isotropy
of the solid phase. In view of this, the symmetry property of ajmn in (C.3) is
determined by that of (aiy(Omn)), which we now examine for the special form of
Aij given by (C.5).
The symmetry relations (4.1.5a and b) reduce 36 coefficients to 21 which may
be summarized conveniently in the following matrix form.
azz azy a'zzz 2a' 2a'Zy 2 aZ2 :
a'y ayy.z 2ayyzy 2a' z 2ayz
sym . % 2a,= 2a ,z y, 2 I .d Z zza (C.8)aijm n y. 2a' 2a 2a
one-half of 2az 2ayz
upper right 2azz2
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pyA 
I
-I
x
zA
y
Fig. C.3 A rotational coordinate transformation from (z,y, z) to (zA, yA, zA).
z
Y
vBx
ZI J
F
Fig. C.4 Another coordinate transformation from (, y, z) to (B, yB, zB).
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Consider the coefficients in the upper left part of (C.8). If i = j = m = n = y, it
follows from (C.6), (C.5) and the transformation matrix Aij in Fig C.3, that
0V(1Y -) = ahgh ( + azh ) (C.9)
The loading condition for 01Y" in Fig C.2(b), when viewed from the zAyAzA co-
ordinates (drawn with broken lines in Fig C.2(b)), is identical to that for FE in
Fig C.2(a). Then the displacement components 4' resulting from the loading in
Fig C.2(b) in zAyAzA coordinates must be equal to Of' of Fig C.2(a). Therefore
equation (C.9) becomes
QY'y(0Y) = azzgh 2(ah + a; ) = zz(o() (C.10)
If i j = m = n = z is chosen in (C.6), we have
aZr(+ L) = Gyy9h 2 -aZa + aA)
It is again readily observed that the displacement ?bY under the loading in Fig
C.2(c) when viewed from mxAyAzA coordinates is the same as Ob? of Fig C.2(b).
Thus
o',("ZZ) = o,(YY) (C.11)
Combining (C.10) and (C.11)
oazz( k) = oay(OYY) = o,,(¢"Z) (C.12)
so that the diagonal elements in the upper left of (C.10) are identical.
On the other hand, if i = j = and m = n = z in (C.6), it follows that
,,('z") = azz:h9h(f) = Zheh(Y") = 0.-(YY) = a.(Zz) (C.13)
Similarly, for i j z and m = n = y, we have
azz(O") = aZghe9h(b)) = (,#,(t) = a.Z( ZZ) (C.14)
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From (C.13) and (C.14), we obtain
ZZ(b") = ;y(,"Z) = ozz(Z) (C.15)
which shows that the off-diagonal terms in the upper left of (C.8) are equal.
We now consider the elements in the lower right of (C.8). For i = z, j = y,
m = z, and n = y, (C.6) gives
Qrzy(t) - a3,ghega("L ) = a'egh1(OZ) = oa*g)( ) (C.16)
Also, for i = z, j = z, m = z, and n = z, we have
Z(0"Z) = ayvgheh(bz') = a*ygaeh(4,Y) = ay,(4 ") (C.17)
If (ijmn) are further chosen as (zyyz) and (zzzy), (C.6) becomes
u2.y(YIZ) = azgegh(O"Y) = azgheg(t 2Y) = (, ) (C8)
azo(OY) = a' 9gegh(O = a geg(z heh( ) = yZ( )
Combining (C.16) and (C.18)
OC(4ZY) = Oy_ (OYZ) = O..Z(z )
(C.19)
oZl(Oyz) = Oy-z(OZ) = oZD(O i)
so that the lower part of (C.8) reduces to two constants, diagonal and off-diagonal
ones.
As the final use of the transformation matrix Aij of (C.5), consider the elements
in the upper right part of (C.8). Replacement of ib by in the following lines
comes, the same as above, from the inspection of displacement components jO in the
zAyAzA-coordinates and the comparison of them with 4 in the zyz-coordinates.
(ijmn)
MZZy OzP(OY) = a=gjegh(,Z) = oL(O )
zzzx OZ.(Oz) = 4at1 he9h(O,') = yy(O(z)
Xzyz .(yX) = a,ghegh(4") = a,(O"Y)
zzZy aS(OY) = ayghe9g(OZ) = yy(Oz)
XzZ; 'aZ(~Z') = a.gheh(O ' ) = a,,(O")
ZZyZ bL(Or ) = aYg!egh(o+,) = .yys(,Y)
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from which the relationships among the elements in the upper right of (C.8) follow
as
Qz2("ZY) = ys(OYP) = O (!Z)
0zs(ol) = yy(OZ) = 'X(0 A) (C.20)
azz(OZ1) = yU(#X) = af (4 ,YZ)
In view of (C.12), (C.15), (C.19) and (C.20), it follows from (C.3) that there are
only the following seven coefficients.
az = = a a = a = a a = a .-= = a 
I U I I I I I Ia'y = a = a a'm = a=a y Z = aZzX a Z1 = adz2 = a2 ,
a't =aY =a
(C.21a - g)
So far only the rotational symmetry has been used to establish the relations
in (C.21). In order to exploit the sign and symmetry properties about planes of
symmetry, we consider another coordinate transformation shown in Fig. C.4. The
transformation matrix is then given by
0 0 1'
Bij = ei = 0 1 0 (C.22)
-1 0 0
We apply (C.22) to the coefficients in (C.21d-g). In the following, the use of different
symbol b for displacement component in the transformed frame is omitted. In
the procedure leading to (C.21), by inspection of b in the transformed frame and
comparison with those in the initial frame, the equivalence has been shown. It
should be noted that the equivalence is strictly the consequence of the geometric
symmetry of the cell in a cube. From a' zyy we have
a#vv, = BaiByjBypBzqaijpq = -a', = -az ,
so that
ayy =0 (c.23)
.TV
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Similarly, after using (C.21g), we have from (C.21e)
I Ia =a =a'zzy ='Vz -a' zzz
=I-azI. I ~~,333 (C.24)
aYYY =a = a.
Thus
atzaz = al =0 (C.25)
Also, it follows from (C.21f) that
al, = ' = -azzz (C.26)
Therefore the coefficients in the last four groups of (C.21d-g) all vanish.
I I IaZYy = ay z = 0
azzzy = ayyyz - a' zz- (C.27)
azz = ayyzz = a = 0Xzzyr YYXz r zy
azzz =a =a yz = 
From (C.21), (C.23), (C.25) and (C.27) it follows finally that only three coeffi-
cients remain out of 21 ak for microcell geometries which have three orthogonal
planes of symmetry. Accorddingly the coefficient matrix (C.8) may be written as
al all all
all ai all 0
a'.. - all all al
aijmn j= a ai (C.28)
0 2aiiI
2aiji
where
zz = azzzz(C.29)
all = a, = aII- = a 29)XXVV vyyzz 3322
alil = aY 2 =a,,.Z =aI
Material which has the elastic coefficients as (C.28) with three distinct constants is
said to possess cubic symmetry property(Love(1944), Lekhnitskii(1963)). If further
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the relation (aI - aIl) = 2aI holds, the material is called isotropic and there are
only two independent coefficients.
C.2.2 Coefficients aj and (t)ij
The coefficients alj and ()ij are now expressed in terms of aijmn by examining
all subscripts i and j.
From (4.1.24) we have
I
taC' = 1- appz z = 1 -
3A* + 2'
a + 2aII
3A* + 2p*
Similarly, if i = j = y or i = j = z,
= apqij
3A* + 21L*
I (a + + 3A' + 2' ( yz% + a.. )
, appyy ai +2aIIacV = = 1 - 1 -3A* + 2p' 3A* + 2p*
t apPzz ai + 2alIcz = - app =+ 2
3A* + 2* 3A* + 2p*
Off-diagonal terms are as follows. If i = x and j = y,
= appzy =o
OtI --- aPPZY 0zy =3A* + 2p*-
since a'. = aY = 0(cf.(C.27)). For i = , j = z and i = y, j = z we
also have
_ ppzz
zz 3A* + 2p*
Combining all these we obtain
=0, ata',, = t =PYZ=0avz 3A*+2p*
1 0
atj = 0 1
0 
a' = 1 - (ai + 2a1i)/(3A* + 2A*)
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a't
O/·j = 6i - apqij q
I - 3A* 2*
Ifi = j = ,
(C.30)
where
0
0
1
(C.31)
(C.32)
The thermal modulus (4.1.25) is written
(3z),i = 33A*+ s (C.33)3;~ + 2.
On comparison of (C.33) with (C.30), we readily obtain
1 0 
(f)ij = 0 1 0 (C.34)
where
8 = p*(aI + 2ani)/(3A' + 2i') (C.35)
It is shown again(for cubic symmetry) that, if aj and ajr are determined, acj and
(,3')ij are given by (C.32) and (C.35) without solving the cell problems fro and (
in (4.1.7) to (4.1.9). The total number of independent coefficients in the governing
equations (4.1.1) to (4.1.3) is therefore the following three:
'= ala = (1 - n')a'... + (o,.(O))
arl = a = (1 - n')a*,,, + (yy(O")) (C.36)
ail = a, ,,,= (1- n')a 2,,, + (,,(," ))
In view of this, it is only necessary to solve the problems for j " and Oj"; of Fig
C.2(a) and (b). Finally we remark that both and (i)ij are diagonal with same
constant and therefore are isotropic.
C.2.3 Coefficients j, (3 and a
Obviously, from (4.1.26) and (C.31), 7' becomes
10 0]
7j = a'Siji= ' 1 0 (C.37)
0 1
and is issotropic. Since appjj in (4.1.27) is the sum of the elements in the upper left
corner of (C.28),e.g.
appj = 3(a + ar)
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it follows from (4.1.27) and (4.1.28) that
r 3A + 2'* [1-- 3a, + 2a' J > (C.38)
and from (4.1.31) and (4.1.32) that
+P [ n' as + 2alaZ = -3g-- + 1 [1n 3A + 2 ' ] <° (C.39)
The coefficients 7ij, fi and C also have been expressed in terms of only al and ali.
C.3 Permeability k1j (Symmetry and Isotropy).
Before examining the symmetry properties of kij, we note that kij is the
fluid velocity along zi-direction inside a microcell when the externally imposed
macroscale pressure gradient is in z-direction. Hence the second index j may be
regarded as given. For an arbitrary direction of V'p( °), the resultant velocity field
kij can be determined in view of linearity of the Stokes problem (3.3.20a-d), by
linearly superposing the velocity components due to each j-th component of V'p().
The symmetry properties of kii in the fluid phase can be obtained as follows.
As an example, ki.(i = x,y,z) only will be examined. Extensions to ki, and kix
are straightforward.
We first show that the geometry of the fluid phase in the microcell is identical
to that of the solid phase. Consider the cube defined by 0 < z < 0.51, 0 < y < 0.51
and 0 < z < 0.51 in Fig C.1. The geometry of the fluid region in that cube is the
same as the solid phase in the cube defined by -0.51 < z < 0, -0.51 < y < 0 and
-0.51 < z < 0 in Fig C.1. This is also true in y and z directions. If we define new
Cartesian coordinates X = z- , = - and Z = z - , the new -cell defined
by-2 < X < 2-,t < < t, and-t < Z < is identical to that shown in
Fig C.1 except that the inside of the solidlined shape of Fig C.1 is now occupied
by fluid. So the coordinates z, y, z in Fig C.1 can be replaced by X, Y, Z and the
flow field driven by an external pressure gradient in X-direction can be analyzed
by looking at the inside of the new cell geometry (Fig C.5).
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From (3.3.19a) we have for ap(°)/8X', after omitting the buoyancy,
U,= - kiz (C.40)
e used to d note the sectors in Fig C a Since
The same symbols A through H are used to denote the sectors in Fig C.5(a). Since
the sectors A(X > O,Y > 0, Z > 0) and D(X > 0,Y < 0, Z > 0) are symmetric
about the plane Y = 0, the fluid velocities at any two points located symmetrically
about Y = 0 (i.e. P1 and P2 in Fig C.5(a)) must be related by
k,, p1 = kLp,, k, IP -. =-kZ p,, kp 1 = kzz Ip, (C.41)
which are shown by arrows parallel to X, Y and Z at P and P2. Similarly at
points P1 and P3 in sectors A and E (X > 0, Y > 0, Z < 0) because of the
geometric symmetry about Z = 0 plane, it follows that
kzZ IP = kZZp,, kyz lp = kyzIp, k Ip = -k,.lp, (C.42)
as shown in Fig C.5(a). Similar relations among other sectors are also shown in Fig
C.5(a). The sign relations are summarized in Fig C.5(b) for sectors A, D, E and
H.
Employing the same symmetry arguments, the velocity fields kiy and k in-
deuced by Op(°)/OY' and Op(°)/OZ' respectively can be related among sectors.
These are summarized schematically in Fig C.6 (a) and (b) using arrows.
Consider the rotational coordinate transformation of Fig C.3 again. Using the
transformation matrix of (C.5) the permeability in zyz-frame is related to k in
zAyAA-frame by
kij = AAjq k (C.43)
If i = j = z, (C.43) becomes
kz = AA,qz
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zY
H
(a)
Z
kxx -kyx kzx
D
H
kxx -kyx -kzx
(b)
Fig. C.5 (a) The fluid region in the microcell defined in XYZ-coordinates and
typical velocity components at points symmetric about X = 0, Y = 0 and Z = 0
planes, and (b) the symmetry relations for Ki, (i = z, y, z) in sectors A, D, E and
H.
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kxx kyx kzy
A
E
Y
kxx kyx -kzx
- w
I I
i...._
zY
I
z
y
I.
Fig. C.6 Fluid velocity components in symmetric sectors (a) ki, due to Op()/OY'
and (b) k, due to ap(o)/oz'.
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Since the flow field of Fig C.5(a) driven by ap()/OX' is, when viewed from zAyAzA -
frame, identical to that of Fig C.6(b) driven by Op(0)/OZ', we have kA = k,.. Thus
(k2.) = (k.e) (C.44)
Similarly, if i = j = y, (C.43) gives
(kyy) = AypAyq(kq) = (k (C.45)
On the other hand, if i = y, j = x and i = z, j = z, we obtain
(ky.) = AypAq(kAq) = (k = (k)C46
(kz,) = AzpAzq(kA) = (kA) = (kz)
But it is seen in Fig C.5(b) that k,, cancels between sectors A and D and E and
H and k,. cancels between sectors A and E and D and H. Therefore
(ky:) = (kyz) = (k.z) (C.47)
and the permeability tensor is finally reduced to the following isotropic form
kj = k' 0 1 0 k' = (k..) = (,) = (k..) = 0 (C.48)
0 110 1]
for the special cell geometry chosen which has three orthogonal planes of symmetry.
C.4 Thermal Conductivity mj (Symmetry and Isotropy).
For homogeneous and isotropic fluid and solid (mf)ij = mf6ij and (m,)ij =
m6,ij. Then (4.3.1a-d) become
02A
= M at in nf
0 = Mm 8 in .(9ziox:j (C.49a - d)
Af = A on r(0)
m;a - a Mt)m " Ni = (Mrm - m;)N on r(0)
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The boundary condition (C.49d) may be written as
m4 ! -N! + Mrm a.- N = (Mrm - m)Nf (C.50)
where Nf and N' are the outward unit normal vectors on r(0) from the fluid and
solid phases respectively. Equation (C.50) states that there is a known distribution
of heat source on r(o)(see Fig. C.7).
The distribution of heat source on the interface is shown in Fig. C.8(a)-(c) for
= z,y,z at some typical points on r(0) in the sectors. The sign of distributed
heat source on r(0) is determined by that of Nf on the right-hand side of (C.50),
assuming that the multiplying factor (Mm: - m;) is positive, the distribution
is denoted in accordance with Nf on the interface. For graphical cconvenience,
the sphere is used again. The designation of sectors A for solid and fluid are the
corresponding phase portions inside the small cube bounded by 0 < z < 1/2,
0 < y < 1/2 and 0 < z < 1/2.
We rewrite m in (3.4.15b) for isotropic grains. after using the Gauss theorem
and l-periodicity,
m1 = O(() () + i) + Mr((m:)il (6j + OA;)
= (n'm + (1 - n')Mm )bij + n O d + Ma' df Oi Oxi
= mMi + (; AIN( + Mrm J ) AjNtdS
(C.51)
where
= n'm; + (1 - n')Mm (C.52)
The rotational coordinate transformation of Fig. C.3 is used again here. Denoting
variables defined in zAyAzA-frame with superscript 'A', (C.51) becomes
m = ipA ,Ajq6pq + AipAijq in jq pN d + Mrm:' (A.))dS
(C.53)
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f 8A Nfm t
W~i rfhl
Distributed
heat source with
strength (Mr mS -m f )Nf
INS
Fig. C.7 The heat flux boundary condition on the interface with distributed heat
source of strength (Mm' - mf)Nf.
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Fl
If i = j = y, (C.53) gives, after using Aij (C.5),
(0) ()(C.4)m' = +- jm1 m;| (ANI)AdS+ Mm | (A:N) dSI (.54)
From Fig. C.8(b) it is seen that the heat source distribution on r(0), when viewed
from zAyAzA-frame, is identical to that for Af and Al of Fig. C.8(a) and thus
(C.54) gives
I I
myy =mz
Similarly, if i = j = z is chosen, it readily follows from (C.53) that
I =m 2 2z m
Therefoer we have
ma. = m' = mm (C.55)
On the other hand, if i = z, j = y and i = y, j = z are chosen, it can be shown by
the same reasoning that
m' =m' =m' (C.56)
The symmetric thermal conductivity tensor mi is thus reduced to two distinct
components.
In order to make use of reflectional symmetry among the sectors, we use the
transformation matrix (C.22). Note that the direct application of the transforma-
tion matrix is valid because of hte cubic symmetry of the cell geometry. It readily
follows that
m = BBm = --mz = -m' (C.57)
Thus the coefficients in (C.56) vanish.
Combining (C.55), (C.56) and (C.57) we finally obtain the following isotropic
effective thermal conductivity tensor for a cell geometry with three planes of sym-
metry
10 0
m =m' 1 0 (C.58)
0 0 1
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where
m' =m3 =m =m=n ( NAfNf fd + Mrm A,N dS)a\J z () JF(o)
(C.59)
Thus it is only necessary to solve for only one component of Af(I = ,y,z) and
Al(I = z, y, z) to determine the thermal conductivity tensor.
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(a) Af
mI Nf +Mm' N,
= (MrmJ -mf)Nf
x
(b) A,f
mfOAjN! +Mrm'O"N?
= (Mrm - m)Nf
(c) Af
m ItNMf +M m,,ANlN
= (Mrm - mf)NI
x
x
Fig. C.8 The distribution of heat source on the interface for (a) Af and A", (b)
Af and A, and (c) Af and A.
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Appendix D. Vanishing of Nonlinear Terms for Microcells with Three
Planes of Symmetry
In this appendix, the vanishing of the coefficients of the nonlinearly coupled
terms is shown for a cubic microcell with three planes of symmetry. Specifically we
show the vanishing of Fjmngh in the equilibrium equation, Jmn, in the consolidation
equation and S$nk in the heat transport equation by making use of coordinate
transformations introduced in Appendix C. Other coefficients are simpler in that
they are related to vector functions and C. Vanishing of those coefficients can be
shown as a special form of Fjmngh, Jimn and Slnk- It is noted that the inspection
of the solutions in the rotated frame and comparison with those in the original
unrotated frame are possible because of the special cubic symmetry of the cell
geometry.
D.1 Vanishing of Fjmngh
From (3.1.13a) after using (3.3.5a), the coefficient Fjmng h becomes
1
Fn'"h = I aijpq (6pm6qn + ep,,(4")) N dS (D.1.1)
where for the purpose of convenience the prime has been omitted and the last
four indices have been placed in the upper right corner. The indices mn and gh
are those of the macroscale strain e'(v(O)). Because of the symmetry property
e'ij(v()) = e(v( 0)), there are only six combinations in mn and gh respectively.
Therefore, in the most general case, F "mngh has 108 coefficients. We arrange the
coefficients into several groups.
Group 1. F m " " (no summation over m or n) in which 'mm' and 'nn' can take
any one from (zz, yy, zz). There are 27 coefficients.
Group 2. FpmCh and F a9hmm (no summation over m). The subscripts 'mm' takes
one of (zz, yy, zz) and the subscripts 'gh' takes one of (zy, yz, zz). There are 54
coefficients.
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Group 3. Fnmn (no summation over m or n). The subscripts 'mn' are chosen
from (zy, yz, zz). There are 9 coefficients.
Group 4. Fn"Oh. The subscripts 'mn' and 'gh' are from (zy, yz, zz) but different
so that there are 18 coefficients.
Vanishing of Finmnn in Group 1.
We shall employ the coordinate transformations considered in Appendix C.
The transformation matrices are given by
0 o 11 0 1-
Ai = e = 1 0 0 ; Bi = e = 0 1 0 (D.1.2a, b)
0 1 -1 0 0
Let us rewrite (D.1.1) in terms of the variables defined in the rotated (zA,yA, za)
frame as follows.
F3rann = AjbAmcAmdAngAnh | aibcd a-i dS
(0.1.3)
+ AjbAmAmdAngAnah | aib, pipq, ( cd) aA NdS
where quantities with overhead bar are defined in the rotated frame. If we choose
mm = zz and nn = zz in (D.1.3) and use (D.1.2a), (D.1.3) becomes
zz = Ajb 1 /(aibzz + aibp,( a ) A (D.1.4)
The overhead bar of the elastic coefficients has been dropped since the coeffi-
cients are invariant under any coordinate transformation for isotropic solid. As
has been shown in Appendix C, the displacement ~z, which is 4UIZ when viewed
from (zA,yA,zA) frame in Fig. C.2(a), is identical to Hfz in Fig. C.2(c). Thus
(D.1.4) readily becomes
F;jzz' = AjbFb'zz (D.1.5)
from which we have
FZ"2 = F'"x, F;g'z = F , F22 = F  Z (D.1.6)
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If mm = yy and nn = yy in (D.1.3), there follows similarly that
FYYY =FZZ, - FYYY = Fzzz FYYYY = Fz2 z
Combinig (D.1.6) and (D.1.7), we have
F:.'" = FYYY
Fyzz = FYYYY
F." = FYYYY
= F.ZZZZ
= FzzzZ
= FZ3 Z3
(D.1.8a - c)
Following the same procedure for
FZZYY _
FZZYY =
mm - nn, we also obtain
FZZ" = F'ZZ
Fzz" = FyYZ
Fy"zz = FYYz
and
F."ZZ = Fzzz = FyZYY
Fvyyz = FZz 3z = F,"'L (D.1.lOa - c)
FYYzz = FZz" = FY
Therefore 27 coefficients in Group 1 have been reduced to 9 coefficients by using
the transformation Aij of (D.1.2a).
We now use the transformation Bij of (D.1.2b). The procedure is the same.
After using Bij, (D.1.3) becomes
Fjm"n = BjbBmcBmdBngBnh , aibcd a X i k(- dS+1 ~i (D.1.11)
+ Bjb,,mcBmdB,,ngBnh Jr aibpqePq(~cd) a k dS
If we apply (D.1.11) with (D.1.2b) to some coefficients in (D.1.8), there follows that
(D.1.12)Fzzz= F ' ", Fzzzz = -FZ3z Fzz -= -F -z
Comparing (D.1.12) with (D.1.8), we have
(i = z,y, z) (D.1.13)
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(D.1.7)
(D.1.9a - c)
FXX" = O
Similarly, use of (D.1.11) in (D.1.9) and (D.1.10) gives
F." vyy = F5L v, FyzV = FZ v,Z, FZYY = -Fz v (D.1.14)
F*' ' = -F:Z "3 , F = = ZZ F = F;ZZ (D.1.15)
Comparing (D.1.14) with (D.1.9) and (D.1.10), we get
F:,,M = F = FY F = _-F (D.1.16)
Also comparing (D.1.15) with (D.1.9) and (D.1.10), we have
Fzz =-Fy'z, FyYY = -F 2,z F =Fz (D.1.17)
Equations (D.1.16) and (D.1.17) show that all coefficients in (D.1.9) and (D.1.10)
vanish,e.g.
F"Y = Fi ' "yzz Fz = Fj-YY  F= ' = 0 (D.1.18)
Therefore all of the 27 coefficients in Group 1 vanish identically.
Vanishing of Fmgh in Group 2.
The coefficients in Group 2 are as follows.
F;2ZZ F'zz Fz
FjvY., FYYZ, FYYzz (D.1.19)
Fxzy, Frzz;Z FjZZ2
In (D.1.19) there are 27 coefficients. If the first and second indices and the third
and fourth indices are switched, there are another set of 27 coefficients. It suffices
to show the vanishing of the coefficients in (D.1.19).
For transformation Aij, (D.1.3) is written for Group 2 as
F" gh = AjbAmcAmdAgrAh.Fbd (D.1.20)
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Let us apply (D.1.20) to the coefficients in (D.1.19). After using Aij of (D.1.2a),
we obtain the following relations.
F:Z'aV = F'ZZZ, F;ZZ"=  FZZZZ F zz = F5ZZ
F:"z' =Fy F, F = F  = F (D.1.21)
F:x=z = FZZ=Z, FxZ3 = Fzz" z, FZ"zz = FZVZ
Fvz¥- = F;zx, FlY;Y = F2 zzz, FZv -Z F
FalYV- = FZ zY FlYZ - F:Z2 'Y, F;YYzL F"
FfYVz = F z F, ZZ F- = z z FYZZ = F
Lbining (D.1.21) and (D.1.22), we have
FzzzY = FyYyY' = FZZ 3z
Fzz- = FYYZ = FZZZ"'
F"z"Y = F y y z" = Fzz'
FxZ Z = FYYZZ = FzY
FyZZ" = FYYZZ = -Fzzz
FZZz = FYYz = Fyz
F,'zZ = FIVZV = FZ'Y
Fzzz- = FYYzy = FZyZ
For = FYYv = Fz
Under the transformation Bij, the coefficient becomes
*zza
zzy
lzyz
:3VZ
(D.1.22)
(D.1.23a - c)
(D.1.24a - c)
(D.1.25a - c)
Fn"gh = BjbBmcBmd BgrBh. Fdrf '1
Applying (D.1.26) to some of the coefficients in (D.1.24), we get
Fazy = _Fzzzzy, Fz = --Fz x
F; = -= -F azy", Fx15 =-_Fzy
Fzy = F t, z' = FZ v
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and
Com
(D.1.26)
(D.1.27)
where the relations (D.1.24a-c) have been used. Thus we have
Fz z s - Fz yz -- FZ y z -= 02 V z (D.1.28)
and the coefficient in (D.1.24) vanish. Similarly if we apply (D.1.26) to (D.1.23)
and (D.1.25), we obtain
F;zzy = F;ZYZ,
FZZ- =- _ FzZ
F 2Z-Z = _FZZZZ
Fz =-F- ,
FS ZZ = F;"',
FZZy Z = _Fzz z
FyZ Zz = Fzzz,
Ftz--= F-zZZY,
Y Z
Fzx = FyZZZ
FZZZ - FZZYZZ
FZZZZ = _FZZZY
F"- = -F
FZZZ =- FzzZY
=-a
(D.1.29a - c)
(D.1.30a - c)
(D.1.31a - c)
It then follows from (D.1.29a) and (D.1.30a) and (D.1.29b) and (D.1.31b) that
FzzZZ -= F zz zy F z zz = F zZ = 0 (D.1.32)
By using (D.1.28) and (D.1.32) in (D.1.23) to (D.1.25), there remains only one
coefficient
F.: (= Y:Y = FZz ( = FYZ-Z(= F"VV = Fz")
-¥ / - =x--vz (D.1.33)
The vanishing of F ' v will be shown by using symmetry and sign relations of
the solutions of the elastostatic problems of Fig. C.2 among the sectors.
We first show the symmetry relations of 4ib and the associated stresses in
Fig. D.1 among the sectors A, D and E. It is readily obtained from Fig. C.2(a).
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Likewise from Fig. C.(d), the symmetry relations of )"v and the associated stresses
are summarized in Fig. D.3. From (D.1.1) the coefficient F2"v is written as
1 1' Y) Oq·C! I V0 ay *
NkdS + |NdS
1 fazzz (YN" + a )I-fN + 'N) d S
+ ?i[r 22)az + ff(03z)aP +XrZ(Ox
+jn j [0 2z(ZaZzO v + ayZ(OZ )Y + 'Z(02
+N MZ ( rt "yz('O*") + "('- (0"
ex 9Y
3) O 3
) Oa NI
m) 8z N]
From Fig. D.1 and D.2, it is shown that the first three lines in (D.1.38) cancel out
between sectors A and D and the last line similarly cancels out between sectors A
and E. Clearly the same kind of cancellation occurs in other sectors. So the coeffi-
cient Fz' "Z v vanishes. Therefore all the coefficients in Group 2 vanish identically.
The vanishing of the coefficients in Groups 3 and 4 can be shown in the same
manner and is omitted here.
D.2 Vanishing of Jjmn
From (3.3.26) the coefficient JJmn becomes
Jmn =1 kii mnNdS
.ruan £0Jr Oa~ck 1dS (D.2.1)
where the second and third indices have been placed in the upper right corner. Since
mn = {zz, yy, zz, zy, yz, zz}, there are 18 coefficients in (D.2.1). We consider first
the case with m = n and apply the transformation relations as follows.
Jmn = AAjAmcAmdJd (D.2.2)
For mm = zz, after using (D.1.2a), we have
JZ -=J: J J =J Jz J2Z - JZZ2 Z - X Z - (D.2.3)
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(D.1.38)
amasy 
Also for mm = yy,
JVY J8a z JYY = JzaI Y - 2 (D.2.4)
Combining (D.2.3) and (D.2.4),
J; = Jz = J=l
JaZ = Jzz = Jul
Z = JzL = Jia
Similarly if we apply the transformation (D.1.2b), we get
J; = BjbBmcBmdJb
(D.2.5a - c)
(D.2.6)
from which we obtain
J = Jz
Jzz = JZZ
:2 z
J;a = Jzz
J a' = JYI l U 
From (D.2.5a and b) and (D.2.7a), we have
Ja _ JaJ; a
Also from (D.2.7b) and (D.2.5)
Jm =- Jzz2x 2 (D.2.9)
Thus the coefficients in (D.2.5) all vanish.
For the coefficients with m $ n, the coordinate transformation is used in the
same manner. After using the transformation matrix Aij in (D.1.2a), we get
Jzy = J-zz =
Jya - Jay
2 -
which gives
, JZ= Jz
y -=JZ
Jay = Jz
S, -J J;
I z -
JY = Jz: = Jy
Jay - J:z = JyI
JY = Jz - JzLJ. 3 1 2 
(D.2.10)
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JZ = _-J
Jzz _ _=Jz
I Jz z
(D.2.7a, b)
, J:'=-J (D.2.8)
Similarly after using the transformation matrix Bij of (D.1.2b), we have
Jay =Jy Jy = -Jy
(D.2.11a, b)
=_ Jay I = jYV
It then follows from (D.2.10) and (D.2.11) that the coefficients in (D.2.10) vanish.
Therefore all of the 18 coefficients in Jjnn vanish.
D.3 Vanishing of S' n
From (3.4.13) for isotropic thermal conductivities on the microscale, the coef-
ficient S'n. becomes
Sn" = [m 7mn ( ) N,dS - Mrm' ( NdS]
a rhaz azj -zi
(D.3.1)
Equation (D.3.1) is of the form (D.2.1),e.g. the indices mn are from O.n and the
other index is for the component of the microscale varying vector Atf'. Therefore
by complete analogy, the same procedure as in §D.2 proves the vanishing of the
coefficients Sn It is omitted here.
In Appendix D, the vanishing of some typical coefficients of the nonlinearly
coupled terms in the macroscale governing equations has been shown for a cubic
microcell geometry with three planes of symmetry. We note that the vanishing of
the coefficients is strictly the consequence of the symmetry of the cell geometry.
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_ A .
42 'x, -PZ,y Ok,z NZ /
Oz z,0z -zY 0 ,z N.z
-
0yz -yy ayZ
,Zz -zy orzz
\ z 'z,z Pz,v I ,z 1V
OY ky,z Oy,v ,yz Ny
Xz ( z 4 zy O, N,
aZz azy azz
yz ayy '7 yz
azz azy OzZ
E Y
2 ·,z Ozy -ozz N,
Oy y,z Oy,y -yz Ny
-oz -z,z -Oz,Y z z -Nz
fzz fiz¥ --fiz
ayz ayy -- yz
-azz -a Z a'ZZ
Fig. D.1 The symmetry relations for 0b, its derivatives and the stresses at the
points located symmetrically about the planes y = 0 and z = 0. The superscripts
'zz' have been omitted.
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+O,a
0¥as
OXz,
Oz,1
1'my
azy
#1,:
0'zz
-O'zz
N.
-Nv
Ns
Ozz
0yz
2zz
z,lV
trzy
Ozy
#xz
azz0*'%
015Z
N,
N1
N,
D IA
-z5
#1,:
- #,2
O'Zz
C0.,
01:z
011
0zy
-#2,5
-#1,5
#5,5
fY55
-Cra,
- Cr.
O'ZZ
Fig. D.2 The symmetry relations for #q1 its derivatives and the stresses at the
points located symmetrically about the planes y = 0 and z = O. The superscripts
'zy' have been omitted.
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Appendix E. Finite Element Approximation for J..
It is customary in the finite element approximation of elasticity problems to
use vectorial form of strains and stresses. The strains are written as
ez2
E 2 = D,{ ) (E.1)
2ey
2ehere 
where o
0 0
80 8
8 0 D= __8:a0Tv- 8z
0 8O a a-
(E.2)
The stress-strain relation then becomes
= Ee (E.3)
where E is the elastic coefficient matrix so that
azz A -Ell E 12 E1 2 0 0 0
av El, Ell 12 0 0 0
E l l 0 0 0
= and E=44 0 0 (E.4)
2ofy, sym. E 44 0
2zX). E44
where
1-v v 1Eli = E12 E44 = (E.5)(1 +v)(1 - 2v)' (1 + v)(1 - 2v)' 2(1 + E
Substituting (E.1) into (E.3), the stress is expressed in terms of the displacement
component vector as
= (ED) (E.6)
The solid region will be discretized by linear tetrahedra. The use of higher
order shape functions only requires minor changes in the shape function. In a linear
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tetrahedron, there are four local nodes 1,2,3 and 4. The nodes are numbered in
such a way that, when viewed from node 4, the nodes 1, 2 and 3 are arranged
counterclockwise. The natural coordinates are defined by
V234P V3 4 1 p V1 2 4P V123P6 = V ' 2= V ' 3= V , = V
where V is the volume of tetrahedron so that they are constrained by the relation
1 + (2 + 6s + 6 = 1 (E.8)
They are also called the volume coordinates.
In the following, we shall use isoparametric formulation,e.g. both the spatial
coordinates and the unknowns are represented by the same shape functions which
depend on the natural coordinates of (E.7).
If we let the shape functions be
N1 = 1, N2 =(2, N3 = 3, N4 = =1-( 1 +3+( 3 ) (E.9)
so that Ni is unity at node i and decreases linearly as P in Fig. E.1 moves away
from node i becoming zero at nodes j 0 i, vector quantity b is approximated in the
linear tetrahedron by
(E.7)
where the shape function
given by
= O =Nq
matrix N and nodal unknown vector q
(E.10)
are respectively
o o N 2 o O
N 0 0 N 2 0
o N1 0 0 N 2
N3 0 0 N4 0 0
o N 3 0 0 N4 0
0 0 N3 0 0 N4
01 = 0 gil Aii1 02 02 02 03 + 4
~·vz vlyvlr 2 ~~, 6 3 , 41
The superscript i in (E.12) denotes the local node number. The total degrees of
freedom in a linear tetrahedral element are then 12.
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N[
N= O
[0
and
(E.11)
(E.12)
The derivatives in the global coordinates zi and in the natural coordinates i
are related by, for a scalar function f,
Vif = [J]Vf = (zy,,z) f j
vf = [J]-'vf = Cof.(J)V = ff
IJI J 
where [J] is the Jacobian matrix and Cof is the cofactor. If we substitute (E.10)
into (E.1) and (E.6), it follows that
= D = 1 DN)' I
a = E = j[E (DN)' 
Fj I
where (DN)' is the matrix given by
(DN)' = matrix
NI,
0
0
N'1,2
0
Nl,2N1,3
0
N',2
0
NI',1
NI, 3
0
0
0
N1, 3
NI, 2
NI,1
N,2,1
0
0
N2, 2
0
NI2,3
0
N2,2
0
N2, 1
N2, 3
0
0
0
NI, 3
0
N2, 2
N2,l
N3, 1
0
0
N3,2
0
NI, 3
0
N3, 2
0
N3,1
NI,N3,3
0
0
N3, 3
0
NI, 2
N3,1
N4,1
0
0
N4,2
0
N4,3
0
0
0
0
0
0
N4,2
N'4,(i.16)
in which N'j = aNi/Oaj is calculated by (E.14).
The functional J, in (6.1.6) for a single element then becomes
2 e ondfl -in Jr. qnTndS
1 DN ]TE [(DN)).n] Jldf- - (Nqn)nT. dS
(E.17)
where dfle = d(1d. 2ds3. If (E.17) is summed over the elements, we get
M
n=1
M
(J= ( knn - OT Qn)
n=l
(E.18)
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or
(E.14)
(J.)n =
nS
(E.13)
kim.10)
where
kn = (DN)'E (DN)' 41424
(E.19)
Qn = NTTndS
are the element stiffness matrix and the traction force vector(on r) respectively.
Finally by taking the variation of (E.18), we obtain
Koq(o) = Q, (E.20)
which is (6.3.1) and K,, q and QO are given in (6.3.2). It is a system of algebraic
equations for the nodal degrees of freedom O/i for xz = z, y, z and i = 1, 2, * , ANt,
where Nt is the total number of nodes.
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Appendix F. Lapwood Theory of Linear Stability in a Horisontal Porous
Layer with Vertical Temperature Gradient.
For convenience of reference we outline Lapwood theory here. At the initial
state, the pore fluid is at rest and the temperature T(z) is linear in z. But in the
case of through flow which will be mentioned at the end, O(z)/az varies with z.
It is assumed that the heat capacity, permeability and thermal conductivity
are constant and the disturbances are small. For rigid medium, the consolidation
equation (3.7.11) reduces to
V-u=O (F.1)
where the fluid velocity is given by
u = - (Vp - pf gPTe) (F.2)
Similarly the heat equation (3.7.13) becomes
pC +(pCP)f(u) (V + V) = mV 2 9 (F.3)
We choose the following normalization scales
xy, z h, t Ah/m, u cmh,,l, p ,m,,k, O (F.4)
in which
,Km = m'/pCp (F.5)
is the thermal diffusivity based on the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity
of the medium and h and O are the depth and temperature difference across the
depth respectively.
If (F.4) is used and the first order terms are retained in (F.1) - (F.3), it follows
in dimensionless variables that
V u =O (F.6)
u = (u,,) = - (Vp - Rae,.) (F.7)
0 + 1 w 6 =V2o (F.8)
t Ozpc 
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where Ra is the Rayleigh number Ra = pfgk,3TOh/lm and OT/Oz and pid
=--p/(pCp)f are the initial temperature gradient(which is actually -1) and the
medium heat capacity normalized by that of the fluid.
We now use the following identity from vector calculus
V x (V x f) = V(V f)- V2 f (F.9)
where f is any vector quantity. With the help of (F.6) and (F.9) and the fact that
the curl of a gradient is zero, it follows from the z-component of (F.7) that
V2w = RV2 (F.10)
where V2 = 02 /0z 2 + 92 /0y 2 is the Laplacian in the zy plane. Assume for the
perturbation quantities w and 0
w =r(z)eit+imyent
(F.11)
9 =Z(z)eite+imvent
Substituting (F.11) into (F.10) and (F.8), we obtain
( 2 - m2 + 2 r(z) =Ra (2 - m2) z(z) (F.12)
-nZ(z) + i aT9r(z) = _t2 _ m2 + 02 Z(z) (F.13)
We shall only examine marginal stability and set n = 0, corresponding to distur-
bances which neither die down nor grow exponentially.
If the boundaries at z = 0 and z = 1 are impermeable and isothermal, we
impose
r=Z=0 at z=0,1 (F.14)
These are satisfied by
Z(z) = Asin srz (F.15)
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Substituting (F.15) into (F.12) and (F.13) and combining them, we get the eigen-
value condition
Ra (a2 +ar2X2)2 (F.16)
PGI7 a 2
where a2 = l2 +m 2 (cf.(F.11)) and a is the wave number in the horizontal direction.
The minimum value of Ra occurrs when s = 1 and a = r:
R, = r2Ir= 4X.2 (F.17)
pcp
If m = r or t = i, the wavelength of a pair of counter-rotating cells(one wavelength)
becomes 2 and the height to width ratio of a cell is one. The axes of convection
rolls are then parallel to either z or y axis. If I = m so that a2 = (a a + a2) with
a, = a,, the convection cells are square in plan form and the width of a cell in a
cross-section parallel to z or y axis is V/, since 2a2z = 7r2 which shows that the half
wavelength is 7r/a= = v/2(Lapwood, 1948). It is also possible to have hexagonal cell
shape when e is written, for the same wave number a = r, as
G = Asin - [cos az + 2cos - cos 2
for which sidelength of the hexagon to depth ratio is 1.33(Combarnous and Bories,
1975).
Other boundary conditions lead to different eigenvalue conditions. When the
pressure on the upper boundary is constant and the temperature is still constant
at z = 0 and z = 1, we have from the Darcy's law (F.7) that
z =r=o at z=0
(F.18)
Z =dr/dz = 0 at z=1
the second of which is obtained after using the continuity equation (F.6) at z = 1
which implies, since p = 0, Ou/8z = av/fy = 0 and thus Ow/8z = 0. In this case
(F.12) and (F.13) can be solved graphically and the corresponding critical Rayleigh
number is (Lapwood, 1948)
R
= 27.1 (F.19)
pCp
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Assuming l = m, Lapwood obtains the width in a cross-section in zz plane to be
given by 1.91 which means the horizontal wave number is reduced as compared to
the case of impermeable boundaries.
If there exists uniform vertical through flow in the medium, (F.13) becomes
-nZ(z) + .. = -( -t2-Pa Z(z) (F.20)
where P = Uh/.cm is the Peclet number for the uniform through flow. The results
are discussed in the main text(§7.1).
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Appendix G. Finite Difference Equations for Thermoconsolidation.
Finite difference forms of the governing equations and boundary conditions are
derived here. For a scalar variable f its spatial derivatives are approximated by
using centered difference for which the truncation error is O(A 2) where A is grid
spacing. Let fij be the value of f at node (i,j) which is located at ( = (i - 1)Af
and z = (j - 1)Az. The derivatives then become
( )ij=2A~(fi+l j - fi-'j)  O(A2)
(0) 1 f (G.1)
o0 ) = (fi+l,j - 2fi,j + fi-lij) + o(A 2)
in which the error terms are the consistency of the finite difference approximations
and are from the truncation of Taylor expansion of f. For z derivatives one simply
replaces Af,i and j by Azj and i. Similarly the cross derivatives are approximated
by
(a Oz/ ij 4AAz (f+lj+ -f-l+ -fi+',-, + filj- ) (G.2)
+ o(Ae2,Az21 AtAz)
If we substitute (G.1) and (G.2) into the z-component of the equilibrium equa-
tion (6.3.4), multiply by (Af) 2 and collect temrs at the same nodes, it follows that
e-f'XU12uIn+,j + XW11w+j_, + XW13wn+11j.
+ XP12pn+,j + XT120',+,j
+eIXU21u"+1' + (-2eti - eXU22) un+l- + et'xU23u"+' (G.3)
+e-C XU32un+l j + XW31wn+lj_1 + XW33wn+j+l
+ XP32p++ j + XT32 ,+j = 0T rr r uyi+I f rz, i+Ij
in which the iteration count k has been omitted. The variable i is the coordinate
of i-th node in direction. The coefficients in (G.3) are given by
XU12 = 1 + , XWll = -XW13 = -XW31 = XW33 = aI + alI Af2' al 4Az
XP12 = -XP32 = XT12 = -XT32 =
a 2 Ra a 2
XU21 = 1XU22 = XU23 = all (A~) XU32 = 1- A2 a (Az)2' 2
(G.4)
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Following the same procedure it is readily obtained for the z-component that
ZUllu+j1, + ZU13ui"+I+,  e-'ZW12wn+j
+e ZW21w+_ +l (C-etZW 22- 2e ' a u! +l + et ZW23 +1
+eQ~l~pel~nS1 I a~s~,n+l A ZP1',tl +  e' ( P2 p +ll + ZP23p,',+l + ZT21 'il + ZT22' ,j + -- 0 +l
T,+ZU31uln+. + ZU3n+1+$U31ui+ljl + ZU33ui+j+ l + e-E ZW32wilj = 0
(G.5)
where
ZUll = -ZU13 = -ZU31 = ZU33 = XW11, ZW12 = a 1 +a!ll 
ZW21 = ZW22 = ZW23 = (Az)2
a (~)' b : (a) 2ZP21 = -ZP23 = ZT21 = -ZT23 = (
aI 2Az Ra a 2Az
ZT22 = -(A~) 2 pe, ZW32 = il, 1-
(G.6)
The consolidation equation (7.3.5) is of transient form and the pore pressure
is the major unknown. Employing the implicit scheme it may be written as
l3T P -piTd =/ Rt+, + O(At) (G.7)
where kR+l is the rest of (7.3.5) at the current time step (n + 1) and iteration
number k and is given by
k =n+1......eiearl n 1l_  e2t 2k (p + I Ak ( )n+ij -,j L k\8/,,i a Jij Pe* \OZ i, j
T , n+l a Ab 00,n+l
-Tdj i + (\at +zt,, J .Ra ) t 
(G.8)
The consistency of (G.7) is O(At). In the actual computations, At = 0.002 and
A~ = Az < 0(10-1) have been used. Accordingly both of the consistencies
O(A' 2,Az 2, AAz) and O(At) are comparable at 0(10-3). In order to keep the
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truncation error of kRn+l at the second order, the derivatives in it were written as
with a truncation error of O(At 2)
1
-2At
(3k tn+l _ 4n + 8 in-l 
8,j - , +_ ,a, n+,j
\at J..i 4 t (3kun+l
=4IYAf-r S" -I~
-
4u'+l,j + ui+lj)
1 (3kus+l , 4U 1,j + Un- l )4AfrAt i-~d i-j)
Substituting (G.8) and (G.9) into (G.7), multiplying by e2 C'(Ai) 2 and rearranging,
we obtain
e'CU12un+,ji +cpl2pn, + eP2 CW21wid- + e2f'CW23w n+li-1 CU12U ir + CP1 $nl iJi- i,j+l
+e 2 i CP21p,' (-2 - e2$ CP22)pil' + e2ti CP23pn+ + e2 'i CT21g' n+l
+e2f CT22'0,+l + e2e CT23' ,n+l + ei CU322un+1 j + CP32pn+1is ij +l ~~
3 !e2 t PA ,
y'e2e' (-4wn A 1 + w
4AZAt i
b (, e2 At(•)2
Ra 2At
+ 4Li, 1 - 1n j)
n-I l j -l+ 4w,1 -ji+I, s~- Wi--1J)
(-4 i + , ij )
(G.10)
where
CP12 = 1 + '
2e2
CP22 = 2 A) +
CT21 = -CT23 =
CU12 = -CU32
(T.\
\Tdj (A)
2
2At
1 (Af) 2 CT22
Pe* 2Az ,CT22
(Td)
7,3A4At'
CW21 = -CW23 = (T)
(T)b a() 2 ,C
(a) 2(az) 2
,3() 2
4AzAt
P32 = 1 -
2
(G.11)
The heat equation (7.3.6) is similarly written by using the implicit scheme as
(G.12)
kOtn+l tn
pC i , - kSn++At i = , + O(At)
vvp LAt $13
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(G.9)
CP21 = CP23 =
· Tdj
· Tdj
TdT,
Tdj
where the right-hand side is given,
ks!n+l m' 2 k (e-2 0 
-Ri
+ Pe'e-f^(ik1- -
F (·k-I Op n+1
+ [Pe' az),,P (
[ ( 80') n+I
x Is ,, - JR
by combining (7.3.6) and (7.3.7), as
-, lao' '+) ] + mtk (at ) ;}
Pe (,d -(t,,e ((T .) ,c _1 uW ] (+1_95)
(G.13)
Notice that the convection velocity terms are calculated by using the previous iter-
ation values (k - 1). As in the consolidation equation all derivatives in (G.13) are
approximated by finite difference forms with second order accuracy. Substituting
appropriate finite difference formulas from (G.1) and (G.9) into (G.13), the final
form becomes, after some algebra,
(e-24i T12 + CVX)O', +l,j + (e-2iT32 -CVX) 'n+ l
+(1 + Cvz)e't+ + -2e- 4 (A)2 + T22) ,+1 + (1 - CVZ)+ (14)
- 3-A(az)2 02 in b ijl (G.14) 
=- m' At ij- 2AzRaCVZ
where the nodal variables on the left-hand side are for the current iteration step k
and
T12 (A) + 2 T22 = -2- pC (Az) 2 T32 = (AZ) (A)2(LA)2 2A m' at ' (A()2 2A
CVX = elTF (3 n+u - 4"u , -+ 1 ) eu-:2 TF2 (k-Ip+l, - Pi-l,)
CVZ =TF3 (3k-lw +l _ 4wj + w'"-1)
=W i j j *,$ !
- TF4 (k-pn I--l p ) + TF5k-"i'+ii
(G.15)
in which the coefficients in CVX and CVZ are given by
Pe (T) (Az)2 T Pe* (Az)2 Pe (T) AzTF1 = Pe' T f., TF2 = 4(A)' TF3 ' T, A
m' Td 4AAt ml44At~)2 ml
1Pe* I AzTF4 = -- TF5 = 4m''TF m 2
(G.16)
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The finite difference equations (G.3),(G.5),(G.10) and (G.14) are those used in
numerical computation of thermoconsolidation in §7.
Finite difference forms of the boundary conditions in §7.2.2 are simple. The
stress boundary conditions (7.2.12) are further discussed here. They are in (, z)
coordinates
Aw
rz =a- + aI e- -= 0 at z = 1
(G.17a, b)
0'z =a~ll \z J 0
which can be regarded as the Neumann boundary conditions for w and u respectively
at z = 1. Therefore we approximate (G.17) in finite difference form as, with M
being the node along z axis at z = 1,
1 4n+l l w n+1 all _i A Z (kun+l _l n+ )
SM WM-I j SM-2 i+1,M i-,M
+ O(A2, Az2)
ko 4 e 12+1 1n+ - e- AZ k-I k-I n+1iM = ,M- 1 - U i,M-2 3s -ui+l,M l- wi-,M
+ O(A 2 Az2)
(G.18)
where the second terms in (G.17) have been written in terms of the values from the
previous iteration step. When the convergence is good enough, (G.16) is identically
satisfied within the truncation error. Other boundary conditions are as follows.
i,1 - i,1 -- ,kui+l =kwnn+l = kvin+1 0 at z = 0 (G.19)(G.19)kpn+l = kpn+l _1 kpn+ + at z=OPji = Pi,2 Pi,+Po
where Po = 0 for z > a and po = 2Az/3 for 0 < < < a. Also from (6.2.12a) we have
, n+1= k+I = 0 at z = 0 (G.20)PIM ,M
At the symmetry boundary (z = 0), (6.2.13) becomes
kfl+1. 4k+ n 1 fof+lfnt = 4fnt _ lkfnt, f r f =w,p,9' (G.21)1J =j '2, - ',3
Finally (7.2.14) becomes at f = N
kfn+l = for f = u,w,p,6' (G.22)
Equations (G.17)-(G.22) complete the finite difference approximations of the bound-
ary conditions and must be incorporated into the earlier governing equations.
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Appendix H. Analytic Solution for Rigid Medium.
The analytic solution for the one- dimensional convection diffusion in a rigid
medium is obtained by using the Laplace transform. If we let
pC, Pe'
a= PC, P = PC' (H.1)
equation (7.5.3) becomes
ae - P1) < z < 1(H.2)a - C<< (H.2)
The initial and boundary conditions are
0=0 t=0 (H.3)
8=0 z=0,1 (H.4)
In order to remove the convection term, we introduce a new variable q(z,t)
given by
(z, t) = z + e-P/ 2 q(z,t) (H.5)
Substituting (H.5) into (H.2) - (H.4), we get
aq P2 < z < 1q _ + O <z<l
at 4 q ~ a
q = -zePZ/2 t = 0 (H.6a - d)
q=O z=0
q = -eP/ 2 z = 1
The decay term is further removed by another change of variable
q(z,t) = e-P 2 t/4ar(z,t) (H.7)
The initial boundary value problem (H.6) then becomes
Or 02r
a =a 2 O<z<l
r = -zeP/2 t (H.8a-d)(H.8a - d)
r=O z=0
r = -eP/2eP 2t/4a z = 1
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It is now a pure diffusion problem with initial temperature distribution r(z, 0) =
-zePz/ 2 . The temperature remains zero at z = 0 but grows exponentially with
time at z = 1.
The Laplace transform of a function 9(z, t) is defined by
g(z,a) = {g(,t)} = g(,t)e-'tdt (H.9)
where a is a positive number for which the integral exists. It has the following
property
{ a} = - (Z ,0) (H.10)
Let us take the Laplace transform of (H.8a-d) and use (H.10). We then have the
following ordinary differential equation
d f as = azePz/2 0 < z < 1dz 2
6=O z =0 (H.lla-c)
1
r -=_eP/2 = 1
- P2/4a
Since a and s are positive, the homogeneous solution fh of (H.lla) is
6h = C1 sinh cz + C2 cosh cz (H.12)
where
= Va (H.13)
and C1 and C2 are constants to be determined later from the boundary conditions.
The particular solution ip is obtained by integrating
(D + c)(D - c)rp = eczd [eC(D -c)!] = f(z) (H.14)
where
dD = d' f(z) = azePz/2 (H.15)
Integrating (.14) with respect to z once, we get
(D - c)fp = e dz (-czf) = e-c, f(i)ecd (ff16)
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Another integration yields
f()ec(E-')d - f()C-(U-Z) d/
Substituting (H.15) into (H.17) and carrying out the integrations, we obtain
= a[ z
r = p2/4 - 2 P(P2/4 - c2)2 P /
a e-cz ec 1
2c ( + )2 (p _ C)2j
2 2
The general solution then becomes
r = ? + rp (H.19)
which must satisfy the boundary conditions (H.llb and c). It is easily seen that
rp(z = 0) vanishes. Thus from (H.llb) we have
r(0) = h(O) + p(O) = C2 = 0
Also it follows from (H.llc) after suing (H.20) that
a
(as - P2/4) 2 sinh c
(a + p2/4) 1PeP/2 - P cosh c- (as +P2 /4) sinh cI ~~~(as -P2/4)2
If we substitute (H.20) and (H.21) into (H.12) and then (H.12) and (H.18) into
(H.19), it finally becomes after using (11H.13) that
aP
(as - p2/4) 2 sinh [eP/ /2 sinh v/z -sinh V/(z - 1)]sinh V4-a !
-a P eP/2
a s P/4 (as - P2/4)2
We now take the inverse Laplace transform of (11.22) to obtain r(z,t).
inverse transform is defined by
H.22)
The
g(z, t) = -' {(z, )} g(z, s)e'tds
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(H.17)
(H.18)
C1 =
(H.20)
(H.21)
f(z,s) =
(H.23)1 -Y+S'CO
11ri -Woio
r = - C
where i = %/=F and 7 is large enough to have all the singularities of g(z, as) on the
left of the line ( - ioo, + ioo). The second part of (H.22) is readily transformed
by using Laplace transform table. The inverse transform of (H.22) then becomes
{2 -1 sinh Vatzr(z,t) =aPeP/2  - P2/4) 2 sinh /a-.}
P-.aP 1 f 1 sinh v/(z -1) _ Pz/2 (z + pt) eP2 t/4a(ac - 2/4)2 sinh Jii 
(H.24)
We only need to consider the first term in (H.24), which is written by using (H.23)
as
·-·a -1 sinh V1iz z 1 sin / Z estds
(as - 2/4)2 sinh' Xa 2ri J-ioo (as - P2/4) 2 sinh V/ib
(H.25)
The integrand has a second order pole at s = P2/4a. When s goes to zero, the
hyperbolic functions are expanded as
Sinh vz = + ('as/) + Z3  +
sinhaE = viz + 0( )3 + 1 + -as + *6 (H.26)
sinh %fa/.9 V/ + I (Va) + ' " 1 + 'as +...
Although the arguments of the hyperbolic functions are double-valued at = 0, the
ratio of (H.26) is single-valued and s = 0 is not a branch point. The denominator
sinh Vifi has infinite number of simple poles at the points where it vanishes. The
corresponding points satisfy the relation
vi = inr ; s =-n2r 2 (n O 0) (H.27)
a
Equation (H.25) then becomes after using the residue theorem{ sinh Vlaaz 
X -1 Of X X = Res a =-)+ E Res n = 2--n2(a - P2/4)2 sinh JVa-s 4a n=1 n a
(H.28)
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The residues are determined as follows. If we let the integrand of (H.25) be denoted
by I,
Resa = -) =
~·( a 
lim d
s--P2/4a dS
E pa 2) d
= lim
·-. P2/4a ds
(sinh GizeCt
a2 sinh Vaii;
1 z cosh P cosh sinh P z
aP sinh sinh 2 P
We also have after expansion about = n
Res n = 12 2-n 7r2 =
a
lim
. b.S,
(s - ) sinh yvaz et
(as - p) 2 sinh v/i
sinh inirz
(n2Zr2 + P ) cosh inir a
= _2 2(-l)nnr sin nz -n 2 2t/a
a (n22 + P2)2
Therefore (.28) becomes after substituting (H.29) and (H.30)
£_C 1 sinh /z }
(a - 2/4)2 sinh /-i J
sinh Ez 2
+asinh e a2 n=1
1 z cosh Pz
aP sinh P2
cosh 2 sinh ) eP2 t/4a
sinh 2 e
· (-l)nn sin nrz e_,,2t/
n ( - 7 /)2
The second term in (H.24) is the same form as (H.31) except that z is replaced by
z-1.
If we use (H.30) and (H.31) in (H.24), there follows after some algebra that
r(z, t) = - eP/2eP2t/4" sinhPz/2
sinh2 Pz/2
- 2P (-l)"ne-+2'"/)
1 (n2r2 + 2/4) 2
(H.32)
[ePZ/2 sin nrz - sin n(z - 1)]
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P~/4 + sinh z tePt/i
a2 Sinh 22
(H.29)
(H.30)
(H.31)
2inr f -n' W't/a
Finally, by using (H.5) and (H.7), we obtain
O(z, t) =z + e-PZ/2e-Pt/4ar(z, t)
1 -e-Pz
1 - e- P
-2 PeP/2 E (-)nnen 2 2tn /[Pin -inn( 1)]
=, (n2 ir2 + P2/4) 2 e sin nrz sin nr(z- 1)]
(H.33)
which becomes (7.5.5) if (H.1) is used.
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PART B. THERMAL DISPERSION IN POROELASTIC MEDIA
NOTATIONS
a elastic coefficient tensor of rank four aijL in solid or
Pe'(u), (cf.(4.1.19) in Chapter II)
al elastic coefficient a'.. in a medium with cubic symmetry
all elastic coefficient a., in a medium with cubic symmetry
aiii elastic coefficient aY in a medium with cubic symmetry
al , a2 macrosale elastic coefficients(a"z.Z, a"t'z)
a4, as macrosale elastic coefficients(a.zz, a"fz=)
a' elastic coefficient tensor of rank four aij1,l of porous medium
on the I' scale
a" elastic coefficient tensor of rank four a'3 ,kt of porous medium
on the I" scale
average heat capacity of porous medium on the I' scale
Aij coordinate transformation matrix in the horizontal z'y' plane
(cf. (4.1.13) in Chapter II)
A shape function matrix for finite elements
b 1-1/a
B scale of thermal modulus
B' vector coefficient function for ( ') (cf. (3.3.9) in Chapter II)
B' vector coefficient function B' for mean flow in '' plane
BfS' vector function for (l)
Bj,,B,, second order tensor coefficients (cf. (3.3.3) in Chapter I)
c ratio of body force to buoyancy in a porous layer
Ci(z') =B(z') -Al (z')
Cf" vector function (=B!' + zi)
Cp specific heat
Cii coordinate transformation matrix (cf. (4.2.4) in Chapter I)
Cf, C. coefficient matrices for qf and q. in finite element equation
for convection-diffusion equation
C x coefficient matrix for Lagrange multiplier
DI =D., for mean flow along symmetry axis of microcell
DII =Dy = D,, for mean flow along symmetry axis of microcell
DL longitudinal dispersion coefficient
DT transverse dispersion coefficient
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D'.i macroscale dispersion tensor on the t' scale
D'W. macroscale dispersion tensor on the t" scale
Di~ symmetric dispersion tensor
D .u . anti-symmetric dispersion tensor
symmetric dispersion tensor for mean flow in '' plane
IDiP. anti-symmetric dispersion tensor for mean flow in 'Z' plane
e extrapolation error in numerical results
eii(Bf,-) = ( +
unit vector in i-th direction
el unit vector in i-th direction
e/ unit vector in i-th direction in z'° frame
E Young's modulus
E scalar coefficient (cf. (3.3.3) in Chapter I)
E, vector coefficient (cf. (3.4.4) in Chapter II)
-Ei second order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.4.12) in Chapter II)
Fi vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.3) in Chapter I)
F second order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.4.4) in Chapter II)
Fitjt third order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.4.12) in Chapter II)
ff, f. forcing vectors in finite element equation
for convection-diffusion equation
Ff, F. coefficient matrices for qf and q, in finite element equation
for convection-diffusion equation
g gravitational acceleration
G(z',' zi)Green's function for B', B, and B'
Gij second order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.4.4) in Chapter II)
G'sjt third order tensor coefficient (cf. (3.4.12) in Chapter II)
h thickness of porous layer
I identity tensor
Ij =(pCpB) (cf. (5.4.1) in Chapter II)
ii 8- 8zzk 82 Bz8
J functional for convection-diffusion equation in microcell
Jj -v'! (mI, + D/Ij) (cf. (5.4.8) in Chapter II)
k, anisotropy ratio of permeability (= k/k)
kii =kij - k3
permeability tensor kVj on the A' scale
k" permeability tensor kIV on the 1" scaleY~~~LU~PYI~lYJ Y~IlOVI NS,
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K hydraulic conductivity of porous medium or bulk modulus of solid
Kij, K'j second order tensor coefficients (cf. (3.3.3) in Chapter I)
I microscale length
i' macroscale length in two-scale medium or mesoscale length
in three-scale medium
f" macroscale length in three-scale medium
Li, L'jthird order tensor coefficients (cf. (3.3.3) in Chapter I)
microcell average of thermal conductivity
mif, thermal conductivity of fluid(f) or soild(s)
m' thermal conductivity of porous medium on the I' scale
(m') average of m' over mesoscale cell
m" thermal conductivity of porous medium on the I" scale
M diffusivity of solute
Mf,, scale of thermal conductivity of fluid(f) or soild(s)
Mr M, Mf
n' porosity on the mesoscale I'
not porosity on the macroscale I"
N unit normal vector
NA ' outward unit normal vector from fluid(f) or soild(s)
No unit normal vector on the initial fluid-solid interface
O order symbol
p dynamic pressure variation
p(z') integrating factor for the Green's function G(z', )
p(l), (2) microcell averages of p(l), p( 2)
P' scale of pressure drop over the length '
P"t scale of pressure drop over the length I"
Pe microscale Peclet number
Pern local Peclit number in porous mediu
Pef Peclet number of uniform flow in porous medium layer
based on af (cf. (6.1.18) in Chapter II)
Pe, Peclet number of uniform flow in porous medium layer
based on a,m (cf. (6.1.21) in Chapter II)
Pe' mesoscale Peclt number
Pr Prandtl number
q nodal unknown vectorin finite element equation
for convection-diffusion equation
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r() forcing function for B'
R, critical Rayleigh number for a porous medium layer
Ra mesoscale Rayleigh number
Ra' macroscale Rayleigh number
Ra' eRa'
Re Reynolds number (=Ut/v)
Re Re/e
s() forcing function for B;
a, (1 - as) thickness of layers
S vector coefficient (cf. (3.2.2) in Chapter I)
Si heat source in the equation for Bf (cf. (5.1.2) in Chapter I)
S' vector coefficient (cf. (3.2.4) in Chapter II)
Si, S vector coefficient (cf. (3.3.3) in Chapter I)
t time
t(/) forcing function for B i
t(f) =t(l)/Pe' (u),
td = t' slow time sale of heat diffusion over "
t, fast time sale of heat convection over e'
T. consoildation time scale over I' scale
Tc' consoildation time scale over i" scale
Td heat diffusion time scale over I' scale
Td heat diffusion time scale over I" scale
Tv heat convection time scale over I' scale
T' heat convection time scale over " scale
u fluid velocity vector
ii(o) fluid velocity fluctuation about weighted mean
(cf. (3.4.9) in Chapter I)
i(o) fluid velocity fluctuation about the mean (cf. (3.4.19) in Chapter I)
(u) seepage velocity vector on the e' scale
(0)(u) seepage velocity fluctuation about weighted mean
(cf. (3.3.8) in Chapter II)
()() seepage velocity fluctuation about about the mean
(cf. (3.3.20) in Chapter II)
(u) seepage velocity added to the mean (cf. (3.3.34) in Chapter II)
((u)) seepage velocity vector on the " scale
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U scale of fluid velocity on the microscale l
or uniform seepage velocity in a porous layer
U' scale of seepage velocity on the I' scale
v solid displacement
Ve effective heat convection velocity (cf. (4.3.1) in Chapter II)
V., Vz heat convection velocity in the moving frame
V' scale of solid displacement over I' scale
V" scale of solid displacement over e" scale
z microscale vector coordinates
z' mesoscale vector coordinates
z" macroscale vector coordinates
z' mesoscale vector coordinates
;V' mesoscale vector coordinates for which (u) is in Z'' plane
z," macroscale vector coordinates
z, y, z Cartesian coordinates
z, yC, zqotated Cartesian coordinates
{Y} (cf. (3.3.4) in Chapter I)
a linear expansion coefficient of solid
a' pressure coefficient tensor of porous medium in Hookes's law
(cf. (3.3.15) in Chapter I)
a" pressure coefficient tensor of porous medium in Hookes's law
(cf. (3.2.8) in Chapter II)
af,, thermal diffusivity of fluid(f) or soild(s)
am thermal diffusivity of porous medium
P thermal modulus of solid
PT thermal expansion coefficient of fluid
Bt thermal modulus tensor of porous medium in Hookes's law
(cf. (3.3.15) in Chapter I)
#t' thermal modulus tensor of porous medium in Hookes's law
(cf. (3.2.8) in Chapter II)
r fluid-solid interface
r(0) initial position of fluid-solid interface
rf,, fluid(f) or soild(s) part on the periodic boundary
6 scale of solid strain over t' scale
6' scale of solid strain over I" scale
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//ij Kronecker delta
scale ratio (/t' or l'/l")
0 medium temperature
or meridianal angle measured from z' axis on the mesoscale
Of,. temperature variation in the fluid(f) or soild(a)
E0t scale of temperature variation over I'
O" scale of temperature variation over l"
Ai i-th component of unit vector in the mean flow direction
(cf.(4.2.10) in Chapter I) or
Lagrange multiplier in the functional J (cf.(5.1.5) in Chapter I)
pt Lame constant for solid or absolute viscosity of fluid
kinematic viscosity of fluid or Poisson's ratio for solid
moving coordinate (cf. (6.1.1) in Chapter II)
Pf,o density of fluid(f) or soild(s)
(PCp)r (PCp)/pCp)f
pCp mesoscale heat capacity of porous medium
AO,,s stress in fluid(f) or soild(s)
aT total stress(=of in flf) or (=o,. in fl.)
azimuthal angle in z'z' plane on the ' scale (cf. 4.1.13) in Chapter II)
stream function
f) periodic cell on the microscale
flu periodic cell on the mesoscale
f,, fluid(f) or soild(s) region in a microcell
i) scale of the elastic modulus of solid
e(.) microscale strain operator
e'(.) macroscale strain operator(2-scale) or mesoscale strain operator(3-scale)
e"(-) macroscale strain operator(3-scale)
(.)(") n-th order term in perturbation series
(.)T transpose
second order contraction
(-)* normalized quantity
(-)+ variables in the upper(+) or lower(-) layer
(-) coefficients in physical units
(') unit cell volume average
l-l difference of between layers (=(.)+ - (-)
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V microscale gradient operator
V' macroscale gradient operator(2-scale)
or mesoscale gradient operator(3-scale)
in the moving frame
V" macroscale gradient operator(3-scale)
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INTRODUCTION
LITERATURE REVIEW
Dispersion in porous media is of wide-ranging importance in many areas of en-
gineering disciplines,e.g. mechanical, chemical and environmental. The applications
are very broad including geothermal energy exploration, nuclear waste repository,
packed bed chromatography, nuclear reactors etc. Many other examples are listed
in the books by Kaviany(1991) and Brenner and Edwards (1993). We review some
literature on this subject with primary emphasis on the thermal dispersion in porous
media.
Idealized Models on the Microscale
One class of theoretical models, pertaining to solute dispersion in a porous
medium as continuum, is the random capillary network approach (de Jong, 1958;
Saffman, 1959,1960; Haring and Greenkorn, 1970). In these models, the porous
medium is assumed to be composed of a large number of randomly oriented straight
tubes with statistical isotropy. The flow is represented by the mean velocity over
the cross-section (except in Saffman in which parabolic velocity profile is used.) The
main purpose of the models is to understand the relationships among the charac-
teristics of idealized pores, the mean flow through porous medium and dispersion.
Predicted longitudinal dispersion coefficient is proportional to the Peclet number
Pt in de Jong and Haring and Greenkorn and is proportional to Pi In Pi in Saffman
where Pi is defined in terms of the tubelength .
There has been also the volume averaging approach (Whitaker, 1967; Slattery,
1972 ; Carbonel and Whitaker, 1983; see also Bear and Bachmat, 1990). In this
approach, the basic governing equations on the microscopic level are averaged over
the representative elementary volume whose dimension is assumed to be much larger
than the pore scale length. The transport equation on the macroscale level after
volume averaging contains a set of unknowns which can only be determined by
experiments. The method itself does not possess predictive capability (Carbonel and
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Whitaker, 1983). For thermal dispersion Hsu and Cheng (1990) used the method
of volume averaging and obtained thermal dispersion tensor which is proportional
to p 2 and P for low and high Reynolds number regimes, where P = Udp/af is the
Peclet number with U, d and af being the mean flow velocity, particle diameter
and thermal diffusivity of the fluid. Drag forces based on hydrodynamics for a
single sphere are used for closure modeling. Therefore the dispersion tensor is only
relevant to dilute array of spheres. Again certain coefficients must be determined
from experiments.
For spatially periodic three-dimensional porous medium, Brenner(1980) has de-
duced the dispersion tensor for solute by extending the Taylor-Aris moment method
for dispersion in circular tubes. It is based on the Brownian motion theory of a par-
ticle in flow through intersticial pore space. The porous medium in a periodic length
in space is called the unit cell. Once the unit cell geometry is known, the disper-
sion tensor is determined by solving the cell problem which is a convection-diffusion
equation with distributed sources. No ad hoc assumptions are introduced and the
dispersion tensor is obtained theoretically. Extensions and applications to adsorp-
tion, periodic capillary networks and reaction have followed (Brenner and Adler,
1982; Adler and Brenner, 1984; Dungan at al, 1990). Motivated by this Carbonel
and Whitaker (1983) considered the volume averaging method for spatially periodic
structure and obtained the same cell boundary value problem as Brenner's.
By allowing the heat diffusion in the solid particles, Koch et al (1989) have
deduced approximate analytical dispersion tensor in spatially periodic media. As-
suming dilute suspension of particles, the velocity field is approximated as that due
to a point force. Also, in their development, the heat convection velocity is asumed
to be equal to that of the uniform mean flow. Thus the interactions among particles
are ignored and the no-slip boundary condition on the particle surface is not satis-
fied. Their results show explicitly for a cubic array of spheres that the longitudinal
dispersion coefficient DL grows as p 2 at high Pecllt numbers but the transverse
dispersion coefficient DT remains almost the same as the diffusion coefficient as
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P increases. Interestingly they find that the dispersion coefficients reach constant
limits for mean flow directions not parallel to the lattice vectors in two dimensional
array of cylinders.
The key step in determining the dispersion tensor for spatially periodic media is
to solve the unit cell boundary value problem. Some numerical results are available.
Calculation of dispersion tensor for two-dimensional array of cylinders has been
carried out by Eidsath et al (1983) for several arrays of cylinders. Results are
presented only for DL. Edwards et al (1989) have computed DL and DT for circular
cylinders in square and staggered arrays. On the other hand, Salles et al (1993)
carries out compuations for a variety of models of periodic media including cubic
array of spheres. In all of these, DL shows consistently p 2 behavior whereas Eidsath
et al (1983) obatains plt trend. The p 2 trend is consistent with the experimental
results for cubic array of spheres by Gunn and Pryce(1969).
Koch and Brady (1985) modeled the microstructure of a porous medium as
randomly distributed spheres in that the averaging is taken over an ensemble of
realizations of the bed. Their analysis is based on the assumption that the medium
is dilute and the disturbances are basically induced by a single particle. They
consider several mechanisms which contribute to dispersion. In the low Peclet
number regime, by considering convection and diffusion, DL and DT are shown to
be proportional to p 2 . Purely mechanical dispersion with diffusion neglected for
high P yields DL o P and DT = 0. However by including particle interactions DT
becomes proportional to (1 - n)l/2P where n is the porosity. The effect of hold up
of solute in particles creates DL oC P 2 and DT = 0 for high P because the solute
held in and released from the solid particle gives rise to diffusion on the macroscale
transport. Also non-mechanical dispersion due to bounadry layer near the paticle
surface gives another contribution DL oc nPlnP, which is the same as Saffman's
(1960) for randomly oriented capillaries. Combining all these and noting that the
theory is essentially valid for dilute particles (1- n < 1), they become DL oc P and
DT oc (1 - n)'/ 2 P at high Peclit number regime. Comparison with data compiled
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by Fried and Combarnous (1971) shows good agreement. It is noteworthy that
inclusion of the effects of particle interactions gives DT behavior which grows with
Peclit number.
On the other hand, the theory of homogenization has been applied to disper-
sion through porous media (Rubinstein and Mauri, 1986; Mei, 1991, 1992). The
theory assumes (i) the existence of two disparate length scales and (ii) the peri-
odicity of the micro-structure of medium and the material coefficients. By using
the multiple-scale analysis not only the macroscale governing equations and coeffi-
cients are deduced but also the macroscale inhomogeneities are incorporated easily.
The unit cell boundary value problem defined on the microscale are identical to
that obtained in Brenner(1980). Mei(1991) points out that the dispersion tensor is
in general not symmetric and the anti-symmetric part contributes to the convec-
tion velocity. Similar arguments have been made by Koch and Brady(1987) who
obtained expressions for the Eulerian and Lagrangian dispersion tensors by using
ensemble averaging and multiple-scale analysis. The latter is symmetric whereas
the former is in principle not symmetric and is affected by specific microstructure.
It is noted again that their theory is for dilute medium which was necessary for
closure scheme.
Natural Porous Media
Dispersion in natural porous media on geological scale of 0(1 - 104m) which
is much larger than the pore scale of 0(10 - 5 - 10- 2m) is of interest in most hydro-
logic applications (Gelhar, 1993). The majority of environmental issues related to
dispersion belong to the same category. There exists a vast literature on the large
scale dispersion. One popular approach to the field scale macrodispersion in subsur-
face hydrology is to use stochastic analysis. The subject is well summarized in the
books by Dagan(1989) and Gelhar(1993). In the stochastic approach, one begins
with the empirical Darcy's law and the law of dispersion measured from laboratory
samples. The variables such as the specific discharge, the pressure and the solute
concentration are represented by random field (Gelhar and Axness, 1983). Also the
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permeability is assumed to be a random process which reflects hydraulic character-
istics of the medium. These random processes are expressed as the sum of mean
and zero-mean perturbation quantities which are assumed to be small. Typically
the random processes are assumed to be statistically homogeneous (stationary) and
ergodic. Under these assumptions, the covariance functions depend only on the
separation and the ensemble averages are replaced by the averages over a single re-
alization. It is shown (Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Dagan, 1984) that the longitudinal
macrodispersivity is proportional to the variance and correlation scale of the natural
logarithm of hydraulic conductivity. It should be noted that the above assumptions
are satisfied only when the mean quantities vary slowly in space and the region in
which transport occurs is much larger than the correlation scale of the covariance
of the log permeability. The stochastic approach is based on empirical relations at
the starting point so that certain coefficients must be determined by experiments.
Even if spatial distributions of quantities are measured by sampling and medium
characteristics are estimated, there exists certain level of uncertainty which can can
be expressed only by a range of confidence interval since explicit microscale vari-
atins are not taken into account. Also under the assumption of stationarity, the
macroscale heterogeneities cannot be incorporated.
Field confirmation of stochastic theories demands comprehensive measurements
which are not often available. It is known that the field scale dispersivities are sev-
eral orders of magnitude larger than those on the laboratory scale (see e.g., Gelhar,
1986). Gelhar et al (1992) have compiled dispersivity observations from 59 differ-
ent field sites. They conclude that, with no regard to reliability, the longitudinal
macrodispersivity shows clear trend of systematic increase with scale and recom-
mend to use dispersivity values in the lower half of the range at any given scale. It
should be noted however that even the reliable dispersivity data are scattered over
a range of at least an order of magnitude meaning variability from site to site. They
just serve as suggestive information.
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In many situations porous formations appear to be stratified. Whether the
assumption of perfect stratification is justified depends of course on the size of the
domain. Gelhar and Axness (1983) are of the opinion that very extreme strati-
fication (e.g., continuous lenses 1 km long) is required for the Taylor dispersion
mechanism to be controlling in the field.
For its mathematical simplicity, considerable work has been done along this
line. Gelhar et al (1979) considered perfectly stratified medium in that the hydraulic
conductivity variation is allowed only in the vertical direction. A stochastic analysis
of the Taylor dispersion has been performed by assuming that the hydraulic con-
ductivity is a statistically homogeneous(stationary) one-dimensional random field.
They note that the hydraulic conductivity spectra should approach zero at small
wave number (hole-type spectra). In the case of finite energy at small wave num-
ber, the dispersion coefficient grows and constant dispersion coefficient is never
attained. The results show that the transport process becomes Fickian for large
time. They also note that, since the asymptotic approach is slow, significant non-
Fickian transport occurrs early in the process. Matheron and de Marsily(1980) also
considered the transport in stratified porous medium and examined the effects of
non-zero vertical component of the mean flow. They showed that, however small
the vertical component is, the longitudinal dispersion coefficient always reaches a
finite asymptotic values. The same kind of behavior has been obtained by Gupta
and Bhattacharya (1986) who assumed periodically stratified media. On the other
hand, Gfiven et al(1984) and Giiven and Moltz(1986) have calculated the longi-
tudinal dispersion coefficient by using the method of moment for several specified
hydraulic conductivity profiles. For the special case of sinusoidally varying hy-
draulic conductivity in the vertical direction, the results by Gfiven and Moltz(1986)
are identical to those by Gupta and Bhattacharya (1986). Also comparison with
the results by using the stochastic approach of Gelhar et al show that both ap-
proach asymptotically to identical values for large time. Sensitive variations with
the vertical component of the mean velocity are also observed.
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While most works on the field scale dispersion are related to dispersion due
to heterogeneities in permeability, the effects of density and viscosity variations on
the macroscale dispersivity are considered by employing the stochastic approach
of Gelhar and Axness (1983) in Welty and Gelhar (1991). The natural logarithms
of density and viscosity are treated as stationary three-dimensional random field.
One-dimensional vertical mean flow of miscible fluids is chosen to obtain the longi-
tudinal dispersivity AL, but the three-dimensional variability of the medium is still
contained by allowing AL to be three-dimensional over the wave number domain.
The dispersivity depends not only on the covariance and correlation scale of the
log permeability as in tracer case, but also on the concentration gradient, geomet-
ric means of density, viscosity and log permeability, and mean specific discharge.
This implies that the dispersivity AL is coupled to the transport on the macroscale.
It has a resemblance, in view of coupling to the macroscale proceses, to thermal
dispersion with important buoyancy on the macroscale which is studies in Chap-
ter II where nonlinear coupling of dispersion tensor to macroscale heat transport
is shown. In stable case, AL increases in early time and then decreases exponen-
tially to asymptotic limit whereas, in unstable case, AL grows exponentially with
displacement distance. However the assumption of one-dimensional mean concen-
tration gradient and mean flow is too restrictive in that dispersion phenomenon
is almost always multi-dimensional. The transverse dispersivity and its difference
from the longitudinal one should be examined together. This is particulary so in
that the dispersivities are coupled to the macroscale problem.
SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WORK
Given the complexity of the natural phenomena, every theory focuses on part
of the issues and bypasses other part that it cannot deal with effectively. All the-
ories tend to contain assumptions which cannot be confirmed in details, but their
virtues can only be judged by either their ability to predict certain gross features or
the scientific insight they help reveal. The method of homogenization has the virtue
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of permitting the most thorough and consistent theory but is limited to a very spe-
cial class of microstructure which is more common in manufactured materials than
natural geological media. As has been mentioned earlier, theories which start with
empirical relations cannot take the effects of microscael variations on the macroscale
processes into account explicitly. Even in the random capillary model of Saffman
(1959), certain properties should be determined by measurements. Similarly the
model of randomly distributed spherical particles (Koch and Brady, 1985) is valid
for dilute suspensions that are not appealing. On the other hand, with the assump-
tion of periodic structures on the lower scales, it canonot be overemphasized that
the homogenization theory proves to be a rigorous tool to systematically provide
the macroscale governing equations and coefficients starting from the mocroscale of
pore size. Also the macroscael heterogeneities are readily incorporated by employing
the multiple-scales.
In this part, we investigate thermal dispersion in deformable periodic porous
media by using the theory of homogenization. The issue of medium characterization
is not treated here. Instead we shall focus our attention on the thermomechanics
and dispersion in spatially periodic porous media.
In Chapter I, two-scale medium is considered. The medium is assumed to be
relatively highly permeable and hard. The Peclet number and Rayleigh number
are assumed to be finite. Under these assumptions, the soild deformation is decou-
pled from the flow and heat transport in that the pore pressure and the medium
temperature affect the deformation but not vice versa. By multiple-scale pertur-
bation analysis, the macroscale governing equations and consgtitutive coefficients
are deduced. Because of hard porous medium, Darcy's law takes the form for rigid
media. The consolidation and heat transport equations are nonlinearly coupled via
the first order convection velocity. For moderate Rayleigh number the buoyancy
effect is small and appears at the first order seepage velocity. However it can affect
heat convection over large time scale of heat diffusion and makes the flow and heat
transport nonlinearly coupled.
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A canonical microcell boundary value problem is defined which must be solved
for a given cell geometry to calculate the macroscale dispersion tensor. Other mi-
crocell boundary value problems are the same as those treated in Part A for themo-
consolidation. For a special three-dimensional microcell geometry of Wigner-Seitz
grains, the dispersion tensors for solute and heat are computed numerically by using
a variational principle for a mean flow along a symmetry axis. By using symme-
try relations of the solution for such special flow direction, it is shown that there
are only two non-vanishing independent dispersion coefficients, the longitudinal DL
and the transverse DT. They are isotropic in the plane normal to the flow direc-
tion. Computed DL and DT are compared with the numerical results by Salles
et al(1993) and the experimental results by Gunn and Pryce(1969), both for cubic
array of spheres. The behavior of Pe2 for DL is confirmed and DT also follows the
similar trend. In particular for the special flow direction, the increasing trend of
DT with Pe is demonstrated for the first time for spatially periodic media. This
has not been shown previously in the approximate analytical theory for dilute peri-
odic suspensions (Koch et al, 1989) and the numerical results for periodic cylinders
(Eidsath et al, 1983; Edwards et al, 1989) and cubic array of spheres (Salles et al,
1993). It should be pointed out that in natural granular media numerous experi-
ments and theories based on random capillary network or particles show that DT
increases with Pe although the growth is the first power of Pe.
In Chapter II, thermal dispersion in three-scale deformable porous media is
studied by extending the two-scale analysis of Ch. I. The larger scale which was
called the macroscale is now the mesoscale. The macroscale is much larger than the
mesoscale. The mesoscale Peclet number is assumed to be finite, but the Rayleigh
number is allowed to be large. Due to the increase of Rayleigh number as com-
pared to the two-scale medium, the buoyancy becomes important in Darcy's law
i.e., the temperature affects the seepage flow which in turn modifies the dispersion
tensor. This implies that thermal dispersion in porous media is a nonlinearly cou-
pled process among the flow, temperature and dispersion. The medium deformation
is determined from the equilibrium equation.
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The mesoscale cell boundary value problem is a convection-diffusion equation
with distributed sources due to the inhomogeneities of the medium property on
the mesoscale. It is shown that the macroscale dispersion tensor is composed of
not only those due to heterogeneity of permeability but also those due to spatially
varying heat capacity of the medium. This is analogous to the stochastic theory
of macrodispersion for spatially varying concentration distribution coefficient Kd in
solid phase by Garabedian et al (1988) in which an additive term due to random
field of Kd uncorrelated to log permeability appears. The mesoscale cell boundary
value problem is nonlinearly coupled to the heat transport on the macroscale. For
periodically stratified medium, the cell problem becomes one-dimensional and can
be solved analytically for a given seepage velocity field. For general periodic strati-
fication, the problem is solved in terms of the Green's function and the symmetric
and anti-symmetric dispersion tensors are explicitly obtained. They obey the tensor
transformation rule in the horizontal plane. For the special case of two alternating
layers on the mesoscale, the dispersion tensors are examined. It is demonstrated that
the longitudinal dispersion coefficient grows with Pe' 2, where Pe' is the mesoscale
Peclit number, when the mean flow is perfectly in plane with layers, but reaches
finite asymptotic values for non-zero vertical component of the mean flow, as shown
in the previous works (Matheron and de Marsily, 1980; Gupta and Bhattacharya,
1986; Giiven and Moltz, 1986). When the permeability variation only is allowed, the
off-diagonal coefficients in the symmetric dispersion tensor and the anti-symmetric
tensor vanish. However for thermal dispersion, in which not only the permeability
but also the heat capacity and thermal conductivity are inhomogenous, they are
non-zero.
The general theory is applied to thermal dispersion of a thermal cloud in layered
porous media with uniform longitudinal seepage flow. The Rayleigh number tends
to increase the disturbances in flow and temperature and thus variation of the
dispersion coefficients, but the Peclet number tends to weaken the effects of Rayleigh
number. For sufficiently large Rayleigh number the thermal cloud rises across the
layer before the medium temperature spreads out due to dispersion.
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Chapter I. THERMAL DISPERSION IN TWO-SCALE POROELAS-
TIC MEDIA
1. Introduction
A two scale porous medium is characterized by the existence of two disparate
length scales, the microscale and the macroscale '. The scale ratio e = /f'
is assumed to be very small. The structure of the porous medium is assumed to
be periodic on the microscale with periodic length L. It is also assumed that the
variables and material propertiers are periodic over the microscale.
The microscale Peclet number Pe = U/oaf, where U and af are the fluid
velocity and the thermal diffusivity of fluid, is assumed to be 0(1). It is shown that
the heat transport is dominated by convection over the convection time scale. For
much longer time scale of heat diffusion, dispersion which is convection-enhanced
diffusion on the macroscale and convection due to weak inertia in the fluid momen-
tum equation become important. Hence the flow and heat ransport are nonlinearly
coupled. By solving numerically the canonical microcell boundary value problem,
which is a convection diffusion equation with distributed sources, for a cubic array
of Wigner-Seitz grains dispersion coefficients are calculated.
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2. The Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
On the microscale the basic governing equations and boundary conditions are
the same as those in Part A for thermoconsolidation. In the present case of thermal
dispersion in poroelastic media, the Pect number is allowed to be finite and is
asssumed to be 0(1).
2.1 The Governing Equations, Boundary Conditions and Order Esti-
mates
We start from the governing equations on the microscale listed in §2 of Ch. I
in Part A. At the initial state, it is assumed that the porous medium is isothermal.
In the fluid phase, the governing equations are the conservation laws of mass
V.u=O in if (2.1.1)
momentum
P1at + * VU) =-Vp +' V 2u + p gBTfe, in f1f (2.1.2)
and energy
(pCp) ( +u * v,) = V . (m. Vf,) in f (2.1.3)
where u, p and 0 are the velocity, dynamic pressure and temperature variation from
the initial state and the subscript f denotes the fluid phase. Also, p, Cp and m
denote the density, specific heat and thermal conductivity, respectively. The last
term in (2.1.2) is the body force induced by buoyancy obtained after making use of
Boussinesq
In the solid phase, we have the quasi-static equilibrium
V-a, =0 in fi. (2.1.4)
for sufficiently slow motion. The energy balance is governed by
(pCp). + d Ve.) = V ( m. . Vo,) in fl, (2.1.5)
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where a, is the solid stress, dv/dt is the velocity of solid phase, The subscript s
stands for the solid phase. Assuming linear elastic deformation, the solid stress a,
is related to v via Hooke's law
a, = a: e(v) - 9, .I (2.1.6)
where a is the elastic coefficient tensor of rank four and fi is the thermal modulus
tensor of rank two. The symbol I denotes the identity tensor. Also e(-) is the linear
strain operator
On the instantaneous interface r(t) between the fluid and solid, the following
boundary conditions are imposed: the kinematic boundary condition:
dv
dt on r(t) (2.1.7)
and the dynamical condition:
oa, N = of ·N on r(t) (2.1.8)
where N is the unit normal vector on r pointing from the fluid into the solid. For
heat transfer we also impose temperature continuity:
Of = 8. (2.1.9)
and heat flux continuity:
(mf Vf). N = (m, V.) N (2.1.10)
The fluid stress ao in (2.1.8) is defined as
af = -pI + 21e(u) (2.1.11)
Consider the flow through pores of micro-length scale driven by a pressure
drop P' over the macroscale l'. We impose the basic assumptions that the length
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ratio e = 1/1' < 1 is very small. For sufficiently slow motion, the fluid velocity is
scaled by balancing the pressure gradient and the viscous stress,e.g.
p'e2U = (2.1.12)
We assume that the Reynolds number is very small.
Re = < 0(f) (2.1.13)
The relevant time scales are the consolidation time To, the convection time Tv
and the diffusion time
T = pg, T = Td = (2.1.14)K ' U af
where D and K = O (ge2 /v) are the elastic modulus and the hydraulic conductivity
of the medium respectively and a! = mf/(pCp)f is the thermal diffusivity of the
fluid. From (2.1.14) it follows that
TC Plga n T, I a e= - f _anf d  e (2.1.15)
Td VK T. , 'U1 Pe
where
UL _ UtPe = Re Pr = -- = (2.1.16)
v af af
is the Peclet number defined by the microscale and Pr = v/af is the Prandtl
number.
The Peclet number is a measure of the relative importance of heat convection
to diffusion. The Prandtl number of fluid varies widely from low to large numbers;
it is 0(1) for water and is greater than 0(103) for some oils (Lienhard, 1984; Kays
and Crawford, 1980; Eckert and Drake, 1987). For generality we shall assume that
Pr = 0(1/e). It then follows from (2.1.13), (2.1.15) and (2.1.16) that
Pr = 0(1/e) ; Pe = 0(1) ; T,/Td = O(e) (2.1.17)
It is anticipated that the transport of heat on the macroscale is dominated by
convection which is implied by the time scale ratio of (2.1.15). Since dispersion
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is more likely to be important in relatively highly permeable medium which is in
general also hard (cf. Table 2.1 of Part A), we shall assume that
T = (e2)
Td
which is typical of sandy material. Equation (2.1.18) shows that T, is equivalent
to the time scale describing thermal changes over the microscale. Since we are
interested in changes which occur over much larger macroscale distances, variations
over the shortest time scale will be ignored and Tc is dropped. Consequently two
time scales T, and Td = T,/e(cf.(2.23b)) will be used for fast and slow time scales
later.
Combining the stress continuity condition (2.1.8) with (2.1.6) and (2.1.11) it is
readily seen that
P't Ptp (2.1.19)
. a: e(v) ' = (1) ; = 
Hooke's law (2.1.6) is legitimate only for infinitesimal strain,e.g. < 1. In Part A
on thermoconsolidation, it was assumed that 6 = O(P'/'D) = O(e). In this Part,
the porous medium is assumed to be harder and more permeable so that
P'
= 0(a) = O(C2) (2.1.20)
If we let AV be the order of magnitude of medium deformation, (2.1.16) implies
that AV/t' = O(e2) or
AV = o(6e) < 1 (2.1.21)
so that the deformation is much less than the microscale length.
2.2 Normalized Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
The governing equations and boundary conditions are normalized by using the
scale estimates of §2.1. The procedure is quite similar to that in §2.2 of Ch. I
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in Part A and is not repeated here. Instead we point out some differences. The
normalization is as follows:
z=1z*, t=Tt
P't2U = Uu u p P'p, p, =  ', O (2.2.1)
4' As (2.2.1)
a, = Dal of = Pf = V
a=LDa, /3 = B1*, m =Mfm;, m .= Mm
in which variables with the superscript * are dimensionless. In view of the time
scale difference in (2.1.17), the normalization time scale is chosen as
T = T, (2.2.2)
It is noted that the normalization of v and Ao does not necessarily mean v = O(t)
(or e(v) = 0(1)) and a, = 0(VZ). In fact, it will be shown later that v = O(d) and
a, = 0(e 2 D) so as to be consistent with (2.1.16).
The normalized governing equations are reproduced from §2 in Ch. I of Part
A. In the fluid phase, we have
V*. u = 0 in fl! (2.2.3)
[Pft 2e +] ua .V*u = -V*p*+eV* 2u*+ Ra] O;e, in I f (2.2.4)
/IT "T t' ] e}e
[ ] aTt' + Peu . V; = · (m V ) in nfl (2.2.5)
where
Ra = gPT12t'e (2.2.6)
,af
Also in the solid phase,
V * .=0 in l, (2.2.7)
(PCpa-T).T at + 0 A-T' dv' = V'.( = (p I T& afT dt )
(2.2.8)
Hooke's law is given by
o, = a: e(v*)- [aO]] P*O in fl (2.2.9)
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It is assumed that the Rayleight number is finite,
Ra < 0(1)
in the buoyancy term. In Hooke's law, thermal
strain term. Since the medium strain is such that
thermal modulus P is O(B) = O(aD) where a is
we assume in (2.2.9) that
ae' = O(e2)
stress must be balanced by the
6 = 0(e 2 ) from (2.1.20) and the
the linear expansion coefficient ,
(2.2.11)
We now estimate other dimensionless factors. As remarked in (2.1.6), T¢ = e2Td
is not of interest and there remain
T.,, Td = T./e (2.2.12)
The convection velocity ratio V/UT becomes, by using T = T, and V = O(el),
V d 2
UT, U= (2.2.13)
where, in view of (2.1.21), v = Odt) has been used. It also follows that the multi-
plying factor in the convection term of (2.2.8) becomes
VI U = V (Pee2 )
fT a! UT,
(2.2.14)
Similarly other dimensionless factors in the local derivatives of fluid momentum,
and energy equations of fluid and solid become
pi 2 pfjt2 U = Ut 2 = 0(e2Pe)
pT = I/ ' = =
aT = U I = O(ePe)fi' a'f 1
(2.2.15)
(2.2.16)
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(2.2.10)
Finally by substituting (2.1.20), (2.2.11)-(2.2.16) into the normalized governing
equations (2.2.3)-(2.2.5), (2.2.7)-(2.2.9), we obtain the following governing equations
V .i = O
f3 ' + Ree2UI VU* = -VIp* -+ eV*2u + e2RaO;e,
Pe e + " s* V*;) = V .· (m; . v*e;)
V* a = 0
Pe(pCp)re o + d * V*) = MV' (m -V.0)
P·(C...dNdt - dtl
in f (2.2.17)
in f (2.2.18)
in f (2.2.19)
in fl, (2.2.20)
in Q. (2.2.21)
where for simplicity the following notations have been used.
Ae = Re = 0(1), (pCp), = ( P ' ) Mr = M°
(PC) Mf (2.2.22)
The stresses in the solid and fluid are scaled as
O = a : e(v) -_ 2 3*o:
a; = -p'I + ,e(u')
(2.2.23)
(2.2.24)
Similarly the interface boundary conditions (2.1.7) to (2.1.10) become
d =
o N = e2; NarN~a ·
on r(t)
on r(t)
8 = 0: on r(t)
on r(t)
(2.1.25)
(2.2.26)
(2.2.27)
(2.2.28)
Using the above governing equations and boundary conditions, the macroscale gov-
erning equations will be deduced in the next section.
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(M* ·VIC) - = M,(m' VO') N
3. The Macroscale Governing Equations
The macroscale governing equations are deduced from the normalized governing
equations of §2.2. In §3.1 by intoducing the multipe-scale expansions for both
spatial coordinates and time, the approximate governing equations and boundary
conditions are obtained at each order of small parameter . In §3.2, the equations
which govern the solid and fluid motions on the macroscale are derived. Because
of finite microscale Peclit number, the heat transport is dominated by convection
over the convection time on the macroscale. Accordingly for much longer time
scale of heat diffusion, the heat convection due to first order fluid velocity becomes
important. This requires the analysis of weak inertia effect in the fluid momentum
equation and will be treated in §3.3 following Mei and Auriault(1991). Finally in
§3.4, the macroscale heat transport equation is obtained. A canonical cell problem
is defined from which the macroscale dispersion tensor is calculated. It will be
shown that the dispersion tensor is composed of not only symmetric part but also
anti-symmetric part which in turn modifies the convection velocity. The governing
equations in physical variables are presented in §3.5.
3.1 Multiple Scale Expansions and Approximate Equations at Successive
Orders of e
We assume a periodic structure on the microscale and divide the medium into
periodic micro-cells (l-cell). All the variables and material coefficients are assumed
to be fl-periodic.
Introduce the multiple-scale vectors
z, z' = (3.1.1)
for spatial coordinates. Also, in view of the disparity in time scales T, = Td of
(2.2.5), we introduce the multiple time scales
t = t,, t' = td = t, (3.1.2)
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Accordingly, the differential operators become, after expansion,
V* =V+eV'
e() = e(.) + fe'(.) (3.1.3a - c)
_ = +t, +
Let us introduce the perturbation expansions
v* = v(O) + v(l ) + e2v(2) +... (3.1.4)
a = O(-) +e(-) + ea(°) + ... 5)
for the solid displacement and stress. Upon substituting (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) into
Hooke's law (2.2.23), we obtain
a(- ) = a* e(v(°))
a!-') = a': [e'(v(°)) + e(v('))] (3.1.6)
) = a [e'(v(')) + e(v())J -
It follows immediately from (2.1.2) and (2.2.26) that
a!-2 ) = -1)= 0 (3.1.7)
Obviously the vanishing of oa-2) implies that v(O) = v()(z',t,t') is independent
of the microscale. On the other hand, we have from (2.1.21) and (2.2.1) that
v* = v/e = O(e). In order for (3.1.7) to be consistent with this small strain, it is
necessary that
v(° ) = 0, v(]) = (1)(z',t,t ') (3.1.8)
Since the solid displacement v = 0(e) is very small compared to the size of micro-
cell l, as implied by (3.1.8), the departure of instantaneous fluid-solid interface
r(t) from its initial position r(0) is also very small. Thus the interface boundary
conditions (2.2.25) to (2.2.28) can be expanded in Taylor series about r(0) before
multiple scale expansions are introduced.
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We further introduce the perturbation expansions
f. = f(O) + ef(l) + e2f(2) + ...
f = U*,P , ,O t or 
It then follows from the leading order equation of (2.2.10) that
P(o) = p(°)(z', tt')
so that the leading order pressure does not depend on the microscale coordinate.
The equations at higher orders of e give rise to different physical features due to the
increased Pecl1t number.
In the fluid phase, the continuity equation (2.2.17) yields
V u(°) = 0
V' u(°) + V. U(1) = 0
(3.1.12a, b)
The momentum equation (2.2.18) becomes
0(1) 0 = Vp(° )
0(,) 0 = -(V'p(°) + Vp(1)) + V2U(O) = V'(°) + VO(1 )
0(e2) U(O) VU() = -(V'p(l) + Vp(2)) + 2(V V')u(°) + V2u(l) + RaO()e.
= V'a(l)+ a(2 ) + Ra(°)e,
(3.1.13a - c)
in which the fluid stress is given by
a() =-p(°)I
4(1) = -p()I + 2e(u(°)) (3.1.14a- c)
(2) = _-( 2)I + 2e'(u(°)) + 2e(u('))f
Note that, because of increased Peclet number, bouyancy is negligibly small and
appears only at (e2 ).
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for
(3.1.9)
(3.1.10)
(3.1.11)
0(1)
0(f)
The energy equation (2.2.19) becomes
0(1) Peu(0) V@° = V * (m* .V ())
0(e) ,Pe + -~-' (v9 +[ vea) + U) ·1'.V()
= V. (m; Vf,)) + V. [in;. (V , o) + Ve,'))]
+ .,(, .V )] = V' * [in * (V'°o) + v(l))]
(3.1.15a - c)
After using (3.1.8a), the energy equation (2.2.21) in the solid phase is similarly
expanded as
0(1) 0 = MV (me V())
a(0)
O(e) (pCp),Peot
= Mr, {V' (: . V(Vie) + VV [em (V'1O + @))] }
o(e2 ) (pC,)Pe [ a) + +d (0)(pC),e d . d, [- +
= M, {V' [m: (V' °) + V@'))] + V. [m * (V'@(') + V2))] }
(3.1.16a- c)
The interface boundary conditions (2.2.25) to (2.2.28) are first expanded in
Taylor series about the initial position r(0) of the interface and then expanded
according to (3.1.3), (3.1.5) and (3.1.9). The results are listed here. The kinematic
condition (2.2.25) becomes
0(1) )= O
0(f) () () 1)O ° (3.1.17a, b)
u?) +9 , )Ozj =
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The dynamical conditions (2.2.26) gives
0(1) i(-2) N = 0
o(e) ( -') N = 0
(3.1.18a - c)
O(r") a(). N = a(°). N
0(e3) (0(1) + (1) V()) N = () +v('l) .V )) N
in which (3.1.18a and b) have already been used to show (3.1.8). In the same
manner, the thermal boundary conditions (2.2.27) and (2.2.28) are expanded as
0(1) 8(°) = (0)
O(,) 80) + V(l) Vo(f) = 0(.1) + V(l) . V°O)
o(,2) (2) + v( ) (v(4 + ()) +V(2). ( ° + 1 V((:) O(o
=((2) + V(1) (V'e0O) + V'( 1)) + (2). V O)+(1): 2
(3.1.19a - c)
and
0(1) m; V(°)· *N = Mm: V( 0)
o(.) m.. (V'(o) + VO()) .N + v(l) (m; . V()) N=
o(2) ; .(V 1) + V. 2)) N + vl)a [n;. (V') + v ))] * N
+ V() (m; * VO()) *N=Mm*) + V(2)) N
+ o :1) 0 () : V,.+O))+ v"') a [Mr ( °) + V91.,))] *N + V(2) a (Mm *ve'o))*N
(3.1.20a - c)
3.2 Macroscale Equations for Solid and fluid Motions
The macroscale equilibrium equation and Hooke's law are obtained by following
the same procedure as in §3 of Ch. I in Part A. Because of the reduced buoyancy
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effect in the fluid momentum equation (3.1.12), the macroscale equilibrium equation
does not have buoyancy term. They are reproduced here as
V'.(4)) =0
(3.2.la, b)
(A-))= a': e'(v(1)) - ctlp(o) - f3o(0)
where a', a' and 3t are given in (3.3.15a-c) of Ch. I in Part A and the fact that
(#) = (°)(z', t, td) (will be shown later) has been used.
In the fluid phase, it may be assumed from (3.1.13b) that
u(° ) = -k VIp( °)
(3.2.2a, b)
p(l) _ pl) = S. V'p( °)
where k(z, z') and S(z, z') must satisfy the Stokes problem defined in §3 of Ch. I
in Part A and p-() is independnet of the microscale and is the average of p( l) over
the fl-cell. By taking the fl-average of (3.2.2a), Darcy's law becomes
(u(O)) = k' . V'p (° ) (3.2.3)
where k' is the permeability tensor given in §3 of Ch. I in Part A. In (3.2.3), as
mentioned earlier, the seepage velocity is not affected by buoyancy for finite Peclet
number. Also, since the solid velocity is small(cf.(3.1.16)) and v(l) is independent
of the microscale, the right-hand side of (3.3.27) of Ch. I in Part A does not appear.
Consequently, the consolidation equation reduces to
V' (k' VI'( °)) = 0 (3.2.4)
It is readily seen that the coupling of solid and fluid motions with temperature
appears only in the equilibrium equation (3.2.1a). In order to deduce the governing
law of macrotransport of heat, we consider the effect of weak inertia in fluid flow
(cf. (3.1.13c)) next.
3.3 Effect of Weak Inertia
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As shown in Mei (1991b) for a rigid isothermal porous medium, higher order
flow velocity associated with weak inertia is in general needed.
The results for deformable medium are similar to those by Mei (1991) and Mei
& Auriault (1991) with some additional terms and will be needed later for the mean
heat transport equation.
By substituting (3.2.2a and b) into the O(e2) momentum equation at 0(e 2 )
(3.1.13c) and making use of (3.12a) we obtain, in indicial form,
akin Op(O) op() s p() 2p( 0) a()k+2 , +, , , +I (3..9Xm ax atk a' i ax' ax'-ax' ax
2 a2 kii Op(O) + akij a2p(0 ) - Raiz() _ _p(2) 82 (3.3.1)
dZOz8X aOj ax k aX a aOXi 9zk9k
We note that the last term on the left-hand side of (3.3.1) reflects the new effect of
buoyancy. Similarly, the continuity equation (3.1.12b) becomes
9kiij p ( ) 02p ( °) au I )az az' -kiijik 0- =0 (3.3.2)
In view of linearity we assume
{p(2) _ p2) }= - _Bj, -L j - S; -S. -E ]{Y} (3.3.3)
where
[p(o) ap(o) 82p(o) ap(o) a ) (334)
{Y}'= l oza z '1az,,x' oz ' 0 ' 0 ] (°x'
Tensor Kii and vector Sj are the same as those introduced in (3.2.2a and b) and
must satisfy the Stokes problem defined in §3 of Ch. I in Part A. It follows from
(3.3.1) and (3.3.2) that all other coefficient pairs introduced in (3.23) must satisfy
the following momentum equations.
O8jk V2Ok i_ OB k V2 ,
-Sj 6 ik - 2zki - + V2 Lk
- - Oam a- +zi V ij
Ra6i, =- - + V2Fi
Oai
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and the mass conservation equations
Lijk
aji
aK,j ak6i (3.3.6)
aFi = 0o
azi
with the boundary conditions
ij = Ljk = j = i on r
and (3.3.7a,b)
Lij, Bj; Lj, B; K,!, S.;Fi,E' are -perodic
The boundary value problems (3.3.5) to (3.3.7) can be solved numerically for a given
cell geometry. Afterwards the Q-average may be taken to give
(2(1)) 8 _ F - (l j ) - (Lijk) - (K -(Kij)-(Fi) Y (3.3.8)
(p(2)) _ n )- -(B) - (B) -(Sj) - (Sj) - (E) 
of which (u(')) will be needed later.
For an isotropic and homogeneous medium on the macroscale, Mei and Auri-
ault(1991) have shown that the coefficients (Lik), (ijk) and (K'j) vanish identi-
cally. Also since (Kij) is the permeability in (3.2.3), (Kij)Oap(')l8xO can be set to
be zero by absorbing pl) into p(o). For the unknown function Fi, we have from
(3.3.5) and (3.3.6) that
OE a2F
Ragi, =- ia+, Okz in 'f!
aFiOzF = 0 in f (3.3.9)
Fi = O on r
Fi and E are periodic
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This is Stokes problem (3.3.20) in Ch. I, Part A. Therefore Fi = ki, is
the fluid velocity in i-th direction in the microcell when the macroscale
gradient is in z direction. In view of the isotropic premeability, we have
(F.) = (F,) = O, (F.) = -Rak'
Accordingly in an isotropic and homogeneous medium
(u(l)) = -Rak'o(0 ) i,
It simply means that the buoyancy effect is important at the first order.
3.4 The Macroscale Heat Transport Equation
3.4.1 The Canonical Cell Problems for Heat Transfer
At 0(1), equations (3.1.15a), (3.1.16a), (3.1.19a) and (3.1.20a) give
Peu( °) VO(°) = V. (m; V 0( °)) in 1fl
0 = MV .(m: . V )) in n.
(0) = 0(°) on r(0)
m; V(O°) N = Mm -V( °0) . N onr(0)
After making use of (3.1.2a), equation (3.4.1a) may be written as
(3.4.1a- d)
PeV. (u(°)e()) = V (m;. VO(;)) (3.4.2)
If we multiply (3.4.2) and (3.4.1b) by O(f°) and 8( ), integrate over 1f and f,, and
use (3.1.17a), (3.4.1c and d), it follows that
0 = jm; VO()V(O)ddn + j Mnm Ve(°0)VO( )dn (3.4.3)
Since both integrals are positive definite, we have
(0) = (O) = e(O)(zI,t,td) (3.4.4)
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equal to
pressure
(3.3.10)
(3.3.11)
and the leading order temperature of the medium does not depend on the microscale.
There is no need to distinguish fluid and solid for the leading order temperature
and the subscript will be omitted.
At O(e), we have from (3.1.15b) (3.1.16b), (3.1.19b) and (3.1.20b), after using
(3.4.4),
Pe [a-+u()V + 'q(0)+ V. (u(Q)0()] = . [; . (V0(0) + VO))] in Of
~at, f ~t,(pC,)rpaP t =Mov [m *(V'(°) +v@())] in Q.
8( ) =@l) on r(0)
im; ('0(°) + v(1)) N = Mm:. (v'(°O) + Ve()) N on r(0)
(3.4.5a - d)
Use has been made of (3.1.2a) to get (3.4.5a). Integrating (3.4.5a) and (3.4.5b)
over the fl-cell and using Gauss theorem, N-periodicity, (3.32a) and the boundary
conditions (3.4.5c and d), we obtain
'a0() + (u(°)) . ' ( °O) = (3.4.6)
where
a= n' + (1 - n')(pCp), (3.4.7)
is the average heat capacity of the medium. The heat transport over the time scale
T, is therefore governed by convection only.
We now find 0(1) in terms of the macroscale temperature gradient V' ( °O). Let
us first subtract (3.4.6) times Pe/a from (3.4.5a),
Pe ((o). V'(o) + u(o) . V( )) = V [m (V'@(O) + V(1'))] in l'f (3.4.8)
where
() = () - !(u(O)) (3.4.9)
Let us also subtract (3.4.6) times Pe(pCp),/a from (3.4.5b)
-(pCp).Pe(U(°O)) V'0(°) = MV - [m:(V# (°' ) + V(1))] in ., (3.4.10)
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Note that the fluid velocity is determined by solving the consolidation equation
(3.2.4) separately for p(O) and using Darcy's law (3.2.2a). Therefore it is a given
quantity in the convection-diffusion equations (3.4.8) and (3.4.10). In view of lin-
earity, #O) and 0(1 ) are then assumed to be of the form
8(l) = Bf 'V'0(°) in f
(3.4.11a, b)
0( )=B'V'# (° ) in II,
The unknown vector functions Bf(z,z') and B(z,z') must satisfy
Pe I ( ) u()VB) - B V [m (I+ VBf)] in f,
1 (3.4.12a, b)
-(pCp)rPe-(u(°)) . I = MV [m: (I + VB')] in fl,
which are obtained after substituting (3.4.11a,b) into (3.4.8) and (3.4.10). The
interface boundary conditions for Bf and B' are then given by (3.4.5c and d) as
B! = B' on r(0) (3.4.12c)
m. *(I + VBf) N = M, m . (I + VB') N on r(0) (3.4.12d)
We also impose for -periodicity
Bf and B' are n-periodic (3.4.12e)
and it is further required for uniqueness that
(Bf) = (B') = 0 (3.4.12f)
The canonical cell problems for Bf and B' (3.4.12a-f) are now a pair of convection-
diffusion problems with distributed source in the fluid phase which is the velocity
fluctuation about the mean flow velocity, and with a uniform source in the solid
phase. There are source also distributed on the interface(cf.(3.4.12d)). After solv-
ing (3.40a-f) for B! and B' numerically in a given cell geometry, the microscale
fluctuations in temperature 8(1) and 8(') are given by (3.4.11a and b) in which (o)
is yet to be determined.
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3.4.2 The Mean Heat Transport Equation
Finally at 0(e 2 ), we have from (3.1.15c), (3.1.16c), (3.1.19c) and (3.1.20c) after
invoking (3.4.4)
+ U(0) (v'e') + v8'2) + u() . (V'80) + VO81))]
= V'. [m; (V'I(O)+ V))] + V. [m;. (Vig9) + VO2))]f )] f /
(p),Pe p ,atd
= Mr {V' [: (V'(°) + V0('))]
8(2) +(1) )
( tI
m; (V'e0f)
+ 5.9-VP)
+ v. [m:. ('e() + V,(2))] }
(1 90)
= e(2) + (1) -
3 am,.
+ e(,)
+ 06k')) C
(V'I(O) + VO))]
(v'e(') + vo(2))+()0 [rJ 3 z . (V' () + ve',))] .N} on r(0)
(3.4.13a - d)
The convective terms on the left-hand side of (3.4.13a) can be rewritten as
u(°) (veil) +VO(62)) + U) . (V,0(0) + V80))
= V' . (u()(1)) + U(1') .Ve(0) + V . (u(0)(2))
_-( 2)V .U(,)-e) (V
= V'. ()e()) + U() . V'0(°) + V . (u(0)e(2))
where (3.1.12a and b) were used.
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Pe °td + &Or,
in ft
at /)
in J
,n r(o)
= Mr {m
+ V . (U() ))
+V. (U()4)) (3.4.14)
-N+v (1) a [M;
. (O) + V. um)
Upon substituting (3.4.13) into (3.4.12a) and taking the l-average of (3.4.13a)
and (3.4.13b), we get
Pe[a()
Otd
(08")(1/ + (pCp)r - )]
+ V'. (Pe(u(0)())) + Pe(u(1)). v'( 0)
+Pe [1 1
.0 V. (u(0)O(2)) do + 
Jr {a [(m;)kl (ae(o)Ia'L + a ) } Nf dS 0Z J j ( 0(0)
02l,
+ oo? I ] N;dSjJ' J] l
(3.4.15)
where
m, = (m (I + VBf)) + Mr(m (I + VB') (3.4.16)
denotes the macroscale thermal conductivity. In (3.4.14), the surface integrals on
the right-hand side of (3.4.15) are obtained after using (3.4.13d). We examine each
term in (3.4.15). Because of (3.4.12f) it follows that
a ) + (PC), () = )
V' (Pe(u(°)o())) = V'
= ((Bf) + (pCp),(BJ))
[Pe ((u(o) + (u()))Bf
a V'1(°) = 0
Ot
). V'8(°)]
= V'. [Pe(a(o)Bf) V'e(o)]
u(o) = u(o) (u(o))
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1 (1)f l
1 )
- vlj
.(m'.'°)
where
(3.4.17)
(3.4.18)
(3.4.19)
f
I,··11,
at
is the velocity fluctuation about its mean. After using Gauss theorem, fl-periodicity
and (3.1.17a and b), the volume integrals on the left-hand side of (3.4.15) become
V . ((0),(2))dn + 
-= 1 r(l ) ( !1),NdsVUla - ( °n ~ 0z I, , -(0a
1 (1)
=- V.
_ 1 (1)
=_ 1 (1)f (Ui 0)O Nf8xi 
V (u(')O())df
= -5 I a
Ot x
- U(
- zj ] dn
4 zi c dfA
a --N/ i dS = 0
Ox, '
After using Gauss theorem and (3.4.5a and b), the surface integrals on the right-
hand side of (3.4.15) can be written
Pe (
- vf 
1) a r t0( o)
&Vo +u0) (0Z0 + az dfl
~~ Oxf d(
+ M.(PCp)rPe a
Pe(1) (0.) (0ae(
( °)) dO (3.4.21)
The last integral vanishes because of (3.1.17a).
Substituting (3.4.16), (3.4.17), (3.4.19) and (3.4.20) into (3.4.15) we obtain
Pe [a(°) + ( ))
.V'(0)] = V' [D. V9'o()]
vij = (m; (I + VBf)) + M,(m: (I + VB') - Pe(4(0)Bjf)
Tensor coefficient D'j is the macroscale thermal dispersion tensor.
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1
A I
(3.4.20)
where
(3.4.22)
(3.4.23)
a a~2 (.(Oi,,I))
a ( (0 Oa
am- k i aB(')az
OiTf
)i
We first note that, over the slow time scale Td (conduction time), the heat
transport is contributed by both convection and diffusion.
The heat transport process is composed not only of molecular diffusion, but also
of dispersion. The former includes both the algebraic mean of thermal conductivities
and the microscale fluctuations (cf. (3.4.23)). On the other hand, dispersion is
induced by convection (represented by u(O° ) V'(1) in (3.4.13a)) as the consequence
of local mixing in a '-cell (leading to the last term in (3.4.23)) caused by the velocity
fluctuation relative to the mean flow. It is readily seen in (3.4.23) that if the Peclet
number is not small dispersion may dominate over molecular diffusion.
The second order tensor Di in (3.4.23) is, in general, not symmetric and may
be further decomposed into symmetric and anti-symmetric parts.
Di = m+mj + D + D D (3.4.24)
where
m [( (33.4.25){ mn) } = 2 [((mj)ij + (ml)ij)n + Mr((m)ij ± (m:)ji),] .4.2
and
D } =- e [()i B±f 0)j)B)]
+ (M';)it + M ()jt + (m:)it - a
(3.4.26)
Note that m and Dj are symmetric and mu. and D are anti-symmetric and the
microscale fluctuations due to (l) are now included in Dfj and DU.. Coefficients
m' and mj are simply the volume averages of the thermal conductivities of the
solid and fluid phases.
Combining (3.4.9) and (3.4.19), uf(o) and ii(0) are related by
() = u(0) - ((o) = ) +(()) (3.4.27)1 = 1 ( 34(2 ))
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Substituting (3.4.27) into (3.4.26) and invoking (3.4.12f), we have
OB( \(M Oze /0: + Ml((m:)i-i a (m)jT )n ]
(3.4.28)
Mei(1991) has further shown for rigid medium that the symmetric dispersion tensor
Df can be expressed as
o. =((m;),taB a )iS.? f 8z O)n + M ((m:)" S .)t 0.
+ (( Bf
+~cm;,,e +M,(()it j OB.)+ (m,)jt a( )
(3.4.29)
by using (3.4.12a,b) and the no slip condition(u( °) = 0 on r(O)) on the interface.
The result is equally applicable for highly permeable medium of the present case
because of (3.1.17a). Thus (3.4.29) is valid here.
Substituting (3.4.25) and (3.4.26) into the right-hand side of (3.4.22), we have
= L- (
(m +.
90(0) ]
DSj) az~ J
] 8(0) J , z ··i uj
The last term in (3.4.30) is the product of symmetric and anti-symmetric tensors
and vanishes upon summation over the indices. Finally substituting (3.4.30) into
(3.4.22) we obtain
P8(0)
Pe7a
8tad
+ [Pe(uj)) a .D )] 0(0)
3 = a [ (3m 4 + D 3)
(3.4.31)
In order to find the mean heat transport equation, we multiply (3.4.30) by e
and add it to (3.4.6).
Pea ( + e) 0(o) +
- 7_, (m,~ + D')]t S.
Pe ((U4O)) + e(U4))) a0(o)I,'
09(0) a
zo
[(m +D ,)
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Pe
2
{ Di,
D,
1
+2 I
[(io),)Bf iO)Bf)]uI 3j + i,
(3.4.30)
082(0)
O8aOx'
(3.4.32)
80(0)1
aZj
act
OBf )
+(m*)jt jf )-
V 0o
Xa 1 a_'1
Recalling the perturbation expansion (3.1.10a) and the multiple time scale (3.1.3c),
equation (3.4.32) can be written as
Pea + (u) + (m +W
~a 09~()1~(3.4.33)f- e [mI + D,) an ]
Equations (3.2.1a) (static equilibrium of solid), (3.2.3) (Darcy's law), (3.2.4) (con-
servation of fluid mass) and (3.4.33) (conservation of energy) are the governing
equations for the consolidation and heat transport in granular porous media when
the microscale Peclet number is finite (Pe = 0(1)).
In this limit, the flow equation and solid deformation are mathematically decoupled.
The solution procedure is therefore as follows. The consolidation equation (3.2.4)
is first solved for the pressure p(O) in terms of which the seepage velocity (u(°)) is
given by (3.2.3). Both p(O) and (u()) are of steady state form. For the calculated
velocity field u(° ), the microcell boundary value problem (3.4.12a-f) is solved for Bf
and B' from which the dispersion tensors D and D. of (3.4.28) are determined.
For isotropic and homogeneous medium on the macroscale, (/u()) = -Rak'( °)6i,
(cf.(3.3.11)) and the heat transport equation (3.4.33) is then solved for the medium
temperature (0) which varies with time. We emphasize that the heat transport
equation is nonlinear because of the dependence of (u(1)) on (0) although it is
weak i.e., O(e).
In view of the steady state form of (3.2.1a) and (3.2.4), the porous medium
deforms promptly in response to the quasi-steady pressure field p(O), while the
temperature (0) diffuses in a transient manner.
3.4.3 Positive Definiteness of the Dispersion Tensor
The symmetric dispersion tensor is composed of two parts: m, the volume
average of thermal conductivities and D, the effective diffusion due to convection
(cf.(3.4.24)). Following Brenner(1980), it is shown here that the dispersion tensor
(m, + Dij) is positive definite.S3 S.? · V~Y·~U · ·
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Introduce new variables Ct and C' given by
C = B + ,, Ci' = B: + , (3.4.34)
so that
aBf a _ 8B = W- _ 6 ik (3.4.35)
:Ozk Oz Ozk Ozk,
Substituting (3.4.35) into (3.4.29) we obtain
m, + Df ((M. - -J D. = ((m)t ac t ) + M,((mf,)Jk ac (3.4.36)
If two microscale independent vectors Xi and Xi are multiplied to (3.4.36), it follows
Xi(m + Dj)X = ((m;),t atf a ) + M((M i a (3.4.37)$.I %.? Oz azi z x't axe zk
where f = ClXi and g = C,"Xi. The quadratic expression on the right-hand side
of (3.4.37) is positive since thermal conductivities m and m*a are positive definite
and therefore (m' j + D'j) is positive definite.
3.5 The Macroscale Governing Equations in Physical Variables
The governing equations deduced in §3.2 are now written in physical variables.
Since the equilibrium and consolidation equations are in reduced form of those
obtained in thermoconsolidation of Part I, onlt the heat transport equation with
dispersion is considered.
By using (2.2.1), the heat transport equation becomes in physical variables
Pa +(pc)(u) + +)] a[a =zi [(m +D a aai
at Ozi z7zi asi a
(3.5.1)
where { m } = [((m),j) ± ((mo)j,) + ((m.)ij) ± ((m.),j)] (3.5.2){n- 
S.?
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= (PC)f (if ±2i f)
2 S
(mf)jLz )((mf), IZI + ((m.)i,-) ± (m,)jl-±)
(3.5.3)
From (3.4.29) the symmetric dispersion tensor can be further written as
/,o(( a A' \15:. = \Sn~c~8~ 
(mf)i t
+(mk sozk OXI
+ (f)jt at!
OXI
The equilibrium and consolidation equations are from (3.2.1) and (3.2.4) simply
given as
V . [a: e(v) - ap- t] = 0 (3.5.5)
V (k Vp) = O (3.5.6)
from §3.6 of Ch. I in Part A. The coefficients a, &, /t and were given there.
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and
DIj
'3
(3.5.4)
+ (m, )j A
1az
4. Dispersion Tensor for a Cubic Array of Wigner-Seits Grains
The symmetric dispersion tensor (m + Df ) of (3.4.24) is examined for a
microcell geometry of the Wigner-Seitz grain which has been used to calculate the
macroscale coefficients in Part A. The Wigner-Seits grain has three orthogonal
planes of symmetry (see Fig. 4.1). Because of the crystalline structure of the cubic
array, the dispersion tensor depends on the mean flow direction. However, it will be
shown that, when the mean flow direction coincides with one of the crystallographic
axes (coordinate axes in Fig. 4.1), there are only two distinct coefficients which
depend on the Peclet number. For the same mean flow direction, the dispersion
coefficients in arbitrarily rotated frame can be obtained by tensor tranformation.
4.1 Symmetry Relations in a Wigner-Seits Grain
For homogeneous and isotropic phases on the microscale (m;)ij = m;6ij and
(mo)i = moij. The effective diffusion coefficients defined by (3.4.24) to (3.4.26)
may be written as
Dij = mj + D:.
= (;(i + Sj) + M,(6i +6ji))
+ m;(B BL)+ Mrm( z a ) (4.1.1)
+t+ a/ + m + OBf9zi azj Oi Ozj
= fi6 + m.(I.) + Mrm (I',j) + 2m(ej(Bf)) + 2Mm(eij(B'))
where
= n'm + Mr(1 - n')m
r _ Bf oB[ aB B
' OX '" AOzk az: (4.1.2a-c)
I OB$f OB[I OB OBi '-eiB) ( + eij(B') = (o+ )2 rt B' Jzi th Brzj
with n' being the porosity.
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Fig. 4.1 A Wigner-Seitz microcell. The interior of the soccer ball shape is fluid
and the rest is solid. The mean flow is shown in the z-direction.
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We consider the case when the mean flow is in the z-direction (see Fig. 4.1)
and establish symmetry relations for BZ and Bf among the sectors.
For externally imposed pressure gradient V'p(°) = (-1,0, 0) the fluid velocity
inside the microcell is given by (3.2.2)
()= = kLi (4.1.3)
It has been shown in Appendix C in Part A that the fluid phase is of the same shape
as the solid grain in the Wigner-seitz grain. The microcell is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
The inside of the solid-lined soccer ball shape is the fluid phase and the remainder
of the cell is occupied by the solid. In establishing the symmetry relations, the fluid
phase is first considered for Bf governed by (3.4.12a) and then the solid phase for
B' governed by (3.4.12b). The boundary conditions (3.4.12c and d) which involve
both B[ and BI are also checked for consistency.
As seen in (4.1.3), the fluid velocity inside the microcell is solely determined
by ki, whose symmetry relations in sectors A, D, E and H have been summarized
in Fig. C.5(b), Part A. For convenient reference it is reproduced in Fig. 4.2(b). In
addition, we consider sectors A, B, C and D in the region z > 0. It readily follows
from Fig. C.5(a), Ch. I, Part A that ki, at those points located symmetrically
about the planes z = 0 and y = 0 are related as shown in Fig. 4.2(a), which is a
simpler way of stating the following.
k.,(-x) = k.(xz) k,,(-) = -kz() k.z(-x) = k,,(x)
k(-y) = k.2 (y) k,,(-y) = -k,,(y) k,,(-y) = k(y)
k.Z(-z) = k,,(z) k,,(-z) = k,2(z) kz(-z) = k..(z)
After using (3.4.9) in (3.4.12a), the governing equation for BR becomes
Pe ((°o) M+*_ b(u°)) + u(aa' (4.1.4)
J·i· , ,,,j (Ozt = fn; az-i
where
b 1 = 1 (1 - n')(pC,)!
a n =+ (1-n)(ppC ) (4.1.5)
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with
j;Z = n'(pCp)f + (1 - n')(pC,).
For j = (4.1.4) becomes
k,+bk' +k +k +kxZ = Pe ' - + ' -+ (4 16)
where
I,. = k,- (kI) = k.. - k' (4.1.7)
We consider any two points symmetric about = 0 in sectors A and B (or C and
D) in Fig. 4.2(a). Since k and k' are symmetric, so must be other terms in
(4.1.6),e.g.
k z , kya kzz z
82Bf 82BI 02Bi
Oz2 ' ay2' az2
symmetric about = 0
(4.1.8a, b)
symmetric about = 0
Furthermore, in view of the fact that
and k,= are anti-symmetric about =
OB=
a '
Oz
oB
Oz
kZZ is symmetric about z = 0 whereas ky,
0, it follows from (4.1.8a) that
symmetric about = 0
(4.1.9a, b)
anti-symmetric about = 0
which imply that
&2B
,O2 anti-symmetric about z = 0 (4.1.10)
This contradicts (4.1.8b) unless Bf is constant which must be zero because of the
condition (B) = 0. Therefore, for the mean flow in direction no symmetry
relation for BI exists between sectors A and B (and C and D).
We next consider two points symmetric about y = 0 in sectors A and D (or
E and H) in Fig. 4.2(b). Since k,. and k ' are symmetric, (4.1.8a and b) should
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02BIf
O.2 
,82BIft 
(a)
k2, kyx -kzz
P
kzz -kyz kzz
kz, -ky -kzz
(4
k 2 a kVy kz
(b)
k22 -kEz kz
P
kt2 -kyz -kz
ka3 kyz kzz
A
kzz ky2 -kzz
Fig. 4.2 Sign and symmetry relations of the velocity components at points sym-
metric about the planes z = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 in (a) the region z > 0 and (b) the
region z > 0. Mean flow is in the z-direction.
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hold. In Fig. 4.2(b), k,3 and k are anti-symmetric and symmetric about y = 0
respectively and thus we have
Bf symmetric about y = O
am OZ (4.1.11a, b)
anti-symmetric about y = 0
which is consistent with (4.1.8b). Therefore (4.1.llb) requires for the mean flow in
z direction that
B, is symmetric about y = 0 (4.1.12)
For any two points symmetric about z = 0 in sectors A and E (or D and H),
(4.1.8a and b) still hold since kf. and k' are symmetric. Recognizing that k, and
kzz are symmetric and anti-symmetric about z = 0, we readily obtain that
aBt 8BX symmetric about z = 0
(4.1.13a, b)
OBI
anti-symmetric about z = 08z
which also imply (4.1.8b). So
B! is symmetric about z = 0 (4.1.14)
The symmetry relations for Bf and its derivatives in sectors A, D, E and H in
z > 0 region are summarized in the first rows of each sector in Fig. 4.3(a).
If j = y in (4.1.14), it readily follows from Fig. 4.2 that (u( °)) = (,) =
(kiv) = 0. We then have from (4.1.4) that
OB1 8Bv .9B1t m (9B~ B O2Bv (4.1.15)kvy + kaz + ky + kx,.x- = + + ) (4Oax Oy O6z Fe 0Z2 &p2 0z2
Since there is no symmetry relation for Bf about z = 0 plane, only the symmetry
planes y = 0 and z = 0 are dealt with (it can be shown by following similar
arguments to the case of j = z that no symmetry properties exist for Bf between
any two sectors symmetric about x = 0 either).
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Bf,.
Bf.
Bf,
Bf,
Bf,
Iz I Izz
I Iy*I 
I**
Izz Izy -Iz
Iyy -1g*
Iz z
eg egy ea5
eyY eYz
ez
4
e
e, e y, -ez 3
e 1y -e 1
e**
Fig. 4.3 Sign and symmetry properties of Bf and related quanties in sectors A,
D, E and H when the mean flow is in the z-direction. (a) BE and its derivatives,
(b) I, and (c) eij(B).
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B,.Bf
Bf
-Bf
Bf
Bf
-Bf
-Bf
B,5
-Bf.
V'z
BfZ' A
Bf
Bf
E
-B,v
Bf
BfZVV
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Izz -Iz v
IVy
I4z -Izy
Iv,
Iz*
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-Igz
IY*
Iz*
(c)
cam -ezy
eyy
ea -ez
eyY
Hr
- --
1
J
i
A
V1
X-:
l,
r
Consider sectors A and D (and E and H) symmetric about y = 0 in Fig.
4.2. Because of the anti-symmetric nature of kis all other terms in (4.1.15) are
anti-symmetric too,e.g.
k a kvZ I kaa I anti-symmetric about y = 0
ox OIOY 8 Z a (4.1.16a, b)
V V I anti-symmetric about y = 00z2 , Oy23 , z2
As observed earlier, k., and k are symmetric and k,,z is anti-symmetric about
y = 0 and thus it follows from (4.1.16) that
OBVl B anti-symmetric about y = 0O mOZ (4.1.17a, b)
symmetric about y = 0
0y
which is consistent with (4.1.16b). Therefore
Byf is symmetric about z = 0 (4.1.18)
Properties of Bf and the derivatives are summarized in the second rows in Fig.
4.3(a).
If j = z in (4.1.4), it becomes
AOB f AOB OAB m 02 Bf 2Bf 2B (4119)
:z. + kzA z + k. -- + kz - Pe O z + '' + (41--19)ox 8Z Pe 0:Z2 f' 2 0Z2
Following the same arguments as before, it can be easily shown that
Bf is symmetric about y = 0
(4.1.20a, b)
Bf is anti-symmetric about z = 0
which are shown, together with the derivatives, in the third rows in Fig. 4.3(a).
By using the definitions in (4.1.2b and c), the symmetry properties of I, and
eij(Bf) are determined from Fig. 4.3(a) right away and are summarized in Fig.
4.3(b) and (c).
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We now move to the solid phase and establish the same kind of symmetry
relations for B} by using the governing equation (3.4.12b) and show that B! matches
with Bf consistently on the interface through the boundary condition (3.4.12d).
Because symmetry is limited to the sectors symmetric about y = 0 and z = 0,
it is sufficient to consider Bj in the same sectors and only a cross-section of the cell
parallel to yz-plane is shown in Fig. 4.4 in which the hatched areas are the solid
phase and the points P, , P, P3, and P4 on the interface are symmetric about y = 0
and z = 0.
After using (4.1.3) in (3.4.12b) and (m:)ij = meij, we get
02Bf
C(kj2) = Mrm: (4.1.21)Oziazi
where
C = -(pCp) P e (4.1.22)
is a scalar coefficient and is uniform source distribution in the solid. If j = z,
(4.1.21) becomes
Ck' = Mrm aB + aa + : aB:) (4.1.23)
Since k' is constant, the forcing on the left side is symmetric about both y = 0 and
z = 0. Accordingly each term on the right-hand side of (4.1.23) must be symmetric
about both y = 0 and z = 0. It then follows that
B: is symmetric about y = 0 and z = 0 (4.1.24)
which is the same as the symmetry property of Bf in (4.1.12) and (4.1.14) for in a
plane parallel to yz-plane. Therefore the temperature continuity condition (3.4.12c)
is automatically satisfied. The symmetry relations for B~ and B~ follow similarly
and are consistent with those for Bf and Bf. The details are omitted here.
We now examine the heat flux boundary condition (3.4.12d) which reads
m N, +N  N + N)
mf (N ay O
--B" . - 0Bz ,(4.1.25)
= m: N++ -N + +N Nz8 Ox 19Y Oz
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Consider Pl and P2 in Fig. 4.4 which are locatd on the interface symmetrically about
y = 0. Note that Nz and N, on r(0) are symmetric and N, is anti-symmetric at P1
and P2. Also from Fig. 4.3(a), OBf/Oz and OBf/Oz are symmetric and OBf/Oy is
anti-symmetric between P1 and P2. Consequently the left-hand side of (4.1.25) is
symmetric and thus each term on the right-hand side of (4.1.25) must be symmetric,
too. This requires that
OB-, OB.- symmetric at P1 and P2
mz ' Oz
OB.' anti-symmetric at P1 and P2
which is satisfied only if
B' is symmetric about y = 0 (4.1.26a)
Similarly for points P1 and P3, Nz and N, are symmetric whereas Nz is anti-
symmetric; it follows that
ab aB; symmetric at P1 and P3
anti-symmetric at P1 and P3LZ
which implies that
B. is symmetric about z = 0 (4.1.26b)
Equations (4.1.26a and b) are identical to (4.1.24) which was found by looking at the
governing equation for B: (4.1.23) only. Therefore the symmetry relations for Bf
and B: are implied by both the governing equations and the boundary conditions.
For i = y and j = z, a similar procedure readily provides that
B, is anti-symmetric about y = 0 and symmetric about z = 0
(4.1.27a, b)
B. is symmetric about y = 0 and anti-symmetric about z = 0
Note again that the symmetry is consistent with the boundary condition (3.4.12d);
the details are omitted.
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zY
Fig. 4.4 A typical cross-section of the microcell parallel to yz-plane and points on
the interface symmetric about y = 0 and z = 0.
Cyz
zC_ I
I_
x A rotational coordinate transformation by 90 degrees about -as coun-
Fig. 4.5 A rotational coordinate transformation by 90 degrees about ckwise. coun-
terclockwise.
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The symmetry properties of B! between the sectors symmetric about y = 0
and z = 0 are identical to those of Bf and need not be tabulated separately. When
necessary, Fig. 4.3 can be used instead.
4.2 The Dispersion Coefficients
Finally let us examine each element of Dii in (4.1.1) by exploiting the relations
summarized in Fig. 4.3(a)-(c). Consider the off-diagonal elements first. From
(4.1.1) they become
D, 1= = m(If) + Mmo(I',) + 2 [m}(ez,(Bi)) + M, rm(ezy(B°))]
D.z= = m(If) + Mrm(IZ) + 2 ,,m(z)(e(B) + M,m() e ())]
DV = Dz = mf(If) + Mm:(I, ) + 2 [m}(ez(Bf)) + Mm:(ey(B'))]
(4.2.la - c)
In D2 v, the a-average of I4,e.g. (Izf) is zero because If v cancels out between either
sectors A and D or sectors E and H in Fig. 4.3. So does e.,(Bf). Certainly (IY)
and (e,y(B')) in the solid produce zero net results by the same reasoning. Similar
kind of cancellation is seen for D., and D,, from Fig. 4.3(a)-(c). Therefore, when
the mean flow is in z-direction for the microcell of Fig. 4.1, we obtain
D = DV, = D = 0 (4.2.2)
The diagonal terms are written in the same manner from (4.1.1) as
D,, = i + m,(If.) + M,m (I3Z) + 2 [m(e..(Bf)) + Mm (e..(B'))]
D,, = + m(If,) + M,rm(,,:) + 2 [m(ev,(Bf)) + M,m:(e,v(B'))]
Dz. = i + m; (If) + M,.m(Izz) + 2 [m*(e..(Bf)) + Mm: (e.(B'))]
(4.2.3a - c)
Let us introduce a coordinate transformation shown in Fig. 4.5, which is obtained by
rotating zyz-frame 90 degrees counterclockwise about -axis. The transformation
matrix is given by
Cij= e.j e= 0 0 -1 (4.2.4)
0 1 0
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Using the transformation matrix D,, may be written
Dot = m+ cicj { (I,f )C + Mm (Ij) + 2 [m ,(e9(B )) + Mm,(e(B'))] }
(4.2.5)
where
<fJ) , " aOB: a0 ' 1, 8Bo2(e C (4.2.6)
are all determined in zCyCzc-frame. The velocity components in Fig. C.5(a)
in Appendix A of Part A, when viewed from zCyCzc - f rame, show that 90-degree
rotation about z-axis does not alter the velocity distribution. In view of this, (4.2.5)
becomes
f, = m + m(I)c + Mrm,(I,,)C + 2 [m f(e,(B )) + M,m,(e,(B))] = D,,
(4.2.7)
Recall that (4.2.7) is the outcome of 90-degree rorational symmetry in the distri-
bution of u( °) and u( °) about z-axis when the mean flow is in the x-direction,e.g.
(k,,) = k, (k,,): (k,,) = 0. Obviously D., is different from Day or D,, as seen
in (4.1.6) in which the source distribution is composed of not only the fluctuating
part hk. but also steady source represented by bk'.
Combining (4.2.2) and (4.2.7) we finally obtain the effective diffusion coeffi-
cients for the mean flow in z-direction as
Di 0 0 01
Dij = DII 0 (4.2.8)
0 0 Dii
where
Di = D,
(4.2.9a, b)
DII = D = Dx
Equations (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) are equally valid for the mean flow either in y or z
direction with appropriate change of the subscripts.
In theories of dispersion of passive solute, the medium is said to be isotropic
when dispersion in the medium is charecterized by two coefficients, the longitudinal
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and transverse dispersion coefficients, which are constant for any direction of mean
flow. For such medium the dispersion tensor can be represented by
Dij = AAjDL + (ij - Xij)DT (4.2.10)
where DL and DT are the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients. In
(4.2.10) Ai is the i-th component of the unit vector in the direction of mean flow
independent of the microscale coordinates. In isotropic medium, DL the dispersion
coefficient in the direction of mean flow when there is a concentration gradient (or
thermal gradient) in the same direction and DT the dispersion coefficient in any
direction normal to the mean flow, are constant with no regard to the mean flow
direction.
The dispersion tensor for the present model geometry of the microcell in Fig.
4.1 can be of the form (4.2.8) only when the mean flow direction coincides with
one of the coordinate axes. For such flow direction, the dispersion tensor given by
(4.2.8) is isotropic for a rotation about the axis of the flow direcion. This is readily
seen in (4.2.8) that the lower right 2x2 matrix for y and z axes is isotropic with
only one coefficient ajI. In this regard, (4.2.8) is transversely isotropic. This does
not hold for arbitrary direction of mean flow for the microcell of Fig. 4.1 unless,
as noted by Brenner(1980), the flow is along one of the crystallographic axes for
periodic media.
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5. Numerical Computation of the Dispersion Tensor for Wigner-Seits
Grains
In this section, the dispersion tensor is computed for a cubic array of Wigner-
Seitz grains. In order to solve the convection-diffusion equation with distributed
source (3.4.12) numerically, a variational principle is derived in §5.1 and the finite
element approximation with linear shape function is made in §5.2. After a brief
explanation of the convergence with decreasing mesh size in §5.3, the numerical
results are discussed in in §5.4 for both passive solute and heat. Comparisons with
experimental data and other works are made.
5.1 The Variational Principle.
The thermal properties of the fluid and solid phases are assumed to be isotropic
and homogeneous so that the heat capacity and thermal conductivity are constant.
For the purpose of convenience the canonical cell problems for Bi and B' are
rewritten from (3.3.12) in indicial form:
2BfPe--0) z E l1
B! =Bf hZ Er (5.1.1a- f)
N, + ' Nk =M, N + N, z E r
Bf and BI are f-periodic
(B) = (BI) =0
where
Si =(())i (5.1.2)
The pore fluid velocity is determined from the solution of the Stokes problem by
(3.3.2a) and is given quantity in (5.1.1) so that its variation is zero, 6u ) = 0. Then
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the variations of B! and Bt must satisfy
PeujO) (6B() = 82(611() z' E Of
=M o ( B z E rio
azkOzI
&B4 =6B' ~Ze E r (5.1.3a- f)
(6B ) NoM 6,k = Nk zk E r
6B( and 6B are fl-periodic
(6Bf)= (6Bf) =0
To derive the variational principle, we first multiply (5.1.1a) by Bf and
(5.1.lb) by SB, and integrate the sum of these products over the respective phases
in the n-cell. Similarly, we multiply (5.1.3a) and (5.1.3b) by Bf and Bf respec-
tively and integrate over the unit cell. We then add the results and make use of the
interface boundary conditions and the -periodicity condition. A variational prin-
ciple can be obtained. The constraint (5.1.1f) is then incorporated by employing
the Lagrange multiplier. The result is
6J = 0 (5.1.4)
where the functional J is
= [Pe (iO)Bf + (O)Ba + + aB df
(PeSB +MB M I (5.1.5)
+ -B'+M, - -+  )d .1.5)
+A (j Bdfl +j Bdfl)
in which Ai is the Lagrange multiplier. In the case of dispersion of passive solute,
one simply omits the solid part in (5.1.5).
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Rather than giving the details of derivation, let us verify that (5.1.1) indeed
extremizes the functional J. By taking the first variation of J we get
J = PeI
nj
In
+l A
n
ti + O &j }
Peu(o)a(B3) Bfzi,
F' L2oBs 6 loB'
Bdnfl + f B;dn
(6B!)
+2 z iO13j
(aBf )
k Tz )
+ Bi ]dQ+ +2 ~~
8. + b (j Bdfl +f
+ , dOZi f (5.1.6)
PeSi6Bf df
. B'dQ)
The integrand of the second integral in Of can be further written, after using
(5.1.3a)
Peu(o) a(6 ) B
Ox azia 9()
=~{ ,,.,~ 
(
+2
2o
Ozj
Bf a(B)
OZj
)
oj \ j
a ka OxJ
o OB,Oji Ox,
-j~- - -,
a(,Bf)
O(6B!)
xzi
(6Bf)) -(.,. aZaBZ (6B)+Oz,O
O(Bf)
Ox,
(5.1.7)
Similarly the integrand of the third integral becomes
2M aB ,Ozj
OaB )
Oxij + Mr -i )Oxi
'z6Bj -
9 (Bs O(6Bi-)
j Ozj
J zOz, (6B;)
, "a 02(6B:)-MrBf -
oxj,oz,
Oaz ) 0+ M-Oaj Oz( BfOx, + B; \( Ox tj O(6Bt)+ M,
(5.1.8)
where (5.1.3b) has been used.
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a
=_ Oi j
= Mr-
aJ
r o + MIrau I
Oxii
Substituting (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) into (5.1.6) and making use of Gauss theorem,
we obtain
J = Pe ) + ° Bf ) 9z B dzO
+ J (-PeSi - M ) B)dfl
OB zj! MBf a NfdS
+ j a + f (a 'j +N , ] dS (5.1.9)
+ I { [B(B ) + OB(Bf Nj (6 ) N!dS
+ M[B ; a + a-P (6B:)] N; +Mr(SBf)N1} dS
+( B~dQ + j Bfdn) Ai + Ai ( B~dfl + j BfdO)
where rf and r, are the fluid and solid portions respectively on the surface of cubic
microcell. The shapes of rf and r, are the same on the opposite faces due to
f-periodicity. Also N[ and Ni' are the unit normal vectors on the surface pointing
outwards from the fluid and solid phases respectively.
The surface integrals on the interface r vanish because of the boundary con-
ditions (5.1.1c and d) and (5.1.3c and d). The integral over rf is also zero due to
fl-periodicity and the fact that Nf is of opposite sign on rF. Similarly the integral
over r. vanishes. Finally, if the zero average condition (5.1.3f) is imposed, the last
two integrals in (5.1.9) also vanish. Thus, to extremize the functional J, B( and Bf
should satisfy the boundary value problem (5.1.1) for arbitrary 6Bf and 6B. This
proves that UJ = 0 is equivalent to solving the boundary value problem (5.1.1).
5.2 Finite Element Approximation
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Finite elements are used to represent the functional J in terms of the unknowns
Bf and Bf at discrete nodal points. The first variation with respect to unknowns
and the Lagrange multiplier is then taken to obtain algebraic equations for nodal
unknowns.
We have used linear tetrahedral element with four local nodes. A vector quan-
tity M is approximated in the linear tetrahedron by
M = M = Aq (5.2.1)
M.
where
Al 0 0 A 2 0 0 A 3 0 0 A 4 0 0
A= 0 Al 0 0 A2 0 0 A 3 0 0 A4 0 (5.2.2)
0 0 Al 0 0 A 2 0 0 A 3 0 0 A 4
is the shape function matrix and
q[Ml M1 M M M M M3 M M3 M My4 M4 ]T
(5.2.3)
The superscript i in (5.2.3) denotes the local node number. The representation of
(5.2.1) is used for not only B( = {Bf ,Bf ,Bf } and B, = {B,B,, B:} but also the
pore fluid velocity u(°)= u( , u(° ) ,u( ) . The calculation of u ) has already been
carried out in Part A where the medium permeability is determined. The details
of finite element approximation and the procedure of taking the first variation have
been summarized in Appendix C, Part A. We only give the results.
The variational statement (5.1.4) expressed in terms of nodal unknowns and
Lagrange multiplier then yields the following algebraic equations.
Cfqf + C.q. + Cxqx = ff + f, (524 b)
(5.2.4a, b)Ffqf + F·q° =O
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where qf, q, and q.x stand for {Bj,Bf,Bf}, {(B',B;,B'} and ({A,X, XAz respec-
tively and
Cf = ' Pe jAT_ + -A dfl
N O r A T OA ]
Nt N
CA = j ATdfl + ATdfl
N 1 i~~~l~~ ~~~l(5.2.5)Nt
Ff = L AdM
N,
Nt
ff = J (-PeATA + V A) d
N.
f = MrV Adn
s=l i
In (5.2.5), Nf and N. are the number of tetrahedral elements in f and fl.. Equa-
tion (5.2.4a) is the result of taking the variation of J with respect to Bf and B'
whereas (5.2.4b) is obtained after taking the variation of J with respect to the La-
grange multiplier Xi. Again for dispersion of passive solute the unknown in the solid
phase, q., is dropped and (5.2.4a,b) reduce to the one for qf and qx only.
5.3 Computational Aspects
Before discussing numerical results, we first define the Peclet number and di-
mensionless dispersion coefficients for passive solute and heat.
For passive solute the Peclet number given in (2.1.16) becomes
Pe- D (5.3.1)D)
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where D is the molecular diffusivity of solute and corresponds to thermal diffusivity
af = Mf/(pCp)f of fluid. The velocity U is the average of fluid velocity over the
entire cell including solid phase. After omitting the solid phase, the symmetric part
of dimensionless dispersivity is defined from (3.4.24) as
ms+Dj _ m + Djm + 1 O/ f faf / m \f
(pC)D n'(pCp)f D n' L\ 8 2 , k - \ + z /
(5.3.2)
since Mf/(pCp)f D in solute transport. The right-hand side of (5.3.2) is the volume
average over f only.
For heat transport the dimensionless dispersivity is
_j. m'+Dim M1
Dm j f - +j-;-(PCp) (PCp)fm [/@B anf \_ /aBf AB (pcp), n )
+ aML O~OJB/ I'n + pC ) (l n ')M, [l a J as, -\ / a B aB JPl' { ,(pCp) , )
Mf L\ azi aZk aZ-j aZm / (pcp)f
(5.3.3)
By solving (5.2.4) for Bf and B, and then calculating the volume averages
of their derivatives as defined in (5.3.2) and (5.3.3), numerical results for the dis-
persivities have been obtained for two porosities 0.38 and 0.5. We shall confine
ourselves to a uniform mean flow along the positive -axis(0 = 00). The compu-
tational domain is then reduced to one half of the Wigner-Seitz cell in the region
-0.5 < z < 0.5, -0.5 < y < 0.5 and 0< z <0.5 because of the symmetry about
the plane z=0. In Table 5.1, we show four different meshes and the numbers of
nodes and elements in one half of the unit cell. Sample computational data for
porosity n = 0.38 are shown for passive solute and heat respectively in Tables 5.2
and 5.3. Polynomial extrapolation has been used from calculated values for four
progressively smaller mesh sizes to get values corresponding to zero mesh size. As
a measure of convergence with decreasing mesh size and accuracy of extrapolation,
an error is defined by
e = (5.3.4)
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where Djm(A) is the dispersivity value calculated for the finest mesh and Djm(O)
is the extrapolated value for zero mesh size. For Pe < 100, the error is less than
2 %. For Pe = 200, the error for DL is 3 to 5 %. The extrapolation error is very
small and therefore the convergence is satisfactory. Those values of Dijm(0) will be
used in the plot of dispersion coefficients.
5.4 Numerical Results
We now discuss dispersivities for passive solute and heat.
Passive solute
In the models of dispersion through a random network of capillaries, the dis-
persion coefficients are independent of the direction of mean flow (Saffman, 1960;
de Jong, 1957; Haring and Greenkorn, 1977). Similarly in a porous medium of ran-
domly packed spheres (Koch and Brady, 1985), the dispersion tensor is independent
of the direction of mean flow. Because of the crystaline structure of the cubic array,
our dispersivity tensor depends on the direction of the global flow. This is a weak-
ness of the periodic model. For mean flow direction along the z axis ( = 0 °) Dij
is diagonal with two independent components which are the longitudinal DL and
transverse DT diffusivities: D11(O = 0) = DL and D22(0 = 0) = D33(O = 0) = DT.
For any other flow direction in the zy-plane, there are four independent dispersivity
coefficients: Dll, D22 D33 , and D1 2 = D21 by symmetry and D 13 = D23 = 0.
Computed values of longitudinal and transverse dispersivity coefficients DL
and DT are plotted for Pe upto 300 for DL and 200 for DT in Fig. 5.1 for two
porosities n' = 0.38 and 0.5. The values for Pe = 300 are from the results for
the finest meshes and curves in the range of 200 < Pe < 300 are are shown in
dotted lines. To conform with experimental literature the Peclet number P in
Figs. 5.1(a) and (b) is defined in terms of the mean flow velocity averaged over f
only i.e., P = (u)t/n'D = Pe/n'. In Fig. 5.1(a), the longitudinal dispersivity is
also compared with the measured data by Gunn and Pryce(1969) for simple cubic
packing of uniform spheres and the calculations by Salles et al(1993) for simple cubic
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packing of uniform spheres with n' = 0.48, 0.74 and 0.82. The results for n' = 0.48
by Koch et al (1989) (based on an approximate analysis for dilute concentration)
are also included. All are in qualitative agreement for DL.
For small Pe where molecular diffusion is dominant, numerical results show
that the effective diffusivity defined in (5.3.2) is greater for larger porosity. The
reason is that the cross-sectional area through which passive solute can diffuse
increases with porosity. It is always less than unity in the diffusion-dominated
regime since the presence of solid grains has the effect of reducing the diffusive flux
of solute. At the limit of P = 0, the effective diffusivity should be close to the
effective thermal conductivity for closely packed spheres which has been studied by
Sangani and Acrivos(1983) for various kinds of cubic arrays. For closely packed
simple cubic array(with a porosity of 0.48) in which spheres are in contact and have
zero conductivity, they obtained 0.344 for the effective conductivity. The numerical
value for a Wigner-Seitz cell with porosity of 0.5 is 0.359 after multiplying the value
0.718 from Fig. 5.1(a) by porosity to get the unit cell average. Obviously the small
difference stems from different geometry. This provides a check for our numerical
computation.
For large P, our numerical results DL for Wigner-Seitz cell, as well as those
by Salles et al are consistent with the measurements by Gunn and Pryce that DL
increases with p 2 . This trend has been deduced analytically for dilute and periodic
spheres by Koch et al(1989) by approximating the flow field in the interstitial space
by that of ambient mean flow. In contrast to the case of small Pe, the dependence
on the porosity is now reversed, and the dispersivity now increases with decreasing
porosity. Heuristically this is because the velocity gradient increases in the pores as
porosity decreases and therefore enhances the microscale mixing. The longitudinal
dispersion coefficient for Wigner-Seitz cell is also compared in Fig. 5.1(c) and (d)
with experimental data for natural granular media (Ebach and White, 1958; Evans
and Kenney; 1966; Harleman and Rumer, 1963; Hiby, 1962; Pfannkuch, 1963; Rifai
et al, 1956; Simpson, 1962). We first note that DL for natural granular media
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increases as the first power of P. Secondly the experimental results show larger
DL for P upto 0(102) and smaller DL for P > 0(102). The linear increasing
behavior with P has been obtained in the models of random network of capillaries
(Saffman, 1960; de Jong, 1957; Haring and Greenkorn, 1977) and randomly packed
spheres (Koch and Brady, 1985). Our Wigner-Seitz grain model does not show such
behavior and rather shows the Taylor dispersion type behavior of being proportional
to p 2. The discrepancy seems to stem from the difference in the microscale structure
between the single grain Wigner-Seitz cell and natural granular media.
The transverse dispersivity DT for Wigner-Seitz grain in Fig. 5.1(b) shows the
same trend as DL except that it is less than DL by roughly two orders of mag-
nitude. The predictions by the dilute concentration theory of Koch et al remain
almost constant with Peclet number. This seems to have been caused by the use
of average velocity for the convection velocity in (5.1.1a). There are no reliable
measurements for DT for a regular array of spheres. The transverse dispersivity
is compared with experimental data for natural granular media in Fig. 5.1(e) and
(f) (Blackwell, 1962; Grane and Gardner, 1961; Hiby, 1962; List and Brooks, 1967;
Simpson, 1962). Although DT for natural granular media shows scatter, each indi-
visual result exhibits linearly increasing behavior with P as in the case of DL. The
discrepancy between the Wigner-Seitz grain and natural media is again likely due
to the different medium structure.
Dispersivity for heat
When the mean flow direction is along the z-axis ( = 00), the longitudinal and
transverse dispersivities DL and DT for heat are plotted for Peclet numbers upto
300 in Fig. 5.2 for two porosity values n = 0.38 and n = 0.5. In our computation
thermal properties of fluid and solid phases are chosen to be equal,e.g. Mf = M,
and (pfCp)f = (p,Cp)..
In the limit Pe = 0, both DL and DT approach to unity because the medium
is homogeneous and there is no distinction between f and l. for pure diffusion
under the condition that thermal conductivities and heat capacities of fluid and
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solid are equal. As a check, we have also calculated the effective diffusivities for
M,/Mf = 2 with n = 0.5 and obtained DT = 1.458. For simple cubic packing of
spheres with n = 0.48, Sangani and Acrivos(1983)'s calculation gives DT = 1.46
for the same ratio of thermal conductivities. The small discrepancy is again due to
different geometries.
In the high Pe region, the dispersivities increase with decreasing porosity as
in the case of passive solute (Fig. 5.2). This is again due to increased microscale
mixing in the pore space caused by increased velocity gradient for smaller porosity
value.
To see the effect of M,/Mf, we also show Dij in Fig. 5.3 for two porosities
(n' = 0.38,0.5) and two ratios, M,/Mf = 0 and 1. At the high Peclet number, the
longitudinal dispersivity DL for M,/M! = 1 is greater than those for M,/Mf = 0,
although the difference is small. This increase is due to heat transfer through the
solid phase. When the thermal gradient is in the direction of the mean flow,e.g.
D 2., diffusion through the solid phase augments the dispersion in the fluid when
M,/Mf 0. But for D,,, which is associated with the thermal gradient normal to
the flow, transverse dispersion is weakened by the loss of heat into solid. In any
case the transfer in solid is by pure diffusion, hence the difference in DL and DT
between M,/Mf = 1 and M,/Mf = 0 is minor, as shown in Fig. 5.3(a) and (b).
We note that the results for M,/Mf = 0 is porosity n' times the dispersivity of the
passive solute.
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Table 5.1 Numbers of nodes and elements for four types of meshes
number of nodes
in -0.5< z <0.5
10
13
16
19
total number
of nodes
3610
8125
15376
26011
total number
of elements
14580
35560
67500
116640
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mesh type
1
2
3
4
Table 5.2 Solute dispersivities for n = 0.38
(a) Longitudinal DL = D.
Pe mesh 1 mesh 2 mesh 3 mesh 4 D,,(O) error e(%)
0.1 .626745 .621665 .618980 .617318 .614402 .475
0.2 .628150 .623086 .620409 .618747 .615825 .474
0.3 .630492 .625457 .622786 .621129 .618218 .471
0.5 .637986 .633042 .630397 .628750 .625851 .463
1.0 .673114 .668597 .666074 .664476 .661640 .429
2.0 .813647 .810818 .808777 .807383 .804823 .318
3.0 1.04794 1.04787 1.04662 1.04556 1.04345 .202
5.0 1.79829 1.80651 1.80774 1.80774 1.80707 .037
10.0 5.32814 5.36460 5.37599 5.38061 5.38647 .109
20.0 19.6622 19.6292 19.6569 19.6747 19.7042 .150
30.0 44.3858 43.5200 43.4871 43.5076 43.5655 .133
50.0 133.062 120.998 119.988 119.852 119.860 6.67e-3
100.0 943.419 511.665 483.864 479.365 474.565 1.01
200.0 - 2954.88 2085.33 1948.10 2006.58 2.91
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Table 5.2 (Continued)
(b) Transverse DT = Dy
Pe mesh 1 mesh 2 mesh 3 mesh 4 D,,(0) error e(%)
0.1 .626291 .621203 .618518 .616853 .613928 .476
0.2 .626328 .621240 .618556 .616891 .613965 .477
0.3 .626395 .621304 .618617 .616954 .614036 .475
0.5 .626599 .621506 .618818 .617151 .614222 .477
1.0 .627566 .622454 .619753 .618080 .615143 .477
2.0 .631432 .626249 .623503 .621801 .618812 .483
3.0 .637878 .632572 .629746 .627999 .624937 .490
5.0 .658541 .652813 .649735 .647833 .644502 .517
10.0 .756135 .747865 .743487 .740829 .736223 .626
20.0 1.15913 1.13087 1.11939 1.11319 1.10312 .913
30.0 1.88084 1.77948 1.74916 1.73511 1.71438 1.21
50.0 4.78345 3.94928 3.79271 3.73663 3.66771 1.88
100.0 - 17.1016 14.0397 13.3657 13.1189 1.88
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Table 5.3 Heat dispersivities for n = 0.38
(a) Longitudinal DL = D,,
Pe mesh 1 mesh 2 mesh 3 mesh 4 D(O) error e(%)
0.1 1.00021 1.00021 1.00022 1.00022 1.00021 7.35e-4
0.2 1.00085 1.00086 1.00086 1.00086 1.00085 6.20e-4
0.3 1.00191 1.00193 1.00194 1.00194 1.00193 6.77e-4
0.5 1.00531 1.00537 1.00539 1.00539 1.00538 1.29e-3
1.0 1.02126 1.02150 1.02156 1.02158 1.02160 1.94e-3
2.0 1.08503 1.0859 1.08623 1.08632 1.08643 9.94e-3
3.0 1.19132 1.19347 1.19402 1.19422 1.19445 1.91e-2
5.0 1.53146 1.53743 1.53895 1.53949 1.54009 3.87e-2
10.0 3.12627 3.14979 3.15581 3.15797 3.16038 7.64e-2
20.0 9.51212 9.60051 9.62361 9.63204 9.64166 9.98e-2
30.0 20.1793 20.3562 20.4045 20.4227 20.4442 .105
50.0 54.5291 54.8123 54.9136 54.9567 55.0134 .103
100.0 221.634 217.136 216.886 216.920 217.072 6.99e-2
200.0 2528.98 885.263 868.472 866.204 824.868 5.01
300.0 1971.29 1953.87
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Table 5.3 (Continued)
(b) Transverse DT = D,,
Pe mesh 1 mesh 2 mesh 3 mesh 4 D,,(0) error e(%)
0.1 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.2 1.00001 1.00001 1.00001 1.00001
0.3 1.00003 1.00003 1.00003 1.00003
0.5 1.00008 1.00008 1.00008 1.00008
1.0 1.00031 1.00031 1.00030 1.00030
2.0 1.00125 1.00123 1.00122 1.00121 1.00119 2.17e-3
3.0 1.00280 1.00277 1.00274 1.00272 1.00268 3.58e-3
5.0 1.00779 1.00769 1.00761 1.00756 1.00747 8.61e-3
10.0 1.03124 1.03078 1.03045 1.03024 1.02987 3.59e-2
20.0 1.12624 1.12342 1.12191 1.12098 1.11935 .145
30.0 1.28905 1.27880 1.27463 1.27234 1.26857 .297
50.0 1.85145 1.78446 1.76597 1.75774 1.74592 .677
100.0 5.92474 4.34701 4.12426 4.05456 3.97407 2.03
200.0 - 21.2251 14.6632 13.6292 11.9126 3.16
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Fig. 5.1 Dispersion coefficients for solute (a) Longitudinal DL = D,, and (b)
Transverse DT = Dvv.
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experimental data for natural granular media.
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6. Concluding Remarks
In this Chapter, we have investigated thermal disperiosn in two-scale periodic
porous media by using the theory of homogenization. The microscale Pecl't number
and the Rayleigh number are assumed to be finite. It is also assumed that the
medium is relatively highly permeable and hard. It is shown that heat transport
is dominated by convection over the convection time scale. For much longer time
scale of heat diffusion, the flow and heat transport are in general nonlinearly coupled
because of the effect of weak inertia in fluid. Specifically the first order fluid velocity
depends on the pore pressure and the medium temperature hence the convection
term in the heat transport equation is nonlinear. However, in a medium which is
isotropic and homogeneous on the macroscale, the flow equation is decoupled from
heat transport equation which is still nonlinear due to buoyancy in the first order
fluid velocity. In any case, the solid deformation is determined from the equilibrium
equation by using the pressure and temperature distributions.
For a cubic array of Wigner-Seitz grains, for which the permeability is isotropic,
we have calculated the dispersion coefficients for a mean flow direction along one
of the symmetry axes by solving a microcell boundary value problem numerically.
For the special mean flow direction, it is shown by using the symmetry properties
of the solution that there are only two independent nonvanishing coefficients, the
longitudianl DL and transverse DT coefficients. For both passive solute and heat,
the increasing trends of DL and DT are proportional to the square of Peclet number.
The trend for DL is consistent with the analytical results for dilute suspensions by
Koch et al (1989), the numerical results by Salles et al (1993) and the measurements
by Gunn and Pryce (1969) for spheres with cubic packing. However, this behavior
is in sharp contrast with data from numerous experiments with natural granular
media. These experiments clearly show that, for large Peclet number, the longitu-
dinal dispersion coefficient is proportional to the first power of Peclet number. This
discrepancy is likely due to the difference in medium structure between the strictly
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periodic microcell and the irregular geometry in natural granular media. The proba-
bilistic approaches by Saffman (1960) and Koch and Brady (1985) in which random
nature is taken into account for capillary networks and randomly distributed dilute
spheres respectively, the longitudinal dispersion coefficient indeed grows as the first
power of Peclit number when the Peclit number is large. Unfortunately no success-
ful theory is known for more general three-dimensional microstructure with densely
packed grains.
However, the transverse dispersion coefficient predicted by Koch et al remains
almost the same as the molecular diffusion coefficient. To our knowledge there are
no reliable measurements of DT for periodic array of particles.
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Chapter II. THERMAL DISPERSION IN THREE-SCALE POROE-
LASTIC MEDIA
1. Introduction
A three-scale porous medium is characterized by the existence of three dis-
parate length scales, the microscale t, the mesoscale I' and the macroscale 'tl. The
homogenization theory is now applied to deduce the macroscale governing equa-
tions for the flow, heat transport with thermal dispersion and matrix deformation.
The mesoscale Peclet number is assumed to be finite whereas the Rayleigh number
is assumed to be large. The basic governing equations on the mesoscale are the
equilibrium equation, the consolidation equation with buoyancy and heat equation
obtained in Part A for relatively highly permeable and hard medium.
On the mesoscale, certain cell boundary value problems are defined whose so-
lutions are necessary to compute the macroscale constitutive coefficients. In partic-
ular, it is shown that the mesoscale cell problem for heat transport, whose solution
is needed to calculate the dispersion tensor, are nonlinearly coupled to the flow and
heat transport on the macroscale. Therfore thermal dispersion with strong buoy-
ancy is an inherently nonlinear problem among the flow, temperature and dispersion
tensors. The theory is applied to special case of vertically stratified medium on the
mesoscale to derive explicit forms of dispersion tensors. For a medium with two
alternating layers assuming that the seepage velocity is known, analytic dispersion
tensors are obtained which depend on the inhomogeneities such as permeability,
heat capacity and thermal conductivity. In particular, the dependence of dispersion
coefficients on the direction of mean flow is examined.
Finally, as an application of the general theory, a thermal cloud released in
a uniform seepage flow in a porous layer is considered. The effects of the Peclet
number and the Rayleigh number on thermal dispersion are examined.
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2. The Governing Equations and Order Estimates
The theory of homogenization is applied to deduce the governing equations
for thermal dispersion in porous media with three spatial scales starting from the
mesoscale governing equations. The porous medium is assumed to be periodic on
the mesoscale so that the medium is composed of periodic arrays of l'-cells with
periodic length '. The material coefficients are also assumed to be W-periodic.
For this purpose some order estimates are made in §2.1 and it is shown that the
mesoscale governing equations at the starting point are those deduced in Part A for
thermoconsolidation in two scale porous media with Tc/Td < 1. By using the sale
estimates the normalized mesoscale giverning equations are obtained in §2.2.
2.1 Order Estimates
The order of magnitude estimates closely follow §2 of Ch. II, Part A. We
consider again the flow driven by a pressure difference P" over the macroscale ".
By using Darcy's law the seepage velocity is scaled by
p-FU' = i P " (2.1.1)
where k is the permeability of the medium.
The stress balance in Hooke's law (3.2.1b) in Ch. I gives
&PU &" p"
a e(v) =0(1) (2.1.2)
a: e(,) ab 6
where D and 6' are the orders of magnitude of the elastic modulus and the strain
in the medium and the dimensionless pressure coefficient & is 0(1). Since Hooke's
law is legitimate only for infinitesimal strain, we assume in (2.1.2) that
AV" p"
6', V I = O(e) < 1 (2.1.3)
where AV" is the scale of the medium deformation on the macroscale 1". Equation
(2.1.3) implies that AV" is much smaller than the macroscale length " but is
comparable to the mesoscale,e.g.
AV" = 0(d") = 0(t') (2.1.4)
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If we let P' and AV' be the scales of pressure drop and the medium deformation
across the mesoscale ', it follows from (2.1.4) that
AV" pe Cp.A "" ' " = - O(e2) ; AV' = 0(e2 ') (2.1.5)
There are again three relevant time scales: the consolidation time To, the
convection time T' and the diffusion time T}. They are given by
To= 9" j2 1 2 f"T ' = aD Td = -, T = U' (2.1.6)
and related by
TC= P g f and T - t '=e (2.1.7a, b)
TI~ 7K T# fl Ul' Pe'
The dimensionless parameter Pe' is the Peclet number which signifies the relative
importance of heat convection to heat diffusion over the mesoscale length I' and is
assumed to be of order unity:
Pe' =- = 0(1) (2.1.8)af
It then follows from (2.1.8) that the microscale Peclet number becomes
Pe =- = = Pe'= 0 < 1 (2.1.9a)
in which is the microscale length. The microscale to mesoscale length ratio l/t'
is not necessarily equal to lt/1" as long as it is small. For ordering convenience we
specifically assume that
Pe = 0(e) (2.1.9b)
Since Pe' is defined in terms of the mesoscale length, finite Peclet number means
that the heat convection is comparable to diffusion over the mesoscale. In view of
the time scale ratio (2.1.7b), it is then anticipated that convection will dominate
diffusion in the heat transport over the macroscale and lead to dispersion. For
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dispersion to be important, the medium must be highly permeable. We shall assume
that consolidation is so fast that
= O(2) (2.1.10)
Tj
This is typical of sandy material. Equation (2.1.10) also implies that T' is equivalent
to the time scale which describes heat diffusion over the mesoscale. Since we are
interested in changes over much larger macroscale, the consolidation time T is
neglected from the outset. Then the convection time T and the diffusion time
Td are the fast and slow time scales needed to describe the heat transport on the
macroscale.
Another important dimensionless parameter is the Rayleigh number given by
Ra' = kpgf2Te"t" _KI3TeI"t" (2.1.11)
af af
where K = kpfg has been used. In thermoconsolidation, it has been assumed that
Ra' = 0(1). In view of the fact that the range of permeability variation is usually
0(103) or larger even for same type of porous media, we shall assume for highly
permeable medium that Ra' is large:
Ra' = O( - 1') (2.1.12)
It will be shown in the next section that (2.1.12) implies that the buoyancy becomes
important in Darcy's law on the macroscale due to the increase in Rayleigh number.
The above scale assumptions are summarized as follows.
Pt P
= 0(e) ; = (e); V" = o( 2t') (2.1.13)
Pe' = 0(1) ; Pe=O(e) , T = Td
In view of small Pe, the governing equations at the starting point on the mesoscale
are those deduced in Part A for thermoconsolidation. Secondly, the nonlinearly cou-
pled terms which originate from the nonlinear boundary conditions on the fluid-solid
interface are negligible because the medium deformation AV' over the mesoscale
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is much smaller than the microscale cell size. Lastly, negligibly small consolidation
time (cf.(2.1.10)) means that the solid velocity terms in the heat convection and the
kinematic boundary condition on the interface are small and accordingly dropped
at the outset. Therefore the basic governing equations on the mesoscale are those
obtained in §3 of Ch. I, Part A for the special case of Tc/Td < 1 and will be used
for normalization in the next section.
2.2 Normalised Governing Equations
Under the assumption of (2.1.13), the mesoscale governing equations are (3.5.7)
to (3.5.10) in §3 of Ch. I, Part A. In physical variables, we have
V a = V. [a e(v) - p-fite] = -pfgTn'e (2.2.1)
where v, p, are the medium displacement, the pore pressure and the tempera-
ture variation form the initial state. The right-hand side is the body force due to
buoyancy effect in the fluid. Hooke's law is given by
a = &: e(v) - &p - te (2.2.2)
Darcy's law is
(u) = - (Vp - pfgSiT6 e,) (2.2.3)
The thermoconsolidation equation is simply
V [. (Vp - pf9P/Te,)] = 0 (2.2.4)
The energy balance is giverned by
pC p-a + (pCp)f(u) VA = V (i . VO) (2.2.5)
where pCp and i are the average heat capacity and the thermal conductivity of
the medium.
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The orders of magnitude of the mesoscale coefficients in (2.2.1) to (2.2.5) are
(cf. (2.2.6) of Ch. II, Part A)
a D, 1, B (2.2.6)
where B is the scale of thermal modulus and a is the linear coefficient of thermal
expansion for the solid matrix. The thermal stress t8 must be balanced by the
strain term in Hooke's law (2.2.2), In view of (2.1.3), it follows that
BO"
~ ae" = O(e) (2.2.7)
1)
With these scale estimates, we introduce the following dimensionless variables de-
noted by asterisks.
z = 'z*, t = Tt*
p.(,) = v'(u)' = po()III-U'(u)*-k Eve (u)* (2.2.8)
v = AV"I = el'v
0 = 0"e', r = Do,'
Substituting (2.2.8) into (2.2.1) to (2.2.5) and using (2.1.3), (2.1.7) adn (2.1.12),
we obtain
V*. a' = -e n t-e, (2.2.9)
a* = a*: e*(*)- ea*p - q'' (2.2.10)
(u)*= -k. V'p* - -, e, (2.2.11)
Pe' (C', d. + (u)*. V ) = . (m . V *) (2.2.13)
where
Ra' = eRa' = 0(1) (2.2.14)
Note that (2.2.9) to (2.2.13) are similar to but simpler than (3.1.1) to (3.1.5) in Ch.
II, Part A, the normalized governing equations for 3-scale thermoconsolidation.
These normalized governing equations are used in the next section to deduce the
macroscale governing equations.
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3. The Macroscale Governing Equations.
Starting from the normalized governing equations on the mesoscale of §2, the
governing equations and constitutive relations on the macroscale are deduced in
this section. After introducing the multiple-scales in both space and time in §3.1,
the macroscale governing equations are derived for the medium deformation and
for the flow in §3.2 and for the heat transport in §3.3. An important new result is
that the mesoscale cell boundary value problem, which must be solved to calculate
the dispersion tensor and the convection velocity on the macroscale, is nonlinearly
coupled to the governing equations for flow and heat on the macroscale. Therefore
the dispersion tensor varies with the macroscale heat transport.
3.1 Multiple-Scale Expansions
Since much of the analysis is identical to that in §3 of Ch. II, Part A, only the
different features are elaborated here.
Assuming a periodic structure on the mesoscale, we divide the medium into
periodic mesoscale cells of length i'. The variables are assumed to be f'-periodic.
Introduce the multiple-scale vectors for spatial variables
z', x" = ez' (3.1.1)
and multiple-scale times
t,, td = t, (3.1.2)
The differential operators are then expanded as
V = V' + eV"
e*'() = e'(-) + e"(.) (3.1.3a - c)
_ a a
Ot- Ot, d
We also introduce the expansion in perturbation series
f. = f(O) + ef(l) + e2f(2) + ... (3.1.4)
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for
f = (u)',v',p' and O' (3.1.5)
where all the perturbation quantities depend on z', z" and t and are '-periodic,
but
a* = (-l) + ea(O) + e2r(l) +... (3.1.6)
for the stress. The results which immediately follow from the leading order equations
are the same as in §3 of Ch. II, Part A and we simply summarize them as
v(0) = v(o)(z,t,,td), p(o) = p(o)(ZI,,tv,td), (0) = o(0)(z,1,t,t d) (3.1.7)
Thus the matrix deformation, pore pressure and temperature are independent of
the mesoscale at the leading order.
3.2 The Macroscale Equations for Deformation and Flow.
The equilibrium equation is not changed and is the same as (3.2.6) of Ch. II,
Part A,e.g.
V" (a(o)) = -n" -a O(o)e (3.2.1)
The Hooke's law is given by
(o(°O)) = a": e"(v()) - a"p(°) _- I'(o) (3.2.2)
in which the coefficients a", a" and Pt' have been given in (3.2.8a-c) in §3 of Ch.
II, Part A.
After subsitituting (3.1.5) into (2.2.12) and invoking (3.1.7), the consolidation
equation (2.2.12) yields at successive orders of e
0(e) V. [i. (VI"p(O) + V'p(') - Ra'(o)e)] = O
o(e 2) v"[ k. (V"p(o) + V'p(la_ a (O)e.)] (3.2.3a,b)
+ i + Vp( _ (1)ez) =Pe'
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Equation (3.2.3a) immediately suggests a solution form for p(l)
p(i) ='. (Vp (°) - R' )e) (3.2.4)
where S'(z', z") is the same as that in (3.2.10) of Ch. II, Part A and there-
fore must satisfy the steady seepage flow equation with distributed sources due
to mesoscale heterogeneities in permeability,e.g. (3.2.11a,c and d) there. If we
substitute (3.2.4) into (3.2.3b), integrate over l'-cell and use Wf'-periodicity, there
follows the macroscale consolidation equation
V" W.e[ ( P) -' ()e = 0 (3.2.5)
where k" is the macroscale permeability which is obtained by solving the l'-cell
problem (3.2.11) of Ch. II, Part A. We note that the first-order pressure p(l),
(3.2.4), does not depend on the solid velocity because the consolidation time is so
small (T' = e2Td).
From (2.2.11) the velocity of seepage flow through the medium at O(e) is given
by
(u)(°) =-k*. (V p( ) + V'p(' ) - r 8()e ) (3.2.6)Pe,
Substituting (3.2.4) into (3.2.6) and integrating over f'-cell, we obtain Darcy's law
as
as - -k". - ero~ez) (3.2.7)((u)(°)) =-k"* (V"p(°)-eak es (3.2.7)Pe'
In the present problem of thermal dispersion in a 3-scale medium, the seepage
velocity is affected by buoyancy. This is due to the increase in Ra' of (2.1.12) by
both increased permeability and the length scale change from I' to I". The seepage
velocity at the next order is given by
(u)() = _k*. (Vp(l) + V'p(2)- Ra ()ez) (3.2.8)Pe'
after collecting O(e2 ) terms in (2.2.11). It plays the role of convection velocity of
heat transfer over much longer diffusion time, as will be shown in the next section.
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The first order velocity (3.2.8) will be considered after we obtain the representation
of 0(i) in terms of macroscale thermal gradient V"9 0( ).
3.3 The Macroscale Heat Transport.
In the heat transport, the mesoscale cell boundary value problem involves a
convection -diffusion equation whose solution leads to thermal dispersion at the
macroscale.
We first obtain the heat equations at various orders of e by substituting (3.1.3)
and (3.1.4) into (2.2.13) as
0(1) Pe(u)() V' (°) = V' (m* . V'1( °))
= V'* [m .(V1(°) + V'())] + V' . (me V1())
O(e2)Pe' " a- + -) + Pet(u)( * (Ve) +V'I(2))
+ Pe'(u)(') (V"e(O) + V'(')) + Pe'(u)(2) .V'e(0)
= V. [m . (V" ,(°) + V'())] + V'. [m*. (Ie(1) + V',(2)]
(3.3.1a - c)
3.3.1 The Canonical Cell Problem for Heat Transport.
At 0(1), if we multiply (3.3.1a) by 0(0) and integrate over fl'-cell, it follows
that
Pe' j [Vi. ((u)(o) 12(°)) - (°)V. (u)(°)] dl (3.3.2)
(3.3.2)
= j [V' ( VI(o)V(o)) - me V(O)V(O)] dfl'
The first terms in the integrands of both sides vanish due to l'-periodicity whereas
the second term on the left-hand side is zero because of (3.2.3a) which is simply
V' (u)() = 0 upon use of (3.2.6). Therefore
m *. V'.(°)V'0(°)dfl' = 0
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which shows that
(O) = O(o)(z", ,, d) (3.3.3)
since the thermal conductivity m* is positive definite. The leading order tempera-
ture is independent of the mesoscale coordinate.
After using (3.3.3) at O(e), (3.3.1b) becomes
Pe' [C t + (u(°) (V"(' ) + V V' [m I. (VI(o) + Vl))]
(3.3.4)
Integrating (3.3.4) over '-cell and using the continuity equation (3.3.2a), Gauss
theorem and l'-periodicity, we get
(- c) a + ((U)(0)) . ve0 ) = o (3.3.5)8tv
where
The transport of heat ver the time scale T, dis thus by convection o
The transport of heat over the time scale T is thus by convection oi
is correct in view of the definition of T,. In order to have diffusive
the transport of heat, we have to go to the next order. Subtracting (3.1
Pe'pCp- /(pC ) from (3.3.4), we obtain
Pe' (()() v"() + (u)(°) . V (1) = ' [M (VI"@(O) + V'(1))]
(3.3.6)
nly which
effects on
3.5) times
(3.3.7)
where
u)(0)= (U)()- pC, ((u)(° ) ) (3.3.8)
Equation (3.3.7) is convection-diffusion equation for (1) with distributed heat
sources on the mesoscale. The source distribution in the l'-cell is two-fold. One is
from the spatial variation of the seepage velocity (u) which reflects the mesoscale
variation of permeability (cf.(3.2.6)). The other is from the heterogeneity in ther-
mal conductivity m* on the mesoscale. Both effects are proportional to mesoscale-
independent thermal gradient V"(°). On the other hand, (3.3.7) implies nonlin-
early coupling between p(O) and 8(0) since the seepage velocity (u)(0 ) depends on
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O(0) through (3.2.6) and (3.2.7). Hence 8(1) depends on (0o) nonlinearly. For the
moment let us pretend that the seepage velocity is given and express 8(1) in terms
of the macroscale thermal gradient V"0 (° ) which is yet to be determined. Under
this assumption, (3.3.7) becomes linear in 8(') and V"(°0 ) and we let
) = B' -V" (°) (3.3.9)
and substitute into (3.3.7). This gives the mesoscale cell boundary value problem
for the unknown vector B'(z',z",t,,td) as
Pe' ((0) + (u)(°) V'B') = V' [mn* (I + V'B')] (3.3.10a)
and the n'-periodicity of 8( ') requires that
B' is f'-periodic. (3.3.10b)
We also require for uniqueness
(B')n, = 0 (3.3.10c)
Equation (3.3.10a) is the convection-diffusion equation in f'-cell with distributed
sources due to the velocity fluctuation about the weighted mean(cf.(3.3.8)). Note
that, if the medium is homogeneous on the ' scale, then
= O and = ), m =const. (3.3.11)
(0)(see (3.2.11) in Ch. II, Part A for S') so that (u) = 0. The homogeneous
boundary value problem for B' (3.3.10a-c) has trivial solution i.e., B' = 0. The first
order correction of temperature, (l), therefore reflects the influence of mesoscale
heterogeneity on the distribution of medium temperature. We emphasize that since
() and ((u)(O)) depend on (0o) which is still unknown, the forcing terms in the
boundary value problem for B' (equations (3.3.10a-c)) is not known yet. It can only
be solved iteratively together with the heat equation which is derived below.
3.3.2 The Macroscale Heat Transport.
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At the next order of O(e2 ), (3.3.1c) may be written after using (3.3.3)
+ at./
· (U)(o1)o)
. ((u)oe2))
+ v'I ((t)(')9(')) + (u)(') . v10(0I)]
-1) (V" (u)(0) + V * (u)(')) - 92)VI (u)(O)]
= V" . [mi . (V"0(°) + V'e('))] + V . [Im *. (V"O(') + V'(2))]
(3.3.12)
Equations (3.2.3), (3.2.6) and (3.2.8) can be combined to give
V'. ()(o) = O
(3.3.13a, b)
v" (u)(o) + V'. (u)(') = 
Integrating (3.3.12) over '-cell and using (3.3.13a,b), Gauss theorem and '-
periodicity, we have
Pe'(c7 )() +)P·'(C~) Pe' PCP
at,
+ Pe' [V" . (()(o)o()) + ((u)(')) .Vo(O)] = V" . (m * (V"(°) + V'8()1))
(3.3.14)
The second term on the left-hand side becomes after using (3.3.9)
KCP - (9e,0'o
at,
= (B -
= V"1. ; 7 nB' ' -s) Vi (.
at_. / at,
=-V * [ ;a) ((U)(0)) VO(j )
where (3.3.5) has been used for 08(°)/at,.
(3.3.14), we finally obtain
-C-B')
((u)(0))
(P P )
(3.3.15)
Substituting (3.3.9) and (3.3.15) into
Pe' () ON d + U * V(o)) = VI*(D" * V"0(O))
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Pe' 00(0)
+ Pe' [V"
+ Pe' [V'
= PPB
(3.3.16)
.a V118(o)
VI# Mo)
+ IV## ( B' A~>
where
U = ((U)(M) + [vI.n (Cp'Bl)] ((u)(O)) (3.3.17)
D" = (m (I + V'B')) - Pe' ((U)()B' + Pe' ( ( (3.3.18)
are the velocity for heat convection and the thermal dispersion tensor respectively.
In (3.3.18), use has been made of the following relation
((u)(0)B') =K ()(0) + ((u)())) B') = (()(o)Bu) (3.3.19)
in which (3.3.10c) has been used and
() = (u)() - ((u)(0)) (3.3.20)
is the seepage velocity fluctuation about its mean value.
Equation (3.3.16) states that heat is transported not only by convection and
diffusion but also by dispersion. The enhancement of diffusion by the mesoscale
convection which results in dispersion at the macroscale is obviously caused by the
mesoscale heterogeneities of medium in permeability and thermal conductivity. The
counterpart of dispersion in the two scale (, e') medium was due to mixing in the
pore fluid at the microsale level.
In addition to the effect of mesoscale fluctuations, the convection velocity U and
the dispersion tensor D" have coupled effects of heterogeneities at both mesoscale
and macroscale. For instance, (p B') is the combined effect of heterogeneities in
the heat capacity and temperature anomaly at the mesoscale and thus the second
term in U is due to the macroscale heterogeneity of (pBB'). We point out that
the term other than ((u)(1)) in U and the last term in D" were not present in the two
scale analysis (cf. (3.4.22) and (3.4.23) in Ch. I of the present Part). Contributions
of the type of the new term in D" have been obtained previously in stochastic
analysis of the effects of porosity and the distribution coefficient Kd by treating
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them as stochastic variables (Garabedian et al, 1988). The distribution coefficient
is the ratio of the solute concentration in the solid phase to the concentration in the
fluid and is analogous to the variable p'Zp here. Specifically they allowed the spatial
variations of the porosity and Kd to be composed of those correlated to the natural
logarithm of permeability and those which are not correlated to permeability. The
former gives a correction term in the macrodispersivity as compared to that for
the tracer whereas the latter produces some additive effect in the macrodispersivity
reflecting the uncorrelated variations of porosity and the distribution coefficient. In
view of the fact that B' depends on p(O) and 8(°), that the macroscale heterogeneity
is implicitly reflected in U and D". If Pe' becomes very small, B' degenerates to
A' of (3.3.3) fo Ch. II, Part A and D" reduces to the effective thermal conductivity
of (3.3.6) there.
As a special case, if Ra' is small,e.g. Ra' < 0(1), the flow velocity becomes
independent of 8(0 ) due to negligible buoyancy. Equation (3.2.5) is first solve for
p(O). Darcy's law (3.2.7) without buoyancy then gives the flow velocity (u)(O).
Equations (3.3.10a-c) is solved for given velocity filed. The convection-diffusion
problem (3.3.10) needs to be solved only once for given flow field to determine the
B'.field as a function of Pe'.
The second order tensor D" of (3.3.18) is, in general, non-symmetric and further
decomposition is made as follows.
D'j = m, + mU + Dj + D, (3.3.21)
where
S.? (3 23.3.22 ){ i } = 2 [(mn)ij ± (m*)ji] (3.3.22)
and
{ -D, } = Pe (:o)B (u) B)
Pe' 1 [(C Bi) ((u)O)) (CB) ((u)o))] (3.3.23)
+ (mre ± aat i m't 393
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The coefficients mj and D are symmetric and m . and D., are anti-symmetric with
respect to the interchange of indices. The arithmetic mean of thermal conductivity
is sorted out in m and m and its mesoscale variations affect Df, and DI,.
If we substitute (3.3.17) and (3.3.18) into (3.3.16) and recall that the product
of symmetric and anti-symmetric tensors yields zero, (3.3.16) is written
Pe (pc,)-- + [Pe'U - V (i' + D')] .V"°) V". [(m' + D') V"°)]
(3.3.24)
in which the anti-symmetric part of heat dispersion modifies heat convection.
The mean heat transport equation which accounts for the leading component of
convection and dispersion is now obtained by multiplying (3.3.24) by and adding
it to (3.3.5) and also recalling the scale relation (3.1.2) as
Pe'(p"') at +[Pe'((u)(o)) + E(Pe'U - V"' (m' + D))] (3.3.25)
V" . [(m' + D') V")]
In summary, the equations (3.2.1), (3.2.5), (3.2.7), (3.3.10) and (3.3.25) are the
macroscale governing equations for thermal dispersion in deformable porous media
when the mesoscale Peclit number Pe' is finite. The unknowns are ( °O), (a(°)), v(° ),
p(O), ((u)(0)) and B'. The flow equation (3.2.5) and the heat transport equation
(3.3.25) are coupled via the buoyancy and should be solved together. The process
must include the calculation of B' and therefore the convection velocity U and
dispersion tensor D'. Afterwards, the deformation of the medium can be found from
the equilibrium equation (3.2.1). The deformation of the porous matrix however
does not affect the flow and heat transport.
3.3.3 Alternate Form for the Dispersion Tensor Df
As in the two scale case, another form for Df'j in (3.3.23) is derived by making
use of the mesoscale call problem (3.3.10).
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Equation (3.3.10a) is written in indicial form as
Fe' )(0)i· (~ + (u) aB,
Multiplying (3.3.26) by Bj we have
e' () )B + (u)()B 8BPC (-- () I t# t-
= ar, BMn (6n
If indices i and j are exchanged in (3.3.27),
Pe' ((o) B
=, a,
B+ (u)()B )
BimZ. 6"j + O')]
Adding (3.3.27) and (3.3.28), integrating over Q'-cell and using Gauss theorem and
l'-periodicity, we obtain
Pe' () ,Pe' (u). B1+ --(0) )(u B / ·0B=-Xmai ak
From (3.3.8) and (3.3.20) we have
(u) = (u)(o) - ((u)())
(pCi,)
= (u)() -_ ((u)(0)) +
= (;)(0) + 1 - ( (()())
Substituting (3.3.30) into (3.3.29) and invoking ml = mi;, we obtain
Pe' (()°)B' (0)+ () B, - Fe' I, [((u);))(pC )Bj) + ((u)(,))(pCpB)](pC-- -)
+ mJ aOz 
-,h8x
-2 MhnaB. amB, )
(3.3.31)
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a
[. ( +aX:]
ox-/])
(3.3.26)
- m ,;- 6i0zn W,
(3.3.27)
+ OaB 
n
aB
-ma x (6nj
+ aBj 
aoxJ
(3.3.28)
( Bj 8B(ax, aZ +8B' 0Bj+ 0, , (3.3.29)
(1PC- ) ( )))
(3.3.30)
K- (.maB7
+aBit\
ox~/n
am,k ~ 
- Mh
where (3.3.10c) has been used.
If (3.3.31) is used in (3.3.23), Df, simply becomes
Ds = /mn ah B ) + mb -z + m 0 a )(3.3.32)
/m . s, a +n ox ox A I/
which is identical in its form to two-scale dispersion tensor.
On the other hand, the anti-symmetric dispersion tensor DIu~ of (3.3.23) may
be written as
Pe' ((("),B - ((UiB)) + aB/ _ m 3B3 )
where
((U"')iBj') = ( )i + ;;¢:) ((U), ) Bj)
:= ( )" + () + (((uo)) B:
and therefore
u= (u) + " (()()) (3.3.34)
In the above, the uniqueness requirement (3.3.10c) for B' has been used in replacing
(u)i by (u)M). Comparing (3.3.34) and (3.3.8), we notice that (u)i is the flow
velocity added to its mean value weighted by the heat capacity of the medium
(0)
whereas (u0) is the fluctuation about the weighted mean.
3.4 First order seepage velocity ((u)())
The first order seepage velocity which contributes to the convection of heat
over the diffusion time scale td(cf.(3.3.16)) is now obtained in terms of mesoscale
independent quantities.
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After using (3.2.4) and (3.3.9), the consolidation equation at O(e2) (3.2.3b)
may be written in indicial form as
V' { [k/ ( + VS)] (V p() - e 6) S
+Fe'( Pe' a k[ Bi 1
+v: (kvjp(2)) = 
(3.4.1)
If the mesoscale-independent terms are factored out, the preceding equation further
becomes
A, (vpo) - Ra e(o)6,) +BijV'V, p(,)Pe, 
-(Bij + Cij) TV'(')ejz + V
_~e i."LV
where
Ai = V'P [k (ji + v s;)] + v: (k, V 'sJ)
Bi, = ki (6j + VIS}) + V, (kis1)
Cij = V' (k.4B)
The vector function Sj has been treated earlier in Ch. II, Part
its macroscale variation in (3.4.3) is known.
(k ,Vp(2)) = 0
(3.4.2)
(3.4.3)
A. We assume that
Equation (3.4.2) is a relationship between p(2 ) and the mesoscale independent
terms, and suggests the following formal representation.
.7 .1P ' Ba ST 6 'F')p() = EF Vi'p(°) -e'(a )i + F.VVp(o) R -V'!() · (3.4.4)
where E is an unknown vector, while F', and G are unknown tensors of the
second rank. By substituting (3.4.4) into (3.4.2) and invoking the f'-periodicity we
obtain the mesoscale cell boundary value problems for Ej, F4j', and G:j as follows.
Ai + Vm (kV.E.) = 0
B,j + Vl (k'V Fj) = 0
Bij + Cij + V' (k Vn G) = O
in '
in '
in '
(3.4.5)
(3.4.6)
(3.4.7)
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and
E}, F,!j, and Gj are f '-periodic. (3.4.8)
We also require for uniqueness
(E,) = (F'j) = (G') = 0 (3.4.9)
The governing equations (3.4.5) to (3.4.7) are simply the steady seepage flow equa-
tion in heterogeneous medium with distributed source in the mesoscale cell. These
cell problems must be solved for a specific mesoscale structure.
The first order seepage velocity (u)(') then becomes
1) =~-[kj (v;'pSl) + Vj ] ') I 3 e)
S3[k , !- j (Vj) i ~) (V()_ a p Pe (3.4.10)
-(k 1Sl + k, v',F) V'V'p(°)
kia'
+ (kSl + k,V G + kt B) p IV ()6
Finally by taking the f'-cell average of (3.4.10) we obtain
-( )' ' ' (V' (r) 86 -Ft-jVV)).p(), + Gj V' -) V()V
(3.4.11)
where
Ei = (k, (VJ!s + VjEC))
F'j t = (k'CjS + k V F) (3.4.12)
G = (kS + k? VI G'I + k.B;)
Equation (3.4.11) is the first term of the convection velocity of heat in (3.3.17)
when the dispersive effects are important(cf.(3.3.16)). It should be noted that this
first order effect, although small by O(e) as compared to the leading order velocity
((u) (O)) of (3.3.25), can cause appreciable movement of thermal disturbance over
the diffusion time scale.
We now consider a special mesoscale structure.
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4. Periodically Stratified Porous Medium
The general theory developed in §3 is now applied to a special case of layered
medium. The effective constitutive coefficients at the macroscale will be obtained
explicitly by solving the mesoscale cell boundary value problems. The mesoscale
coefficients are assumed to have been found for a given microcell geometry. Because
of the layered structure, the cell problems are one-dimensional.
On the mesoscale I' the medium is assumed to be stratified along :-axis, while
it is homogeneous in :z z-plane,e.g. material coefficients are uniform in z z'2-plane.
The medium is periodically stratified in z: direction so that after a period of I' in
the -axis the pattern of stratification is repeated (see Fig. 4.1). The lateral
dimension is assumed to be infinite so that the mesoscale cell is an infinite stratum
with thickness of I' along 2-axis.
Since the elastic coefficients and permeability have been treated in Ch. II of
Part A, only the dispersion tensor and heat convection velocity are discussed. The
cell boundary value problems defined on the scale ' will be solved analytically
for a medium with periodically but otherwise arbitrarily stratified structure in the
vertical direction as shown in Fig. 4.1 and then the macroscale coefficients are
determined. In a later section, the periodic stratum will be further specialized so
that in each layer there are two layers with different material coefficients. Explicit
forms of the macroscale dispersion tensor and heat convection velocity are presented.
They are expressed only in terms of the mesoscale coefficients and the thickness
fraction of layers.
4.1 Thermal Dispersion Tensor D'ji.
In order to derive thermal dispersion tensor D for given seepage velocity on
the mesoscale, the boundary value problem (4.a-c) must be solved for B', But and
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B. For vertically stratified medium of Fig. 4.1, (3.3.10) becomes one-dimensional.
Pe' + (u)oBi)
a, + OZ in Ol'.a B (Iiji + ml r as
Bi is W-periodic (4.1.1a - c)
(B:) = 0
We assume that the thermal conductivity m'i is isotropic on the scale I', as in the
case for the Wigner-Seitz cell (cf. §5 of Ch. I, Part A). Pretending that (u)i and
(u), are known, equation (4.1.1a) is solved for B I subject to the conditions (4.1.1b
and c). After using (3.2.4), the seepage velocity (u)i on the mesoscale I' is given by
(3.2.6),
(u) = - [k' (I + v's')] . (V"pO°) (4.1.2a)Ra'Pe, (Oe
in which the vector function
by
S' has been studied in §5 of Ch. II, Part A. It is given
8s 
St (z') kit' dz' s.(Z ) = k + k" ew -1
kl t dz'JO 
k'(z')) 2 (4.1.2b)
where
Ikui = 1/ e sta dzv beIfl To = T ke'(z')
If we use (4.1.2b) in (4.1.2a), the seepage velocity becomes
(u)M = -, p )TdX7 (u) = - ( ° )
(U) = - Pe' F+ kaZ P, ( ) = (pe')
(4.1.3)
The velocity in z'-direction (normal to stratifications) is thus constant in the fl'-cell
which must be true by mass conservation. The horizontal components (u), and
(u),, vary with z'.
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(4.1.2c)
x 3
II I#X1 , X2
Fig. 4.1 A periodically stratified layers on the mesoscale. The periodic length is
e' in mz-direction.
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(a)
I
XI
xR I (b)
Y
Fig. 4.2 (a) Two coordinate systems Z'y'' and z'y'z'. The system z'y'z' is the
one rotated by 0 counterclockwise from i'g'i' about z' axis. The mean flow is in
z'z' plane. (b) The horizontal components of flow in i'g' plane and z'y' plane.
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In terms of the solutions B', B; and B' which depend on z' only for vertically
stratified periodic porous medium, the dispersion tensor D of (3.3.32) becomes as
DI, = ( m Bz a,
Dl, = m = m OB' B )B
DI = Do = m B + (ml I OB 
D;,, = (WBv a B e )o.
D" = D ,BaB-B > )(- aB 
DZt Oz' Oz' / '
So far the macroscale pressure gradient V"p( °) and seepage velocity ((u)( ° ))
can be in any direction. It will be shown presently that the dispersion tensor for a
mean flow in any direction can be obtained from the dispersion tensor for a mean
flow in the z'z'-plane. The fl'-cell problems for the latter is much simpler (see Fig.
4.2).
4.1.1 The Tensor Transformation Property of D j in the z'y'-plane
Suppose that the mean flow direction is inclined from the vertical axis z' by an
angle O,e.g. the meridianal angle is ( < 8 < r) and is assumed to be constant.
Consider two coordinate systems y*g't' and z'y'z' shown in Fig. 4.2. The seepage
flow velocity is denoted by (u); and (u)i respectively in '*'Z' and z'y'z' coordinates.
The macroscale coordinates Z""z" and z"y"z" are parallel to :i'y'' and z'y'z'.
The coordinate system 'y'ig is oriented in such a way that the mean flow velocity is
in s'z' plane so that ((u)),)=0. The y"-component of Darcy's law (3.2.7) shows that
p(O) is independent of y". It then follows from (4.1.3) that (u), = 0. The second
coordinate system z'y'z' is the one which is obtained by rotating '''-frame by an
azimuthal angle about '-axis in counterclockwise manner. We shall show that
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the dispersion tensor in z'y'z'-frame is equal to the tensor transformation of Dj in
g'Y '-frame in the horizontal plane.
Let us first write the governing equations for i = z,y,z from (4.1.1a) and
(3.3.8) as
d ,rdB;
dz, Im dz'
d I ,dB,
dz'(-· T dz'd,[m' (1 dz' }
-Pe'(u).B1)
-Pe'(u).B)
- Pe(u),zBi]
= Pe (u) = Pe'
= Pe'(u)1 = Pe'
= Pe'(u), = Pe' (1 P') (u).
(4.1.5a - c)
The seepage velocity on the mesoscale in '.'z'-frame is
(U) =-k Ia,,oFF (u), =0, .() = -' ap( Pe, ( ) (4.1.6)
Note that the forcing term for B;, vanishes,e.g. (u), = 0. Then those in z'y'z'-frame
will be
(u), = () ), cos , (u), = -(u), sin , (u). = ().
The same holds true for the forcing terms in (4.1.5) so that
(U)z = ().cos, (u), = -(u). sin ,
For the flow field (4.1.6) with (u), = 0, it follows from (4.1.5b) with (4.1.1b and c)
that B;, = 0. Consequently we have from (4.1.4) in the z''E-frame
Dz,
0
Dz,
On the other hand, in view of the linear dependence of B' on (u)i in (4.1.5) and
the fact that (u) = (u), is constant, (4.1.8) implies that
(4.1.9)
B = B' cos ,
(4.1.7)
(4.1.8)
B' = B,
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(4.1.10)
(U)., = (U).
D,-2 
M. = 0 
D·.7 
. .I 
in which the direct proportionality of B, to B' results from the fact that the
governing equation for Bit (4.1.5b) differs from that for B' (4.1.5a) by the forcing
term only (cf.(4.1.5)). It readily follows from (4.1.4) that
D'3 =D cos2 D =-D cos sin, D -  cos = 
(4.1.11)
D;,= D `inO, D;,=-D,cos. D,=vD,
This relation is simply the transformation rule of tensor D' via the transformation
matrix Aii
D:j = AipAjqDg (4.1.12)
where
cost sin 01
Aij = ei-j = -sinO cosO 0 (4.1.13)
0 0 1
Equation (4.1.12) shows that the dispersion tensor for the mean flow with its hori-
zontal component oriented arbitrarily in the z'y'-plane can be obtained by applying
the tensor transformation to the mean flow in ''-plane for which the dispersion
tensor is given by (4.1.9). Therefore it suffices to consider three coefficients D..,
D:. and D'z only. For this purpose, (4.1.5) is now solved for B' and B' in the
next section.
4.1.2 The functions B' and Bi.
By taking i = z in (4.1.1) we have, since (u), is constant,
d ,dB -Pe'(u).B" = Pe'(uz < z' < e
dza
B (z' = 0) = B(z' = (z ')
a VI - Yz\) (4.1.14a - d)dB' dB'(
= ) = dX (Z = ')
(B) = 0
Note that the expression in parentheses on the left-hand side of (4.51a) is the neg-
ative of heat flux due to conduction and convection. If there exists an interface
at which two layers are in contact, the temperature is continuous, but the ther-
mal gradient 8Bf /Oz' is discontinuous because of a jump in m' when crossing the
interface.
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The solution B; will be expressed in terms of the Green's function G(z', ) as
(Appendix A)
B'(') = G(z',)r()d (4.1.15)
where
r() = Pe'(u) = Pe' ()u), _ ({),) (4.1.16)
is the heat source whose strength varies along z' and serves as the forcing term in
(4.1.14a). If r(~) = O,e.g. the medium is unifrom on the ' scale, (4.1.14) gives
the trivial solution B' = 0. Hence nonvanishing solution B is due directly to
the seepage velocity variation in the Wf'-cell. At an interface, the Green's function
G(z', ) is continuous but its derivative aG/az' is discontinuous. We note that the
forcing term r() satisfies the following relation
r(()=Pe' / (u){ = Pet ['((u)z) -( "))] = (4.1.17)
It can be shown that(Appendix A) the Green's function is given by
_l. _~ p p(C) 5:~ ]( ) I a [+p(e) Idt I [(P- ) p-1(zi)] P(2 ( I <)
G(z' < P)- [1- ( > )
(4.1.18)
where 
p(z') = exp mz ] (4.1.19)
and
a = Pe'(u) (4.1.20)
The integrating factor p(z') satisfies the following relation
p(z') 1 dp(z') (4.1.21)
m'(z') a dz'
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For reference we also list B,. If we choose j = y in (4.1.1), it becomes
d / ,dBPe(}.IB. = Pe'(u)9 0 < Z' < l'
Bl(t' = 0) = B(z' = At)
dBV (z= 0) = (z, tI)
d ( d= o(B)= 
(4.1.22a - d)
Since (4.1.22a) differs from (4.1.14a) by the forcing (u),, the Green's function must
be identical to that for B . Thus
B,(z') = (4.1.23)
where
3(~) = Pe'(u), = Pe' (4.1.24)
G(z', p)s(()4
Mu) - ((u) ))
4.1.3 The function B'.
The function Bi is also determined
If we take i = z' in (4.1.1), it becomes
by means of the Green's function G(z', ).
dz [ (1+ dB _ Pe'(u)B'] =F
B'(z' = 0) = B
dB' d(z' = 0) = 
(B') = 
)e (Z) = )
to (ZI = t)
rB;
,(z' o= ')F7'
I < z' < '
(4.1.25a - d)
in which (u), is given by
(4.1.26)
because (u) = ((u))(cf.(4.1.3)) is constant in the Wl'-cell. The forcing is thus due
to heterogeneities in the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the medium on
the mesoscale i' and is not caused by nonuniformity of the seepage flow.
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(U2z= 1 P ( U).p(P-p*
We first let
B'(z') = A'(z') + C,(z') (4.1.27)
in which A',(z') is the solution of a pure conduction problem treated in (5.3.2) of
Ch. 2, Part A and is given by
,:Il= z sL ml(zI) + ml( )) 2 ; zf' ml= d
Z,- '" . ; -1
(4.1.28)
The thermal conductivity m" has been given in (5.3.5) of Ch. 2, Part A as
m = (' (aAz + 1 )=1/ 1) (4.1.29)
Substituting (4.1.27) into (4.1.26) we obtain the boundary value problem for C:(z')
as
d d C - Pe'(u) C). = t(z') 0 < z' < dz' dz' - j
C,(Z' = 0) = C,(z' = ')(4.1.30a-d)
dC, ) dC, = ,
(C) =o
where
mo
t(z') = -Pe'(u),- z) (4.1.31)
The solution C, of (4.1.30) is expressed in terms of the Green's function G(z', ) as
CQ(z') = j G(z', )t(/)dq (4.1.32)
Combining (4.1.27) and (4.1.31) we get
B' (z*) = A.(z') + G(z',t)t(t)dt (4.1.33)
The solutions B', B' and B' of the convection-diffusion problem (4.1.1) have
been found in terms of the Green's functions. The dispersion tensor in (3.3.32)
may now be readily calculated in terms of the functions Bi above as a matter of
quadrature.
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4.1.4 Thermal Dispersion Tensor Di'.
By using the Green's function representation for B', B;,, and B of §4.1.2 and
§4.1.3, the dispersion tensors are now derived in integral form. They are further
reduced to integrals which involve the integrating factor p(z') of (4.1.19) and the
forcing terms r(f), (f) and t(f). Choosing our coordinate system to be ''z''
mentioned in §4.1.4, only D,, DI, and Dz, need to be considered. For simplicity
the overhead symbol is dropped. Recall that thermal conductivity m'j is isotropic
on the mesoscale level but it varies along z'-direction.
We shall consider the effective dispersion coefficients (m')ij + Di', (cf. (3.3.25)).
Let us consider (m'), + D:, first. Integrating (4.1.4) by parts and using (4.1.14a),
D2, becomes
(').. + D:,
= 1 I' dB: dB dz'
= ma + 0 [;zl 'd] dz
=m M 1 [ l dB' , 1o_ ' ,d (,dB.#
Lt' , dz' z J-,dz'
,,n lb  dz 
= y M 1 m s o - j B. (P) ) + D c P e fureeu dz'2 I dz' ( - ePe' Bdz'
t'1 TLo to·(·.)c(~,t)·(~)~ 1 "
= Mol- r(z')G(z', O)r(e)d dz'
where (4.1.14b and c) and (4.1.15) have been used and m", is given by (cf. (5.3.1)
in Ch. 2, Part A)
1 t
m. = a m'(z')dz' (4.1.35)
By making use of G(z',e) in (4.1.18), (m).. + D:. can be further reduced to
(Appendix B)
(m').. + D'_ = m..
- 0 [pyl -1 J (il) zd (p)(()d+ 1) dz' ;( I
(4.1.36)
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It contains the integrating factor p(f) and forcing r(e) only.
Following the similar procedure(Appendix B), it can be shown that (m')z + D`
becomes as
~~~~~~II(m')ss + Dzs = miss
1 1 t(z')
~, p(al )- 1 p(t,) L'p(X)()d + dzt z) LZ p()t()4i ]
(4.1.37)
where m"z and t(() have been given in (4.1.29) and (4.1.31).
The derivation of the off-diagonal entry DI: in (4.1.4) is similar (Appendix B).
The result is
2D :,=ll f o' t't(z')
- ;z7 z ~e 9.~dz'
d1e 1 t r(z)dz
ae p()- JO P(Z,)
L p(()r()dt + l dz' (z) J p()r()d]
Lp')i(')4d + Jl jdz' p(AZ) ' ( 4.1.38)
(4.1.38)
The symmetric dispersion tensors have been expressed in terms of the source
distributions r(l), s(f) and t(f) for the boundary value problems for B,, B, and
B' .
In addition to the intrinsic heterogeneities of the medium such as permeability,
heat capacity and thermal conductivity, the dispersion tensors are strongly affected
by the Pecl1t number. The larger the Peclit number, the larger the dispersion
coefficients as easily seen in the boundary value problems for B, B; and B',e.g.
In particular, the uneven distribution of heat source in the mesoscale medium is
directly amplified by the Peclet number(cf.(4.1.5)). The dependence of D on Pe'
will be discussed quantitatively later for a medium with two alternating layers on
the mesoscale.
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As a check, we now show that all the dispersion tensor coefficients D', vanish
when the medium is homogeneous on the mesoscale. For such a medium, k' and m'
are constant, hence we have
Vi', = k; = (k') = ki
m'Ja = m I = (I') = m'
The heat capacity P-(z') is also uniform on the
(4.1.16), (4.1.24) and (4.1.31) that
k" =k,
m = m'
mesoscale. It then follows from
r() = (f) = t(f) = 0
It follows from (4.1.5) and (4.1.22) that
B'(z') = B';(z') = C,(z') = 0 ; B(z') = A' (z')
which gives right away
D' = D =D' = D =D' D =0zz ¥¥ z¥ ¥z zz zz
Therefore when the medium is homogeneous and the
(m + Di,) of (3.3.21) becomes
(mj+D 1) =m= =mi
which is simply the mesoscale thermal conductivity so
scale(the mesoscale) is absent.
effective diffusion coefficients
(4.1.42)
that it is like the intermediate
4.2 Anti-symmetric Dispersion Tensor D~,.
As in the case of Di , the anti-symmetric dispersion tensor D. obeys the tensor
transformation rule between the two coordinate systems f''' and z'y'z' of §4.1.1.
This is explicitly seen by comparing Dbu. in the 'Y'z'-frame and D, in the z'y'z'-
frame.
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(4.1.39)
(4.1.40)
(4.1.41)
For isotropic thermal conductivity on the mesoscale, from the definition of DI
(3.3.23) we have
Pe' ( (B /u>(
Pe' , (B} me~ \
1 aB' -maB1 O~# IO~# 
(4.2.1)
When the flow is viewed from i'f'z'-frame, (u), (u)y, 0 so that B, 0. Then
(4.2.1) reduces to
DU DU =Du = D 0
DU, =-D = 0
D,,:
PD _ e (, ), B,)
Pe' 1 - 1°)-,/ (()(O)] 1 /,0B 3 \
+ -2 (
(4.2.2)
where use has been made of the fact that (u)) is constant therefore its fluctuation
from the mean (u) = 0. If the same flow situation is observed from z'y'z'-frame,
(4.1.7) and (4.1.10) give, the anti-symmetric dispersion tensor
Du,= 0, D = D, cos , D =-Dz sin ' (4.2.3)
which is the result of the tensor transformation (4.1.12) applied to Dl) with Aij as
given in (4.1.13). Thus we only need to consider D'X.
Omittineg the lengthy algebra, we only give the result here (Appendix C).
+ 2 p(t') A (.)p(z')
412(42 p') 1 itlAZPe' 1 PZ '
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.2.5)
where
pC() = "(()/ (;Z) (4.2.6)
has been used.
So far both the symmetric and anti-symmetric disperion tensors have been
derived in terms of the seepage flow velocities and the material properties of the
medium. We now turn to the convection velocity of heat transport in vertically
stratified periodic medium.
4.3 The Convection Velocity of Heat Transport.
In the mean heat transport equation (3.3.25), the effective convection velocity
is given by
V, =Pe'((u)(O)) + e (Pe'U - V" (mu + D"))
=Pe'((u)())+ ePe' ((u)())+ (V". ( B') ((u)(°)) ]
- eV" (m + Du)
=Pe' 1 + ( ) ((u)(o)) + ePe'((u)()) - eV (mu + D)
(4.3.1)
Clearly the dominant part is the Darcy velocity Pe'((u)(O)). However additional
terms due to the first order velocity ((u)()) and the anti-symmetric part of thermal
dispersion tensor V" (mu + D) are also important over long time. It should be
noted that the coefficients V" ( B') and V" (m' +D') are not the macroscale
property of the medium itself but rather induced disturbances by such as seepage
flow and temperature just like the dispersion tensor which varies with flow and
temperature fields.
It remains to consider ((u)(')) only since ( 'C, B') and D have already been
obtained in the previous section. For this purpose, we solve the boundary value
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problems (3.4.5) to (3.4.9) for periodically stratified medium along vertical direction.
From (3.4.11) we have
= -E (vto, - 'R ) - Fi , Vt;V'tp() + G R a' V(o)6ZPeZ I (4.3.2)
(4.3.2)
For periodically stratified medium, the coefficients are given by (Appendix D)
E = 0
F11 r- Fzzz= z#y 
k" r) dz' x)i
t, k(z) k'(f) + (z'k'(z')) - 'k,k'-f a~, f"z'
- = ( ZZ' 
F. -G" =
F!}t = 0 ot]1.7r 
(4.3.3)
t)2kz
herwise
These coefficients must be determined from k'(z') and Sz(z'). After some algebra
we have(Appendix E)
F#l,, =(k'S' ) = l,
FPZ =kt 2 (( z)
11 i
a 7 eI
dz'
i2
2kiL
:o) (i
(1- Z) 1x
= i dz' (1
k'(,) d
After integration by parts, we also find the following.
k' F - , F" 
ik "3
k"
zz
k dz' (k()Ic z 
t' dz' (1 k~' )
el
am
-1) i (1 k'() 
1I
( )
VWt
which, inview of F,", gives
k. (F.".. + F.".) = F.".. (4.3.6)
Therefore, there aonly two independent coefficients in E, F and
Therefore, there are only two independent coefficients in EV., F,!L and Gj1.
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((1l)))
k'()
J efgf
(4.3.4)
(4.3.5)
- z', d
- 1 d
By using the coefficients E,, Fij and Gj. in (4.3.3), the first order seepage
velocity (4.3.2) can now be calculated as follows.
For the horizontal components, we have
(()) = -Fz a02p(0)
= -(k'S ) (\I3
() ()) =-(k'S') 0-7;
,, a' a(°)
Ra' 0e(°) 
Pc' ,9z"
af' 0a(°) 
Pe' 8y/"
Similarly the z"-component becomes
0 2 p(o)
= -F" 2( 2 (o)
'Z p9 it 2
,, a' 90()
+ j Pe 0'!
+Oy 2
0r 2p(o)
zz '9 2
Ra' 0(°) 
Pe' az" 
= -k (k'S') (92p(O)
OTZ "2
Ra' a(°) 
Pe' Oz")
where (4.3.6) and the consolidation equation (3.2.5) have been used. This completes
the convection velocity for heat transport.
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p(o)
o(o)l aZI
)(0
t vzl
(4.3.7)
Vy
(4.3.8)
\
5. A Medium with Two Alternating Layers on the Mesoscale
The dispersion tensors and the convection velocity of heat derived in §4 for
vertically stratified medium are specialized to a medium with two distinct layers
in a t' period. After obtaining the dispersion tensors in §5.1 and examining their
behavior for small and large Pecl6t numbers in §5.2, plots are presented in §5.3
for both passive solute and heat. The sensitive variation of dispersion tensors with
the flow angle is also discussed. Finally in §5.4, it is shown that the first order
convection velocity (u)(1) vanishes identically.
5.1 Analytic Dispersion Tensors D and D~
The explicit forms of dispersion tensors Df, and D are obtained by evaluation
of several integrals which involve p(~), r(f) and t(f). The forcing terms r(f) and
t(~) in each layer will be distinguished by employing the superscript symbols ()-
and ()+ in the lower and upper layers respectively. Other material properties such
as thermal conductivity mn', heat capacity pC, hydraulic conductivity k', etc will
also be distinguished in the same manner. For example, if we let
ml- 0 <' < (1 - )'
m'() = m + (1 - < < 
it follows from the definition (4.1.19) that
p(l) = exp - ad '(t
J ep [i 0-m '(t]j ] O < ( < (1-(5.1.2)
(MP ePcp [- m S~ a me |(1-l < l < 
where
a = Pe'(u). (5.1.3)
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After performing evaluation of many integrals(Appendix F), we obatin
(r'')3 + D:. = m..
1 r 2 . (1)+ +2u+ 2 sinhzsinhy (_ _ m+) 2]+ r- 2 m- (1- 8) + r+2 m s at' sx s(z + Y) 1r-' -rm'
(m').z + D: = mlZ+ - t2m ' (1 - )+ t+ 2 m'+. -2 sinh ) (m- + 
D 1- [rtm' -( - ) + r+t+m'+a
a c sinh( + ) ar2 sinh sinh(y I- + +)(-m' - t+mI+)
D = 1 [(u);(1 - pC)m'-(1 - s) + (u)+(1 - pCp+)m'+s]
1 2 sinhsinhy (()m' --(u) +m+) [(1- pC)m' - -(1-pC+)m
(u}) at' sinh(z + y) ( 3 L-
(5.1.4)
where
a(1 - J)t' ast'
2m'- ' 2m'+
pC p-- , P+ (5.1.5)
For the purpose of checking, direct integration of (4.1.14) has also been used to
obtain Di, (Appendix G).
From (4.1.16) and (4.1.31), the source terms r({) and t({) are written as
r = P (U) _PCp )((u)) = Pe'((u)3 ) (k' -pCp )
(-P ;
= -Pe'(it) 5 - rn1 5 ) (5.1.6)
Let the angle between the mean flow and the horizontal plane be denoted by a i.e.,
the direction of the mean flow is parallel and normal to the layering for 8 = 0 and
8 = 90° respectively. Note that 8 is equal to 90° minus the meridianal angle in
Fig. 4.1. The horizontal and vertical velocity components ((u)) and (u), of the
normalized mean flow are then related by
((u)) = cos8, (u)s = sin ; (i()) = tan (5.1.7)
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Let us introduce the following notations
'l
= - '- - pC
t C , ~~(5.1.8)
Pe'(U(). p
If we substitute (5.1.6) to (5.1.8) into (5.1.4), the dispersion coefficients become
(mn')3 + D , = m.. + i2r-(1 - ) + t+2I+n]  
2 sinhz sinhy ( rm- + '+ 1Pe't' sin 0 sinh(z + y) tan2 (
i-Ml,, [ -(1 -) +t i+'+ ]
(mD ) ± D = m[;tm + t-m'( -] + tan]2 sinh sinh y (mt--+m'+Pe't ' sin 0 sinh(z + y) )tan 
Du = [ki- '-(1 - s)+ ) +i+m' k+s] tan
2 sinhz x sy (iem' - m') (-+m -' + 1Pe't' sin sinh(z + y) tan 8
D [k'-(1 - pC)m'-(1 - a) +'+(1 - pC)m's tanta
2 sinhz sinhy(k'rn' -'+n
Pe'f' sin G sinh(z + y)
x [(1 -pC~')m' -(1 -pC+)m' +] tn
For the moment let us assume that 08 0. Equation (5.1.9) shows that the dispersion
coefficients strongly depends on 9. Especially (m'),, + D,. varies more rapidly. If
9 = 90°, tan - oo and (m').. + D.. - m" and D z,D, -- 0. They are
discussed in more detail in the following sections.
5.2 Asymptotic Behavior of Dispersion Tensors
In this section, the asymptotic behavior of dispersion tensors is investigated for
small and large Peclet numbers. Also comparison with earlier results for anisotropic
medium is made.
5.2.1 Behavior for Small Peclit Number
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As the Peclet number Pe' goes to zero, a = Pe'(u), in (5.1.3) and z and y in
(5.1.5) become smaller. Upon expanding the hyperbolic functions in Taylor series
in (5.1.4), we get
sinh z sinh y
sinh(z + y)
(, + , /6 + .. )(y + y3/6 + .. )
x+y+(: + y)3/6+ ...
zy
+y [1
12
+1 (- + y') + ... ] [1 1 ( + y)2 + ..
1 X+-
where
Pe' 2(1 - s)se' 2 sin2 zy
4m'-m'+ ' z +y
Pe't' sin 0 (1 - )s
2 (1 - s)m'+ + sm'- (5.2.2)
If we substitute (5.2.1) into D, in (5.1.9) and use (5.2.2), there follows
1(m'). + D:. = ml' + tan ex
1
zy +. .) (rm' -+m+) ]
1
+ x
ZZ tan 2
[-2m'-(1 - s) + + m'+ -
(1 - s)s
(1 - s)m' + + sm'-
a.2 ,i. ')Fe'- sin' - s C )'s' -
12 m'-m+[(1 - )m+ + asm-] 
m'-m '+ 1
= m , + ( 1)+ '[(1 - )r + as+]2
P(1 - S + + am tan2 e
Pe' 2 Cos2 9 ' 2(1 - s)2 s2
12 m'-m'+[(1 - s)m' + + m'] (
(r-m'- r+m'+)2]
r+ +) 2 1) tan2 + O(a3)
+ - m,+)2
The second term in (5.2.3) vanishes because of (4.1.17) i.e.,
1i
r(f)df = (1 - s)r- + sr+ = (5.2.4)
The effective dispersion coefficient ((m') + D*,) then becomes
(m') + D 2 = m,
Pe'2cos' 0 [(1-s )22 8- -2 ( 
12 m'-m'+[(1 - s)m'+ + sm'-] (/- m )
(5.2.5)
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*]
(5.2.1)
zy =
i-2m'-(1-
.2 . A
+ O(a3 )
(5.2.3)
) + + m s - ae 2 xy 1 -
It is maximum when = 0 and reduces to m" when = 90° .
Similarly for small a, D 5, becomes
(m'),z + Dl = m''
+ [2m-(1 - a) + t+2ms -m- (1- +s) ( + )(1 - )m'+ + sm'- m
Pe'2 sin2 8 "1,2(1 - )2 23
12 m'm'+[(1 - a)m'+ + ,m-]( ' - +m'+) + (a)
=M +l Pe2 sin2 £"(1 -+(pCm' ,_ P+m+)12 m'-m'+[(1 - )m'+ + am'-] 
+ O(Pe'3)
(5.2.6)
The dispersion coefficient (m'),, + D, thus reaches its maximum when = 90°
and reduces to m" when = 0. Following the same procedure, we also obtain
=D -e' 2 sin 9 cos 9 1'2(1 _ )2s2zs 12 m -m+[(1 - s)ml+ + sml- (5.2.7)
x (-m' - +m+) (pCp+ - pC,-) + O(Pe'3)
D = 1Pe' 2 sin 0 cos 1,2(l- )2S21m2 r-m'r+[(1 - )m'+ + sm'-] (5.2.8)
x (k'-m' - k'+m'+) [(1- pCp-)m'- -(1- PCp+)m'+]
From the above it is readily shown that
(m') + VD z --. m", (m') + Dz - ma
(5.2.9)
D'- 0, D - 0 as Pe' -- 0
Thus the effective dispersion coeffcients reduce to the macroscale thermal conduc-
tivies which are anisotropic due to the layered structure. But, as Pe' increases,
they increase in proportion to Pe'2 . In a study of dispersion tensor, Poreh(1965)
used dimensional and symmetry arguments about the plane of layering to obtain
a general form for dispersivity tensor for transversely isotropic medium. For small
Pe' his result reduces to a form similar to (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) in that the depen-
dence on Pe' is quadratic. But they contain several coeffcients which depend on the
geometric characteristics of the medium and must be determined experimentally.
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In the case of dispersion of passive solute for which heterogeneity due to the
permeability variation in the medium is important, one may assume for other nor-
malized coefficients that
pC = pC += 1, m = m =1 (5.2.10)
which implies in (5.1.8) that
= k', t±= O, m, = = 1 (5.2.11)
It then follows from (5.2.5) to (5.2.8) that
(mn') + D, = 1 + 1Pe'22 cos82 9(1 _- )2,2 (k'-- L'+) 2 + O(P 3
{m') + D, = 1( )  '.  1 (5.2.12)
D; = 
Du = 0
Therefore, for alternating layers with distinct permeability, (mn' + Ds, and (m') +
Doz are important and others vanish. However, the vanishing of D'. and Dz
in a layered medium with the property of (5.2.10) is valid for all Peclet num-
ber(cf.(5.1.4)).
5.2.2 Behavior for Large Peclit Number
When the Peclet number becomes large, the dispersion tensor is strongly af-
fected by the angle between the flow direction and that of layering. We shall dis-
tinguish the case when (u), 0(0 = 0) and the general case (u), $ 0(0 # 0).
Let us first consider the case (u)z 0. For large Pe', in view of (5.1.3) and
(5.1.5), we have
sinhzs_y= 1i  inhu 1 P Pe - oo (5.2.13)
sinh(z + y) coth z + coth y - 2
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so that terms involving hyperbolic functions in (5.1.4) are negligibly small. It readily
follows then from (5.1.9) that
(m') + D:' _ m"+ [2m',(1 - a) + f+2m+.] 1
ge I I VZL tan 2 e
(m') + D5. mt + j-2 MI-(1 s) ++2MD+ a as PC' -4 00
D ' - -rm'-(1 -a)- + i+m'+s] 1
Du , [k'-(1 -pC-p)m'-(1 -a) + k'+(l -pC+)m'+s] 1ZZ - I tan e
(5.2.14)
in which f and i+ have been given in (5.1.8). Note that the dispersion coefficients
approach to finite values in the case of (u), $ 0 as Pe' -, oo. Also the large Pe'
limit values are highly dependent upon and thus the flow direction relative to
layering.
When (u), is identically zero, the large Pe' behavior of dispersion coefficients
are found from the asymptotic formulas for a = Pe' (u), = Pe' sin < 1 treated in
§5.2.1. Specifically (5.2.5) to (5.2.8) give
(m') + D'. = m". + 1Pe'2
(m') + Ds, = m,
D' = 0
Du = 0=0 
=0
1'2(1 - a)2'a ( m' - +m+ ) 2mI-m'+[(1- )m' + + m'-] 
(5.2.15)
The differences between (5.2.14) and (5.2.15) are quite drastic. The longitudinal
coefficient ((m') + D., ) is proportional to Pe' 2 whereas the transverse coefficient
((m') + D,) remains at the pure diffusion value when = 0. The coefficients Dz
and D. are identically zero. From (5.2.14) and (5.2.15), it is readily seen that for
given Pe' the variation of the dispersion coefficients change sharply with (u)z.
For periodic medium with alternating layers, Moranville et al (1977a,b) and
Tyvand(1980) have studied the dispersion coefficients for large Peclet number by
employing the general formulas for anisotropic medium due to Scheidegger(1961)
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and Poreh(1965). The dispersion coefficient along the mean flow direction is pro-
portional to the mean velocity, since they assumed that the dispersion coefficients
on the mesoscale are proportional to the velocity. It should be noted that the form
of dispersion tensor employed by Scheidegger and Poreh, and thus by Moranville
et al, is based on physical postulates inferred from experimental observations that
dispersion coefficients are linearly proportional to the velocity. Our results (5.2.18)
for general non-zero (u), do not make use of any empirical information and have
been deduced from the basic governing equations on the mesoscale.
5.3 Dispersion Tensors for Passive Solute and Heat
The analytic expressions of dispersion tensors in §5.1 are now used to calculate
the coefficients for passive solute and heat. Their dependence on the Peclet number
Pe' and the effects of varying medium properties such as the permeability, heat
capacity and thermal conductivity are discussed. The layers are assumed to be of
equal thickness i.e., = 0.5.
5.3.1 Passive Solute
In the study of the transport of passive solute through porous media, the effects
of the permeability difference between layers are most important. Accordingly we
assume that the normalized thermal properties are equal to unity.
pCp- = ;Cp+ = 1, = 1= 1 (5.3.1a)
Accordingly the Peclet number is defined by
Pe' = M (5.3.1b)M
where U' and M are the velocity of mean flow and the diffusivity of solute matter
on the mesoscale. The angle between the mean flow and the horizontal plane is
again denoted by 8. It then follows from (5.1.6) to (5.1.8) that
:t -P'3/.; O '((). -' k-11) = p,(()) = -1
t =- Pe'(u), (pC - 1) ; i = 0 (5.3.2)
z = Pe'(l - s)t sin O, = Pest' sin O
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The dispersion coefficients in (5.1.9) reduce to
(m') + D:,
= 1 + -2(1 _ ) + +2, 2 sinh z sinhy _ +)2] 1 
Pe't' sin sinh(z + y) Jtan2
(m') + D', = 1
D:, = D:, = 0
(5.3.3)
so that there are only two nonvanishing dispersion coefficients. Obviously the co-
efficient ((m') + Do,) is unity because the seepage velocity (u), is constant and
m - = m'+ = 1. Note that the off-diagonal and anti-symmetric components D"
and Dz vanish for the present porous medium with two alternating layers.
In Fig. 5.1(a)-(d), the dispersion coefficients ((mn') + D 2z) and ((m') + D,) are
plotted against Pe' for various mean flow directions. The contrasts in permeability
k'+/k ' - are 2, 5, 10 and 100 in (a),(b), (c) and (d) respectively. We first note as
shown in §5.2 that, for high Pe', ((nm') + D2 ) increases as O(Pe'2 ) when = 0.
For nonzero 0, it reaches finite limit value which decreases with since (u). = sin 
increases. In high Pe' region, ((m') + D'1,) changes drastically with . As is
shown in Fig. 5.1, even for mean flow direction slightly off the plane parallel to
the layers, the coefficient does not grow indefinitely with Pe' and approaches to
the limit value. This kind of behavior has been observed in different approaches
(Gupta and Bhattacharya, 1986; Gfiven and Moltz, 1986). It is very unlikely that
the flow direction is perfectly in plane with the layers. In the case of 0 = 90°,i.e.
the mean flow direction is normal to the layers, r ± = 0 and there is no spreading
of solute caused by mixing. Thus ((m') + D.) and ((m') + Do,) are identically
equal to unity. Also note that the value of Pe', beyond which dispersion becomes
significant, decreases with the permeability contrast from Fig. 5.1(a) to Fig. 5.1(d).
In order to show that effect, ((m') + D*,) for 0 = 100 is plotted for the same set of
k' + /k'- values in Fig. 5.2. As k '+ / k '- changes from 2 to 100, the high Pe' limit
is noticeably increased.
5.3.2 Heat
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Thermal dispersion coefficients are influenced not only by the permeability but
also by the heat capacity and the thermal conductivity. The effects of permeability
have been studied in §5.3.1 for the particular case of passive solute. We consider
the case when the permeability and thermal conductivities are equal: But the heat
capacityies are different between the layers so that
m'- =m+ =1, k'- = '+ = 1 (5.3.4a)
But the heat capacities are different between the layers so that
pC+/pC- = 10 (5.3.4b)
The anti-symmetric dispersison coefficient DI' then vanishes(cf.(5.1.4)). The co-
efficients ((mn') + D:,), ((m') + D:,) and D:, are shown in Fig. 5.3. Even if the
layers have the same permeability (k'- = k'+), the heterogeneity in the heat ca-
pacity causes significant dispersion. We also note that DI becomes appreciable.
It is smaller than ((m') + DI, ) but is larger than ((mn') + D:z). The effect of dif-
ferent thermal conductivity is also expected to increase dispersion as the contrast
increases (cf.(5.2.14)) but they are not as pronounced as those by heat capacity
since ((m') + D, ) is proportional to the square of = k' - pCp but is linearly
proportional to m'.
The thermal dispersison tensors are also plotted in Fig. 5.4 for a porous medium
with pCp+/pCp- = 2, m'+/m '- = 10 and k'+/k ' - = 100. The heat capacity does
not change much from soil to soil whereas the thermal conductivity does to some
extent.They increase with Pe' as before. The anti-symmetric dispersison coefficient
does not vanish although it is small, but it is much larger than ((m') + DI, ). The
dependence on the mean flow direction is presented in Fig. 5.5(a)-(d). The sharp
changes are clearly shown when 9 increases from zero. The coefficients D` * and D
are zero when is identically zero. They first increase rapidly and then decrease as
e increases.
5.4 The Convection Velocity of Heat Transport
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Fig. 5.1 Dispersion coefficients ((m') + D,.) and ((m') + Do.5 ) for passive solute
in a layered medium. The angle for mean flow direction is a(O = 0° ), b(O = 1°),
c(O = 5°), d(O = 100), e(9 = 400), and f(O = 90°). The permeability ratios are (a)
k'+/k ' - = 2 and (b) k'+/k' - = 5. ((m') + D,) is the straight line marked by f.
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5.1 (continued) The permeability ratios are (c) k'+/k' - = 10 and (d)
- = 100.
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Fig. 5.2 Dispersion coefficient ((m') + D,,) for passive solute in a layered medium
with = 10°. The permeability ratios are a(k'+/k' = 2), b(k'+/k' = 5),
c(k'+/k' - = 10) and d(k'+/k' - = 100).
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Fig. .3 Dispersion coefficients (a) ((m') + D:,), ((m') + D') and (b) D, for
,heat with k'+/k'- = m'+/m'- = 1 and pC,+/pC; = 10. For the flow angle see
the caption of Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.4 Dispersion coefficients (a) ((m') + D:,), ((m') + D',) and (b) -D' for
heat with pC+lpC;- = 2, m'+/m'- = 10 and k'+/k '- = 100. For the flow angle 
see the caption of Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.4 (continued.) (c) D,. For the flow angle see the caption of Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.5 Variation of dispersion coefficients (a) ((m') + D:,) and (b) ((m') + D',)
with flow angle. The Peclit numbers are a: Pe' = 1000, b: Pe' = 100 and c:
Pe' = 10.
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Fig. 5.5 (continued.) (c) -D_ and (d) D. As Pe' decreases, the curves become
lower.
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The leading order convection velocity is the Darcy velocity and it requires only
the macroscale permeability kI} wich has been treated in Ch. II, Part A.
The convection velocity of O(e) is composed of several terms(cf.(4.3.1)). They
are the Darcy type velocity weighted by V". (j B')/(p ) which depends on
induced disturbances on the macroscale, the first order seepage velocity ((u)(l)) and
the spatial variation of the anti-symmetric dispersion tensor V" (mu + D'). Each
of these will be examined and the explicit forms of the coefficients are determined
for the alternating layers.
The O(e) correction to the Darcy velocity in (4.3.1) requires the following
coefficient which can be obtaianed by using V" (C v B') and V" B in
D u, (Appendix F) as
((7 xa +ay + 04 Oil (5.4.1)
where
I. = -- [(1 - pC;-)r- - (1 - pC,+)r+] (1
- (1-pCp+ )[(r - r)(1-s) +-]
- [rm'-(pC -1)(1-s)+ r+m'+(pCp+-1)s]
2 sinhz sinhy r-+ [- 1)- p+ m+ 1+ 3 ' sinh(z +y) - ) (pC -l)m -(pCp l)m'+
IY =I, with r: replaced by as
I, =1 [pC;m'-(pc - 1)(1 - ) + pC+m'+(pc+ - 1)s]
2 sinh z sinh y C + 1)ml
nbrssmhy ( C pC+m+)[ (pC; 1)m'-(pC+;-1)= '+]a- sinh(z +y) (' P, pPC ' - - p
(5.4.2)
in which as is the forcing term for the convection-diffusion equation (4.1.33) for B,.
Thus nonuniform velocity field reflected in r+, s ± and t± and the heterogeneity in
the heat capacity, thermal conductivity and permeability produce Darcy velocity
correction in the convection part.
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Next the first order seepage velocity requires calculation of the coefficient (k'S' )
as shown in (4.3.7) and (4.3.8). For a medium with two alternating layers, it vanishes
as shown below. We first note that
) = -sIk'z'/k. 0 < z' < (1 - s)e'
J , k'D(1 - )(t' - z')/k. (1- s)t <z' <'  
(5.4.3)
where
Ik'] = k '+ - (5.4.4)
It then follows from (4.3.4) that
(k'Si)= d' (1 k'(z')) I '( )(R d.tz' - 17'
= - dz' z'dz'
ki k~a
k '+ - k __(1 s.-)zk']
- adz~' -Ad " ' ( '1- -z')dz'
_J .1-), k'k, (5.4.5)
IJk'llI'2 rl - k k+ -i
k't", (1 -[)s) + -i, ]
[k']t'2 k'-k'+ - k'st['+(1 - ) + k'-s]
2k- kcl-k'+
=0
where the following has been used
(~ Is = - _ + (5.4.6)= J k ) k'+(1 - s) + k'- (5.4.6)
As mentioned earlier, the vanishing of (k'Sz) is the consequence of the distribution
of the integrand for the alternating uniform layers and is seen from (4.3.31). The
integrand 1 - k'/k'(f) is the deviation of k"'/k'(i) from its average value unity
because ki = (k'-l) - l. Similarly k'(t)/kc= - 1 is the deviation of k'(~)/k from
the average. Their distributions are identical in a medium with two layers. Then
the double integral of the type as F.zz in (4.3.4) can be shown to be zero after an
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integration by parts (cf. (B.2) in Appendix B). It readily follows from (4.3.34) and
(4.3.35) that
((·u)) = ((u)0 )) = ((u)()) = 0 (5.4.7)
Therefore the first order seepage velocity vanishes for a medium with two alternating
uniform layers.
Lastly in the anti-symmetric dispersion tensor term in the convection velocity
of (4.3.1), we note that m' = 0 is of diagonal form. We then have
V" (mu + D") = J,e, + J,e + Je, (5.4.8)
where
J= =V"Di" =cOD~ OD:=J =V'DA = aD +D,
Oy, Oz"
J =V', a, O +a (5.4.9)
J, =V'D,= + DZ
z -z O" Nit
in which D are calculated from D, of (4.2.2) by using (4.1.12). For the present
two layer medium, Duz is given by (5.1.4).
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6. Thermal Dispersion in a Uniform Seepage Flow Through a Layered
Medium
As an application of the general theory for 3-scale medium, we study the dis-
persion of a thermal cloud of finite size released in a porous layer with uniform back-
ground flow in the longitudinal direction. The medium is assumed to be composed
of uniform layers alternating periodically on the mesoscale. Material properties on
the macroscale such as elastic coefficients, permeability and dispersion coefficients
are then anisotropic and have been analyzed in §5 of Ch.II, Part A and in §5 of
the current chapter. The normalized governing equations and boundary conditions
are summarized in §6.1 and then the macroscale coefficients and dimensionless pa-
rameters are discussed in §6.2. The numerical scheme based on finite differences
and iterations is explained in §6.3. Numerical results for various dimensionless
parameters are discussed in §6.4.
6.1 The Normalized Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
Consider a stratum of porous medium with thickness h shown in Fig. 6.1 in
which a uniform background flow in the z-direction exists. The medium is initially
at uniform temperature. The lower boundary at z = 0 is rigid and impermeable
and is maintained at the initial temperature. At the upper boundary (z = h), it is
assumed that the pressure and temperature are kept at the initial values. It is also
assumed that the upper surface is stress free.
Suppose that a thermal cloud is released in the lower part of the layer at t = 0.
Since there exists a uniform seepage flow in the longitudinal direction, the thermal
cloud is convected by the flow and spreads due to diffusion and dispersion which
strongly depends on the Peclet number. If the Rayleigh number is sufficiently large,
buoyancy causes upward convection which in turn modifies the flow and dispersion
tensor and the transport process and flow are coupled with full nonlinearity.
At the initial state, the temperature is uniform and the solid matrix is at rest.
Let the uniform seepage velocity be denoted by U. Since the z-component of the
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convection velocity in the heat transport equation (3.3.25) has U, it is convenient
to introduce the moving coordinate (, r) which are related to the space-fixed ones
(,t) by
(PC)ut, = t (6.1.1)
in which (pC,)f and (pCp) are the heat capacities of the fluid in the convection term
and the medium in the local derivative. Accordingly, the derivatives are transformed
by the following relations
O O (pC,)f 
At1 - Or (pC,) Ff (6.1.2)
a a
=o at
Equations (6.1.1) and (6.1.2) are used to rewrite the governing equations in the
moving frame.
6.1.1 The Governing Equations
In the moving frame, the uniform background flow is absent. For simpler
notation, the macroscale Darcy velocity is denoted by a single pair of brackets. The
consolidation equation (3.2.5) and the heat transport equation (3.3.25) then become
in physical variables
_(_u_ + =(u 0 (6.1.3)
(PCP) + (CP)f V ae + ae 091f TZ~~~~ 0 D* 91 (6.1.4)
((M') + ) - + Dz + [uz +( (mr') + D)
where the Darcy velocities (u). and (u), in (6.1.3) are given from (3.2.7) in physical
variables by
(Of= - k Oa - pf9ez) (6.1.5)lop- L)
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They are the Darcy velocities observed in the moving frame. From (4.3.1) the
convection velocity in (6.1.4) is given by
v. =(). + (u)? +(v (pCB'). (p)),- 1 0D
1 az (6-1.6
V. =(u). + [(u)() + (V (pCB')) (pC) 6.1.6)(pCp)f OZ j
Recall that D and D. depend on the local macroscale flow velocity and the flow
direction, which are affected by temperature. The part (u)') is the first order seep-
age velocity considered in §5 and vanishes for the present medium with alternating
layers on the mesoscale, as shown before. The coefficient V. (pCpB') has been given
in (5.4.1). The convection velocities in brackets in (6.1.6) are very small,e.g. 0(E)
as compared with the first terms. It should be noted that the dispersion tensor
depends on the sum of uniform velocity U and the Darcy velocity of (6.1.5) induced
by introducing thermal cloud.
The equilibrium equation (3.2.1) becomes in physical variables as
Oazz Oaaz
-+e = °(6.1.7)
- + - = -n pgPfP3T
in which the stress components are given by Hooke's law as
Ou &Wz,, =, + -a ',p-((')ze
oz, =a a + (6.1.8)
aw au p -
The elastic coefficients al, a2 , a4 and as are equal to a".., a" " a" and a"
studied in §6 in Ch.II of Part A. Because of the cubic symmetry of the Wigner-
Seitz grains on the microscale the medium is orthotropic on the macroscale. Also
the anisotropic pressure coefficients and thermal moduli have been considered there.
In the present problem of thermal dispersion in uniform seepage flow, the dis-
turbances are induced by thermal cloud. The scales of the macroscale variables then
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must be estimated from the governing equations (6.1.3) to (6.1.5) and (6.1.7) and
(6.1.8) based on the temperature variation in the medium. Also the anisotropy of
the macroscale permeability is taken into consideration in the scaling of the seepage
velocity and the spatial coordinates. Let the temperature of thermal cloud intro-
duced be higher than the initial value by 0". Taking 0" as the normalization scale
for 0, the pore pressure is scaled by P = pfgiTO"h in the z-component of Darcy's
law (6.1.5). The indeced seepage velocities are then (u) = O(k=pfgSfTO") and
(u) = O(kpfgPTO") respectively. From Hooke's law (6.1.8), the medium dis-
placement is then scaled by u, w = O(BE"h/D) where D and B are the scales of
elastic coefficient and thermal modulus. We summarize the normalization scales as
( ;- = k-l/2h , z h, t -
0 0,II p - pf9giTO)h (6.1.9)
(u)= k.. =Epf gOT , (u), - kitpfgPTO
BO"h
in which a,m is the thermal diffusivity of the medium. The ratio
kr = , (6.1.10)
is a measure of permeability anisotropy. The normalization scales for the spatial
coordinates have been chosen differently to make the consolidation equation and
thus the convection velocity of heat expressed in terms of p be of isotropic form.
The symmetric and anti-symmetric dispersion tensors are normalized by the thermal
conductivity Mm of the medium so that
(m'), Di,, D'j"Mm (6.1.11)
These scale estimates are used to normalize the governing equations and boundary
conditions.
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By substituting (6.1.9) into (6.1.3), the consolidation equation becomes in di-
mensionless variables
0ap 0 + az _ = 0 (6.1.12)
The Darcy's law (6.1.5) then becomes
1 p(")' = _k?/l ape
(u), = - kaP O) (6.1.13)
The normalized heat transport equation is similarly obtained by using (6.1.9)
to (6.1.11) in (6.1.4) to (6.1.6). While the normalization of the local derivative and
dispersion terms is simple, the convection terms are treated as follows. For example,
the ratio of z-direction term to dispersion term (m')O"/h2 becomes
(p,)f ,vOe/Oa (pC,)f k', f gPTe"h k2 ', pfgsi3TE"h M
(m')O"/h 2 - Mm kl/2 k a Mm (6.1.14)
Mf kl/2Ra'
Mmr
where
Ra' = kzPfg3TE"h (6.1.15)
af
is the Rayleigh number defined in terms of the vertical permeability of the medium
and the macroscale length h. It is of O(E- l ) and is large. For the convection term in
z-direction, since V, = V3/k, and e = kr/'z, the ratio simply becomes Ra'Mf/M.
The normalized heat equation then becomes
Or + M R, ( V ae a@ 
; ( ,.m'()+} D + Dz Oe +((m') + D )
k t k /2 Fz Oz k1/2 ( Oz)
(6.1.16)
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If we invoke (6.1.11) and Darcy's law (6.1.13) and the fact that (u)( ) vanishes in
(6.1.6), the convection terms further become as follows.
k1/2V ( B p 1 M 1{ [ { 1 (pCpB'B) i(pCpB')) Op Mm 1 aDu= 0)
L k'1 0 At M1 k1/2 Oz J o
va- = (p 1 {- [1+ £ ( (pCpB') + a(xCpBi))] (p : Mm 1Dz}I L V +/2 )t] oafv MO T /2 Mr` 1
(6.1.17)
in which is the ratio of the mesoscale e' to the macroscale I" and is much smaller
than unity. Notice that, due to buoyancy, the heat transport equation (6.1.16) is
coupled to the consolidation equation (6.1.12). In addition to the full nonlinearity
of the convection terms in (6.1.17), the dispersion terms on the right-hand side of
(6.1.16) are also nonlinearly coupled to the flow field because of the dependence of
dispersion tensors on the flow.
Recall that the dispersion coefficients depend not only on the Peclit number
but also on the local macroscale flow direction in the layered medium. We now
express these in terms of the normalized variables. Let Pef and Pem be the Peclet
numbers of the initial uniform flow U and the combined flow of the uniform flow
and the induced flow respectively i.e.,
UhPe =
af Pe = 1 [(U + (U. + (U)I]' ham (6.1.18)
where af and am are the thermal diffusivities of the fluid and the medium respec-
tively. Note that Pem varies with time and in space. It follows that
Pe' = Uh 1 + ( (6.1.19)
am
If we substitute (6.1.9) and (6.1.18) into (6.1.19), it becomes in dimensionless vari-
ables
Pen = TPen [(1m, +k-•(u) ".) + (Ra )2] Pe' '() ]
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(6.1.20)
where
FPe = af -Pe
am
and (u). and (u), are given by Darcy's law (6.1.13).
(6.1.21)
Let the angle between the local flow and z-axis, which is measured positive
counterclockwise in zz-plane, be denoted by 0 (which is different from that used to
denote the temperature). It readily follows from (6.1.18) and (6.1.20) that
= arctan ()) = arctan [P 1 + )] (6.1.22)
We note again that both Per and vary and so do the dispersion
Since U and are coupled, equations (6.1.19) and (6.1.22) show that
dispersion in (6.1.16) is inherently a nonlinear phenomenon.
Finally by substituting the normalization scales of (6.1.9) into
(6.1.8), the equilibrium equation becomes in dimensionless variables
1 a,,2 2
k1/2 t
1 a&r
k/ 2 t
+ -= 
+ = -n"ce
Oz
coefficients.
the thermal
(6.1.7) and
(6.1.23)
where
-Pfgi9Th
B (6.1.24)
is the ratio of the
similarly becomes
body force due to buoyancy to thermal stress. Hooke's law
al au aW It
""ao + - ",p' -, (-:'),,
kO1aa /2 Z 2
lu 1 w\
oz~ =ae + 1/2 o
azz = a2 + /2 caZp - )
(6.1.25)
6.1.2 The Stream Function
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Let & be the stream function which is defined by
(U).= z,' (u). (6.1.26)
The mass conservation equation (6.1.3) is then automatically satisfied by ib. Com-
bining (6.1.5) and (6.1.26), we have in physical variables
k" l^''z~a~p~ h of(6.1.27)
=k" C- pfiPTe.)
If we take the curl of (6.1.27), it becomes
1 i2,0 1 2 9010 ab 10+kraa =_ T (6.1.28)khI Oz kit 0C2dt
In view of different velocity scales for (u) and (u) in (6.1.9), we let the scale of l
be
~i k- k,pfg9T"h (6.1.29)
After using (6.1.9) and (6.1.29), (6.1.28) is written in dimensionless variables as
,+ k, 0 (6.1.30)
6.1.3 The Initial and Boundary Conditions
On the lower boundary at z = 0, the solid displacements, temperature variation
and normal flux of seepage flow are zero so that
lop
u=w=O =0 at z =O (6.1.31)
On the upper boundary at z = 1, the excessive pore pressure, the temperature
variation and the traction forces are zero and thus the following conditions are
imposed.
p = =
Ow a4 au
ar =a-za + / = 0 at = 1
oZka +- atz= '(6.1.32a- c)
:U 1 +k o 0
azr =a6 t + kl/2 at )
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in which (6.1.32a) has been used in (6.1.32b and c). Note that neither u nor w is
known a priori at z = 1. At infinity all disturbances vanish so that
u= w=p= =O as + -oo (6.1.33)
At t = 0, a thermal cloud of finte size and uniform temperature is released at
= 0. For numerical convenience, the cloud is of diamond shape (Fig. 6.1) and
the distances along the diagonals are equal in and z directions They are chosen
as 0.4. The actual shape in the zz plane is much elongated because of the strained
coordinate in (6.1.9). The initial condition in normalized temperature is then
{= ° ( z) Qh, t=O } (6.1.34)
where flh is the region for thermal cloud at t = 0.
The boundary conditions for the stream function if are obtained by using
(6.1.31) to (6.1.33). In (6.1.30), jO is arbitrary upto a constant and we choose
the value of 1& at the lower impermeable boundary to be zero. It then follows from
(6.1.26) that
~k=0 at z=0
at (6.1.34)
fi =0 as -0oo
The above boundary conditions must be incorporated into the governing equations
of the previous section.
6.2 The Macroscale Coefficients and Dimensionless Parameters
On the mesoscale, the two layers are assumed to be of equal thickness so that
we have a = 0.5. The porosity values were chosen as 0.284 and 0.716 for the lower
and upper layers respectively. Assuming that the microcell is of Wigner-Seitz type
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studied in two-scale medium, we summarize the coefficients from §5 of Ch.I, Part
A as follows.
1 - a = 0.5 = 0.5
n'- = 0.284 n'+ = 0.716
a7 = 0.62428 a+ = 0.088977
a,- = 0.19218 a = 0.0063776 (6.2.1)
a' = 0.17576 al = 0.015477
a'- = 0.59654 a'+ = 0.95931
to- = 1.00864 /3 + = 0.101732
Also for the permeability k', heat capacity pC, and thermal conductivity m', in
view of the fact that k' varies widely but pC, and m' do only mildly, we choose
k'- = 100 k '+ = 1
m'- = 10 m' + = 1 (6.2.2)
pC; =1 pC+ = 1.14
Assuming relatively highly porous medium, some typical values for sandy material
(Jumikis, 1977; see also §7.4 in Ch.I, Part A) have been chosen for the following
ratios.
(pCp)m/(pCp)f = 0.79, MmMf = 1.924 ; amc/af = 2.44 (6.2.3)
Employing the explicit forms for the macroscale coefficients derived in §6 of
Ch.II, Part A, we obtain
al = a. = 0.33243 a2 = a1"1ZZ = 0.15575
a4 = a",,, = 0.02956 as = a"'zz = 0.02845
a" = = 0.82518 a"z, = 0.91405
(13"1t).. = 0.43706 (i3ft)zz = 0.21487 (624)
kia = 1 k; = 0.03921
m, = 1 m", = 0.33058
These values have been used in the computations. From the values of k', and k",
the anisotropy ratio k, of permeability becomes
k, = = 25.5 ; k = 5.05 (6.2.5)
Ic"zz
so that the width of the thermal cloud in Fig. 6.1 is 5 times larger than the height
in the actual shape.
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There are two important dimensionless parameters, the Peclet and Rayleigh
numbers. We estimate their order of magnitudes by using some typical values
for groundwater flow. The hydraulic gradient in field situations lies in the range of
0(10 - 3 - 10- 2) (Gelhar, 1986). By using the hydraulic conductivity values for sands
in the range K = O(10- 4 - 10-7 m/s), we obtain that the seepage velocity is of
0(10-m/s) or less which is at most l(m/day). Taking af = 10-7 (m2/s) typical
of water and h < O(102m), the Pecl6t number Pef (cf.(6.1.18)) for the uniform
background flow is estimated to be Pef < 0(103). If the scale ratio e = 10- 2 is
used, the mesoscale Peclet number Pe' = Pef becomes 0(10) or less which is in
the range assumed earlier in §3. On the other hand, if we use P/T = 10- 4 (1/°C) and
allow " < O(102°C), the Rayleigh number in (6.1.15) is estimated to be in the
range 0(10 - 104). Since Ra' is defined in terms of the permeability in the vertical
direction, it is expected to be in the lower region of the range i.e., 0(102) or less.
Based on these estimates, we consider the following cases
Ra' Pef
Case(i) 10 1000, 2000
Case(ii) 100 1000,2000 (6.2.6)
Case(iii) 200 1000,2000
As Ra' increases, the buoyancy effect also increases causing thermal cloud to rise
fast. For two different Pef values, the effect of dispersion will also be examined.
The ratio of buoyant force to thermal stress c in (6.1.24) has been chosen to be
unity. We now move the numerical scheme.
6.3 Numerical Scheme
Finite differences are used to solve the initial boundary value problem defined
in §6.1. Choosing the location at which thermal cloud is released as = 0, the
horizontal extent of the computational domain is truncated at large distances in
both positive and negative directions, which were sufficiently large to ensure that
the numerical results are not affected by further increase in . Specifically centered
difference for spatial derivatives and implicit time marching scheme have been used
in approximating the governing equations and boundary conditions. Basic finite
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difference approximations were shown in Appendix D of Part A. The finite difference
forms of the equations are listed in Appendix G. We only describe the computational
procedure.
At each time step, the computation is performed in two steps. In the first
step, the nonlinearly coupled consolidation equation (6.1.12) and the heat trans-
port equation (6.1.16) are solved for p and . In the next step, the pressure and
temperature field determined in the first step is used to calculate the matrix de-
formation by solving the equilibrium equation (6.1.23) together with Hooke's law
(6.1.25). Both steps require a number of iterations.
Suppose that computations have been completed upto n-th time step. Advanc-
ing to (n + 1)-th time step is performed as follows.
(i) Take n-th time step results for fn(f = p, O', D', D,) as the trial values
for the first iteration values for ' On+1 in the heat transport equation where the
superscript on the left shoulder denotes the iteration count.
(ii) Use 1'n+l in the consolidation equation to solve for the first iteration values
lpn+l
(iii) Use 10"+l and pn+l to calculate the convection velocity and dispersion
tensors Ds n+l and 'Dusn+l
(iv) Repeat steps (i) to (iii) until the difference in the solution values of two
consecutive iterations becomes negligibly small,e.g.
I+lfn+l - kf"+ll/lkf"+lI < 6 (6.3.1)
(v) Use 9 n +1 to solve for the stream function in (6.1.28).
(vi) Use 8n+ l and pn+l and take fn(f = u, w) as the trial values on the upper
boundary (z = 1) to solve for the first iteration valus of Ifn+l(f = u,w).
(vii) Repeat step (vi) until satisfactory convergence is achieved in f"+l+(f =
, tw) by the criterion of (6.3.1). The computation for (n + 1)-th time step is now
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complete and ready to move to the next time step. In real computations, 6 = 10-6
has been used.
We note that the use of centered difference in the convection term can cause in-
stability of numerical scheme leaving some oscillations in the results. In order to pre-
vent such behavior, it is recommended by Roache(1977) and Pinder and Gray(1977)
in one-dimensional problem that the grid Peclit number Peg = VA/a be less than
2. The quantities V, A and a are the convection velocity, grid spacing and diffusion
coefficient and correspond to roughly Ra'Mf/Mm, Af (or Az), and ((m') + Dl.)/k,
in (6.1.16). Care has been taken to avoid oscillations in the computation. Finite
difference meshes of Af = Az = 0.05 for Ra' < 100 and At = Az = 0.0333 for
Ra' = 200 were fine enough to avoid such oscillations.
6.4 Numerical Results and Discussions
The numerical results for Cases (i), (ii) and (iii) specified in (6.2.6) are pre-
sented. In Case (i), the medium response are discussed in terms of temperature,
streamlines, pore pressure and displacements. Cases (ii) and (iii) are then examined
with primary emphasis on the increased effects of nonlinear coupling between the
flow and heat transport as the Rayleigh number increases. In particular, it is shown
for sufficiently large Rayleigh number that the thermal cloud does not only travels
downstream with the background uniform seepage flow but also rises vertically. It is
also shown that, in the early stage when the Rayleigh number is large, the variation
of the horizontal dispersion coefficient becomes large and is comparable to the value
of the unifrom flow itself and thus the rising pattern is not symmetric about the
centerline.
The three case of (6.2.6) are now examined. The scale ratio has been chosen
as e = 0.01 in all cases.
Case(i) Ra' = 10 Pe,=1000. 2000
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The mesoscale Peclet number Pe' = ePeF is 10 and 20 respectively. For the
uniform background seepage flow before the thermal cloud is introduced, the lon-
gitudinal dispersion coefficient is (m') + Di, = 41.6 for Pef = 1000 and 163.5 for
Pef = 2000.
The case with Pef = 1000 is discussed first. The distributions of the temper-
ature , the streamlines 1b=constant, the pressure p, the vertical displacement w
and the horizontal displacement u in the moving frame are presented in Fig. 6.2(a)-
(e). The actual horizontal distance is 5 times larger than shown because of (6.2.5).
Since the Rayleigh number is not sufficiently large*, the thermal cloud stays very
close where it is released as is shown in Fig. 6.2(a). Beyond t = 0.1, the buoyancy
effect becomes too weak and the temperature becomes evenly distributed in the
layer. However, due to local heating, the pore fluid flows through the medium as
shown in the plot of streamlines in Fig. 6.2(b) even if the motion is very weak. A
pair of counter rotating cells is formed symmetrically about = 0. The upward
velocity (u)z in the central region above = 0 is 0.35, 0.2 and 0.05 at t=0.004,
0.01 and 0.04 respectively. At the upper boundary, the pressure variation is zero.
Thus the fluid flows out of the layer in the central region due to buyant convection
but recharges the layer in the outer region, affected by the rotating motion in the
layer. In Fig.6.2(c), as the pore fluid rises along the centerline, the pressure becomes
negative in the lower region because of the impermeable boundary at the bottom
whereas it becomes slightly positive above the cloud since the pore fluid is being
pushed upward by the flow. The medium deformation is dominantly affected by
thermal stress so that the vertical displacement w becomes positive symmetrically
in the center region but the horizontal displacement u is anti-symmetric in Figs.
6.2(d) and (e). The maximmum values occur on the upper traction free boundary.
In Fig. 6.3, the displacements on the upper boundary are shown. At the early
time, there are little compacting bowls next to the sharp swelling peak and as time
* As a heuristic reference, the critical Rayleigh number in Lapwood problem is
40.
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increases they flatten out. The compacting bowls are created because of pressure
variation. In the region outside the thermal cloud, the counter-rotating flow directs
downwards as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). Since the buoyancy effect is negligibly small
there, the flow is driven mostly by pressure gradient. Thus the body force term due
to pore pressure change in the z-component of the equilibrium equation (cf.(6.1.7)
and (6.1.8)) acts downwards and its effect shows as subsidence at the upper bound-
ary. The time-varying distribution of the dispersion coefficient (m') + D., is shown
in Fig. 6.4. Recall that its value is 41.6 for the uniform seepage flow for Pe = 1000.
In the lower left part, the rotational convection of pore fluid tends to increase the
downstream seepage velocity but decrease in the lower right part. At the early
time in the upper region, the flow pattern is opposite due to the counter-rotating
flow. Thus the dispersion coefficient is smaller and larger respectively in the left
and right regions to = 0. As a result, the dispersion coefficient changes to 41.9
to 41.4 respectively. We note that the spatial variation of (mn') + Di, is from the
nonlinear coupling between the flow and temperature in the equations of consolida-
tion and heat transport since the dispersion coefficient depends on the flow which
in turn depends on the temperature. As the temperature decreases with time, the
dispersion coefficient approaches that of the uniform flow.
For Pef = 2000, the numerical results are presented for , b, p, w and u in Fig.
6.5(a)-(e). While the vertical dispersion coefficient (m') + D:, remains very close to
the value ma" = 0.33 because of the layered structure of the medium (cf.§5.3)), the
horizontal dispersion coefficient (m') + D becomes 4 times larger than Pef = 1000
case. It is then anticipated that the spreading of thermal cloud is twice as fast as in
the direction. The computation has been performed in the region -8 < < 8 but
the results are shown only over -4 < < 4. It is clearly shown that the region over
which noticeable changes occur is almost doubled in the horizontal extent for , 0&,
p, w and u. Note that the peak temperature is only half of the previous case at all
times. The upward velocity (u). along = 0 is 0.2 and 0.08 at t=0.004 and 0.01
respectively and is smaller than the case of Pef = 1000 due to fast spreading of 8.
It continues to decrease as t increases. The displcements at the upper boundary are
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shown in Fig. 6.6 for several discrete times. Recall that the equilibrium equation
is decoupled from others and is linear. Because of the dominant effect of thermal
stress, the deformation is almost one half of the case with Pef = 1000 except the
very early time t = 0.04. The spatial variation of the dispersion coefficient is very
minor as shown in Fig. 6.7.
Case(ii) Ra' = 100; Pef=1000. 2000
The Rayleigh number is now increased to 100 and more pronounced nonlinear
coupling effect in the convection of heat is anticipated.
The distributions of , b, p, w and u at discrete times are shown in Fig.
6.8(a)-(e) for the case of Fef = 1000. Due to increased buoyancy, the thermal
cloud rises from z = 0.2 to z = 0.4 for t upto 0.04. Note the slight asymmetry of
cloud temperature at early times (t < 0.01). It is due to the nonlinear coupling
between flow and themperature and the reason is as follows. Because of counter-
rotating motion of of fluid shown in Fig. 6.8(b), the downstream seepage velocity
(flowing to the right) is reduced in the upper left corner of the thermal cloud and
is increased in the upper right corner as compared to the initial uniform flow. The
horizontal dispersion coefficient is then decreased in the upper left and is increased
in the upper right which means that heat is more conserved in the left than in the
right. Consequently the buoyancy-induced convection is stronger on the left. This
causes the asymmetry. But as time increases the medium temperature decreases
and the nonlinear coupling effect becomes weak. Thus the distribution becomes
symmetric about e = 0. The same discussions appliy to pressure and displacements.
The buoyancy-induced upward velocity (u). along = 0 is 0.4, 0.25 and 0.07 at
t=0.004, 0.01 and 0.04 respectively and is larger than the case of Ra' = 10 and
Pef = 1000. In Fig. 6.9, the displacements on the upper boundary are shown.
The actual magnitudes are 10 times larger than the case of Ra' = 10 because of
the normalization (cf.(6.1.9)). The spatial distribution of the horizontal dispersion
coefficient (m') + Di, is shown in Fig. 6.10. As a result of increased convection
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explained above, the coefficient varies from 33 to 50 across the thermal cloud at the
very early time t = 0.04 and the range narrows as time increases.
The case of Pef = 2000 is shown in Fig. 6.11(a)-(e) for , 1 , p, w and u. As
compared to the case of Pcf = 1000, the spreading is faster in the e direction, due
to the increase in the horizontal dispersion coefficient. This weakens the effect of
nonlinear convection fast. Accordingly the thermal cloud does not rise as much as
in the case of PeF = 1000 and the temperature, streamlines and pressure flatten out
in the horizontal direction promptly. The upward velocity (u), along = 0 is 0.2,
0.08 and 0.015 at t=0.004, 0.01 and 0.04 respectively and is obviously smaller than
the case of Pe = 1000. The displacements on the upper boundary presented in Fig.
6.12 also, as in Case (i), show about half magnitudes of the case with Pef = 1000.
The variation of the horizontal dispersion coefficient is not as pronounced as shown
in Fig. 6.13.
Case(iii) Ra' = 200 : Pef=1000, 2000
The Rayleigh number is further increased to 200. The nonlinear coupling effect
is the strongest of the three cases.
For Pef = 1000, the temperature, streamlines, pressure and displacements are
presented in Fig. 6.14(a)-(e). It is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 6.14(a) that the
upward convection due to buoyancy is strong enough to carry the thermal cloud to
the upper boundary by the time t = 0.08. Afterwards the thermal cloud spreads
out in the medium due to dispersion. The asymmetry at the early time is more
pronounced in Fig. 6.14(a) and (b). The isotherms are denser in the upper part
of the cloud because of faster upward movement of the hot peak. The upward
velocity (u), along ~ = 0 is 0.46, 0.25, 0.08 and 0.03 at t=0.004, 0.01, 0.04 and 0.01
respectively. The recharge and upward leakage of the fluid at the upper boundary
start as early as t = 0.04. The displacements at the upper boundary are shown in
Fig. 6.15 and the distribution is qualitatively same as other cases. The variations
of the horizontal dispersion coefficient (m') + D', is presented in Fig. 6.16. At the
widest,e.g. at the earliest time, it ranges from 28 to 56. Because the cloud reaches
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the upper boundary soon, so does the distribution of dispersion coefficient and after
t = 0.04 it is simply divided into the upstream region with larger values and the
downstream region with smaller values.
When Pef is increased to 2000, the convection due to buoyancy becomes weak
fast and the thermal cloud does not reach the upper boundary as shown in Fig.
6.17(a). The streamlines , pressure, vertical and horizontal displacements shown in
Fig. 6.17(b)-(e) are quite similar to the case with Pef = 2000 in Case (ii). Also
the deforamtion on the upper boundary is shown in Fig. 6.18 and is about one
half of the case with Pef = 1000 as before. The dispersion coefficient (m') + D 3,
variation is as plotted in Fig. 6.19. At t = 0.04, the range of variation is from
142 in the lower right to 184 in the lower left. Comparing with the value of 163.5
for uniform flow, the deviations are as high as 13% toward both sides. As time
increases the distribution also becomes more and more uniform approaching to that
of the uniform stream.
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T. Conclusions
In this Chapter, we have studied thermal dispersion in three-scale poroelas-
tic media. The mesoscale Peclet number is assumed to be finite but the Rayleigh
number defined in terms of macroscale length is allowed to be large. The gov-
erning equations on the macroscale are deduced from those on the intermediate
mesoscale by using the theory of homogenization. They are the equilibrium equa-
tion for matrix deformation, the consolidation equation for flow and the heat trans-
port equation. Because of finite Peclit number heat convection induces dispersion
on the macroscale. Due to buoyancy the flow and heat transport equations are
coupled with full nonlinearity and can only be solved in iterative manner. The
dispersion tensor can be calculated for a given seepage flow distribution by solving
a mesoscale cell boundary value problem, which is a convection-diffusion equation
with distributed sources. An important new result is that the mesoscale cell bound-
ary value problem is nonlinearly coupled to the governing equations for flow and
heat on the macroscale.
The general theory is applied to a special case of vertically stratified medium.
By assuming that the velocity field is know, the symmetric and anti-symmetric
dispersion tensors are obtained explicitly. It is shown that the dispersion tensors
possess the tensor transformation property in the horizontal plane so that the dis-
persion tensors for any mean flow direction can be obtained from those for a mean
flow in a vertical coordinate plane. Consequently it is only necessary to calcu-
late D*, D, and D for symmetric part and D", for anti-symmetric part for
a mean flow in zz plane. Also the convection velocity of heat is explicitly ob-
tained. It is composed of the Darcy velocity, the first order seepage velocity and
the anti-symmetric dispersion tensor. It is shown that there are only two indepen-
dent coefficients for the first order seepage velocity. They are determined by solving
certain mesoscale cell boundary value problems which are seepage flow equations
with distributed sources. However, if the medium is homogeneous on the mesoscale
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all the macroscale coefficients reduce to those on the mesoscale since the medium
is then two-scale medium.
The results for vertically stratified medium is further specialized to a medium
with two alternating layers on the mesoscale. Analytic dispersion tensors and con-
vection velocity of heat are obtained. In particular, the symmetric dispersion tensor
depends strongly on the mean flow direction. When the mean flow is perfectly par-
allel to the layers, the longitudinal dispersion coefficient (m') + D:, increases with
Pe' 2 where Pe' is the mesoscale Peclet number. For flow directions not parallel to
the layers (even for mean flow directions slightly off the horizontal plane), (m') +D 2.
first increases with Pe' but soon reaches finite limit value which decreases as cot2 0
where 0 is the angle between the mean flow direction and the layers. Similar results
have been shown in different approaches,e.g. stochastic random walk and moment
method (Matheron and de Marsily, 1980; Gupta and Bhattacharya, 1986; Gfiven
and Moltz, 1986). The transverse dispersion coefficient (m') + DI, increases only
by a small amount as increases. For passive solute Diz and D z are zero. For
heat DI, and D" are not zero although they are much smaller than (m') + D.z
but larger than (m') + DI,.
The theory is applied to dispersion of a thermal cloud released in a uniform
seepage flow through a layered medium. As the Peclit number of the uniform flow
increases, the thermal cloud spreads faster in the longitudinal direction because
the dispersion coefficient (m') + D=z increases. It is also shown for large Rayleigh
number that the thermal cloud does not only convected by the uniform flow but also
rises vertically due to strong buoyancy. As mentioned above, thermal dispersion is
nonlinearly coupled among the flow, temperature and dispersion coefficients. The
buoyancy induced flow modifies the downstream seepage flow. Consequently the
dispersion coefficients vary in space. It is shown for large Rayleigh number that,
at the early stage when the temperature is high, the variation of the longitudinal
dispersion coefficient (m') + D', is comparable to that of the uniform background
seepage flow. The matrix deformation is dominated by thermal stress. Inparticular,
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the upper surface swells up with neighboring compaction bowls. The compaction
bowls are due to rotating flow in the layer and is caused by the downward seepage
flow underneath.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated thermal dispersion in poroelastic media by using the
theory of homogenization: in Chapter I for two-scale media and in Chapter II for
three-scale media. The medium is assumed to be relatively highly permeable and
hard. The homogenization theory makes two key assumptions. One is the existence
of disparate length scales. Secondly the medium structure, the unknowns and the
material properties are assumed to be periodic at all scales but the largest one.
Specifically, in two-scale medium there are the microscale e and the macroscale '
such that /£' < 1 and the microscale e, the mesoscale I' and the macroscale e"
in three-scale medium which are related by e/e' < 1 and e'/" < 1. By choosing
e = /'/l = /' as ordering parameter, the multiple-scale analysis is then used
to deduce the governing equations and constitutive coefficients on the macroscale
without empirical assumptions. Certain microcell and meoscale cell boundary value
problems are defined which must be solved for given cell geometries to calculate the
macroscale coefficients. It is a methematically rigorous scheme and the macroscale
inhomogeneities are easily incorporated.
In Chapter I, the macroscale governing equations are deduced from the basic
conservation laws in the fluid and solid phases. Both the microscale Peclit number
and the Rayleigh number are assumed to be finite. Under this assumption, buoyancy
is not important in Darcy's law and appears only as first order contribution. The
governing equations are the quasi-static equilibrium equation, the consolidation
equation and the heat transport equation. Because of the assumption of relatively
hard porous medium, the equilibrium equation is decoupled from the rest. On
the other hand, the consolidation equation and the heat transport equation are
nonlinearly coupled via the first order seepage velocity due to the effect of weak
inertia in the fluid momentum equation. The dispersion tensor is in general not
symmetric. It is determined in terms of the leading order fluid velocity. For solute
transport as shown by Mei and Auriault(1991) and Mei(1992), if the medium is
isotropic and homogeneous on the macroscale, the first order seepage velocity is
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identically zero so that the flow and heat transport are decoupled. In this study, it is
shown that for heat transport, even if the medium is isotropic and homogeneous, the
first order seepage velocity depends on the medium temperature due to buoyancy.
Consequently the heat transport is still nonlinear equation for the temperature
although it is very weak. In any case, the solid deformation is determined from the
equalibrium equation by using the pressure and temperature distributions.
As a model microcell geometry, we have chosen a cubic array of Wigner-Seitz
grains and calculated the dispersion tensor by solving a microcell boundary value
problem numerically. The cell boundary value problem is a convection-diffusion
equation with distributed sources and is identical to that defined in Mei(1991) for
rigid medium. For solute transport, it reduces to Brenner's(1980). The Wigner-
Seitz cell has three planes of symmetry and the mean flow direction is chosen to
be in one of the symmetry axes. For the chosen flow direction, it is shown by
using the symmetry properties of the solution that there are only two independent
nonvanishing coefficients, the longitudianl DL and transverse DT coefficients. Also
DL and DT are isotropic in the plane normal to the mean flow direction, as pointed
out by Brenner(1980). However for other flow directions this does not hold.
Computed DL and DT show growth as Pe2 where Pe = Ul/af is the microscale
Peclet number with U, l and af being the mean flow velocity, microcell size and
thermal diffusivity of fluid. The tendency of Pe2 for DL has been previously shown
in the approximate analytical results for dilute periodic suspensions of spheres by
Koch et al (1989) and is consistent with the numerical results by Salles et al (1993)
and the measurements by Gunn and Pryce (1969). However, the prediction for DT
by Koch et al does not grow with Pe and remains almost the same as the molecular
diffusion coefficient. For dilute suspension they assume that the convection velocity
in the pores to be equal to that of the ambient mean flow. As a result, the pore
fluid velocity variations are discarded. On the other hand, the randomly distributed
particles approach by Koch and Brady(1985) indicates that DT also grows with
Pe. Their analysis is based on the assumption that the medium is dilute and the
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disturbances are basically induced by a single particle. For large Pe, the following
three mechanisms are accounted: purely mechanical contribution, hold up of solute
in particles, and boundary layer effect. None of these produces non-zero contribution
to DT. However, by adding correction due to particle interactions, they were able
to obtain the behavior of DT proportional to Pe. This shows that, especially
for densely packed particles like Wigner-Seitz grains, the interactions among the
particles are important. Numerical results for DT are not available in Salles et
al and to our knowledge there are no reliable measurements of DT for periodic
arrays of particles. It should ne noted however that the Pe2 growing tendency is
in contrast with data from numerous experiments with natural granular media for
which linearly increasing dispersion coefficients are observed. The discrepancy is
likely due to the difference in the medium structure of the Wigner-Seitz grain and
the natural media.
In Chapter II, thermal dispersion in three-scale deformable porous media is
studied by extending the two-scale analysis of Ch. I. The scale I' which was called
the macroscale in two-scale medium is now called the mesoscale. The macroscale
Vl is much larger than t'. The mesoscale Peclit number is assumed to be finite, but
the Rayleigh number is large. The macroscale governing equations and effective co-
efficients are deduced by using the homogenization theory from the mesoscale equa-
tions. Because of large Rayleigh number, buoyancy becomes important in Darcy's
law and heat convection. Accordingly, the flow and heat transport equations are
nonlinearly coupled. An important new result is that the mesoscale cell boundary
value problem, which is a convection-diffusion equation, is nonlinearly coupled to
the governing equations for flow and heat on the macroscale. This shows that the
dispersion tensor can be calculated only for a given seepage velocity distribution
by solving the mesoscale boundary value problem. The dependence of dispersion
tensor on temperature has been recognized in the study of the effect of thermal dis-
persion on the stability of steady convection in porous layer (Rubin, 1974; Tyvand,
1977,1981).
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As a special class of periodic media, we have chosen periodically stratified
medium in the vertical direction. Assuming that the seepage velocity field is known,
we derive explicit expressions for the symmetric and anti-symmetric dispersion ten-
sors and also the heat convection velocity. In particular, it is shown that the disper-
sion tensors for a mean flow direction rotated in the horizontal plane are obtained
from those for the mean flow direction in a coordinate plane by using tensor trans-
formation rule. This simplifies the calculation of dispersion tensors for stratified
medium. Consequently it is only necessary to calculate D 3,, D=, and Dlz for the
symmetric part and D=z for the anti-symmetric part.
For a medium with two alternating layers on the mesoscale, the analytic dis-
persion tensors are used to calculate (m') + D`, D'z, (m') + D'z and Duz where
(m') is the depth average of the mesoscale thermal conductivity. For solute disper-
sion by allowing the variation of permeability only, we show that D.z = D = 0
and (m') + D, = m" where m" is the harmonic mean of m' along depth. It is
particularly shown that the longitudinal dispersion coefficient (m') + D,' strongly
depends on the mean flow direction. If the mean flow direction is perfectly parallel
to the layers, (m') + D, increases as Pe' 2 where Pe' is the mesoscale Peclet num-
ber. For flow directions not parallel to the layers, (m') + D first increases with
Pe' but soon reaches finite limit value which decreases with cot2 0 where is the
angle between the mean flow direction and the layers. Similar results have been
shown previously by different approaches (Matheron and de Marsily, 1980; Gupta
and Bhattacharya, 1986; Giiven and Moltz, 1986). Since it is very unlikely that the
flow direction is perfectly parallel to the layers, (m') + D,. is expected to reach
finite limit as Pe' increases in most situations. On the other hand, the tranverse
dispersion coefficient (m') + DI, increases only by a small amount as 0 increases.
Thermal dispersion tensors depend on the mesoscale inhomogeneities of not
only permeability but also the heat capacity and thermal conductivity. The depen-
dence of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient (m') + D, on the flow direction is
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the same as in solute transport. It is further shown in this study that the sym-
metric dispersion tensor is quadratically proportional to the heat capacity whereas
linearly proportional to the thermal conductivity. Inhomogeneities in heat capacity
therefore can cause dispersion comparable to that due to inhomogeneities in perme-
ability. It is also shown that D', and D, are non-zero in thermal -dispersion. They
are much smaller than (m') + D2 but larger than (m') + D,. For two alternat-
ing layers, Moranville et al (1977a,b) and Tyvand (1980) considered the dispersion
tensor by employing the general formulas for anisotropic medium due to Scheideg-
ger(1961) and Poreh(1965). By considering several special directions of flow and
,concentration gradient, they only obtain some constraints for the coefficients which
must be determined from experiments. We stress that the dispersion tensor form
employed by Scheidegger and Poreh is based on physical postulates inferred from
experimental observations that dispersion coefficients are linearly proportional to
the velocity. Our results have been deduced from the basic governing equations on
the mesoscale.
As an application of the macroscale equations, dispersion of a thermal cloud
released in a uniform seepage flow through a layered medium is studied. For the uni-
:form flow disprsion coefficients are constant. While the thermal cloud is convected
downstream by the uniform flow, buoyancy-induced flow modifies the uniform flow.
As a result the dispersion coefficients vary both in space and time. If the cloud
is solute matter, the uniform flow is not altered and dispersion coefficients remain
constant. The spreading of solute is affected only by the Peclet number of the uni-
form flow and the solute transport equation becomes linear. In thermal dispersion,
the flow, temperature and dispersion coefficients are nonlinearly coupled. As the
Rayleigh number increases, buoyancy becomes stronger and the spatial variation of
the longitudinal dispersion coefficient becomes large. For sufficiently large Rayleigh
number, the thermal cloud rises across the layer thickness before it spreads out due
to dispersion. The Peclet number tends to weaken the buoyancy effects since the
longitudinal dispersion coefficient increases with Peclet number. The medium de-
formation is dominated by thermal stress so that the upper surface swells up with
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neighboring compaction bowls. The appearance of compaction bowls is due to ro-
tating motion of pore fluid induced by buoyancy. As time increases, all disturbances
die out. We note that the dispersion coefficient is determined as a part of solution
for the coupled flow and heat transport.
Rubin(1974) and Tyvand(1977,1981) have considered the effect of thermal dis-
persion on the stability of uniform flow in a porous layer with temperature gradient
across the layer. They take into account the dependence of dispersion coefficient
on the temperature and thus the flow and heat equations are nonlinearly coupled.
However the dispersion tensor used is based on the form due to Poreh(1965) and,
as mentioned above, contains some coeffcients which must be determined experi-
mentally. This leads to additional parameters.
Extensions of the present work are worthwhile in the following directions.
First, as a continuation of the present study, calculation of dispersion tensor
for mean flow directions other than along the symmetry axis of the Wigner-Seitz
cell is needed to investigate the dependence of dispersion tensor on the direction of
the mean flow. For two-dimensional arrays of cylinders some results are available
for flow directions other than the crystallographic axes,e.g. Edwards et al(1989)
and Salles et al (1993). For three diemnsional array of spheres, the results by
Koch et al show that the dispersion coefficients increase and then reach finite limit
values even for a flow direction slightly off the crystallographic axis as the Peclet
number increases. Examination of the relationship between dispersion tensor and
flow direction will help understand dispersion characteristics of spatially periodic
medium.
We have assumed, at the outset, that the porous medium is relatively highly
permeable and hard. As a result, the solid deformation is decoupled from the flow
and heat transport. More specifically the criterion is the ratio of the consolidation
time to heat diffusion time Te/Td = pfgcafl/)K is very small where pfg, afl, V and
K are the specific weight of fluid, thermal diffusivity of fluid, elastic modulus of
medium and hydraulic conductivity.While pfg and Cf do not change much, V and
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K vary widely depending on the medium. Hence in moderately permeable and hard
medium, the time scale ratio may become finite. This will lead to an interesting
problem in view of the interactions among the medium deformation, pressure and
heat.
In realistic field situations, porous medium usually does not show the scale
disparity clearly. In fact, the medium structure appears to be rather complicated
and it is not easy to identify the length scales by the appearance of the medium.
To describe a natural medium adequately is a problem of characterization. The
more difficult the medium is to characterize, the less likely can the theory be free
of empiricism. The homogenization theory used in this work does not deal with
the medium characterization but aims at complete analysis of all scales. In the
stochastic approaches, this issue of characterization is addressed but the microscale
is largely overlooked. In view of this and the goal of improving the capability of the
homogenization theory towards the applicability to realistic porous media, efforts
should be made to incorporate the problem of characterizing porous media in terms
of hydrologic, mechanical and thermal properties of the medium, and to perform
computations for more complex microcells.
Heat transport and solute transport occur together in many situations such as
double diffusive convection in porous media, thermohaline convection in gorundwa-
ter flow and disposal of toxic or nuclear wastes (Griffiths, 1981; Rubin and Roth,
1983; Henseley and Savvidou, 1993). They belong to the subject of double diffusion.
Application of the homogenization theory to double diffusion would be straight-
forward and requires simultaneous consideration of solute and heat. Interesting
features due to interactions among the pressure, solute and heat are expected.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS and TABLES
Chapter I
Fig. 4.1 A Wigner-seitz microcell. The interiot of the soccer ball shape is fluid
and the rest is solid. The mean flow is shown in the z-direction.
Fig. 4.2 Sign and symmetry relations of the velocity components at points sym-
metric about the planes z = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 in (a) the region z > 0 and (b) the
region z > 0. Mean flow is in the -direction.
Fig. 4.3 Sign and symmetry properties of Bf and related quanties in sectors A,
D, E and H when the mean flow is in the x-direction. (a) Bf and its derivatives,
(b) I, and (c) ei(Bf).
Fig. 4.4 A typical cross-section of the microcell parallel to yz-plane and points on
the interface symmetric about y = 0 and z = 0.
Fig. 4.5 A rotational coordinate transformation by 90 degrees about -axis coun-
terclockwise.
Fig. 5.1 Dispersion coefficients for solute (a) Longitudinal DL = DZ. and (b)
Transverse DT = D1Y-
Fig. 5.2 Longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients for heat.
Fig. 5.3 Comparison of dispersion coefficients for heat and solute; (a) longitudinal
DL = D.. and (b) transverse DT = Dg.
Chapter II
Fig. 4.1 A periodically stratified layers on the mesoscale. The periodic length is
I' in z-direction.
Fig. 4.2 (a) Two coordinate systems x'g'' and z'y'z'. The system z'y'z' is the
one rotated by b counterclockwise from 'y'z' about z' axis. The mean flow is in
z'z' plane. (b) The horizontal components of flow in i'g' plane and z'y' plane.
Fig. 5.1 Dispersion coefficients ((m') + D.") and ((m') + Dz) for passive solute
in a layered medium. The angle for mean flow direction is a(e = 0 °), b(O = 1),
c(d = 50), d(O = 10°), e(9 = 40°), and f(8 = 90°). The permeability ratios are (a)
k'+/k '- = 2 and (b) k'+/k' - = 5. ((m') + D, ) is the straight line marked by f.
Fig. 5.1 (continued) The permeability ratios are (c) k'+/k ' - = 10 and (d)
k '+ / k '- = 100.
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Fig. 5.2 Dispersion coefficient ((m') + D,) for passive solute in a layered medium
with = 10°. The permeability ratios are a(k'+/k '- = 2), b(k'+/k ' - = 5),
c(k'+/k' - = 10) and d(k'+/k' - = 100).
Fig. 5.3 Dispersion coefficients (a) ((m') + D 3.), ((m') + D,) and (b) D,. for
heat with k'+/k' - = m'+/m ' - = 1 and pC+I/pC = 10. For the flow angle 0 see
the caption of Fig. 5.1.
Fig. 5.4 Dispersion coefficients (a) ((m') + D ), ((m') + D`,) and (b) -D', for
heat with pC,+ l pC, = 2, m ' + /m '- = 10 and k '+ l k' - = 100. For the flow angle 
see the caption of Fig. 5.1.
Fig. 5.4 (continued.) (c) Di,. For the flow angle see the caption of Fig. 5.1.
Fig. 5.5 Variation of dispersion coefficients (a) ((m') + D:,) and (b) ((m') + D,)
with flow angle. The Peclt numbers are a: Pe' = 1000, b: Pe' = 100 and c:
Pe' = 10.
Fig. 5.5 (continued.) (c) -D:, and (d) D,. As Pe' decreases, the curves become
lower.
Fig. 6.1 A thermal cloud released in a uniform seepage flow through layered porous
layer.
Fig. 6.2(a) Temperature distribution (f,z) for Ra' = 10 and Pe = 1000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.2(b) Streamlines (f, z) for Ra' = 10 and Pcf = 1000 at various times.
Fig. 6.2(c) Pressure distribution p(, z) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 1000 at various
times.
Fig. 6.2(d) Vertical displacement w(i, z) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 1000 at various
times.
Fig. 6.2(e) Horizontal displacement u(f,z) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 1000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.3 Matrix displacements at the upper surface (a) w(f, z = 1) and (b) u(f, z =
1) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 1000 at various times. The magnitude decreases with t.
Fig. 6.4 Distribution of the dispersion coefficient (m') + D,. for Ra' = 10 and
Pef = 1000 at various times.
Fig. 6.5(a) Temperature distribution (f,z) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 2000 at
various times.
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Fig. 6.5(b) Streamlines '(i, z) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 2000 at various times.
Fig. 6.5(c) Pressure distribution p(i, z) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 2000 at various
times.
Fig. 6.5(d) Vertical displacement w(i, z) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 2000 at various
times.
Fig. 6.5(e) Horizontal displacement u(f,z) for Ra' = 10 and Pef = 2000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.6 Displacements at the upper surface (a) w(f, z = 1) and (b) u((, z = 1) for
Ra' = 10 and Pef = 2000 at various times. The magnitude decreases with t.
Fig. 6.7 Distribution of the dispersion coefficient (m') + D:= for Ra' = 10 and
Pef = 2000 at various times.
Fig. 6.8(a) Temperature distribution (f, z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 1000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.8(b) Streamlines 0(f, z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 1000 at various times.
Fig. 6.8(c) Pressure distribution p(, z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 1000 at various
times.
Fig. 6.8(d) Vertical displacement w(f, z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 1000 at various
times.
Fig. 6.8(e) Horizontal displacement u(, z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 1000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.9 Displacements at the upper surface (a) w(f, z = 1) and (b) u(f, z = 1) for
Ra' = 100 and Pef = 1000 at various times. The magnitude decreases with t.
Fig. 6.10 Distribution of the dispersion coefficient (m') + D 3, for Ra' = 100 and
Pef = 1000 at various times.
Fig. 6.11(a) Temperature distribution (~, z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 2000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.11(b) Streamlines b(~, z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 2000 at various times.
Fig. 6.11(c) Pressure distribution p(~, z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 2000 at various
-times.
Fig. 6.11(d) Vertical displacement w(e,z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 2000 at
various times.
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Fig. 6.11(e) Horizontal displacement u((,z) for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 2000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.12 Displacements at the upper surface (a) w(, z = 1) and (b) u(, z = 1)
for Ra' = 100 and Pef = 2000 at various times. The magnitude decreases with t.
Fig. 6.13 Distribution of the dispersion coefficient (mn') + D'z for Ra' = 100 and
Pef = 2000 at various times.
Fig. 6.14(a) Temperature distribution (, z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 1000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.14(b) Streamlines (i, z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 1000 at various times.
Fig. 6.14(c) Pressure distribution p(i, z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 1000 at various
times.
Fig. 6.14(d) Vertical displacement w(l,z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 1000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.14(e) Horizontal displacement u(i,z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 1000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.15 Displacements at the upper surface (a) w(e,z = 1) and (b) u((,z = 1)
for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 1000 at various times. The magnitude decreases with t.
Fig. 6.16 Distribution of the dispersion coefficient (m') + De' for Ra' = 200 and
Pej = 1000 at various times.
Fig. 6.17(a) Temperature distribution O(, z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 2000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.17(b) Streamlines (, z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 2000 at various times.
Fig. 6.17(c) Pressure distribution p(i, z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 2000 at various
times.
Fig. 6.17(d) Vertical displacement w(f,z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 2000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.17(e) Horizontal displacement u(f,z) for Ra' = 200 and Pef = 2000 at
various times.
Fig. 6.18 Displacements at the upper surface (a) wv(f,z = 1) and (b) u(f,z = 1)
for Ra ' = 200 and Pef = 2000 at various times. The magnitude decreases with t.
Fig. 6.19 Distribution of the dispersion coefficient (m') + Di, for Ra' = 200 and
Pef = 2000 at various times.
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TABLES
Chapter I
Table 5.1 Numbers of nodes and elements for four types of meshes .
Table 5.2 Solute dispersivities for n = 0.38.
Table 5.3 Heat dispersivities for n = 0.38.
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Appendix A. The Green's function G(z',/)
Let the differential operator of (4.1.14a) be denoted by L i.e.,
L = aOz,
(u'9
-a
- az
.9z'
where
a = Pe'(u)z
It is non-self adjoint. Let us define the adjoint operator L* by
L ='
OZI
(m a )'-IO a+ a z'
and the Green's function G*(z', I) by
L'G' =(z' - )
aOzI z-=
O < z' <I'
aG*
z' 1=1t'
t1
G'(z', ()dz' = 
It then follows that
t 'J (B'LG' - G'LB') dz'
a ,m'G')
Ozt
(m'B' aG - mG aB62'do~'/
+ a-
a'z' j
(,MlaB 
( I
+aa (B'G)] dz'
'9z' a
* I[m'B*,. OBe
=[m -B. M1* +a[B.G ]o
(A.5)
where the fl-periodicity has been used. Hence we have
[B' (z')(z' - ) - G*(z', )r(z')] dz' = O
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(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4a - d)
- a B1ld
t'
LI
G* (0, ) = * (', ~)
- G aZ~
ifB'
B la
or
B;(() = ' (A.6)
Let us define G(z',~ ) be the Green's function of the operator L:
LG =(z' - )
OG, z=O
0 < z' < '
(A.7a - d)
G(z', ()dz' = 0
It is easy to show that
Equation (A.6) then becomes
G(z', ) = G*((, z') (A.8)
B(,') = |
2\
(A.9)
The Green's function G(z', ) is now derived.
Integrating (A.7a) with respect to z', we get
where
f(',() = { c(e)1 + c(i)
(A.10)
(A.11)z'> I
is a step function which has a discontinuity at z' = e'. Note that, although (A.10)
is discontinuous at z' = f', the heat flux at z' = '
dB-
m'()d' -aB =
t'
Lo
aOG
m'z')~
~
- aG) r(()d =
is continuous. The general solution of (A.10) then becomes
1G(z', ) = z )' JP i(zi) d' + G(z' = 0o,)v(:') I- p(:,)
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(A.12)ti
(A.13)
G'(zl, f )(zl)dzl
G(O, ) =Gy" t)i
= G 
,Oz z0=18
G(z', )r()A
Mt (ZO) OG _aG =f(z', ~)
,5;-e
Azt, l)r()dC
where
p(z') = exp [ m(z')d] ]IZI (A.14)
is the integrating factor. It satisfies the following relation
p(z') 1 dp(z')
m'(z') a dz' (A.15)
In the region z' < f, if we substitute (A.14) into (A.13) and use (A.11) and (A.15),
it follows that
G(z' < , :) = 1 JZ ( c())dz
p(z') m(zI)dZ(
= c() 1
a p(z ')
= -_() [1 - p-'(z')]
a
Similarly, in the region z' > , we have
1
= p(z')
G(O,()
1] + p(Z')
G(O, )
p(z')
[ P(Z) m' ( z') +
1 + ()p()- 1] + [p(Z') - ()]
(z < )
P,1 + C()dz']
G(O, ')
p(z')
= _(() [1 - p-'(z')]
a
1 [1
a
P(+) +G(,)
P(Z') P(~')
(A.17)
We now impose the W'-periodicity condition (A.7b). At z' = 0, (A.9) automatically
gives G(O, i). At z' = L', we have from (A.17)
G(L',() =- (() [1 - p- '()]
which becomes after using (A.7b)
[1 - p-'(l')] G(0, ) = c()a
G(,() = ) 1 p(') - p(a a p')- 1
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+ G(O,e)
p(Z')
(A.16)
G(z' (, ):
_ 1
p(z')
G(O,()
p(Z')
(z'> )
1 1 P((g) G(0, )
p(')
or
[1 P(()]
p(/')]J
(A.18)
[1 P- (1)] -
The integration constant c(l) is determined from the zero average condition (A.7d).
Integrating G(z', ) from z' = 0 to z' = t', we obtain from (A.16) and (A.17)
to
I; a(z, )dz =
c45) I
G(z' c,< ,)dz' +| G(z,'> (,f)dz'
[1 -p-'(z')] dz' - [1 - p-(z')] dz' - 1 1 [
a
p(z,) dz'
I' dz'
C(o,) J Z p()z'
a P(Z I- [ t- t -p()
[ c()
a
=0
1 p(I') -
a p(l,)-1 o
t' dz' 1
p(z')
dz'
p(z')
(A.19)
where (A.18) has been used for G(O, ). The function c({) thus becomes
l Pl p(t) 
(p-i) p(t') - p()
a p(t') -
where
1 fo' dt
J= , p(t)
is the '-cell average of 1/p(z'). Equation (A.18) then gives
p(M)
it
t' dt 
fC
+ (p-l) 1 p(e) - p()
a p(')- 1 (A.21)
Finally by substituting (A.20) and (A.21) into (A.16) and (A.17) and rearranging,
the Green's function becomes
G(z', ) =
{
[-
.- eWf;d i] + [(p1) -p'(z')] 9P(0
G(zt a PA,)- [- ] (Z'
The Green's function G(z', ) can be further reduced as follows.
(: < () }
(A.22)
Equation
(4.1.16) implies that the parts which are independent of and present in both
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c(
a
=-1 1
a [ (A.20)
G(O, ) =11 
a it
regions z' < and z' > ~ in (A.22) make no contribution to B'(z')(cf.(A.9)). Thus
G(z', ) is reduced to
G(z', ) =
{
"Jd - [(p-I) r-'(')] p() (Z ) })
G(z' < ~,~)- [-A (z' ) 
(A.23)
which is (4.1.18).
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Appendix B. The Dispersion Coefficients (m').. + D 2., (m'),. + DI, and
D:I
The symmetric dispersion coefficients are determined in terms of the integrating
factor p(t) and forcing terms r(() and t(() for B' and B' respectively.
We first substitute G(z', ) from (4.1.18) into (4.1.34) and recall the relation
(4.1.17). Since the integrand in (4.1.34) has r(z'), the part of G(z',() which is
function of ~ only will produce zero upon integration with respect to z' by virtue
of (4.1.17). It follows immediately that
D a1 1
D', =-ala p(£')- 1 ( i
+ al [L dz' ((z') L
After integration by parts, the first term in the bracketed expression becomes
r(()d = Lr(t)dt '
- L
dz'r.(z')f
r(() - dz' (r(z') L
where (4.1.17) has been used.
becomes
(B.2)
Thus the integral is identically zero and (4.1.34)
(m'l)z + Dz = mlZ
-a [p(e)-1 (' )dlz'p(.)r(,)dA, + i 'pr(z,) X
For (m')z + D', by using (4.1.14) and (4.1.27), we get
(m') + D = (m') + m 'dB'dBdz' dz, + 2 m' dB'
= (m', + mld' dA )'
\ dz' dz'
<mdl A dCz
dz' dz' dz' dz'
+2(m'( dA'
to
L dz'r(z/)
(B.1)
(B.3)
+dC )>
dz' !
(B.4)
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r(·)z· t) dz, it p()r()4
dz' rI·z') r(I)4
From (4.1.28) we have
A'(z') =r;\Y mz dz'm'(x')
'; Oz'
2 ' z'
- -1
, 
0l d'
(B.5)
By using (B.5) the third term in (B.4) may be written as
rzzI rrI
m'
2 m dA't dC)dz' dz' -1 dC>Jdx' = 2 dCz
where the l'-periodicity (4.1.30b) has been used. Also from (B.5) it follows that
it
m '
) = 2ml - 2(m)
=-2 m ' dA dA' )dz' dz/'
where (4.25) in Ch. 2, Part A has been used for m" in the last step i.e.,
mz = (m)-m
Substituting (B.6) and (B.7) into (B.4) we obtain
(B.7)
(B.8)
(m')z + Dz = (m')
= m + m'
"(
dzl dz'
dC, dC \
dz' dz'
after using (B.8). The second term is readily obtained upon replacing r(e) by t(f)
in (B.1). Thus we have
(m'), + D, = m',
1
Py') - 1
t
Io p(t') 1i p(e)t(i)di +
to
dzpt(z')
p(Z,)
(B.10)
which is (4.1.37).
The off-diagonal entry D'S of (4.1.4) becomes
Di = dm'B' dB')dz' dz'
= mt dB, dA'
= mt dB' dC, )
+ (m ' dB,
dz'
+ dC )>
dz( j dBz'/ (B.11)
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1x + " z ( Z' )- z
2 (m' dAz' /zl
(B.6)
(B.9)
= 2 ml
2 ml'
- ml dAl. dAl.
dzl dzl
where (B.5) and the Q'-periodicity have been used. Integrating by parts, (B.11)
further becomes
Dz 1 [:, d
1
it 0o
dz' )
dB'
d
- Cdzdz' dB dzdz'Jd
+ r(z') dz'
If the integration by parts is taken alternatively, we have
-- 1DS = -- + t(z')) dz' (B.13)
Adding (B.12) and (B.13) and invoking the f'-periodicity, we readily obtain
2D:z = - l (r(z')C,(z') + t(z')B'(z')) dz'
(B.14)
= -e 1 [r(z')G(z', )t(() + t(z')G(z', )r(()] ddz'
where (4.1.15) and (4.1.32) have been used. Because of symmetry, it then follows
from (B.3) that
1
p(e')- 1 1o
t(z')
p(z')
1 [ (e 1 ' (z') dz'
j'P(), + JO '
'o |p()t(')d + |
dz' t(') 
d rz' ) Z)dz'p(z, )
p(~)r()11]
(B.15)
which is (4.1.38).
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(B.12)
B.1 Pe# (u),. dC-.
Appendix C. The Anti-symmetric Dispersion Coefficient D 5a
For brevity the overhead bars and the leading order symbol '(0)' are omitted
in (4.2.2) for DI'. We shall use ((u)(°0 )B) instead of ((u)(0)B) in the first term of
Du, since it does not alter Dz5 because of the condition (Bi) = O(cf.(4.1.25d)).
For algebraic convenience, we write C5(z') in (4.1.32) as follows.
C,(z') = C'(z') + CA(z') (C.1)
where
C°(z') = | G(z', )t°()t
to (C.2)
CA(z') = j G(z' )tA()d4
in which
t() =-Pe'(u)zpCp(), pCp() =( / (pCP*)(
,, (C.3)
tA() = Pe' (u), m 5
The function B'(z') then becomes
B'(z') = A[(z') + C°(z') + CA(z' ) (C.4)
where A'(z') has been given in (4.1.28).
Substituting (C.4) into (4.2.2), we have
D =- Pe' (((u),A') + ((u) CA))
Pe'
2 ((pCpAi)((u)) + (PCpCA)((U2)))
-2(()u)C") + [(pCp B -)(u) -(pCpC°)((u),)] - m dz)
(C.5)
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Each term is now considered. From G(z', ) in (4.1.18) and tA(~) in (C.3) after
integration by parts, we obtain
CA(zI) = 
a a#, p()(a (i)-) a- |JO W P(()tA) p()
a p(t')- 1 a
A(t)dt
[lzo P(') dt
-p(z) ('
(C.6)
where a pair of angle brackets denotes the Q'-cell average. It then follows that
((U)CA)
1 ( dp(z' )
= (("') - ! ( t ( ) ) ae J, P(L,-t
ae (P-')(P
ap(e') - 1
+ (p(f)t) t))'
a p(t) - 1
(u)3 (z ') dz
p(z')
1 I 
'/aO I d,()-
(C.7)
We also have from (4.1.28) that
((u)Z A') = I,zz dz'(u),(z')m(z )\\ 'z'j
If we substitute tA(~) from (C.3) into (C.7) and (C.8), it follows after some cancel-
lations that
((u),CA) + ((u),Az)
dz' (u)z(z') - ((u),)
p(z')
nl, 1 ], f (u)(z')-+ ' p(e')-l J p(z')
lZ'p() 4- _ ( )) - told
p() ']o MV)
:('fL~z> · I' )~p~ 
(C.9)
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('
m din". 
ZMd.)
- )
(C.8)
z'(u),(z')dz'
M ItG(z', )Pe' (u)Z- iZ
MIWl
irt A (,)
1 toIt \\lz
m''z t
= 71
P( W tA (04
p(Z,) \/
Similarly after replacing (u), and ((u),) by pCp and 1 in (C.9), we have
(pC,CA) + (pCpA')
m'',,. 
t'
dPCp(z') - 1
pAzo)
+ 1 
it p(1') - 1 O
p()
PW d
ml(R)
PCp(z') - 1 to
p(z) dz'
The first two lines in (C.5) then become
Pe' (((F).C' ) A'))(((CA)+ () 3A:)) - ((pC,CA) + (pCpA')) ((u).)2 2 
Pe' 
2
d, ()./((u)') - 2 + pCp
p(Z')
(') - I dz' (u)Zl ((u)) - 2 + pCp
P(Z')
z'((u)./((u),) + pCp)dz']
From (4.1.21) we have
/O' m,() = -jMIM a/o dp() = [p(z') 1]ic7 a ) 1
If we substitute (C.12) into (C.11), it simply reduces to
e' '((().C) ((,
-2 ((()zCA) + ((u)A) (p) ((pC A)+ (pCpA')) ((u),)
= e'([) + Z'(()/(()) + PC,)dz]
Following the same procedure, we also obtain
Pe'
- (((u)"C) + (pCC*)((u)3))2
1 (p({)tO°())
a p(l')- 1 It (u)/((u).) - 2 + pCp dz'
Pe' 1I
+ ,2 ai dz' ((u)./((u).) + pC,) t°(~)d
Pe' 1 dz,(u)/((u).)-2 + pCp "AO
2a1' dz p(z')
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z'PCp(z')dz' (C.10)
Pe'
+ Pe' (()) ' +
L dfml(T())]
(C.11)
(C.12)
(C.13)
Pc'
=_ ((,.)2 - (,t(e)) +[at
(C.14)
Z iI , to 1
-i -it
PM A
MIM
to
zi PW~)(~
-1(r(()) 1 (-,) (p()r(t))]
-ar(e)) - p(') - 1
(C.15)dzpGj r( )d + 1 (p()r(())
a p(')- 1 jL PC(dz' ]ttpc, p~ ]
Pe' 1
2 0'). a
It
dz' (1 - pcp,) 
From (4.1.18), we also obtain
- /m , B \
-i\ a / +1 L dz' z'p(ZI) 
.16))(C.16)
Finally by substituting (C.13) to (C.16) into (C.5), the anti-symmetric disper-
sion coefficient D'z becomes
DZ
pe'
= 2((U)') I[ t z'((u)./((u).) + pCP)dz']
2(to(1)) (p(f)()) It'
dz' ((u)./((u).) + pC,) 
,).)-2 + pCp
p(Z')
t ()d
dz' (u)/((u))- 2 + pCp "
dz'p(z') 10
2 (p-' ) (p(i)r()) -p(')-
(C.17)
I d p(z') 1 i dz'
2
- pCp(z')
- il J z p(Z')
From (4.1.16) r(e) is given by
r() = Pe'((u)Z(e) - pC,((u).)) (C.18)
If we substitute (C.18) and (C.3) into (C.17), equation (4.2.5) follows after some
cancellations.
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Similarly
Pe'
2 a
Pe'+e'
Pe'
- -((.).)
Pe' 1 tt
Pe' 1 
2 at' J
(p(t)r())
p(') - 1
It
,),
1 (P,)
dz]
1 1
aC'
-i~i' · (~xI
I'ZI~c 4
Appendix D. The Coefficients E, Ft and G'j
In this Appendix, the coefficients in the first order seepage velocity ((u)|1)) are
derived by solving the boundary value problems (3.4.5) to (3.4.9).
D.1 The Coefficient E'.
Let us first consider (3.4.5),(3.4.8) and (3.4.9) for the function E.
medium under consideration, they may be written as
Ai +a k' l =o&I \n dI
For the
0 < z' < '
Ej(0) =E;(e')
9E I aE I
z, lo- asz l
(Ej) =o
where the forcing term As becomes from (3.4.3)
(D.la - d)
Aj = v' [k' (,ij + V'S)] + V' (k'V:'S') (D.2)
It is assumed that k'(z') and S}(z') are homogeneous on the macroscale ". We
recall from (5.2.4) in Ch.2, Part A that
as'_
Oz'
as=Oi = 0, as'9z'
1
k,,
1 (D.3)
Then (D.2) becomes for each component as follows.
Ok'Ax = -Ox""+ aZ, ( oS,, = Oz' -"
and similarly
A = A = 0
Since the source term Aj vanishes, it readily follows from (D.2) that
E' = Ev = E' = 0
(D.4a)
(D.4b)
(D.5)
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and therefore (3.4.12) becomes
E' = (k'VIE) = 0 (D.6)
Recall that the coefficient Ei accounts for precisely the Darcy type velocity in
((u)(')) which is zero. This is the consequence of the uniqueness condition (D.ld)
imposed on E 5.
D.2 The Coefficient F'.
From (3.4.6),(3.4.8) and (3.4.9) we have
Bij + a k'
o(1
OaFj =
9az' 
0 < z' < e'
Fj(O) =Fj(t')
,OFi
Oz' 10
(D.7a - d)
OFi ,
= az1 I
(F,') =0
For isotropic k' on the mesoscale the source term Bij reduces to
Bij = k' (6ij + V Sj) + v (k's;)B rc~r Ic'S I (D.8)
For vertically stratified medium (D.3) holds, hence (D.8) becomes
Bzz = By. = k'(z')
B, = k' + a (k'Sz)ZZ OZ,
Bij = 0
(D.9)
otherwise
where k" = (k'(1 +8Sz/Oz')) has been used for B,,. In view of (D.9), it is necessary
to consider only diagonal terms of Fi'j. If we choose i = j = in (D.7) and integrate,
it becomes
k dF',
dz' [ dz' 1z=o (D.10)
Another integration gives
= [kdF' 1dz' ] zt:O i zX
dz'
k'(z')
- z dz' I (
(D.11)
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F'(z') - F.(0)
Imposing the W'-periodicity (D.7b), we get
[k, dFz ]
dz' = It ( )
,( )
dz'
k'(z')
z
I
J 
where k'' is the harmonic depth mean of k'.
i= ,.1o.e.
Substituting (D.12) into (D.10), we obtain
dF' 
dz' k '()d k'(z') i k'(~)4
Since B., = ByY, it is obvious that
dF _
dz'
dF.z
dz'
For i = j = z in (D.7), we readily obtain by following the same procedure
k' (Sz + )dFt -_[k' (s' + dFz = + kz' = 
Another integration gives
I -FI() =-F.,(z - F(O)  - Sdz' + [k' (SZ d+ 0/o / '
z' I
-ki Z dz'
Imposing the N'-periodicity (D.7b) and using the uniqueness condition for S:,
(S' ) = O, we obtain
[k' (S' + dz)' = "k 2 Z'
It then follows from (D.16) that
klzw2
=-s +t zz  +, '(Z') Z
' - k(z-)
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(D.12)
(D.13)
(D.14)
(D.15)
(D.16)
Jzi dz'
k'(z')
dFz
dz'
(D.17)
(D.18)
k .' t
= / 
" E ia dz ' I'
The coefficient F'jt of (3.4.12) now becomes
FL = (k'SI),ij + (k'V Ft,) (D.19)
It is straightforward to find Fit by using S, (D.14), (D.15) and (D.19) and we only
list the nonvanishing coefficients here.
= k dF,\
* \ dz' /
k' dF;' )dz'
k:;j to dz'
k'(z') ji k'(,)dg + (z'k'(z')) - 'k'
(= kz
otherwise
(D.20)
where k, is the depth average of k'(z') i.e., k,2 (f' k'(z')dz')/i'.
D.3 The Coefficient G"ij'
These coefficients represent the buoyancy effect of macroscale thermal gradient
in z'-direction on ((u)')) (cf.(3.4.11)) and may be written from (3.4.12) as
G# = k'SS + k' dG+ )dz +k' B1' ~i,
(D.21)
Accordingly we only need G,.
From (3.4.7),(3.4.8) and (3.4.9) we have
d (&,d:, )=od-k, dG =0Z;71 dz' =
dG'()
dGz' 
dz'I 0
o < z' < e'
(D.22a - d)=G.(t')dG' I
dz' It
(G ) =0
From (3.4.3) the new source term Ci, is given by
dCi= (k'B')dz' (D.23)
Note that B i is the vector function used in (1) = BV'"O( °) which has been studied
earlier.
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F" = Ft
xzZ SVY
F", = Ft,, = (k's:)
Fz. = (k'SS +
F,/ =0
it
20"LZ:
For i = , we have from (D.22), (D.9) and (D.23)
d ' (B' +dG' i
dz z' J =O (D.24)
which gives right away
dG = (z
dz' -B'(z')
By analogy it immediately follows for i = y that
dG'Y' = -B;(z')
For i = z after using (D.9) and (D.23), (D.22) becomes
k'' + d [k' (S +z BdG, zdz' z j
(D.25)
(D.26)
(D.27)=0
By its analogy to (D.16) we readily have
dG', k':t:
= -' -+ '- dz' z k'(z') (D.28)
(')
Zz h zl
In terms of (D.25),(D.26) and (D.28), we obtain from (D.21) that
G = Gy"' = (k'S')
G" = kk" 2
G' = 0
(/z'- i'
otherw 2kise
otherwise
From (D.20) and (D.29) it may be summarized that
G2 = G, 5 = F" = Ft = (k'S.)ae Yyfr Matz Yr
G"z = F'iz = k,2ZZ Lz L
Ik" to
it J
dz' xi
k,(z')
(D.29)
(D.30)
k'()4d + ('k'(z'))- ekl
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21c"xx
Appendix E. The Coefficients F", F" and F"
The coefficients which are necessary to compute the first order seepage velocity
in the periodically layered medium, e.g. G".., Gi 2 and F"., are now obtained
completely in terms of the medium permeability.
From (5.2.9) in Ch.2, Part I, we have
S(z') = k z' dz'
k'
+ k'' - ZI
k{z)
from which it follows that
(k'S) =k' (JZ I k' + k 2 ' dz') _1 ie F dz'k'z' - zZ2 
Each integral except the first one further becomes
k" k"zz 2Z
et
t1
L
Z'dz'7ki
kk k"
et
k" k" t
= I'kt2 - z zxx it~J
et
2 Zz
dz'k'z'
1 [C
"J
Substituting (E.2a-c) into (E.1) we have
kt(k'Sz) = it
t
dz' (k' - k"2 )
The first term. further becomes
- k [L
ewL' 4 ~ (k' - k 2.) dz' -
(E.1)
'1
-L dz' dd)kl'
dz' z' 
-I
-dz'
I X
0k )d
= -et'k + 1 dz' k'dt
(E.2a - c)
dz'k" z' = -J dz' i
Zk
L 1 
i,
dz' z ' (k' -k2 ) (E.3)
1'
L
(E.4)
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it dz'k'
dzl (k - ki
it"dz'
kl
dz'
From the definition of k" it follows thatzz
| (k' -k") dz' = 
By using (E.5) and (E.4) in (E.3), we have
/o ( k )rF, = (k'SS)= azz I
k'dz' - k" l' = O
' 2
o (k'()
kitz
Also by using (E.2a) we may write
F" -k" 2 2-"0 k, 2 (2 t'
d
l 2
et
itZ' ' - )I dz'
zz J ~~
= dz' 1 (p" /
If we use (E.2b) for F"',, in (4.3.4), there follows
FZz 1
F. zz T dz'( k"
I)o' I'z'
(1 k ) k'
k'= [ dz'
1 L z1
= F-/ dz'k'o
where 1/k" = (/k') has been used.
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(E.5)
(E.6)
(E.7)
dz'k'
fo (kk'Z1
I
(E.8)
Vz:
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Appendix F. The Dispersion Tensors D and D . for Alternating Uniform
Layers.
The analytic forms of D and D are derived for periodic medium with alter-
nating uniform layers.
F. 1 Evaluation of Integrals.
By using (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) we obtain
, p()r()d = -A- exp (- -) -1] for 0 < ' < (1 - s)t'
Jp()r(g) = -(A- - A+)exp ( ( )) + A-
-A + exp -a(l - 1 1 for (1 - s)e' < < e
(F.1)
where
A = , a = Pe'(ulra, (F.2)
From now on whenever a pair of curly brackets as in (F.1) is used, it is meant that
the domain of definition is as indicated in (F.1). It then follows from (F.1) after
replacing a by -a (cf. (5.1.2)) that
A- [exp (ma)-1] (F.3)
(A- -A+)exp (a( ) A-
+A+exp [a( -s)' (:,-' ) + I ]
If we take the upper limit to be ', (F.1) and (F.3) become
[ p(f)r(f)d = 2 (A- e- sinh z + A+ e- 2- V sinh y)
llJO~~ r(~~~~~~~)(F.4)j d()L = 2 (Ae' sinh z + A+ e2 + ' sinhy)
where
a(1 - s)t' ast'
2m' = 2m'+ (F.5)rrd- 2'+
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were used for simpler notation. They are related to m" It / f m'dz by
+ = 2mt (F.6)
It follows from (F.1) that
Pr() 1 p(t)r(t)dt
-r-A- [1-exp(-m )] (F.7)
= Xe -r+(A- A+)exp (a .. )
+r+A- exp [a(l- s)' (m -m)] exp (F)-r+A +
which yields after integration
dP() jo p(t)rt))dt = [r-A(l -s)l' + r+A+st'] (F.8)
+ 2A-2ex sinh z + 2A+2 el sinh y + 4A-A+ e + sinh z sinh y
We also have from (5.1.2) that
1 1 e "+y (F.9)p(y')- 1 e-2-2u - 1 2 sinh(z + y)
F.2 Dispersion Coefficients D', D.z, D'z and D"
The dispersion coefficient DZ given in (4.1.36) becomes after combining (F.4),
(F.8) and (F.9) as
D.2 3 M ,2m'-(1 - a) + r)r -- )]D'nh = [ '+ _2 sinhzsinhy m _ r+m+)2]
(F.10)
After inserting t for r in (F.10), the coefficient D', in (4.1.37) is then given as
I 1 [t2-(1 ) ++2+ 2 sinhzsinhy ( ]
(F.11)
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For the off-diagonal coefficient D,., the procedure is the same and only slight
modifications are necessary. For example, we have from (F.8)
L d e'F j p(t)r(t)dt = - [t-A-(l - s)f' + t+A+at']
+ 2A-B-ea sinhz + 2A+B+el sinhy + 4A-B+eZ+ sinh z sinh y
where
a
Similarly
jdz' (z ) j p(E)t()d = - [r-B-(l - s) + r+B+st']
+ 2A-B-e' sinh z + 2A+B+eY sinh y + 4A+B-e Z +v sinh z sinh y
By using (F.4), its equivalent form for t(e) and (F.12) and (F.14), we readily have
1 +
D, = -t-m'-(1 - a) + r+t+m' a+s
a2
2 sinh z sinh y
a3l' sinh(z + y) (r-m- r+mI+) (m
-
(P:15)
- t+m'+)
The anti-symmetric dispersion coefficient D", derived also by making use of
analogy. Rewriting Dz from (4.2.5)
D, = (D'.), + (D':)2a az (F.16)
where
(D) =
Pe' [ 1
2l' p(t') - 1 Ito
Pe' o:'
+ te' + dZ pC(I
2t' j0 p(z'
(u) dz,' tl
pCp(z') dz'
p(Z')
p()pC,()d +
f'OD P(t)(1u·(,)d,)
(F.12)
(F.13)
(F.14)
j dz'j(U) fez,
(F.17a)
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Z. ) zi pf)(u).(fdf
p()pCp()df
pe'(D:,)2 = -P'as L'~i
( 1 t
p(') - 1
dzL to
p(Z') (F.17b)
e' I' + dz tZ
!' oi- P(5') 
The first part (D",)l is readily obtained by replacing r(~) and t(~) by (u),(e) and
pC,(,) in (F.15) and then multiplying by -aPe' (cf. (4.1.38)). Thus we have
()l = -- (u);pC;m'-(1 - ) + ()pC'm , ,
2Pe' sinhzsinhy ,_
a+ 3 sinh(z + y) (
.r.i0)
- (u)+m'+) (pcpM I- pCm+')m m m~~~~
Similarly the second part (D,) 2 is obtained from D 2 in (F.10) by replacing one
r(~) by (u);(e) and another r(~) by unity and then multiplying by aPe' i.e.,(D -Pe'-+(z)2 = (P,).-,-( 1 - ) + ()'+a (F.19)
2P' sinhsinhy i ml-
+ 3t' sinh(z + y) () m -((U)m'+) (m' - m'+)
If we add (F.18) and (F.19) and use the relation a = Pe'(u)z, Drz in (5.1.4) readily
follows.
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Appendix G. Direct Integration of (4.1.14) for Two Layer Medium
As in §5.1, the variables in the lower and upper layers are denoted by the
superscript symbols ()- and ()+. For convenience the prime is omitted. In the
lower and upper layers, (4.1.14a) becomes
r
b-
r+q+ B m+
o < z < (1 - s)e
< z < (1 -s)
q± = Pe(u)
mri:
The source terms r ± satisfy (cf. (4.1.17))
(1 -,)t
r-dz +
The boundary conditions are
B-(O) =B+(t)
- Pe(u),BZ
] [0 + dB- - Pe(u)dz
B-((1 - s)) =B+((1 - 8))
(I-°)t
o
B-dz+
(
,B:]
(G.4a - d)
B+dz = 0
in which (G.3a and b) are from the '-periodicity and (G.3c) is the continuity of
temperature at the interface. The last condition is imposed for uniqueness.
Integrating (G.1) from o to z(< (1 - s)t), we have
eq d (e-q zB) - dBz _ -B-]i r
= -Z
Another integration gives
B; - B (O)eq +
r z
m- q-
dB; -q-Bz 1 1
1
q-2
(1 - e z)]
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d (dB-
dz \ dz
d (dB+
dz dz
where
(G.1)
(G.2)
r = Pe ((u) - Cp((u)2 )) (G.3a)
r+dz = 0
-)t
dBz
m dz
(G.3b)
(G.5)
- e z)
(G.6)
- -B-a
Similarly if we integrate (G.2) from e to z(> (1 - s)t) twice, there follows
B+: - B+(t)e+(z- ')
r+ Lz-l
L dB 1_.. (1
o+ ..+,. ,R)]
After using (G.4a and b) in (G.6) and (G.7), the condition (G.4c) yields
B;(o) (e2Z -e-2) + [ dB e2Ze-2¥
q-
= P 2 [r-m-(l - e") - r+m+(l - e2 )]Pe2(U).2
where
(1 - s)t
2m- '
and (G.3b) has been used. Thus
=-Pe(u),zB;(O) +
Substituting (G.10) into (G.6) and (g.7), we obtain
B = B() - r-m-(1 - e2' ) - r+m+(1 - e- 2 ) (
BZ= Ba(O) - (Pe(U)z) 2(e 2. - e-2y)
r 
- _,) 2(1 - e, )(Pe(uZ).)2
r-m-(l - e2' ) - r+m+(1 - e-2y)
Pe(u),(e2 - e-2y)
(G.10)
B: = B(O)- r-m-(1 - e2 ) - r+m+(1 - e-2 ) (1 - e+( - ))(Pe(u),)2(e2a - e-2v)
r+
Pe(u)z
-(Pe( (21-e - (z- ))(,,(,),)2
(G.11)
The dispersion coefficient D:, is given by (cf. (4.1.34))
D m= - dz dz = - fr(z)Ba(z)dz
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(G.7)
(G.8)
dB;dz
(G.9)
eq-Z) _ )zPe(u),
(G.12)
-- e( t)
at
Y 2m+
q-B-a1
- )
- -B-ai
Note , in view of (G.3b), that B-(O) in B- and B + produces zero.
becomes
= _1 {mr- H(e2
1 r- 2m-(1 - s)
+e a2
1 M +r+
l a3H ( -
r;(z)dz + IL-(-a)
-1)- -a
r t m(
a- (e2
r+ 2 s212
a 2
Then D'ZZ
Bi(z)dz)
)2 t}2
2 J
- 1)}
r+2m+st
a 2
+ at3 (1 - e-2 )}
1
2at [r (1 - s) + r+se] [r-(1 - s)e -+]
+ 1 [r-2m-(l- s) + r+2m+,s]
- a--e [r--(e2 - 1) + r+m+(1 - e-2 )]
- 3t [r- m-(e 2 - 1)+r+2m+2(1- e-2)]
r-m-(1 - e2 ) - r+m+(1 - e-2y)
e2m - e-2V
The first line vanishes because of (G.3b). Let the last two lines in (G.13) be denoted
by I. It may be written as
.2 ..2
-- 2, -r m 2:1=- a3 1 (e -
a"
1)e-+ _ e+
2 sinh(z + y)
r+2 +2 -2V e0+V - Z
+ +a3 (1 e 2 ) [ 2sinh(z+ y)
ar+ ( 2 sinh(z + y)
+1]
1]
r-m-r+m+
+ a3ta 
e-x+1y_ e-- (e2 - 1 e -_Z+ e+V 2
2e sinhz(1 -e-yi)
2 sinh(z + y) 2 sinh(z + y)
- 2 sinhzsinhY _ 2 - 2r-m +M+ + r+2m+2)
a32 sinh(z + y) m
2 sinhzsinhy (r-m- - r+m+)2
a3 sinh(z + y)
(G.15)
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where
(G.13)
(G.14)
Finally by substituting (G.14) and (G.15), we get
2 sinh z sinh y 
a 2 at sinh(z + y)- m)]
(G.16)
which is the same as D:3 in (5.1.4) obtained from the Green's function.
For the medium with two layers, other dispersion coefficients D.,, D, and
D, can be calculated in the same manner by direct integration of the governing
equations. They are omitted.
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Appendix H. The Coefficients (ep B)
They have been considered for D,. in Appendix C. Analogies are made use of
to calculate them for alternating uniform layers.
The coefficient (pCv B,)/(WpC,) has been given in (C.15) for vertically strati-
fied periodic medium. Its first term may be written after integration by parts
(,r()) = ; z' r(z')dz' - dz' r()d] = dz' r(f)d
(H.1)
in which (4.1.17) has been used. If we substitute (H.1) into (C.15) and rearrange
the result, it follows that( = ) -o j dz'(1 - pC,(z')) r()d
-a' p(t')- 1 J p(z ') p()r()d + p(z ) (
1 it dzpCp(z') f"dz'P(z') p(f)r(()d
(H.2)
where the reduced symbol pCp(z') = PCp (z')/(PCp*) has been used. Each line in
(H.2) is designated by I, II and III from the first to the third respectively. The
integral I becomes
I dz' (1- pC(z))| r()dt
= |, { (1 - p ~) (1 -pCp)r z } dz' (H.3)1 (1 - oC,+) [(r- - r)(1 - s)1' + r+z'] (.3)
-- ~[(1 - pCp-)r -(1 - pC,+)r+] ( 2
-a pp)[r -r+ )(1-J)J +H 2
_11--Cr(1 - C'v)p r-
a 2
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The second line II has the same form as D, except that one r(z') in (4.1.36) is
replaced by unity. The result readily follows from (F.10):
itII= --x
a
) + r+m+ 2 sinhzsinhy (_,_
at' sinh(z + y) - r+m'+) (m' -m +(H.4)
(H.4)
Similarly, upon replacing one r(z') by pCp(z'), we get
III = - r -m'-p -(1- ) + r+m+n +]l
+ 2 sinhz sinh (rm' - r+m+ (CmtC+
a2 sinh(z + y) /P 
(H.5)
- mI+)
If we substitute (H.3) - (H.5) into (.2), it gives Iz of (5.4.2).
The coefficient (p B)/(pCp ) requires the replacement of forcing terms r±
by S$ for B, in (pC, B)/I().
Similarly after invoking (C.3) and (C.4), the coefficient (p B')/(pCp) can
be calculated from (C.10) and (C.14) as follows.
(pCB') = (pCpA) + (pCvCA) + (pCpC)
M'5 z fto
' o
7WYt" 1
+ p(e')- Lo
ZII t
pCp(z') - dz
p(Z')
'pCp(z')dz'
I I
p()
1
a (ft°(V)) ( ) ( ))a p') -
1 ((0)t°()) f'
a p()-1 1 d, C(z')z p(z'P(Z ')
dz' (1 - pcp)l Z
pRz')
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[r m' (1
dz'pC(z') - 1
p(z')
-t' dp )
zI
(H.6)
11 1 t
- -i -TPM 4MIMl
1 t
at'-I
Note in view of (C.12) that
Z s p() )
i" dz PCp(z') - 1
p(Z')
rt
z 
ol
m"rl~ LZz
+-~-
pCp(') - dz' -
p(Z')
( to
a
a o
[pCp(Z') - 1]dz')pCp(z')- I )
p(z')
=0
because fo' pCp(z')dz' = '. Also upon recalling t°(i) from (C.3), we have
1-(t()) 1it
and
- a 'l dz'pCp(z')a,'
ZI i t
1 '
1 i t dz'pC,(
dz'pCp(z')
Z'pCp(z')dz'
ZI
The latter becomes after integration by parts
pCp(()d =
)LZ~ e~~J
Z ')
ZI
dz'pCp(z') I
which gives
t, dz'pC(z') P it z
Finally upon substituting (H.7) to (H.10) into (H.6) and rearranging, we obtain
(pCpB')
1 1
at' p(t') -l ' PCp(Z' ) -1 dZ'p(z,) dz "
1J' PCP(z') 1
- a o P(Z ) Jo'
By it resemblance to D', in (4.1.36), Iz in (5.4.2) follows right away.
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IIrzzi' p PCp(z')- - 1'P(Ip) -1 P(Z') dz' p() 4m'(O)~b~
(H.7)
(H.8)
(H.9)
=etpC(WA = 2 (H.10)
(H.11)
1 to
a
Appendix I. Finite Difference Equations for Thermal Dispersion
Finite difference forms of the governing equations and boundary conditions are
derived here. For a scalar variable f its spatial derivatives are approximated by
using centered difference for which the truncation error is O(A 2 ) where A is grid
spacing. Let fid be the value of f at node (i,j) which is located at = (i - 1)Af
and z = (j - 1)Az. The derivatives then become
0() d =2, 1(fi+,j - fi-l,j) + 0(Aa 2)
(a£2)fj = I (fi+,,j - 2fi,j + fi-,,j) + O(A2)(92i ~
(I.1)
in which the error terms are the consistency of the finite difference approximations
and are from the truncation of Taylor expansion of f. For z derivatives one simply
replaces Af,i and j by Az,j and i. Similarly the cross derivatives are approximated
by
aaz ja i 1=4AeAz (fi+l,j+l - fi-l,j+l - fi+l,j- + fi-,ij-l)
+ o(A 2^,Az2,A AZ)
(1.2)
By employing the implicit scheme, the heat transport equation (6.1.10) is writ-
ten as
kent - +.1,3  13 = ktl + ( AT)
AT ij (1.3)
where Rl is the rest of (6.1.16) at the current time step (n + 1) and iteration
number k and is given by
R~flt=kCXfl+1+ k CZst1 +' kl((MI)+Da)n~l ( 2e n+1
=kC~~~in~~~l,_O V,+l3 $13 1, a3 O z R o2J .d
k-I(DI.I.)'/ + / 5t02 n+l 2 n+I
\+2 k-(an' + h-((m') + D--n+,1 kRI2 %C j d Z2i
(1.4)
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where R is the anisotropy ratio of permeability Rh in (6.1.10) and
CX =Mf CVX + (m') + D + D
M. T R1/2 O
in which CVX and CVZ are from the convection terms and the rest are from the
dispersion terms. In (I.5), CVX and CVZ are further given by
[1 1 O(pCpBz) + (pCpB'))1 Op Mm 1 OD uCVX = R1 / O~ + Oz
+L + O \z 7O Mf R 1/2 Oz
( 1 (pCpB') M(pCB )1 p 8 m 1 ODUz
CVZ = 1 + e R/- /_ _(CVZ 1 1/2 + 9z Oz Mf R/ 2
(1.6)
in which is the ratio of the mesoscale to the macroscale. The quantities CX, CZ,
CVX and CVZ are all computed by uisng the results from the previous iteration
step (k - 1). The consistency of (I.3) is O(A'r). In the actual computations, Ar =
0.002 and A¢ = Az < 0.05 have been used. Accordingly both of the consistencies
O(A~2,Az 2, A~Az) and O(Ar) are O(10-3).
If we substitute the finite difference formulas (I.1) - (I.2) and (I.4) to (I.6)
into (I.3), multiply by (A£) 2 /"[((m') + DV_)/R]i + ' and rearrange, the following
algebraic equations is obtained.
k--1 +L kn+-1 1  kn+12l+ k + -1H13n+ kn+HlI i-1,5- O+ i-1,5 + 1 "i-1,j+1
k-lH21n+:L kn+l + k--1H22n+tl kintl + -1 H23+t ' kn+l
UJ.7)
k-1 ntl kojn+1l k- n+ kjn+lH31idj vi+lj _ + LH32i 'en++,j  Hff33id v~n+,1,3 +1, 1,3 S,3 1,3 i+l,j l
=kHR?+ k4i
where the coefficients are given by
H11 = -H13= -(A) 2 D'Hlr= -H13(A ) 2 ZZ( R/, H12 =1- H121
H21 = H211 - H212, H22 = -2 - 2H211 - H221, H23 = H211 + H212
H31 = -H11, H32 = 1 + H121, H33 = H11, HR = H221
(1.8)
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H121 =CX7
H212 = (2) Cz/
2Azz
H211 = ((A) 2
H221 = () 2 /
The coefficients in (I.8) and (I.9) are determined in terms of the previous iteration
step (k - 1) values.
The consolidation equation (6.1.12) becomes after using (I.1) and (1.2) in finite
difference form as
pn+l + C2lPikp- + C22pIt'l + C23p,i+l + P+,j
= CR (i-ln+ -l n+1)
(1.10)
where
C21 = C23 = (Ae) 2(Az) 2 ' C22 = -2 - 2(Az)
2 CR = (A2)22Az
The finite difference equation for the stream function ?b in (6.1.28) is the same as
(I.10) and (I.11) except that CR = -(Ate)/2 and is omitted.
The equilibrium equation (6.1.23) is similarly written in finite difference form.
For the z-component, after using (I.1) and (1.2), multiplying by (Af) 2 and collecting
temrs at the same nodes, we obtain
XU12 u,+lj + XW11
+XU21 uti+I + XU22ui+' + XU2319.7- It.?1
wn+li-1 j+1
n+1i,j+l (1.12)
+XU32 un++1i + XW31 Win+ i-1 + XW33
XU12 = XU32 =
XU21 = XU23 =
aR Xl=-W3=X3=X3a + as Af
, XW11 = -XW13 = -XW31 = XW33 = R 4Azk' R 4z
a" (Az) 2 XU22 = -2XU12 - 2XU21
XR= caz t n+l -)(l + l c 
Ra'R/ 2 2 + RaR'R/2 2 i+l, ) + (,
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in which
DR(J
~R
(1.9)D'.
R
(1.11)
where
W"+1 = XRi+1,.+1
(1.13)
W n+I j1 + XW13
DF , , 
The z-component also becomes
nlj-1 + ZU13
w,jt1 + ZW22
i+lj-1 + ZU33
i-lj+l + ZW12 w+,j
w' + ZW23 wi,j+1
ui+,j+ + ZW32 wn+ lj = ZR~~~~~~i+ 1 l,j
where
a4 + a6 AzZU11 = -ZU13 = -ZU31 = ZU33 = R 4Ae
ZW12 = ZW32 (az) 2ZW12 = ZW32 =a 
R (a, ) 2
ZW21 = ZW23 = a2, ZW22 = -2ZW21 - 2ZW12
(I.15)
The boundary conditions also should be written in finite difference form. They
have been given in Appendix D of Part I and are not repeated here.
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ZUll
+ZW21
+ZU31
(I.14)
